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1. ABSTRACT 
1 
1. Abstract 
Other investigations have shown the relationship 
between various plate efficiencies and the relationship between 
the Murphree plate efficiency and the point efficiency for 
steady-state conditions. So far there has been no work done 
on the relationship between the Murphree plate efficiency and 
the point efficiency for unsteady-state conditions. In 
unsteady-state distillation simulation, the Murphree plate 
efficiency has been held constant and it is thought that 
this may be the reason for the differences between experimental 
and theoretical liquid composition responses in some cases. 
Further, the liquid mixing mOdels used to represent the 
mixing occurring on a distillation plate, do not include 
downcomer sections and the need for experimental investigation 
of the downcomer effect is required to produce a realistic 
model. 
Experimental conductivity impulse responses, using 
potassium chloride tracer, are obtained on a 7ft. x 1.5 ft. 
sieve plate using the system air-water. The sieve trays, 
weir height and downcomer segmental area are variable, and 
the responses are compared with those obtained by the 
diffusion mOdel. Intermediate responses along the tray are 
also compared with those of the diffusion model and with 
those of the theoretical model to be used in the unsteady-
state simulation. Empirical equations for estimating the 
eddy diffusivity are given and the significance of the 
downcomer area is shown. 
steady-state experiments uSing a continuous helium 
injection in the vapour stream are used to show that the 
general assumption of perfect vapour mixing between the 
sieve trays is untrue. An equation for estimating the eddy 
diffusivity in the vapour phase is given and the assumption 
of no vapour mixing is shown to be more realistic. 
From the experimental results, a generalised model 
of a sieve tray is given, taking into account the liquid 
and vapour mixing characteristics. This generalised model 
consists of a series of perfectly mixed liquid pools with 
recycle between each pool and the vapour leaving each pool 
rises to the pool immediately above on the next tray. 
using the theoretical model, the unsteady-state 
equations for a 5-plate distillation column are formulated. 
step changes in the feed composition, feed flow rate, 
boilup and reflux are investigated for binary systems and 
the effect of these changes on the Murphree vapour plate 
efficiency and liquid compositions are shown. 
The generalised model was used for various 
investigations. The liquid composition responses of the 
2 
3 
generalised model were compared with those obtained by 
simplified models using a constant Murphree plate efficiency 
which included the liquid mixing effect and for those 
obtained where the liquid was perfectly mixed. 
The unsteady-state equations of a linearised model 
are also formulated using constant Murphree vapour plate 
efficiencies and the comparison of the liquid composition 
responses is made with those of the generalised model where 
the plate efficiency is variable. From the comparison, 
simplifying assumptions about the significance of the 
Murphree plate efficiency during unsteady-state operations 
are given. The relationship between the extent of plate 
efficiency changes during unsteady-state and the equilibrium 
relationship is shown. 
The generalised model is also used in representing 
a gas absorption column and the unsteady-state equations 
for the trays are the same as those for the distillation 
column. step changes in the liquid feed composition are 
made and the unsteady-state composition responses are 
investigated and simplifying assumptions are again given. 
The generalised model is also used for investigating 
ternary systems in distillation. step changes in the feed 
composition are made and constant relative volatilities 
are used. It is shown that large differences between the 
initial and final steady-state values of the Murphree plate 
4 
efficiency for the middle phase component occur and thus 
when using simplified models with constant plate 
efficiencies, the light and heavy phase components should 
be those operated on. 
A general discussion on the type and size of 
disturbance introduced and its effect on the Murphree 
vapour plate efficiency is given. The limiting values of 
the equilibrium relationships and the simplifications that 
can be made from this investigation are given. A discussion 
on the results of this investigation for simplifying 
distillation simulation and suggestions of its use in future 
workal:~ given. 
2. INTRODUCTION 
2. Introduction 
Since the late 1950's, the unsteady-state 
behaviour of plate columns has been extensively 
investigated. Chemical engineers have for a long time 
been interested in the column dynamics, but until the 
introduction of computers, little work had been done. 
with the arrival of computers came an increased interest 
in the unsteady-state simulation of plate columns, but due 
to the inadequate numerical integration routines and the 
actual computation time, assumptions of perfect liquid 
mixing on the plates or at any rate constant plate 
efficiencies were made. Making the assumption of perfect 
liquid mixing gives the Murphree plate efficiency equal 
to that of the pOint efficiency which hardly changes for 
composition disturbances introduced. 
Work done using linearised models and matrix 
methods for solving the unsteady-state behaviour also 
assUMed constant plate efficiency. There wereno grounds 
for this assumption and the assumption of perfect liquid 
mixing is only valid for small diameter columns, but for 
large diameter columns (i.e. greater than 0.5 metre 
diameter) there is a concentration gradient across the 
tray and the liquid mixing must be accounted for. 
5 
6 
The aim of this work is to investigate the liquid 
mixing characteristics of large sieve tray columns in order 
to derive a theoretical model which can be easily used in 
unsteady-state simulation and still give accurate transient 
responses. The extent of vapour mixing between the trays 
and its effect on the numerical solution are investigated. 
The theoretical model used in the unsteady-state simulation 
is based on the eXperimental results. 
The theoretical model is used to investigate the 
changes in the liquid compositions and the Murphree plate 
efficiency for unsteady-state operations. The disturbances 
investigated for binary systems are step changes in:-
1) feed composition 
2) feed flow with vapour and liquid reflux flow 
held constant 
3) vapour flow with liquid reflux flow held 
constant 
4) liquid reflux flow with vapour flow held 
constant 
The magnitude and transient behaviour of the plate efficiency 
responses and the difference in their initial and final 
steady-state values are investigated. 
The liquid transient responses of the theoretical 
model for step changes in feed composition are compared 
--- --- ---- ----
with those obtained from a simplified model with perfect 
liquid mixing and with those of a linearised model with 
constant plate efficiency to see if any simplifying 
assumptions can be made. 
As most, but not all, distillation systems are 
7 
gas phase limited, a gas absorption column which was liquid-
phase-limited was simulated so that small values of the 
plate efficiency could be investigated. 
The theoretical model is further used to investigate 
the composition and plate efficiency responses of a 
ternary distillation system for step changes in the feed 
composition. The conclusions drawn from the binary results 
are reviewed to see if they apply to multicomponent systems. 
In all the cases where composition changes only 
occur, the assumption of constant molal flow is made. This 
assumption is also made for the initial and end steady-
state simulation periods when flow changes occur. 
The numerical integration routine used to solve the 
unsteady-state equations is relatively new. The integration 
routine used in this problem must be able to solve stiff 
equations as unstiff methods increase the actual 
computation time by an order of 20 or more and are less 
accurate. Thus it is only the increased speed of modern 
computers and the greater efficiency of modern integration 
routin~that have made this work possible. 
3. LITERATURE SURVEY ON PLATE EFFICIENCY:-
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
8 
3. Literature Survey on P,late Efficiency: 
General Considerations 
3.1 The Function of Efficiency 
Equilibrium-stage efficiencies mentioned in this 
work can be applied to all stagewise separation processes. 
Separation efficiencies for plate columns were introduced 
as a means of presenting the extent of mass and heat 
transfer between the phases in con~tact on an actual plate. 
If an ideal column can be defined as one where the two 
phases in contact on a plate leave the plate in perfect 
equilibrium and where its behaviour can be calculated 
using material and enthalpy balances, the efficiency can 
be used to estimate true compositions on plates compared 
to what they would have been if the plate had been ideal. 
The equilibrium value used for defining efficiency is that 
of the streams leaving the plate. 
3.2 Column or OVerall Efficiency 
There are three main efficiencies to be considered 
in distillation processes: point efficiency, plate efficiency 
and column or overall efficiency. The column or overall 
efficiency is calculated from:-
Column efficiency = Number of ideal stages Actual number of stages 
....... 
The plate efficiency estimated for specified operating 
conditions has generally been the basis of estimating the 
column efficiency. 
3.1 
·9 
The overall column efficiency can be calculated for 
the case wbere the equilibrium and operating lines are 
essentially straight but not necessarily parallel, by the 
equation (1): _ ",hey'e. A < ,:V 
In(l + Ea ( A - 1) 
ln A 
. . . . . . . . . 
where E is the tray efficiency if the entrainment is 
a 
considered. If the column has two different values of A 
for the rectifying section and the stripping section then 
equations 3.1 and 3.2 are to be applied for both sections. 
A different approach using empirical equations 
3.2 
for calculating the overall column efficiency was presented 
by O'Connell (73). For standard operating conditions of 
vapour and liquid flows and for standard tray design, he 
derived some simple relationships between column parameters 
and the overall efficiency for absorption and distillation 
bubble-cap tray columns. 
3.3 Point Efficiency 
Fig 3.1 shows a schematic representation of one tray 
'n' in a multitray column. This tray n delivers liquid to 
the tray below of average composition X • If a specific point 
n 
-------------------- --
I 
I 
~ 
Ln+l t v Y n n 
Xn+l , 
-~ -
Y..!'t, local! ---- .... ... - - -r ,A ..:::: ~ _. . - p...:..~/-c- -... J 
"- ~ 
X 
n,local L 
n 
X 
n 
t V
n
_1 
y 
n-l I 
-=-=:. -
Fig 3.1 schematic representation of one tray 'n' 
in a multitray column. 
on that tray was investigated, it would have an element of 
vapour of composition Y 1 1 1 which enters the liquid of 
n- , oca 
concentration XII and leaves with a concentration of 
n, oca 
Y . The efficiency for this point can then be defined 
n,local 
by:-
* 
Y -y 
n,local n-l,local 
• • • • • • • •• :3.3 = 
Y -y 
n,local n-l,local 
* where Y is the vapour composition in equilibrium with 
n,local 
the liquid XII .The point efficiency as defined above, 
n, oca 
plays a great part in distillation sim~lation if the liquid 
on a plate is not perfectly mixed. The means of calculating 
the point efficiency has been given in many papers (1,93,104, 
107) but the main relationships are:-
10 
11 
. . . . . . . . • •. 3.4 
where 
" • • • • • • • • •• 3.5 
In equation 3.5 the terms on the right represent the gas and 
liquid resistances to mass transfer, respectively. The theory 
for estimating NOG is given in the A.I.Ch.E Manual (1). 
3.4 MUrphree Efficiency 
If the average compositions of all the local elements 
of vapour across the tray (Fig 3.1) are considered, then the 
MUrphree efficiency (69)can be defined as:-
y 
-
y 
n n-l 3.6 Em = 
* 
• • • • • • • • • 
y 
-
y 
n n-l 
* where Y is the vapour in equilibrium with the liquid 
n 
leaving the plate. The Murphree efficiency based on the liquid 
phase can be defined as:-
• 
Xn+1 - Xn 
EML = * X -x 
n+l n 
• " • • • • • • •• 3.7 
If the liquid on a tray is perfectly mixed giving a uniform 
concentration across it and the vapour entering is of uniform 
concentration, then:-
••••.• " • • • •• 3.8 
If the liquid travels across the tray in 'plug flow', then 
by integrating across the tray the following relationship 
I 
I 
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is obtained (64):-
· ...... . 3.9 
If the liquid on the tray is partially mixed then for 
steady-state conditions the vapour plate efficiency can 
be estimated using (1):-
where 
-(~+pe) n 
~l_-_e-:-'7':'" __ ~ + e - 1 
('t\+pe) (l+ll+Pe) 'l'\(l+ n) 
't\ 'l'\+Pe 
• . . . . . .. 3.10 
For steady-state conditions and for constant A 
across the tray, relationships between the liquid and vapour 
plate efficiencies can be derived (1,35). 
= 
- E ) ML 
• . . . . .. 3.11 
standart (95) pointed out that the vapour-phase plate 
efficiency is useful for plate-to-plate calculations up the 
column while the liquid-phase plate efficiency is convenient 
for plate calculations down the column. 
For unsteady-state systems and where the significant 
holdup is that of the liquid phase, Lees (60) showed that 
the vapour and not the liquid-phase plate efficiency should 
be used in principle. However, Lees (59) also showed that 
for some particular gas absorption columns, the difference 
between the computed frequency responses. of the models 
using the liquid-phase and those using the vapour-phase 
plate efficiency was small although the principle of using 
the liquid-phase plate efficiency is wrong. 
3.5 Generalised plate Efficiency and Hausen Efficiency 
In 1953 Hausen (42) introduced his definition of 
efficiency based on the assumption of constant molal flow 
rates. Hausen considers only material efficiency and ignores 
13 
the requirement of phase saturation. The Hausen plate efficiency 
will be defined after the generalised plate efficiency has 
been derived. 
To include heat transfer between liquid and vapour 
phases, standart (95) in 1965 introduced the generalised 
plate efficiency which is a generalisation of the Hausen 
efficiency. The analysis was later extended by Standart 
and Kastanek (97) to include the effect of liquid weeping 
and entrainment. 
The idea of the generalised plate efficiency is 
based on keeping the inflowing streams constant when 
comparing the actual and ideal plates. Ho and Prince (45) 
related the Hausen plate efficiency to the mass transfer 
coefficient and discussed its use in design calculations. 
For an actual and ideal plate, Standart set down:-
14 
1) overall material balance 
V 1 + L +1 = V + L = V' + L' n- n n n n n ......... 3.12 
2) material balance for the ith component 
V Y .+L X 1 .= V Y .+L X .= V'Y' i+L'.X' i ... 3.13 
n-l n-1,~ n+l n+,~ n n,~ n n,~ n n, n n, 
3) overall enthalpy balance 
=V'H' +L'H' . 3 14 n v n n 1 n ••••••••• 
where 0 is the rate of heat lost from the plate n to the 
n 
surroundings. Thus the definition of efficiency is:-
= Total change-in-proper.tv---across_the actual plate •• 3.15 
Total change in property across the ideal plate-
1) overall material efficiency:-
. , 
2) material efficiency for component i:-
V Y . -V lY . EVi= n n,1n- n-l,1 
V'y' .-V Y . 
n n,~ n-l n-l,~ 
. , 
L X ,-L X EL ,= n n,1 n+l n+l ~ L'X' . -L X 
n n,1 n+1 n+l 
3) overall thermal efficieny:-
VH -V H 
n-l + r 0 E = n v n n-1 v n n • 
HV V'H' 
,
-V H 
n-l +r 0 n v n n-l v n n 
LnHl n -L H + (l-r )0 EHL = n+l 1 n+1 n n 
L'H' 
-Ln+1Hl + (l-rn )Qn n 1 n n+1 
. . . . . . . 3.16 
. . . .. 3.17 
. • . . . •• 3.18 
where r is the fraction of the heat lost by the vapour phase. 
n 
From equations 3.12 to 3.14 it can be seen that:-
E =B =B 
. V L .,.i 
Unlike the Murphree plate efficiency, the generalised plate 
efficiency is the same for poth phases. For multi component 
systems of k components then there are k+l independent 
generalised efficiencies including the overall thermal 
efficiency. 
If only binary systems are considered with constant 
molal flow then:-
V =v' =v 
n n n-l 
. , 
and from the equation 3.17 
y -y EHG =E l =E2 = n,l n-l,l Y' - Y 
n,l n-l,l 
3.19 
which by definition (42) is the Hausen plate efficiency and 
is of the same form as the Murphree plate efficiency:-
y 
n 
* y 
n 
. . . . . . . .. 3.20 
* but the value of y~ does not equal Y as can be shown by 
n n 
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comparing the operating lines. y' is the vapour composition in 
n 
equilibrium with the liquid X' which has been shifted from X 
n n 
in order to satisfy both the material balance and the thermal 
equilibrium. 
The Murphree ideal plate for the vapour phase is 
based·on:-
* ; X =X 
n n 
The Hausen ideal plate is based on:-
. , * Yn - l =Yn - l 
... . '. 3.21 
I 
f. 
r 
r 
--------------------------~--~--
,• V' -v 
n-1 - n-l 
Y ' Y n-1 = n-l 
For the component balance:-
16 
.......... 3.22 
•••••••• 3.23 
The Murphree operating line for an ideal plate is obtained 
using equation 3.21 :-
* Y 
n 
L 
-Y = n 
n-l -V 
n 
. . . . . . • .• 3.24 
which is a straight line passing through the point (Xn,y
n
- l , 
with a slope of L/V and is identical to the operating line 
of the real plate. 
The Hausen operating line is obtained using equation 3.22 
Y' Y n - n-l 
L 
=...!l 
V 
n 
(x -X') 
n+l n ... ". .. . . .. .• 3.25 
This is a straight line passing through the points (X
n
+l , Y~' 
and (X',Y 1) with a slope of L/V. (see Fig 3.2). This is 
n n-
parallel to the actual operating line, but not the same. 
The liquid concentration leaving the plate X' with which 
n 
Y~ is in equilibrium, shifts from Xn to satisfy the material 
balance. 
For steady- state conditions and for linear 
equilibrium and operating lines, a relationship between the 
Murphree and Hausen plate efficiencies can be derived from 
the definitions of these efficiencies (45). 
:-----------------------_. __ ._-
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Fig 3.2 Graphic representation of the Murphree 
and Hausen plate efficiencies. 
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= A + 1 • . . . . . .. 3.26 
1 + b,.' 
EML 
A comparison of the Hausen and Murphree efficiency 
is shown in Fig 3.3 from which it can be see~hat if the vapour 
phase is controlling and A is small then the Murphree 
efficiency tends to that of the Hausen plate efficiency. 
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Similarly for large A and liquid phase controlling, the 
Murphree liquid-p~ase efficiency tends to that of Hausen. 
The need to differentiate between the two phases is 
eliminated if the Hausen or generalised efficiency is used. 
3.6 Vaporisation Efficiency 
Vaporisation efficiency was initially defined by 
McAdams (70) in batch steam di"stillation for a system" 
containing one volatile component. Carey (15) derived a 
relationship between the efficiency and the characteristics 
of the substance being distilled. 
E = 1 - exp(-~) 
D 
. . . . . .. 3.27 
(where ~ is the depth of the liquid through which the 
steam rises 
D is the diameter of the steam bubbles 
K is the constant characteristic of the volatile) 
The vaporisation efficiency was extended to apply to 
multicomponent systems by Holland and Welch (46). Holland (47) 
defines an equilibrium vapour composition for a component i 
on plate n as:-
y' . = K .X • 
n,~ nil. n,1 
. . . . . . . . 3.28 
(Y', in the" vaporisation efficiency is not the same as that used 
by Standart, but has been used again to comply with the 
notation of Holland) • The equilibrium constant K is calculated 
at the same temperature and pressure as that of the liquid,. 
leaving plate n with composition X i' Assuming the liquid 
n , 
to leave at its bubble point , then the sum of vapour 
compositions must be unity and the vaporisation efficiency 
is defined as (47):-
o Y 0 2 E • = ~ ......... " 3. 9 
n,l. Y' 0 
where Y 0 is the average vapou¥'Ieaving the tray. 
n,l. 
substituting in equation 3.28 gives:-
o 
E oK iX 0 = Y 0 n,l. n , n,l. n,l. •• " " •• "" 3" 30 
For a multicomponent system of k components and for 
o 
a set of known values of E 0 and X 01 the temperature of 
the plate is the 
where: - f = 
n 
n,l. n,l. 
positive value of T 
k n 
'\ EO i K oX 0 - 1 L n , n,l. n,l. i", 
which makes f =0 
n 
" . " ... "" 3" 31 
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The definition of the multicomponent Murphree efficiency is:-
EMo 0 = 
,l. 
Y 0 
n,l. 
* Y 0 
n,l. 
- Y n-l,i 
- Y 
n-l,i 
.. , ... " ". 3.32 
* ( where Y i = K oX 0 
n , Mo,l. n,l. 7 ~y* 0 = 1 7 KM is calculated L n,l. 
at the bubble point temperature.) 
Holland (48) defined a modified Murphree efficiency 
* where he substituted Y' 0 for Y i giving:-
n,l. n, 
Y 0 
n,l. 
Y' 0 
n,l. 
-Y 
n-l,i 
- Y n-l,i 
•• " " • " " "" 3 .. 33 
In a recent paper I Holland I:tnd,'"MoMahob (49) showed 
the relationship between these efficiencies and the 
vaporisation efficiency. 
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EO Y n-l,i r ' y n-l,i } = + EMn' Mn,~ -n,i y' ,~ K , y' 
n,i n,~ n,i 
.. .. • • • .. .... 3 .. 34 
EO y n-l,i 
+ EM 'f 1 y l' 
f 
= 
-
n- 11' 
n,i y' n,~ y' 
n,i n,i 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .... 3 .. 35 
They showed the vaporisation efficiency to be non-
zero, finite and positive, provided the equilibrium constants 
are non-zero and positive for the component to which the 
efficiency applies. From examples taken in the paper (49), 
the Murphree efficiency values were in the range of '- co 
to +00 and the conclusion was drawn that the vaporisation 
efficiency was superior to that of the Murphreeefficiency 
for multicomponent systems. 
3.7 Factors Affecting Efficiency 
3.7.1 General Discussion 
Due to the large amount of work done on factors 
affecting efficiency, only a brief review will be carried 
out in this section. It can be seen from the definitions 
of various efficiencies,that they are dependent on a large 
number of system variables. Other variables not treated in 
this section which also affect efficiency can be found in 
the reviews given by Treybal (104) and Van Winkle (107). 
In the case of physical properties, their effect 
on plate efficiency is mainly due to their effect on point 
efficiency. This is also true of changes in the vapour 
and reflux flows. (T«.ltle. 3.1) I 
f 
! 
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3.7.2 Physical properties of the system 
The physical properties that affect plate efficiency 
include relative volatility, liquid density, viscosity and 
surface tension. These parameters really affect the point 
efficiency.which in turn affects the plate efficiency in 
the same way. 
From the correlations derived by O'Connell (73), 
it can be seen that as the viscosity is increased and the 
other system parameters held constant, the plate efficiency 
decreases. similarly as the relative volatility is increased; 
the plate efficiency decreases. This relationship shows that 
for multicomponent systems whose components have the same 
viscosity,the lighter phase has the lower plate efficiency 
and that all component plate efficiencies are different. 
Investigations into the effect of surface tension 
on plate efficiency have been numerous. Defining a positive 
system as one where the less volatile component has the 
higher surface tension and a negative system has the lower 
surface tension, Zuiderweg (118) showed that the positive 
systems have higher plate efficiencies than those of neut~al 
or negative systems. Sawistowski and Bainbridge (6) showed 
that this generalisation is untrue and that the reason it 
was arrived at was that Zuiderweg worked only in the foam 
regime. 
I 
I 
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The surface tension affects efficiency in two 
ways:-
1) the surface tension alters the interfacial area between 
the liquid and the vapour either by promoting foam formation 
in positive systems or by inhibiting foam formation in 
negative systems. 
2) the surface tension/composition relationship may also 
affect surface renewal and liquid mixing and was investigated 
by Ellis and Biddulph (26,27). 
Haselden (40) in his work, verified that one of the 
most important factors affecting plate efficiency was the 
magnitude of the surface tension gradients in the dispersion 
on the plate. 
3.7.3 The Effect of Heat Loss 
It is inevitable that all fractionating columns lose 
heat to the surroundings. If, therefore, the column is 
non-adiabatic, the heat loss must be considered in the 
enthalpy balance (40). It can be shown by using the method 
of ponchon and Savarit (104), that adiabatic columns Where 
all the heat is extracted in the condenser are more 
efficient than non-adiabatic columns 
3.7.4 Thermal Distillation 
Thermal distillation is the separation achieved 
L-______________________________________________ ___ 
i I 
when there is local superheating or direct condensation of 
vapour due to localsubcooling. Much work has been carried 
out on thermal distillation (21,27,64,85). 
Sawistowski and Smith (86) stated that the 
contribution of thermal distillation to the effective mass 
transfer coefficient was greatest when the temperature 
difference between bulk phases was greatest. Dankwerts 
(21) pointed out that the effect of thermal distillation 
was to increase the rate of attaining equilibrium. Both 
Dankwerts (21) and Liang (65) pointed out that although 
thermal distillation may be the cause of discrepancy. 
between results on plate efficiency, the true reason can 
only be stated after investigating all other factors 
especially the physical properties. 
3.7.5 Tray Design 
The tray design variables that affect the plate 
efficiency are numerous and a review is given by smith 
(93). The way in which they affect the efficiency is not 
given here but a list of the variables is given in Table 
3.1. 
3.7.6 The Effect of the Reflux Ratio 
Ellis and Hardwick (28) showed that in the 
rectifying section plate efficiency decreased as reflux 
25 
ratios fell below 0.4 and between 0.4 and 1 stayed constant. 
This was also verified by other investigations (14,41,43,84). 
Ellis and Hardwick (28) further showed that for the stripping 
section, as the reflux ratio increases, the plate efficiency 
falls off rapidly for erA or~"'Y sieve plate column but 
remains constant for a constant interfacial pool column. 
From these investigations, it was concluded that for a 
reflux increase, the rectifying section decreased in 
efficiency due to the liquid film resistances increasing 
and that the decrease in the stripping section was due to 
decreasing interfacial area. 
3.8 Discussion on Efficiency 
The conclusion drawn by Holland (49) that the 
vaporisation efficiency was superior to that of the 
Murphree plate efficiency was disproved by standart (96). 
The case taken was where one of the components of a ternary 
system was at a 'pinch point' and the vaporisation and 
Murphree plate efficiency were compared. Although the 
vaporisation efficiency has positive values, the Murphree 
plate efficiency can be estimated from realistic models of 
the detailed transfer mechanism on the tray. 
The Murphree plate efficiency has been generally 
accepted in distillation design work and is easily used in 
simulating unsteady-state operations. If the liquid mixing 
I 
! 
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characteristics are included in the simulation model; then 
the Murphree plate efficiency can be quite easily calculated 
while the vaporisation efficiency, which gives no more 
information and is less generally used, would require more 
data and would be less readily calculated. 
standart (95) showed that the Murphree plate 
efficiencies had limitations in that certain streams had 
to be saturated (i.e. also in thermal equilibrium). The 
Murphree vapour plate efficiency demands that the liquid 
leaving the nth plate with composition X be saturated in 
n 
* order that a vapour phase of composition y can exist in 
n 
equilibrium with it. The question of saturation has been 
ignored by Murphree for both liquid and vapour-phase 
efficiences. For a binary system if the two phases leaving 
the plate were in temperature equilibrium, they cannot be 
. saturated or they would be in full equilibrium. However, 
there is no reason to suppose that the streams leaving a 
plate are saturated and in many practical cases they are 
not. From this point it would seem that if the generalised 
efficiency was used, it would be more accurate than that 
of the MUrphree plate efficiency for systems whose streams 
leaving the plate were saturated, but less accurate if they 
were not saturated. 
From this brief review on efficiency, it can be 
seen that the Murphree plate efficiency has the advantage of 
being easily calculated and has been generally accepted and 
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widely used in column design. The generalised plate 
efficiency has been shown to be more accurate if the phases 
leaving the plate are saturated, but as most practical 
cases are not and as the generalised plate efficiency is 
less readily calculated, there seems no advantage in using 
the generalised plate efficiency instead of the Murphree 
plate efficiency for simulation purposes. Similarly, as 
the vaporisation efficiency has shown no advantage over the 
Murphree plate efficiency, it can be concluded that the 
Murphree plate efficiency is superior for simulation 
purposes as it is more readily estimated. 
Table 3.1 variables affecting efficiency 
Sieve tray operating variables 
operating variables 
system variables 
1) Temperature (heat losses) 
2) Pressure 
3) Liquid flow rate7 internal 
reflux7 L/V 
4) vapour flow rate 
5) Liquid diffusion coefficient 
1) Density of liquid 
2) Viscosity of liquid 
3) Relative volatility of 
components 
4) Gas properties 
5) Surface tension 
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Plate design variables 
Column design var.iables 
1) Free hole area 
2) Hole diameter 
3) Hole pitch 
4) Hole arrangement 
5) Plate thickness 
6) Overflow weir height 
7) Inlet weir design 
8) Length of active tray and 
settling areas 
9) Splash baffles 
10) Flow patterns 
1) Downcomer area 
2) Downcomer arrangement 
3) Plate spacing 
4) Flow arrangement (counter 
current or parallel flow) 
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4. LITERATURE SURVEY ON LIQUID MIXING ON 
DISTILLATION PLATES: MIXING EFFECTS. 
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4. Literature survey on Liquid Mixing on Distillation 
Plates: Mixing Effects 
4.1 The Importance of Liquid Mixing for plate Efficiency 
The existence of a concentration gradient in ,the 
'liquid phase on a distillation tray was realised as early 
as 1936 by Lewis (64). He made the first successful attempt 
at relating the Murphree plate efficiency to the local point 
efficiency. If the liquid on the plate is perfectly mixed, 
then the Murphree plate efficiency is equal to the point 
efficiency. However, if the plate is large, then a concentration 
gradient exists due to partial liquid mixing and the plate 
efficiency is different from the point efficiency as only 
the liquid leaving the plate is considered when calculating 
the equilibrium vapour composition. From these observations, 
it can be seen that in order to simulate a distillation 
column, the liquid phase mixing must be considered and 
accurately modelled. 
since the first work of Lewis (64), many 
investigations have been carried out on liquid mixing on 
distillation plates and the following sections briefly review 
some ef the general models derived. 
4.2 Diffusion Model 
The first known residence time distribution wa~ done 
by Stewart (98) in 1894. He studied the passage of a salt 
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tracer through blood vessels. In 1953 the concept was revised by 
Dankwerts (19) who emphasised its importance in chemical 
engineering. Zwietering (119), Spalding (94) and Dankwerts (20) 
presented generalised discussions on the residence times and 
distribution functions, whilst Bischoff and MCCracken (10) 
showed their importance in describing flow patterns in 
chemical reactors. 
FOSS (29) and Gerster (36) used Dankwerts approach 
to investigate the liquid mixing characteristics. Foss (29) 
applied step changes to the inlet salt concentration and 
plotted salt concentration against time after initiating the 
step for various distances along the tray. 
Making the assumptions:-
1) The only concentration gradient existing in the liquid 
is in the direction of flow and that the liquid is perfectly 
mixed.inthe vertical and horizontal directions perpendicular 
to the direction of flow. 
2) The depth of liquid on the plate is constant along the 
plate. 
3) That the outer regions of the plate, outside ~he 
rectangular section between inlet and outlet weirs are 
neglected. 
it was found that the concentration responses could be 
accurately represented by use of the diffusion model which 
has been extensively reviewed by Levenspiel (61,62,63) and 
Crank (18). 
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From a plot of experiment,al data, Foss derived an empiri9 C1,l 
equation for estimating the eddy diffusivity:-
•••••••• ". 4.2 
Similar expressions were derived by other workers (8, 
37). Gilbert (37) varied the tracer input sinusoidally for 
both bubble-cap and sieve plates and the relationship derived 
for the estimation of the eddy diffusivity for both types 
of tray was:-
• • • • • • • • • • 4.3 
worked on sieve trays with 
varying weir heights. The empirical equations derived for 
the eddy diffusivity were:-
1) for weir heights of 3, 2 and 4 inches:-
.. " . . • • • .. 4.4 
2) for weir heights of 1 inch:-
• . . • • • • •• 4.5 
" welch et al (110) used 27 diameter bubble-cap tray 
column for investigating the liquid mixing for various systems 
and flow rates. He found that the Peclet number defined as:-
Pe = ulz 
De 
. . . . . . . . . 4.6 
stayed constant for systems of different physical properties 
and for different flow rates and thus only varied with length 
of liquid flow path z. He derived a simple expression for the 
eddy diffusivity:-
De = 0.29U1 • • • • • • • •• 4.7 
The work generally used for estimating the eddy 
diffusivity is that presented in the A.I.Ch.E Manual (l). 
This work gives an equation for both bubble-cap and sieve 
trays:-
De = ( 0.0124 + O.017lu + O.002SL + O.OlSW)2 ••• 4.8 g g 
Thomas and Campbell (l09) investigated liquid mixing 
on sieve trays with downcomers, using dye injeotions and 
measuring the oolour intensity at the outlet weir. They 
stated that the diffusion model was a good representation 
of the liquid mixing on sieve trays. 
Further discussions on the results and experimental 
procedure of these works are given in seotion{S.4) comparing 
them with the author's experimental results. 
---------------- - - ---
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4.3 pools-in -Series Model 
Although the diffusion model has been generally 
accepted as an accurate representation of the liquid mixing 
model, it is awkward to use in numerical simulation and a 
simpler yet accurate model would be preferred. 
The concept of modelling the liquid phase by a series 
of perfectly-mixed pools was first introduced by Kirschbaum 
(53,54). This type of model was later revised by Gautreaux 
and O'Connell (31) who stated that about every 1.25 ft of 
tray length could be represented by a perfectly mixed liquid 
pool. This type of model is illustrated in Fig 4.la and the 
differential equation for the pool j on the nth plate for 
constant molal holdup is:-
dX. ( 
n,] = LX. I dt n n,)- -x .) + v . (";{ I . -y . ) n,J n,) n-,] n,J .... 4.9 
In these inVestigations, the vapour phase was assumed to be 
perfectly mixed between the plates. 
Eduljee (25) tried to relate the number of pools 
to be used in series with the degree of mixing on the plate 
(i.e the Peclet number) and derived the empirical equation:-
Pe = ( 2.155 - O.751ogI0 (AEOO " (M-I) . . . . ... . . 4.10 
where M is the number of mixed pools to be used. This 
equation is used to find the number of pools to be used in 
the equation derived by Gautreaux and O'Connell for a known 
L· 
n+l 
-
Fig 4.1a Mixed pools-in-series model. 
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Fig 4.1b Mixed pools-in-series with backflow model. 
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Peclet number. However, there seems no real reason why the 
parameters ~ and ECG should be included in describing the 
mixing. This point also applies to the equation 4.14 given 
by Ashley and Haselden (5). 
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From the impulse response of a series of continuous 
stirred tank reactors (22), Ashley and Haselden (5) used 
gamma functions to derive a theoretical relationship for 
the dimensionless variance:-
r:J'2 = !. . . . . . . .. 4.11 
M 
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The dimen~ionless variance for the impulse response to the 
diffusion model was derived by Foss (29), Crank (18) and 
Levenspiel (63) and when the theoretical relationship is 
reduced for large values of the Peclet number (above 6), 
the relationship becomes:-
cl = ?,.. • . . • .. 4.12 
Pe 
combining the equations 4.11 and 4.12 a relationship 
between the number of liquid pools and the Peclet number 
is derived:-
2M = Pe . . . . .. 4.13 
Ashley and Haselden (5) pointed out that when the 
Peclet number is zero, the number of mixed pools must equal 
unity. From this they derived two analytical equations:-
M = (Pe - 1)/2 for large Pe I ... 4.14 M = pe/2 + 1 
These two equations converge for high values of Pe whilst 
the latter is intuitively more satisfactory for low values 
of Pe. 
4.4 The pools-in-Series with Backflow Model 
The perfectly mixed pools-in-series model as described 
above does not allow for any backmixing between the pools. 
By introducing a recycle between these pools, the backmixing 
3G 
and splashing can be represented in the model (Fig 4.lb). 
steady-state operations in liquid-liquid 
extraction columns have been described using the recycle 
model by Miyauchi and Vermeulen (G8) while Colburn (17) 
and Sleicher (92) used similar models with recycle to. 
account for the effect of entrainment on plate efficiency 
in distillation and for extractor efficiency in mixer-
settlers. 
The backflow model was investigated by Retallick (79) 
who treated the model probabilistically in terms of the 
number of recycles a tracer particle undergoes. 
Roemer and Durbin (80) give the transient response 
and a moments analysis of the backflow model, while Dickey 
. and Durbin (23) analysed the backflow model of a distillation 
plate with linear interface mass transfer. The analysis was 
for a component disappearing at a rate proportional to its 
concentration and is analogous to first-order isothermal 
reactors as shown by Baldwin and Durbin (7). 
Buffham (12) gives analytical expressions for the impulse 
response for an infinite series of stirred tanks with backflow 
when the impulse is introduced at the first tank (unilateral), 
and when there is an infinite number of stirred tanks before 
the injec~ion point as well as after (bilateral). When a 
disturbance is introduced in the feed to a distillation 
column, operating with a low relative volatility, the early I 
! 
! 
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part of the response is accurately described by the useful 
approximations given. 
4.5 The Comparison of Mixing Models and the Estimation 
of Efficiency 
It was 'UO~ in section 4.3 that by comparing 
variances between the diffusion model and the pools-
in-series model a relationship between the Peclet· 
number and the number of pools to be used could be derived. 
using the same procedure as van der Laan (74,106), the 
variance for the diffusion model in its full form is:-
- 1 ( 
2 Pe -
. . . . . . •. 4.15 
which for large values of Pe can be reduced to the equation 
given by Foss (equation 4.12). 
Retallick (79) derived tHe residence time· distribution 
for the backflow model probabilistically, but also incorporated 
an error by ignoring the different characteristics of the 
two end pools. Residence time distributions in a cascade 
of mixed vessels with backflow were derived by Klinkenberg 
(55). The relative variance of the backflow model was derived 
by van der Laan (74) for the same boundary conditions and 
rl = 1 +2B 
M 
where B =B f /L ) 
•••••• 0: • 4.16 
. . . . .. 4.17 
.. " 
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From the relationship given by equation 4.13, for a large number 
of pools equation 4.16 can be reduced to:-
0-
2 
= 1 + 2B 
M 
••••.•..• 4.18 
The boundary conditions for all the above equations are the 
same. 
Miyauchi and Vermeulen (68) derived the relative 
variance of the backflow model from the material balance on 
each stage of a liquid extration column:-
~ = 1. -2 ~ + 
M M (1. +~ 2 -1. 2M MJ M2 t- [-(~+B) In(l+l/B~ill exp 1/ (2M)+ B/M -) . • • • • • • • 4.19 
Comparing this variance with that of the reduced diffusion 
model (equation 4.12) gives:-
B = M - ,- M(M - ~) ...••. " •. 4.20 
Pe (M - 1) (2M + 1) 
The more common relationship (23,68,79) can be 
obtained by substituting the variance of equation 4.18 in 
the reduced diffusion model variance equation 4.12 to give:-
B=M,-1. . . . . • . •. 4.21 
Pe 2 
Kramers and Alberda (56) presented the analytical equation.:-
B=M-l-1. for small M •.•..••.• 4.22 
Pe 2 
case of the backflow model two of the three parameters must be 
known. For work using bubble-cap trays, Holland (48) suggested 
that the number of pools in series to be used could for 
I 
f 
t 
~. 
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convenience be equal to the number of bubble-cap rows and 
the backflow worked out later. 
The estimation of the plate efficiency for these 
various models can now be ~~de for steady-st~te conditions. 
It has been mentioned before (see section 3.4) that if the 
liquid on the plate is perfectly mixed then the Murphree 
pla~e efficiency is equal to the point efficiency. 
• • • • • • • •• 4", 23 
and if the liquid travels in plug flow across the plate: o. 
E = 1 ( i'Eoo - 1) 
m >: • • • • • • • •• 4", 24 
The diffusion model as proposed by Gerster et al (1,29,36) 
gives an accurate representation for the case with compl'~te 
vapour mixing and partial liquiu mixing, but the relationship 
for the estimation of efficiency is complex:-
E = _1 _ e-(n+pe) 
.1:!Y.. (n+Pe) (l+n+pe) 
EOO n 
+ 
n 
e - 1 
n(l+ n ) 
n+Pe 
where 1 + 4AEoo - 1 ~ 
pe , 
. . . . . .• 4.25 
The mixed pools-in-series model as described by 
Gautreaux and O'Connell (31) gives a much simpler 
relationship for the Murphree plate efficiency:-
. Em = (1 + ~ )M - 1 
).. 
. . . . . • .. 4.26 
Table 4.1 shows the comparison of the predicted Murphree 
plate efficiency using the equation derived from the 
f 
I 
• I 
f 
I 
t 
! 
I 
diffusion model (4.25) and the pools-in-series model (4.26) f 
! 
for various fixed point efficiencies and absorption 
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Table 4.1 The comparison of estimated plate efficiencies 
\ EOG M E 0/0 }W EMV % calculated from diffusion model 
from " 
pOQ1s Pe=2M Pe=2M-1 Pe=2M-2 Edu1jee 
0.5 0.5 2 53.12 54.04 53.50 52.76 53.24 
5 55.26 55.43 55.30 55.14 55.47 
9 55.93 55.99 55.94 55.89 . 56.09 
14 56.24 56.26 56.24 56.22 56.35 
20 56.41 56.42 56.41 56.40 56.49 
27 56.51 56.52 56.51 56.51 56.57 
35 56.58 56.58 56.58 56.57 56.63 
0.5 0.8 2 88.00 90.54 89.12 87.15 88.13 
5 93.87 94.38 94.02 93.59 94.31 
9 95.80 95.9.5 95.84 95.70 96.15 
14 96.70 96.77 96.71 96.65 96.95 
20 97.19 97.23 9.7 • 20 97.17 97.38 
27 97.49 97.51 97.50 97.48 97.64 
35 97.69 97.70 97.69 97.68 97.81 
1.5 0.5 2 59.37 62.99 61.14 58.63 59.33 
5 67.42 68.28 67.76 67.15 67.76 
9 70.35 70.65 70.46 70.25 70.65 
14 71.76 71.89 71.80 71.7l 71.99 
20 72.54 72.89 72 .57 72.52 72.72 
27 73.03 73.07 73.04 73.02 73.17 
35 73.35 73.38 73.36 73.35 73.46 
1.5 0.8 2 104.00 115.46 110.04 102.96 103.73 
5 128.78 132.09 130.36 128.36 129.16 
9 138.98 140.26 139.58 138.83 139.41 
14 144.16 144.75 144.43 144.09 144.51 
20 147.14 147.45 147.28 147.11 147.42 
27 149.01 149.19 149.09 148.99 149.24J 35 150.27 150.37 150.32 150.25 150.45 
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factors. The number of pools is varied and the Peclet number 
used in the diffusion model equation is estimated using 
equations 4.10,4.13 and 4.14. 
4.6 The Effect of Liquid Mixing on Plate Efficiency 
Lewis (64) in his classical paper considered three 
limiting cases:-
1) Liquid unmixed on the plate with vapour perfectly 
mixed between the plates 
2) Both the liquid and the vapour unmixed and the liquid 
flowing in the same direction on each plate (parallel flow) 
3) Both the liquid and the vapour unmixed and counter-
current liquid flow on adjacent plates. 
He showed that a greatel: overall efficiency was achieved 
with parallel liquid flow on ad:jacent plates (case 2) than 
that of counter-current liquid flow (case 3). However, little 
use is made of this fact beCaUSE) a high point efficiency 
and a low liquid to vapour ratio is needed before the 
difference becomes significant and at these conditions the 
extent of the mixing in the main phases is impossible to 
calculate. Ashley and Haselden (5) also showed that parallel 
flow gave a higher efficiency than counter-current flow 
while Shore (89,90) obtained experimental values of the 
plate efficiency for both parallel, and counter-current flow 
of liquid using a three-plate column and accounted for t"he 
difference between parallel and counter-current flow in 
terms of the system properties. 
By substituting constant values of 'A and EOO in 
equation 4.26 and varying the number of mixed pools, it 
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can be shown that as' the degree of mixing decreases, so the 
Murphree plate efficiency increases. 
4. 7 ~ Effect of vapour Mixing on plate Efficiency 
In all the models and equations discussed so far, 
the assumption of perfect vapou~ mixing between plates has 
always been made. If the liquid on the tray is assumed to 
be perfectly mixed, i~does not matter how the vapour flo';'/ 
is described. 
A relationship between the point and Murphree plate 
efficiency for partial liquid mixing using the diffusion 
model and no vapour mixing was derived by Diener (24). 
Both counter-current and parallel flow (Lewis case 3 and 2) 
of the liquid on successive plates was considered. Assuming 
a point efficiency of 0.8, he calculated the Murphree plate 
efficiency for the case where the vapour phase was unmixed 
and for where it was perfectly mixed. Dividing the Murphree 
plate efficiency calculated for unmixed vapour by the 
efficiency calculated for perfe~tly mixed vapour gave a 
ratio. This ratio was shown to be greater than unity for 
the case where the liquid was in parallel flow and it 
increased with an increase in,}. .'vlhen the liquid ,was in 
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counter-current flow, this ratio decreased with an increase in 
A. Diener concluded that most systems have point efficiencies 
less than 0.8 and that the effect\of vapour mixing on plate 
efficiency ~qas of little importance. 
Due to the complexity of Diener's equations, it is 
doubtful whether his method can be exploited. A simpler 
approach was ill\iltrated by Ashley and Haselden (5). They 
used a series of perfectly mixed pools to describe the liquid 
mixing and the vapour leaving these pools joined vapour 
leavinq adjacent liquid pools tD form a vapour cell, see 
F.ig 4.2. The number of vapour c.'!lls to be used to describe 
the mixing was arbitrary as not enough data existed for 
vapour mixing characteristics. 
They further showed tha t for ).. ~ I, a point 
efficiency of 0.8 and counter-current flow of liquid, that 
the plate efficiency increases with decrease in the number 
of vapour cells but this decrease was so small that the 
only significant difference can be seen between using one 
and two vapour cells. For parallel liquid flow the plate 
efficiency increased with increase in vapour cells and 
again, "as shown in Fig 4.3, the only major increase was 
seen using one and two vapour cells. Fig 4.3 shows the effect 
of liquid and vapour mixing on the Murphree plate efficiency. 
For a point efficiency of 0.8 and A ~ I, whcn the number 
of liquid pools and vapour cells are both infinity, thc 
plate efficiency for parallel liquid flow is 133% and that 
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Fig 4.2 vapour cell model using 3 liquid pools to 
1 vapour cell. 
for cou;1ter-current liquid flow is 116%. Although the 
difference in plate efficiency values for vapour phase 
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unmixed and mixed, varies at the most by 5% for the liquid 
in counter-current flow, this is only true for steady-state 
conditions and the difference may be more important in 
unsteady-state conditions. 
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Fig 4.3 The effect of liquid and vapour mixing on the 
Murphree vapour plate efficiency. 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF MIXING ON SIEVE 
PLATES: LIQUID MIXING. 
, . 
5. Experimental Investigation of !,!ix ing on Sieve'· 
'Pla te s: Liquid ·Mixing. 
5.1 Experimental Apparatus 
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To investigate the liquid and vapour mixing taking 
place in a large plate column, a long rectangular column 
with three plates and segmental downcomers was constructed. 
The plates represented the centre section of a large circular 
plate. The top section of the column was made of half-inch 
thick clear perspex sheets, giving an open view of the top 
two plates. Marine-plywood was used for the bottom section, 
the plates and the inlet and outlet downcomers. All 
joints between the sections wereo, sealed with strip rubbe:~ • 
. The system air-water was used tc) represent the vapour and 
liquid streams. Fig. 5.1 shows the design of the column 
and the variable sections. 
The sieve plates, weirs and downcomer sections were 
constructed such that they could easily be replaced with 
different sections or, in the cc.se of the inlet downcomC!!r 
on the observation tray, could be reduced in sectional 
area. The investigation was carried out using blO differen~ 
hole diameters and free areas for the plate and different 
weir he·ights. 
The active tray length of 6 ft. was the distance 
between the inlet and outlet weirs and the actual active 
part depended on the number of holes and the pitch. At 
the outlet and inlet weirs, there was about two inches of 
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unperforated space to act as a smoothing section.'-
The centre tray was the observation tray, the other 
two trays were present to ensure equal vapour and liquid 
distribution. A list of the column and tray dimensions 
used in the investigation i~ given in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 Column dimensions 
column length 
ColuI1m width 
_ Tray length 
Active tray length 
Outlet downcomer length 
Inlet downcomer length I" 
8 ft. 
1.5 ft. 
7 ft. 
6 ft. 
1 ft. 
to 1 ft. (variable) 
weir height 
-Tray thickness 
Tray spacing 
1. 5" and 2.35" (variable) 
.14" 
1.5 ft. 
variable and was the distance between the end blanking 
section- and the downcomer outlet (see Fig. 5.1) 
5.2 EXE§ri~ental Procedure 
5.2.1 Experimental -WJrk 
Many investigations into liquid mixing have been 
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carried out (1,8,9,29,37,66,77,100,106), not only 'for 
calculating the. eddy diffusivity, but more recently to 
investigate channelling at the outer regions of t.he column 
(Le. near the perimeter wall). The main experimental work 
carried out in this investigation was concerned with the 
determination of the eddy diffusivity from impulse responses 
for the whole tray (active area and downcomer) and not just 
the active area as in previous investigations •. Impulse 
response data at intermediate positions on the plate was 
compared with that predicted by the theoretical model to 
ensure that the model was suitable for describing the whole 
tray. 
The impulse response experiments started by 
operatix;g the column for at least. thirty minutes to allow 
steady-state conditions to be reached. At the start of arc 
actual experimental run, the conductivity of the water at 
the sampling positions was continuously read in to a 
computer at a sample interval of 0.2 seconds for a period 
of 15 seconds. These values were stored after being 
smoothed by a second order digital filter with small time 
constants of 0.08 to give a mean base-line for the dynamic 
response. The digital filter was confined to the 
calculation of the base line • 
. A small injection of potassium chloride was then 
introduced into the liquid stream betlveen the outlet weir 
, 
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computer Specification and Use:-
The computer used for data logging was a Digital 
PDPll. The data points recorded were first read on to the 
disk and at the end of a batch of experiments, these results 
were then transfered to magnetic tape for storage. As the 
PDPll was only a small capacity machine with no graph 
plotting facilities, the results were then transfered from 
the magnetic tape to paper tape for processing on a larger 
computer (an ICL 1900) with graph plotting facilities. 
conductivity Cell:-· 
The conductivity cell used was a 2 ml. capacity 
cylindrical cell. The conductivity of the sampled stream 
was continuously measured and had a small residence time 
in the cell,thus no significant lag occurred. 
, I 
--" 
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of the top plate and the ho1dup in the downcomer of the 
observation plate. The injection was evenly distributed 
across the tray to ensure that a constant concentration 
existed across the plate perpendicular to the liquid flow. 
The conductivity at .. the outlet weir was continuously 
. 
measured for at least four times the mean residence time 
of the liquid on the tray. The data-logging program was 
written so as to sample every second for the first two 
thirds of the run time, then to sample every three seconds 
for the tail end of the response. The data points and the 
sample time were stored and the same experiment was 
r~peat€d for at least ten experimental runs. Intermediate 
points along the tray were also investigated for the sam8 
operating conditions and the conductivity and sample times 
were logged. 
The dimensions of the weir height, downcomer 1enS/th, 
hole diameter and the range of operating conditions over 
which the conductivity experiments were performed are given 
in Table 5.2. 
From the steady-state theory given by Kropho11er and 
Buffham (13), (Appendix B) further experimentation was 
carried' out to illustrate the presence of backmixing and 
to compare the results between the impulse response and 
steadY"state experimental methods of determining the eddy 
diffusion coefficient. 
J'<'lble 5.2 Ope-rating conditions for experill'.ental runs on liquid pha",e. 
Experiment Hole diameter weir height Downcomer Operating ranges 
(inches) (inches) length u ft/sec Lg gal/min ft 
(inches) g 
1 .1875 2.25 6 3.7 to 4.4 4.2 t"o 17.5 
2 .1875 1.5 6 3.9 to 4.3 3.5 to 11 
3 .1875 1.5 3,6,9,12 3.9 to 4.1 4.2 to 1. 2 
4 .375 1.5 3,6,9,12 2.5 to 4 6 to 11.5 
5 
~.5 
4 
5.5 
Pe 
to 
to 
to 
to 
13 
14 
13 
15 
U1 
o 
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The experimental rig was operated and potassium 
chloride was continuously injected across the plate, 
(perpendicular to the liquid flow) two feet from the exit 
weir. After thirty minutes running steady-state was 
reached and samples of the liquid phase towards the inlet 
weir were taken and the conductivity measured. . The 
concent:ration and sample distances from the injection 
point were stored and later plotted. Readings of the 
liquid phase, towards the exit weir were also taken to 
check for uniform concentration. The experimental resuli:s 
obtaine,d showed this to be true, These steady-state 
experiments were carried out using the large hole diametE,r 
. and a weir height of 1.5". 
5.2.2 Tests to Validate Assump1:ions 
A few tests were carried out to test the validity 
of the assumption of a constant concentration profile across 
the plate perpendicular to the liquid flow. This was done 
-<::;,;;; --
by taking a long probe and moving it quickly across the 
tray and continuously measuring the conductivity. It was 
found that the assumption was true if the injection was 
evenly distributed across the tray. 
Further tests were also carried out to ensure that 
there vIas no channelling in the vertical direction (Le. 
concentration constant in the vertical direction). By 
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moving the sample probe up and down in the froth and 
measuring the conductivity continuously, the assumption 
of perfect vertical mixing was shown to hold. 
Visual tests using nigrosine were also carried 
out to show the presence of'backmixing in the liquid 
phase. Fig. 5.2 shows two photographs of the observation 
tray after an impulse dye injection has been introduced. 
The phot:ograph 'A' was taken la seconds after the 
injection and photograph 'B' was taken 20 seconds after 
the inj~ction. The weir height for these visual runs 
was 1.5". It can be seen from these photographs that 
the liquid is not perfectly mixed and also that there is 
backmixing. The visual tests also showed the validity of 
the previously made assumptions of perfect mixing in the 
vertical and horizontal directions. 
5.3 Response Analysis 
For each operating condi·tion t.here was a set of 
ten experimental responses. Each one of these responses 
in the set was examined. The mean time and variances were 
calculated to see if the set could be combined to give one 
statistically significant, smooth response curve for that 
set. From the examination, it was found that the responses 
could be operated on to produce one response curve. 
Each response in the set had b8cn subjected to 
._----
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exactly the same disturbance and sampled at the same times 
and thus for each individual sample time in the set there 
were ten data points. A root mean squared value of these 
ten points was taken to give a modal point for that 
-, 
sample time. The response curve was then normalised to 
give an area of unity under the curve. This normalised 
curve was then compared with that of the diffusion model 
operating under the same flow conditions. The eddy 
diffusion coefficient used in the diffusion model was 
operated on until the coefficient giving the closest 
fitting response was found. The limit for finding the 
closest response was set by minimising the actual area 
between the two response curves. The time range over 
which this minimisation operated \~as 0 to 2 on the 
dimensionless time scale. The dimensionless time was thB 
true time divided by the mean residence time of the liquid 
on the tray and the dimensionless concentration was the 
actual concentration divided by the average concentration 
had the injection been evenly distributed over the whole 
tray. 
The conductivity experiments were carried out for 
varying weir heights, hole dimensions, hole pitch, and 
downcomer lengths. The comparison of experimental data 
with the diffusion model can be seen in Fig. 5.3 to 5.5. 
The height of clear liquid, froth height and froth 
velocity were all calculated using the empirical equations 
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given by Gerster (1) and Treybal (104) and are' reproduced 
in Appendix A. From the calculated eddy diffusion 
coefficients and the computed heights and velocities, 
the parameter 2 De 
3 
ulhc 
was plotted against hcul 
h f 
on log-log 
paper and a least squares fit was used to find the best 
linear correlation through the points. From this a 
relationship for the eddy diffusion coefficient was 
derived and is given in the section comparing other work. 
From the experiments carJ:ied out where the downcomer 
lengths were varied, and dye injections were introduced, it 
was seen that the downcomer segment when extended to its 
·fullest length (i.e. 1 ft.), appeared to have some inactive 
regions which were reduced as the downcomer length was 
shortened. Further, there seemed little visual difference 
between the responses for the four different sized 
downcomers, but numerically the difference was quite 
significant. The Peclet number increased as the downcomer 
segment decreased. The downcomer length, Peclet number and 
operating conditions are given in Table 5.3. 
From this table it can be seen that as the downcomer 
decreases in length, so the liquid mixing for the whole tray 
becomes less. It would seem from this, that a segmental 
downcomer tends to increase the liquid mixing characteristics. 
The response curves of Runs 4 and 6 for the four different 
sized downcomers are shown in Fig. 5.6a, b. 
Table 5.3 comparison of predicted Pec1et numbers for different length downcomers. 
peclet nurrlbc-;:s 
Run Weir height Downcomer 1enqths Liquid flow 
(inches) 3" 6" 9" l' (ga1/min ft. ) 
1 1.5 9.897 8.274 6.99 5.923 6.187 
2 1.5 12.15 10.61 8.5 7.27 7.63],. 
3 1.5 12.45 10.21 9.09 9.073 9.167 
4 1.5 11.26 11.75 8.676 7.798 9.9 
5 1.5 14.29 13.53 10.12 7.34 11.293 
: 
6 2.25 10.57 9.52 8.661 8.088 11.073 
The gas flow range was u = 2.5 to 4 ft/sec, each run being different g 
. 
U1 
U1 
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From the steady-state experiments, a plot of 
concentration against distance from the injection axis was 
drawn and by using an optimisation technique (72) for 
minimising the least squares fit between the experimental 
data and the values computed from the equation (Appendix 
B):-
De = ulz I In.-£. 
c 
out 
. . . . . .. 5.1 
the best single value of the eddy diffusivity can be 
calculated. Fig. 5.7 shows the results of two of the 
steady-state experiments and Table 5.4 compares some of the 
experimental steady-state values of the eddy diffusivity 
with th:Jse predicted by the empirical equation derived by 
the impulse eXperimental values. The values of the eddy 
diffusion coefficient from the steady-state experimentati.on 
were higher than those predicted by the dynamic experiments 
except for the very small values of Run 4 and 5 in Table 
5.4. 
From experience in fitting curves to the 
experimental points in the steady-state experimentations, 
it was found that only a slight deviation in the experimental 
points was needed to cause a significant shift in the curve 
and alter the value of the eddy diffusion coefficient 
predicted. This illustrates the sensitivity of the steady-
state experimentation as the dynamic experiments using 
- ----------------------------
varying downcomer lengths showed that the abse'nce· of a 
downcomer would give less mixing and hence a smaller eddy 
diffusion coefficient. The absence of a downcomer makes 
little difference when the mixing tends to 'plug flow'. 
The Peclet numbers associa~d with Run 4 and 5 of Table 
5.4 are:-
4) Pe = 11.32 5) Pe = 19.6 which are 
intermediate cases of liquid mixing. 
5.4 ~nparison with Other Work 
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The investigation into liquid mixing on sieve trc.ys 
qone by Barker and Self (S) was carried out using trays 
13"," wide by 5 ft. S"''' long with 3/16" diameter holes 
based on %" triangular centres. Both dye and salt tracel:S 
were used. The salt injections were of the steady-state 
type of experiments where the injection was continuous and 
the amount of backmixing upstream was measured. Although 
the theory was the same as that described in Appendix B, 
the author's work indicates that this method of experimen-
tation gives rise to more scattered results than does 
dynamic experimentation. Further the work done by Barker 
and Self did not include downcomers. On correlating their 
results, they derived two equations for the determination 
of the eddy diffusion coefficient. 
-2.91 
= 0.0098 ~ ::U1 j 2, 3 and 4 J inch weirs 
....... 5.2 
1 inch weir 
....... 5.3 
Gilbert (37)' investigated the liquid mixing on 
both bubble-cap and sieve trays using frequency response 
methods. The plates were 1 ft. wide with an active area 
length of 3 ft. perforated by 3/16" diameter holes in a 
!;O" equilateral pitch. The tracer, sodium thiosulphate, 
was varied in a sinusoidal manner. The equation derived 
for determining the eddy diffusivity from the bubble cap 
tray experiments was also a good estimate for that of the 
sieve trays. 
2~~ = 0.458 ~ :CfU1 j-2.4 
u1h c 
...... 5.4 
The main work done on eddy diffusion is that of 
the A.I.Ch.E. Manual (1) and further details of the work 
given in the manual are based on the work carried out at 
Delaware. The liquid flow Lg ranged from 6 to 30 ga1/min 
ft. and the liquid flow length was 2.6 ft. The column 
used consist.ed of bubble-cap trays with split flow. It 
would seem that the flow rates used were rather large for 
the actual liquid flow path and thus only gave short 
residence times. The equation derived for the eddy 
58. 
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diffusivity and the heights of clear liquid and froth are 
all given in detail. 
2 De = (0.0124 + 0.0171 u + 0.0025 Lg + 0.0015W) ••• 5.5 g 
Welch, Durbin and Holland (110) used a 27 inch 
diameter bubble-cap plated column with segmental downcomers 
to investigate the liquid mixing. A salt tracer was 
injected in the form of an impulse input and the 
conductivity was measured in the downcomers at the end of 
the first and second plates. within the limits of the 
investigation (4.4~pe;;;27), it was found that the ratio of 
Peclet number over liquid path length was independent 
oOf liquid and vapour flow as well as the physical propert:ies 
(density, viscosity and surface tension). From this work 
they derived a simple equation for determining the eddy 
diffusion coefficient. 
De = 0.29 uI • • .. • . • • •. 5.6 
Foss (29) used a rectangular column 9.5 inches 
wide by 3 ft. active length. There was a preaeration section 
which was partitioned off from the active area to stop 
backmixing. various trays were used all with 3/16" 
diameter holes but with 7/8", 5/8", 17/32" triangular 
pitch. A unit-step salt inject:i.on ,vas introduced at the 
inlet, thus directly giving the cumulative residence time 
distribution which was then differentiated with respect to 
time to give the response of a unit impulse. From a plot 
of his data, Foss derived the empirical equatipn:::-
• • • • • •• 5.7 
From a least squares fit of the data points 
obtained in the author I El w6i:k, the following empirical 
relationships were derived:-
1) 1.5" weir, %" holes giving 7.5"/0 free area and 
a downcomer length of 6" 
2DL = 0.088 1::ul j-3.06 
3 · ...... 
5.8 
ulhc 
2) 2.25" weir, 3/16" holes giving 7.7"/0 free area 
,~ith a downcomer length of 6" 
~hh:Ull-2. 56 
= 0.1289 [ l 
• • • • • •• 5.9 
3) 1.5" weir, 3/16" holes giving 7.7"/0 free area 
wi th all downcomer lengths 
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· . . . . .. 5.10 
investigations mentioned above can be seen in Fig. 5.8a,b. 
The difference in the value of De predicted by the above 
relationships for the same values of ul,h
c 
and h f is in 
some instances quite large. 
If the computed values of De are then used -to 
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calculate a Pec1et number for the mixing parameter of a 
distillation plate, it can be seen from Table 5.5 that for 
reasonable working conditions, large Peclet numbers occur 
using some of the empirical equations. If large Pec1et 
numbers, (above 40) are predicted, then the model can easily 
be represented by a plug flow model with no mixing. 
with the exception of Barker and Self and the work 
done by the author, tray lengths of 3 ft. maximum were 
used. It was stated (1) that liquid paths greater than 
3 ft. would tend to that of plug flow. However, this has 
been shown to be untrue. The difference in the works might 
be due to large liquid flow rates being used over small 
liquid paths which would give the appearance of plug flow. 
Further only the work of Welch and the author have included 
downcomers which tends to give better mixing characteristics 
and thus their work would give lower values of Pec1et 
number. 
From the wide range of results derived, it would 
seem that there are more factors that effect the liquid 
mixing on a plate than those incorporated in.the parameters 
u l ' he' h f • One of these factors appears to be the hole 
diameter and the triangular pitch used. Downcomers have 
been ignored by other investigators except that of Welch, 
and thus they only predicted the eddy diffusivity for the 
active area and not the whole tray. The empirical equations 
. I 
I 
r 
derived in this work are based on segmental down~omers of 
about 10'/0 of the column cross sectional area which is the 
usual tray design. 
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For these reasons, the empirical equations derived 
by this work will be used i~ the mathematical model along 
with the associated column dimensions (i.e. weir height, 
hole diameter, tray length etc.) to ensure a true prediction 
of the eddy diffusion coefficient and hence the Peclet 
number. 
5.5 Theoretical Simulation Usir~ixed pools in Series 
~!th Backflow. 
Although the diffusion model has been shown to b", 
a good representation of the liquid mixing on a distillation 
plate, it is awkward to use for continuous simulation work. 
For this reason, a more suitable yet accurate model is 
needed. It has been mentioned in the previous chapter, 
that the mixed pools-in-series \dth backflow model is thE! 
most appropriate. 
The concept of a perfectly mixed pool is purely 
hypothetical and as to the number of pools to be used is 
uncertain. Th::> first major work using pools-in-series was 
done by Gautreaux and O'Connell (3l) who used a series of 
pools ,dthout backflow to descr:,be the liquid mixing on a 
distillation plate. The parameters affecting the degree of 
liquid mixing and hence the number of pools to be used 
, . 
are:-
1) the length of liquid path 
2) the vapour flow rate 
3) the liquid flow rate 
4) the actual tray'design 
Gautreaux and O'Connell (31) showed that the 
limiting number of stages to be used is a function of the 
length of the liquid path. They found that every 2.5 ft. 
of liquid path could be represented by 2 mixed pools. 
Durbin (7,23,80) worked with the pools-in-series 
with backflow model and by introducing the 'phi number', 
which is a characteristic parameter of the pool model:-
f6 =.2!L 
1+2B 
....... 5.11 
it was shown that for a given number of pools M and with 
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the backflow ratio B set for equal variances at the outlet, 
the deviations in moments at intermediate points were of 
the same valuE) as those evaluated when B was determined 
by setting f6 = pe. Thus for a set number of pools and a 
calculated peclet number, the backflow ratio can be 
calculated by the theoretical equation:-
. B =..lL - 1 ....... 5.12 
Pe 2 
This is suitable if M?ve/2. Again the actual 
number of pools was undefined. 
An investigation into defining the number of pools 
and optimum B to be used was carried out by comparing the 
normalised variances and the root mean squared deviations 
of the computed analytical impulse response of 'the· 
diffusion model (48) with those of the pools-in-series 
model with backflow for different pairs of M and Pe. 
starting with an equation of the sort described by Durbin 
but with unknown coefficients K l - K4 :-
. . . . . . . 5.13 
an optimisation routine (72) was used to determine these 
coefficients. The objective function to be minimised was 
2 0.5a' and 0.5 RMSD. It was found that the optimum value 
was in a shallow area and the best fitting coefficients 
gave the equation:-
B = 0.9698 Ml •009 - 0.54 
peO. 9966 
. . . . . .. 5.14 
which is almost the same as that. defined by Durbin bu·t 
giving better fits for large Pe. A plot of the backflow 
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ratio against the number of pools for given peclet numbers 
using equation 5.12 is shown in Fig. 5.9. The equation 
derived by this work (equation 5.14) can be approximated 
to that of equation 5.12 for ease in calculation • 
. To test the limiting factors described by Gautreaux 
and O'Connell (31) a series of computations were performed 
where t.he number of pools was increased for fixed peclet 
number and tray dimensions. The tray length was 6 ft. and 
the number of pools was increased for different runs. It 
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can be seen from Fig. 5.10a,b that the responses-for the 
fixed positions are similar and as the number of pools is 
increased, the backflow ratio using equation 5.12 compensates 
to give roughly the same response. As can be seen from 
Fig. 5.10b as the number of pools exceeds that of 1 pool 
per foot of length, "the responses at the same positions are 
virtually identical. 
The peclet number can be estimated from the eddy 
diffusion coefficient, evaluated from the empirical equations 
derived, the liquid flow path and the froth velocity. Thus 
from the above results it appears that if the backflow 
ratio is determined by equation 5.12, then as long as the 
number of pools used is greater than pe/2, then the mixing 
is well represented. For the simulation work, the limits 
of Gautreaux were observed and one pool per foot of tray was 
used except where the liquid path was so large as to make 
the number of pools excessive for computation. 
Table 5.4 
Comparison of eddy diffusivity between steady-state and dynamic experiments. ft'/~~~. 
Run Experimental values trom Predicted values from correlation 
steady-state derived from dynamic experiments 
1 
.230112 
.17985 
2 
.205743 
.169106 
3 
.218054 
.140827 
4 
.052265 
.052434 .-
5 
.045716 
.046963 
: 
6 
.185131 
.153922 
7 
.164354 
.153922 
'" '" . 
Table 5.5 
comparison of Pec1et numbers for various works. 
Weir height 2.25" Vapour flow u g 3 ft/sec. h = f .3744 ft. 
h ft u1 ft/sec A.I.Ch.E. Barker ana Foss Welch Gilbert sheppara c Self. 
.1291 .023 13.57 13.81 9.33 20.69 3.49 5.86 
.1325 .056 30.01 32.62 19.92 20.69 5.16 10.09 
.1358 .0874 42.71 51.29 29.75 20.69 6.38 13.5 
.1391 .1172 52.47 70.22 39.32 20.69 7.43 16.57 
. 
.1425 .1457 59.93 89.55 48.84 20.69 8.38 19.45 
.1458 .1729 65.56 109.35 58.38 20.69 9.26 22.22 
.1491 .1988 69.56 129.69 68.01 20.69 10.11 : 24.92 
.1558 .2474 74.9 172.03 87.65 20.69 11.73 30.21 
.1692 .333 77.3 263.81 128.9 20.69 14.83 40.66 
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Fig 5.1 plan and front elevation of the experimental rig. 
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The removable backing sheets allow the downcomer 
length on the observation tray to be 3",6",9"and 1 ft. 
The inlet downcomer and tray clearance' on all trays 
was I" and the weir heights except for the observation 
tray were 1. 5". 
L_ 
ij 
Fig 5.2 Photographs of obse r vation tray after dye i njection has been i ntroduced . 
Photograph A . Taken 10 seconds aft er the injecti on . Injection point . 
The photograph shows the absence of perfect mixing and the ,p resence 
of backrnixing . 
Photograph B . Taken 20 seconds after the injection . Injection po i nt . 
The photograph shows the dye be~ng more evenly dis·tr ibuted , but 
the liquid is not perfectly mixed nor is it travelling i n plug flow . 
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Fig 5. 3b sampled 2 ft before the outlet weir. 
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1.4 Figs. 5.4 Experimental and theoretical impulse responses 
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Fig 5.7 Experimental resnlts of two of the 
steady-state experiments showing 
computed response and experimental 
points. 
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6. VAPOUR MIXING BETWEEN DISTILLATION PLATES 
6. Vapour Mixing Between Distillation plates 
6.1 Vapour Mixing Experiments 
Reports on the extent to which liquid or vapour 
mixes between closed boundaries were scarce before the 
1950s due to the difficult techniques involved in 
studying the eddy ditfusivity. Experiments in water have 
been carried out by Van Driest (105), who injec:ted a 
mixture of benzene and carbon tetrachloride and recorded 
the distribution of the tracer in the main stream by 
photography. Investigations into the diffusion in gases 
have been carried out by Towle (102,103), who investigatE,d 
the eddy diffusion of carbon dioxide and hydrogen in a 
turbulent air stream using different sized pipe work; and 
by Sherwood and Woertz (88) and slattery (91). 
The theory used by the author to determine the 
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eddy diffusivity of the vapour phase between two distillation 
plates has been given in Appendix C and is the same as that 
described by Slattery (91) for diffusion of gases in pipes. 
The purpose of the experimentation is not to determine 
accurately the vapour mixing characteristics, but to 
determine whether the vapour is:-
1) perfectly mixed 
or 2) partially mixed but not enough to justify the 
assumption of perfect mixing 
or 3) Not mixed at all 
Tray ~ __ _ 
central axis 
Tray 1 
central axis 
Injection 
axis 
----- -
Injection 
point 
Fig 6.1 Schematic representation of vapour mixing 
apparatus • 
6.2 ~perimental Procedure of steady-state Calculation 
A micro-katharometer with a maximum travel time 
constant of a few milli-seconds was used to measure the 
thermal conductivity of the continuously sampled stream. 
The main flow stream was air, which was assumed to be 
far removed from any bounding walls or surfaces and to 
move in steady-state turbulent flow with a uniform and 
constant velocity u • g 
From the diagram of the apparatus Fig. 6.1, the 
tracer was continuously and uniformly injected into the 
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main air stream at the origin of the central ax~s ~n 
the diagram. The tracer used was helium and its mass 
injection rate C was constant and small compared to the 
mass flow rate of air, thus giving a negligible increase 
in total flow. Diffusion o-f the helium occur's in both 
the axial and radial directions as it moves up between 
the two plates. The eddy diffusion coefficient can be 
found from the concentration distribution of the helium 
in the ctir stream. 
Due to the sensitivity of the element in the 
micro-katharometer any contact with liquid would overload 
and damage it. For this reason 'the initial experimentation 
'was car:ded out with no liquid p:r.esent on the trays. At 
the start of an experiment, only the main air stream was 
passed and readings from the micro-katharometer were 
continuously recorded for a period of twenty seconds and 
stored in a computer to determine a mean base line for 
the experiment. Having calculated the mean base line, the 
helium tracer was introduced and steady-state was allowed 
to be reached. At steady-state, continuous readings of 
the thermal conductivity of the sampled stream were taken 
every 0.1 of a second over a period of ten seconds and 
stored in the computer. The value of the mean base line 
was subtracted from the experimental values and the area 
under the curve given by the experimental readings was 
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calculated. The mean value was found by dividing'the area 
by the sampling time and was the mean voltage given as 
output from the micro-katharometer. This voltage was then 
converted into the mean concentration of tracer passing. 
The experiments at eachsamp'le point were repeated several 
times to form a set of mean concentrations for each 
particular sample point. 
The sample probes were small stainless steel tubes 
of 1 mm. internal diameter. Being of such a small diameter, 
the sample probes would not affect the vapour mixing and 
the volume of sample taken was very small compared to the 
main flow. The sample probes wel:e placed at various radial 
distancFCs around the injection axis. The helium injection 
probe was a point source resting on the centre of distillation 
tray while the sample probes were positioned directly below 
the tray above. 
From the set of mean concentrations for each sample 
probe position, one value was calculated using a least 
squares fit to represent the average concentration for that 
particular sample position. From the theory given in 
Appendix C, the equation:-
C = Q h 
-u 
expC.sL 
t2De Cr .'h)l . t 
can be arranged to give:-
• • • • • .• 6. 1 
------------------------ -, 
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'" In cr - In Q 
-.lL = 
-u 
~ 
2De 
....... 6.2 
4 rrDe 
The eddy diffusion coefficient can be found by 
plotting In cr against rr- - h t } and by least squares 
fitting finding the best straight line joining the 
experimental points, the slope of the line being equal to 
-u~2De from which De can be calculated. 
Having performed the experiments with no liquid 
present on the trays, the same experiments were repeated 
with the water flowing. To safe-guard the micro-katharometer, 
a small volume water trap was inserted in the sample probe. 
The injection probe was no longer resting on the tray but 
was raised to the height of the froth as only the vapour 
mixing between the froth and the tray above is of interest. 
The Peclet number was calculated using the superficial gas 
velocity and the vertical distance between the injection 
probe and the tray above. 
6.3 Experimental Results 
6.3.1 Experiments with Liguid Absent 
The eddy diffusion coefficient was determined for 
various vapour flow rates. Table 6.1 lists the run numbers, 
the-main stream velocity, the determined eddy diffusion 
coefficient and the peclet number. The mole percentage of 
r 
I 
. . . ., 
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! 
I 
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I 
I 
! 
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helium in the sampled stream at various points' can be 
determined. Fig. 6.2 shows the two extreme cases in the 
eight experimental runs. In Run 8 where the vertical 
velocity was largest, the helium tracer shows a greater 
dispersion than that of,Run.l. The values for these two 
extreme cases calculated using equation 6.1 are given in 
Table 6.2. 
From Fig. 6.3, showing the cumulative percentage 
of tracer passed for Run 1 it can be seen that within a 
radial distance of 15 cms about the injection axis, 83% 
of the tracer is passed and within a radial distance of 
20 cms 96% of the tracer is pas:3ed. 
From these results it would seem that the vapour 
is not perfectly mixed though at this stage the effect 
of liquid present on the tray is not known. 
6.3.2 Experiments with Liguid Present 
The same experimental procedure as previously 
explained was carried out except that the injection probe 
was raised to the height of the froth. The eddy diffusion 
coefficient was determined by plotting the data points 
and by 'least squares fit finding the best line joining 
the points, the slope of which is given by -u /2De. The g 
eddy diffusion coefficient was determined for various 
vapour flow rates, and a list of air velocities, eddy 
-.. -.:.; - ~ 
diffusion coefficients and Peclet numbers are 'given in 
Table 6.3. The actual experimental values and the best 
fitting lines are shown in Fig. 6.4a,b. 
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The mole fraction of helium tracer in the sample 
stream for the two extreme ~xperimental cases (no. 6 and 7) 
are shown in Fig. 6:5 and their percentage of helium 
tracer passed within radial distances from the injection 
axis are shown in Fig. 6.6. It can be seen from Fig. 6.6 
that the dispersion of the helium tracer is approximately 
the same even though the air velocities are different. 
Comparing the eddy diffusion coefficients determined 
under dry conditions with those determined with liquid 
present, the first set give higher values for the same 
air velocity. This is thought to be due to the air leaving 
the tray perforations in the form of jets which later create 
a greater disturbance when they mix giving better mixing 
characteristics and thus a higher value of the eddy diffusion 
coefficient. As the vapour velocity is lowered, the eddy 
diffusion coefficients of those determined with liquid 
present tend to those determined with liquid absent. This 
is due to the froth height or holdup on the tray decreasing 
and giving less resistance to the jet streams. When liquid 
is pre:5ent, the vapour leaves the perforations as jets 
which are then squashed by the presence of the liquid thus 
giving a smoother, less active vapour stream leaving the 
froth. 
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Plotting the values of the eddy diffusio~' coefficient 
against the Reynolds number (Fig. 6.7) for both sets of 
experiments, it can be seen that the best linear 
relationship joining the experimental points where the 
liquid is absent, is steep'and is most likely some 
3 i . 
function of u. The line joining the experimental points g 
with liquid present, if assumed to pass through the origin, 
cuts the line predicted by the experiments with liquid 
absent. \1hen the vapour flow rate reaches a certain limit 
weepin~T occurs and the liquid holdup decreases rapidly 
until it becomes negligible. Tilis can be seen by the 
eighth experiment "lhere the liquid holdup was negligible 
and gave good agreement with the experiments with liquid 
absent. 
The compa.rison of the eddy diffusion coefficient.s 
determined by this work and the eddy diffusion coefficients 
determined by other works for free turbulent flow in pipes, 
show that the mixing characteristics of vapour between the 
distillation plates is greater than that occurring in pipes. 
This must be due to the presence of the sieve trays which 
disturb and cause mixing of the vapour. However, the 
extent of the mixing is small. 
6.4 Discussion on vapour Mixing 
From Fig. 6.7 it can be seen that the sieve trays 
cause the vapour to mix and that the presence of liquid 
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on the tray causes the vapour to be more uniformly 
dispersed (less mixing). If the Peclet numbers for all 
but the last experiment listed in Table 6.3 are considered, 
then the range is from 31 to 39 and the degree of mixing 
is thus very small. If' the" same concept as that shown in 
the liquid mixing section is used, then this could be 
represented by 15 vapour cells consisting of thin elements 
perfectly mixed in the direction of vapour flow which is 
approximately the same model as that of no mixing at all. 
Ashley and Haselden (5) tried to describe the 
vapour mixing between plates by a series of vapour cells 
which crossed the tray perpendicular to the vapour flow 
(Fig. 4.2). The vapour leaving a specified number of 
mixed liquid pools on the tray was averaged and introduced 
directly to the tray above. The actual number of vapour 
cells to be used was unknown due to lack of data. The 
same vapour mixing model as described by Ashley and 
Haselden (5) was adopted by the author for the mathematical 
model used in the distillation simulation. 
From this work on vapour mixing and assuming the 
superficial gas velocity to be "l'lithin the same range 
(0.8 to 2.0 m/s) , from Fig. 6.6 it can be seen that 91% 
of the tracer passes within a radius of 15 cms. From this 
it can be concluded that for standard tray spacings and 
superficial gas velocities of abou·t 0.8 to 1.5 m/s, it can 
be assumed that there is no vapour mixing between l?lates 
for large plate columns. This means that for ,the-liquid 
mixing model, the vapour leaving any liquid pool passes 
directly to the liquid pool above it. 
From the best fitting linear relationship between 
the eddy diffusivity and th~Reynolds number, a relation-
ship between the eddy diffusivity and the vapour velocity 
has been derived • 
• 
De = u /95 g . . . . . . . 6.3 
This relationship is only valid when the vapour 
velocity is great enough to elininate weeping. 
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Table 6.1 The eddy diffusivity and Peclet numbers for the vapour phase 
Run Superficial gas velocity Eddy diffusivity Peclet number 
m/llr 2 m /hr 
1 2064.6 10.75 88.6337 
2 2272.1 20.658 50.7587 
3 2486.9 42.077 27.2762 
. 
4 2676.0 39.105 31.5836 
5 2724.2 36.066 34.8588 
6 2991.9 58.44 , 23.6269 
7 3470.4 88.061 18.1866 
8 3724.8 94.539 18.1829 
S.l. un,l& o..re. Ofoed 1.,r\, thi ... 'be.c.ti.or\ 01\ th~ vo..fo .... ,.. r~a..<;.e o..~ thve. a..No no e."'fi~ic.o..l e'i-u..o.tlO1'l.~ 
de.pe'l'\.de.I'\L 0" old uni.t" lnvolve.J. 
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Table 6.2 Experimental tracer distribution 
Radius (inches) Helium in sample mole 'to 
Run 1 Run 8 
" 
0 . .6417 x 10-1 .7517 x 10-2 
1 .6 x 10 -1 .7406 x 10 -2 
2 .4909 x 10 -1 .7082 x 10 -2 
3 .3520 x 10-1 .6576 x 10-2 
4 .2218 x 10-1 .5934 x 10-2 
5 .1234 x 10-1 .5209 x 10 -2 
6 .6086 x 10 -2 .4452 x 10"'"2 
7 .2676 x 10-2 .3710 x 10 -2 
8 .1055 x 10-2 .3019 x 10-2 
9 .3756 x 10-3 .2402 x 10-2 
10 • 1214 x 10-3 .1872 -2 x 10 . 
11 .3586 x 10-4 .1430 x 10 -2 
12 .0974 x 10-4 .1073 x 10-2 
Table 6.3 Experimental eddy diffusivity and Peclet numbers for vapour phase with 
liquid present on the tray. Liq. .. 'cl Flow :- ~50 Cjo.l/h~. 
-
Run superficial air velocity Eddy diffusivity Pec1et number 
m/hr 2 m /hI: 
1 2696.36 32.8466 31.5728 
2 3200.71 I 36.7838 33.4656 
3 3415.1 39.2483 33.4664 
4 3688.7 39.4186 35.9899 
5 4143.69 42.7781 37.2541 
6 4205.0 41.3388 37.2554 
7 2559.08 25.1392 39.1508 
8 2061.99 10.8264 87.8926 
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.. 
7. Unsteady-state Mathematical Models of plate Columns 
7.1 Literature Survey on Distillation Column Simulation 
7.1.1 General Work 
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critical reviews on the unsteady-state behaviour 
of. plate distillation columns have been given by Holland 
(48); Rosenbrock (83), Archer and Rothfuss (2), Gould 
(38). Column dynamics were of rr~in interest to chemical 
engineers but little work. had been done before the 
introduction of computers when studies in batch distillation 
were presented by Lapidus and Amundson (58) and pigford 
et al (75). Early publications concerning control of 
distillation columns were presented by Rosenbrock (83), 
Voetter (108) and Armstrong and Wilkinson (115). 
The main approaches to solving the mathematical 
formulation of distillation processes has been the use of 
digital and analogue computers to obtain numerical 
solutions of the equations by the Laplace transformation 
of the equations followed by inversion to obtain the time 
response or by determination of the frequency response. 
Mah, Michaelson and Sargent (67), and Holland (48) present 
good reviews on numerical methods used CO obtain solutions 
of the equations using a digital computer. Nonlinear 
equations are solved using inte\rration routines such as 
Runge-Kutta and Adams Bashforth, while matrix integration 
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methods are used for solving linear equations: 
The disadvantage occurring with matrix methods 
is that the coefficients of the plant matrix are functions 
of time. 
Methods of solution have been developed (67,85) 
where the coefficients of the plant matrix are assumed to 
be .linear functions of time or t;reated as constants over 
a small range. 
The frequency response and transient behaviour 
of a column with 16 theoretical trays was given by Lamb 
et al (57) who used a curved vapour-liquid equilibrium 
relationship and calculated by use of an analogue computer 
the oscillations in tray compositions due to input 
oscillations in reflux or feed composition. The response 
of top product composition to reboiler vapour composition 
was expressed as a transfer function which for low 
frequency gave a single transfer lag for which the time 
constant was approximately proportional to the square of 
the nu~~er of plates. Franks (30) also used an analogue 
computer when simulating the dynamics of a multicomponent, 
60-plate column. 
An implicit method involving an arbitrarily fix~d 
constant e was used by Rosenbrock (83) in his study on 
numerical methods. The definition of efficiency, 
equilibrium relationship and simple differential equations 
were set up for a binary system and he compared the 
theoretical step responses obtained with the experimental 
responses obtained by Wilkinson and Armstrong (3). 
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A different e method for the solution of unsteady-
state distillation equat'ions was made by waggoner and 
Holland (109), Groves (39) and Tetlow et al (100), while 
Holland (47) used the e method in steady-state distillation 
column design. The e method in these cases was effectively 
an implicit and corrector method. 
Most of the work done u1:ing the analytical approach 
has been concerned with binary distillation where the 
equations are expressed in terms of transient deviations. 
Laplace transformation, derivation and inversion of the 
transfer function have been used by wilkinson and Armstrong 
(115) to give the step response of the top product 
composition for feed composition changes in a column at 
finite reflux. A mathematical solution for the simplified 
equations is given showing good agreement between experimt;,ntal 
and theoretical values for the early part of the response .. 
The solution for the tail end of the response was given by 
Wood and Armstrong (117). 
Izawa and Morinaga (51) presented the transfer 
functions based on material balance equatio'ns of a binary 
distillation column for changes in flow rates and feed 
composition. The existence of dead time was found as the 
liquid flow lag caused a large phase lag in the high frequency 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
range. This adversely affects the controllability of the 
column. 
The dynamic behaviour of a binary distillation 
column in the vicinity of an equilibrium state was 
investigated by pohjola ,,anC\.. Norden (76). The process 
no 
was divided into two subprocesses, mass transfer and liquid 
flow and the total response for small perturbations in the 
feed composition was the sum of the two independently 
obtained responses. Further investigations in the attemFt 
to deti'le simplified models and finding limiting cases 
have been carried out (4,56a,57). 
Except for the work presented by Holland et al 
(39,48,100,109), the works discussed in this review on 
distillation column simulation all assume the liquid on 
the trays and the vapour between trays to be perfectly 
mixed. All assume constant plate efficiency and most make 
the specification of perfect liquid mixing as efficient 
numerical integration routines were not available for 
computing the responses of distillation columns where 
partial liquid mixing was present. Further the responses 
of large dimensional models assume perfect liquid mixing, 
giving 'the Murphree plate efficiency eqnal to the point 
efficiency. 
Two of the main investigations on unsteady-state 
distillation simulation where liquid mixing occurs and the 
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study of charges in plate efficiency are reviewed in the 
next section. 
7.1.2 Column Models a.nd Review of Main Work 
Holland (48) studie,d distillation responses using 
a generalised model with perfect mixing on the plate and 
bypassing of the downcomer. A further extension of his 
work was to use the model presented by Tetlow (99), where 
any transfer lags, mixing and channelling are accounted for 
in the downcomer. This model is basically the same as his 
generalised model except the downcomer holdup is split ir.to 
three di fferent parts (Fig. 7.1):-
a) Perfect mixing b) Plug flow c) Bypassing 
Molal holdups are calculated using the usual 
empirical equations, but the fraction of the liquid strea.m 
( A M,AD, AC) passing throug,h the above three sections seems 
to be al:bitrary, except they must sum to unity. From the 
responses of the top and reboiler products given in an 
example, it is shown that there is a great difference bet~ween 
assuming perfect mixing and part.ial mixing of the liquid 
phase. However, he considers that all the mixing can be 
described in the downcomer. This is more than likely untrue 
as only the downcomer holdup was considered while that of the 
plate and downcomer should have been considered. 
When investigating the changes in plate effi_ciency 
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Fig 7.1 Theoretical model presented by Tetlow (99). 
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\ = the fraction entering each section of the downcomer, 
for a mUlticomponent system, Holland (48) ignores the mixing 
effects by setting Ac to unity thus giving a series of first 
order differential equations for the plates. Groves (39) , 
who continued Hollands work on plate efficiencies, stated 
that the convergence of the (iteration) e method for a n<"W 
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set of inputs was acceptable for the general model where 
AC is 1, but for the more realistic model convergence was 
slow. He further stated that more data must be known to be 
able to describe the model more fully and that the existing 
model is of limited use due to the great amount of 
computer storage needed. 
A more explicit investigation into the effect of 
unsteady-state operating conditions on plate efficiency was 
presented by Huang and Yaws (50). A single bubble-cap 
tray was considered and the liquid mixing was described J:y 
the diffusion model. Impulse, sinusoidal and step inputs 
for the incoming liquid concentration were introduced to 
the plate. Keeping the mass transfer and point efficiency 
constant, the changes in efficiency ratio were plotted 
against dimensionless time for the distur bances introduced. 
From these plots it could be shown that the Murphree plate 
- efficiency changes drastically during unsteady state but 
after about two residence times of the liquid crossing the 
plate, steady-state was approached. These observations 
were caused by the facts that 
1) the model was dependent on constant vapour 
composition entering the plate. 
2) the effect of the disturbance on adjacent 
trays was not considered. 
3) from the definitions of the disturbances 
-~-:.;:: +-
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introduced:- Xp, XS the responses showed large 
differences in the efficiency ratio. This was due to the 
magnitude of the disturbances introduced. 
Example:- in the responses given 
er = ~Xs = 1 . . . . . . . 7.1 
s X -X 
n+l e 
where X = (Yn_l-bl/m y* = mX + b ......... 7.2 e 
Taking m = .875 and b = .13 which is equivalent 
to 0(= 1.3 then for the feed plate at steady-state:-
Xe = .427 • X 1 = .51218 J /:::'Xs = .08518 
n+ 
. where Xn+l is the composition of the total incoming flow 
and is equal to the respective proportions of the actual 
feed composition of 0.5 at 300 moles/hr and the liquid 
from the plate above of 0.5174 at 700 moles/hr. Thus the 
new total input is 0.59736 which means that the actual 
feed composition must change from 0.5 to 0.7839, as the 
composition of the plate above is assumed constant, which 
is a 56% change in feed composition. For systems where 
the relative volatility is greater than 1.3 this change 
increases and for one real system of methanol and water 
which was studied, the feed composition had to change, 
in order to give a unit step, from 0.3 to 1.3 which is 
impossible. 
In industry, disturbances of about 0 to 20% occur 
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and it is therefore suggested that the above disturbances 
are practically unrealistic and that the plate efficiency 
will not vary as much. 
7.2 proposed Unsteady-State .. Models 
7.2.1 Mixing Models and Assumptions 
The model used to describe the characteristics of 
a large plate column included liquid mixing and vapour 
mixing models. The liquid mixing characteristics were 
represented by a pools-in-series with backflow model and 
the nurrber of pools used was governed/with one exception 
described later/by one pool per foot of column diameter 
. with the downcomer represented by one of these pools. The 
volumeE: of these pools were proportional to the molal 
holdups on the active tray and downcomer respectively. 
The backflow ratio was determined by the equation given 
in section 5.5:-
B =.1L - 0.5 
Pe 
7.3 
The vapour model was represented by the vapour 
cell model, but as the vapour mixing has been shown to be 
negligible, the vapour was assumed to rise to the mixed 
pool directly above during simulation with the one 
exception when perfect vapour mixing was assumed. 
The estimation of the eddy diffusivity was carried 
out using the empirical equations derived by the author. 
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An illustration of the column model is given in Fig. 7.2 
for a five-plate column of approximately 7 ft diameter. 
This model is referred to as the generalised model. 
The main assumptions of the model are:-
1) the liquid. crossing the plate is only 
partially mixed and the pools-in-series with backflow 
model is a good representation of the mixing. 
2) the downcomer can be represented by one pool 
which no vapour leaves or enters. 
3) the liquid flow leaving the tray and the 
backflow are constant across the tray. 
4) there is no vapour holdup in the liquid 
phase ~nd the late~t heat of vaporisation is constant:-
v = V = V 
n-l n 
5) as the vapour holdup above a plate is a 
function of pressure above the plate, the vapour holdup 
is assumed negligible compared to that of the liquid and 
can be ignored. 
6) any changes in molar.holdup on the trays are 
so rapid that they can be included in the arithmetic 
equations and do not warrant any differential equations. 
7) the estimated point efficiency for each tray 
is the same for each liquid pool on that tray. 
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7.2.2 Material Balance Equations for the Generalised 
Model 
The rate of change in molalholdup for a plate n, 
where F i~ zero except for the feed plate, is given by:-
dH 
n 
dt 
= ...... 
For a single pool j on the plate,this equation is:-
dH . ...... 
n, J 
dt 
7.4 
7.5 
however, in the computation, these equations have been worked 
out arithmetically. The number of pools representing the 
active tray is M. 
plate n 
Downcomer:- (Pool 0) 
dX 0 
-!!., = ~L X +B X -(L +B )X -t n+l n+I,M f,n n,l n f,n n,O 
dt 
X (L· -L)H·· 1 I 
n,O. n+l n.ll& 1~ 
. . H n,O 
. n 
Dividing by Ln and defining TO as gives:-
. . . . . . 7.6 
dX 0 
-1}., 
dt 
= (L X +B X -(I+B)X -X CL -llH ~l ~ n+l n+I,M n n,l . n n,O n,O(..lli:1. .2h..O~T 
L L H 0 
•• 7.7 
n n n 
centre pools:- l<::j.;;M Dividing by L and substituting n 
for Tjl V = Vs below feed plate and VB above feed plate. 
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, 
dX .~!B X . 1-(1+2B)X .+(l+B)X . l+V (Y 1 .-Y .) 
--1l,) n n,)+ . n n,) n n,)- ML n-,) n,) 
dt n 
-x . (L -llt4. 1 n,) J!±.l n ;;;-
H •. 
Ln n ) 
· ..... 
Exit pool:-
dX ~ 
n,M 
dt !(l+B)X M_l-(l+B)X M+Y- (Y -1 l-Y 1) n n, n, ML n I n, n 
Feed plate 
. , 
DownCOll:er : -
dX 0 
--1l, 
dt 
-. f (L l X 1 +QFXf)+B X l-(l+B)X 
n+ n+ ,M n n, n 11,0 
L 
n 
-X
n
,o(L
n
+ 1+QF)-11 L 
n 
Centre pools:- l<j,,"M 
· . . . . . 
7.8 
7.9 
7.10 
7.11 
dx . 
n,l 
dt 
-. ~B X . 1-(1+2B)X .+(l+B)X . l+(V Y 1 .-V Y .) 11 n,)+ n n,) n n,)- s n-,] B ~
. . ML 
n 
-x . I (L l+QF ) -ll 
n , ) t .... n",,+,-=-__ 1 
L 
n 
H 'j 1 .J:!..L.l. -
H T. 
n ) 
· ..... 
Exit pool:-
dXn,M 
dt 
~ [(l+B)X Ml-(l+B)X '1+(VY ll-VY 1) n n, - n nil s n-, B n, 
MLn 
-x I(L l+QF )-lj n I M t -12:L __ 
L 
n 
• • • • • 0 
7.12 
7.13 
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Q line conditions: - ' . 
Liquid below bubble point Q<l.O 
saturated liquid Q = 1 
Liquid and vapour 
saturated vapour 
Superheated vapour .. 
1.0>Q> 0 
Q = 0 
Q < 0 
7.14 
Reboiler:-
It was assumed that the molal holdup of the reboiler was 
constant and the bottoms flow rate 'w ' was governed by:-· 
s 
W = L - V 
s 1 s 7.15 
component balance (efficiency = 1):-
* dXR = (LIXl,M-WSXR-VsYl)!HR · . . . . . . 7.16 
dt 
Condenser:-
It was assumed that the vapour was totally condensed and 
the liquid was returned at its boiling point. Further, any 
change in vapour flow was assumed only to affect the top 
product flow ID '. 
s 
R = L N+l 
D 
s 
component balance:-
· . . . . . . 7.17 
· . . . . . . 7.18 
7.19 
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The equilibrium relationship was estimated using constant 
relative volatilities or/when comparing with the linear 
model,linear equilibrium relationships. 
7.2.3 Material Balance Equations for the Linearised 
Model. 
The linearised model assumed constant Murphree 
plate efficiency and constant molal flow rates as only 
feed composition changes were made and compared with the 
resulte. of the generalised model. 
Defining 
-X =X +x where X = the steady-state value 
n n n n 
and x = the deviation from steady-state 
n 
Equilibrium 
Efficiency 
l'nX 
n n 
....... 
The Q line was assumed to be un;\. ty • Vs = V R = V 
Reboilqr:-
dx = 
_Il 
dt 
* L x - W x - VYR lIs R . . . . . . . 
7.20 
7.21 
7.22 
, I 
-'-..;:: .-
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General plate n:-
H dx = L x -L x +V(y -y) n~ n+l n+l n n n-l n · ..... 7.23 
dt 
Feed plate f:-
Hfdxf = Lf+lxf+l+F:ff-Lfxf+V(y f-l-Y f) •.•• 
dt 
7.24 
Condenser:-
H dx = -(L l+D)X +VYN c--S. N+ s C . 
Definir.g 
dt 
x 
n 
Condenser:-
Vm 
~ 
L 
n 
dy 
~ 
dt 
- dy I 
-!2.:.:.:1 
dt 
and'( = H 
n .1l 
L 
n 
General plate:- ( .... he.~e 
+1 dy 
- n-l 
Inn ~ 
1 
E m 1-1'1, n n 
+tndy
n
_ l = 
m dt 
-Yn - 1 + 
m 
n 
n 
E
-_l ___ ( 1'r.+ 1 -y n) 
" m 11V,11+1 11+1 
+Y 
.1l 
m 1 n+ 
· ..... 7.25 
· ..... 7.26 
· ..... 7.27 
7.28 
· ..... 7.29 
· ..... 7.30 
-v (1' -y ) 
- n 11-1 
L 
n 
•• 7.31 
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, 
Multiplying by E m and rearranging gives:-
. MV,n n 
dy +(E -lldy 1 
--1!. MV,n n-
dt dt 
-t m (l-E I MV,n n MV,n+1 
E m 
_MV ;n+l n+l 
+(1 +\EMV,nr(l -(i -AnIEMV,n IYn_l j/tn .... 7.32 
Let)l; =1 -(1- >.. lE ; 1iJ = E m 
n n MV,n n MV,n n ; 
E m MV,n+l n+l 
01.. = 'Y (l-E I + (1 + 'A E I 
n n MV,n+l 'nMV,n ..... 7.33 
dYn -(l-E~1V,nldYn_l =f )vnYn+l - o(nYn + f<nYn-lV-r n 7.34 
dt dt 
Feed plate:-
dt dt 
=!-Yf+Yf-1-EMV,fYf-l +Lf+lVf(Yf+1-Yfl 
{ If 
-E I + (1- A E I MV,f+l f MV,f . . . . . . .. 7.36 
dYf _(l-EMV~fldYf_l = 
dt dt 
Reboiler:-
. , 
• • • • .• 7.37 
••.• 7.38 
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'( 
R dy = W Y + 
- R ~ 7.39 
mRdt Lm 1 R 
dy = ( 
---.E. ( 
dt 
-WsYR - \YR +1fRYl -\YR +YREMV,lYRJ!lR 
Ll 
( AR +(l-EMV,l) IvR + Ws)Yd l 't'R 
Ll 
.... 7.40 
• • . •• 7.41 
Fourunsteady-state computation equations (7.41,7.34,7.37 
and 7;30) were used and solved in that order. To solve t.hese 
double differential equations, the reboiler equation is 
solved first then the value of the differential equation 
for thp reboiler is used in the differential equation fOJ: 
the plate above and so on up the column. 
7.2.4 Gas Absorption Model 
The gas absorption model had the same form as that 
of the generalised model except that there was no feed 
plate, reboiler or condenser. Therefore, the actual column 
had the same equations as that of the general plate in the 
generalised model (equations 7.7,7.8,7.9). 
. The liquid composition enterin~ was X 1 and 
N+ 
leaving was XO' while the vapoUJ: composition entering was 
Yo and leaving was YN±l. The molal holdups, point 
efficiencies and all other column parameters were calculated 
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, ' 
the same way as that described for the generalised model. 
7.3 Computation 
7.3.1 Integration Method Used 
Numerical methods 'used for solving the unsteady-
state equations have been mentioned in section 7.1. Until 
reCently Runge-Kutta and variations of the Runge-Kutta 
method, . many having adjustable step lengths, were the 
main integration programs used. A more powerful method of 
integration has been presented1::y Gear (32,33,34). He 
gives 0. mul tistep predictor- corrector method whose order 
:is automatically chosen as the method proceeds. The 
integration routine contains two methods of integrating, 
1) an Adams predictor-corrector (32), suitable 
only for ordinary, non-stiff differential equations. 
2) a multi step method suitable for stiff 
equations. 
The generalised model is a stiff system and requires the 
mUltistep method as use of the Adams method makes the 
computing time longer by 0.. fad: ov" of 20 or more. 
The starting procedure is automatic and informa'don 
retained by the program about previous steps is stored in 
such a way as to make the interpolation to a non-mesh 
point straightforward. 
) 
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7.3.2 Disturbances Introduced for unsteady-state 
Operation 
It was shown by Huan~and Yaws (50) that if large 
changes in the feed composition are made then there are 
large changes in plate efficiency during the unsteady-
state period. In industry the disturbances that occur in 
stagewise processes, are usually not greater than 2~~ 
of the original value of the parameter changed and in 
linear models used for simulation, changes are not greater 
than 10% of the steady-state vaJ.ue. For this reason, 
disturbances introduced for unsteady-state operation will 
not exceed 2~/o of the parameters original value. 
The disturbances introduced for the generalised 
model of a large plate binary distillation column were:-
1) changes in feed composition 
2) changes in feed flow with vapour and liquid 
reflux flow held constant 
3) changes in liquid reflux with vapour flow 
held constant 
4) changes in vapour flow with liquid reflux 
held constant 
For vapour changes the simulation has been 
simplified for the case where liquid dumping occurs. For. 
this case it is assumed that the liquid dumped from the 
plate above is instantaneously mixed with the liquid in the 
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downcomer of the plate below and that after the new molal 
holdups have been calculated, constant molal flow exists. 
The disturbances introduced for the linear model 
were changes in feed composition. The equilibrium 
--
relationship was linear and the results were compared with 
that of the generalised model with a linear equilibrium 
relationship. 
The generalised model of the gas absorption column 
was used to investigate extreme values of the absorption 
factor and only liquid feed compositions changes were 
investigated. 
7.4 Determination of steady-state Variables 
The steady-state values for both li.quid and vaJ?our 
compositions were estimated using the unsteady-state 
simula·tion program, but no disturbances were in·troduced 
and the program was allowed to continue until the estimated 
top product determined by:-
7.42 
was within 0.0001 of the calculated top product defined by:" 
CTP = D X 
s c 
and the values of liquid and vapour composition throughout 
the column were constant. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--------------------------------- -, 
steady-state values were estimated using the 
generalised model for the actual systems of methanol-
water; benzene-toluene and methylcyclohexane-toluene. 
The equilibrium relationships were represented by 
polynomials calculated by doing a least squares fit on 
the data presented in the literature (16). Working with 
real systems causes the problem that any results found 
cannot be directly related to any specific distillation 
parameter and therefore most work was carried out using 
constant relative volatilities or a linear equilibrium 
relationship. 
The steady-state values for the linear model 
were tccken from those estimated by the generalised model. 
The plate efficiencies were als0 those calculated for the 
generalised model. 
The gas absorption column steady-state values 
were estimated using a linear equilibrium relationship 
whose Blope was in the range of 10 to 500. These values 
are typical of the removal of carbon dioxide from water 
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by air stripping. The values of the plate efficiency were 
in the range of 0.1% to 10'/0 as the system was liquid film 
limi ting while the binary distillation was gas film 
limiting and thus gave higher values of plate efficiency. 
I 
I' 
I 
8 UNSTEADY-STATE SIMULATION OF LARGE PLATE COLUMNS 
• 
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8 Unsteady-State Simulation of Large Plate Columns 
8.1 The Simulation program 
The column dimensions, number of plates, liquid 
pools, feed plate number, weir height, flow rates, physical 
properties of the system and the steady-state compositions 
of all the liquid pools were required as input data for 
the program. The simulation time for which the program 
runs at steady-state was also read in. At the end of this 
time, a step change of not more than 2~/o of the original 
value was made in one of the system inputs. The total 
simulation time was 4 times that of the period operated at 
steady state. 
I 
Although the number of plates and liquid pools 
could be varied, most simulations were carried out using 
a 5-plate column with the feed input situated on the second 
tray and 6 liquid pools representing the active area. Each 
column consisted of a reboiler and condenser of specified 
size and the column diameter was usually 7 ft. 
A stiff inte~tion method.was needed for solving 
the generalised model otherwise the computation time 
increased by 0:1(1.(.\;0" of 20. 
Equilibrium data for real systems (16) were used 
• 
for the initial simulations, but as no direct relationship 
between transient responses and system parameters could be 
--- ------------
-------------- ---
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made, constant relative volatilities were used instead. 
For the linear model simulation, the plate 
efficiencies calculated at steady-state, were held constant 
during the unsteady-state period and used to calculate the 
transient behaviour of the liquid and vapour phases. A listing 
and an explanation of the use of the integration routine 
and the generalised model simulation program are given in 
Appendix D. 
8.2 unsteady-state plate Efficiency Results 
The liquid an d vapour flows and other operating 
conditions. for the sections in this chapter are given in 
Table 8.1. In all the simulation work carried out by the 
author, the liquid composition responses and the vapour 
leaving the liquid pools was calculated first then the 
plate efficiencies were calculated from these values. The 
initial steady-state values for most of the simulations can 
be found at the beginning of Appendix F. 
8.2.1 The Effect of Feed Composition Changes 
The feed was introduced on the second plate with 
a steady-state composition of 0.5 mole fraction and step 
changes of "!:O.l were made in it. Constant relative volatilities 
were used for the equilibrium relationship. 
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For the system with a constant relative volatility 
of 2, the change in the plate efficiency was found to be 
small. The largest change in the plate efficiency was that of 
the feed plate which for a step increase in feed composition 
went from 0.6295 to 0.6476 in 32 seconds then dropped again 
to its new steady-state value of 0.6203. The transient 
responses of the liquid compositions for the reboiler, 
condenser, exit pools and downcomers for the 5 plates are 
shown in Fig 8.1. The transient responses for the plate 
efficiencies are shown in Fig 8.2. The values of the point 
efficiencies rose only slightly (by 0.17 of a percent) and 
thus can be assumed constant. Systems with a constant relative 
volatility greater than 2 showed even less of a change in 
plate efficiency. 
using ~lower relative volatility of 1.5 and 
+ introducing stEp changes in feed composition of -0.1, it 
was seen that the change in the plate efficiency was rather 
greater. For the step decrease of 0.5 to 0.4 the pla~e 
efficiency for the feed plate dropped from 0.6321 to 0.5817 
in 32 seconds then rose to 0.6380 and for the step increase 
of C.S to 0.6 it rose from 0.6321 to 0.6718 then dropped to 
0.6276. The transient responses for the liquid phase are 
shown in Fig 8.3 for both these cases and the plate 
efficiency responses are shown in Fig 8.4. Again the point 
• 
efficiency xemained virtually constant. 
The lowest value of the relative volatility used 
was 1.1. For a step increase in feed composition of 0.5 
to 0.6 the plate efficiency for the feed plate rose from 
0.6407 to 0.7466 in 32 seconds, an increase of 0.1 which 
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is an increase of 16.5% on the original value. The plate 
efficiency then quickly fell and settled at a new steady-
state value of 0.6418. Unlike the systems with higher values 
of relative volatility, the plate to show the greatest 
change in plate efficiency was the plate above the feed 
plate. This plate efficiency rose from 0.5713 to 0.8235 in 
39 seconds then fell. to a new steady-state value of 0.5761. 
It will be seen in later sections that when the "vapour is 
perfectly mixed and when the equilibrium relationship is 
linear giving a slightly higher value of 1.1 for the relative 
volatility, the feed plate always shows the greatest changes 
in the plate efficiency for composition disturbances. The 
efficiency responses for the step increase in feed composition 
are shown in Fig 8.5 and the plot of efficiency ratios· is 
shown in Fig 8.6. The exit pool liquid compositiort responses are 
shown for both an increase and decrease in feed composition 
in Fig 8.7. When the feed changes from 0.5 to 0.4 the plate· 
efficiency drops rapidly and even goes negative. The values 
of the efficiency for the feed plate go from 0.6407 to 
-0.8177 in 36 seconds then rise to 0.6322. From these results 
• 
it can be seen that a step decrease in feed composition 
affects the value of the plate efficiency more than a step 
increase. 
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The mean residence time for the liquid crossing a 
plate in the stripping section was 14 seconds and 10 seconds 
in the rectifiying section. From the plate efficiency response, 
it can be seen that the major changes only occur in the 
first minute after the disturbance has been introduced 
which is 4 times the mean residence time. For systems with 
relative volatilities greater than 2 the plate efficiency 
changes are so small that they can be ignored. 
In all the above cases, the vapour was assumed 
to travel from the liquid pool it was leaving to the one 
directly above it. 
8.2.2 comparison with Vapour phase Perfectly Mixed 
For a steady-state feed composition of 0.5, step 
changes 6f ~ O~l were introduced. Using a relative volatility 
of 2 showed the changes in plate efficiency to be as small as 
those when the vapour is unmixed but the changes were more 
rapid and died away before the end of one minute. 
In the case when the relative volatility was 1.1, 
the plate efficiency responses showed the changes were large, 
but not as great as those where the vapour was unmixed. 
When the step decrease was introduced the plate efficiency 
for the feed plate did not go negative but dropped from 
0.6407 to 0.3727 in 18 seconds then rose again to 0.6396. 
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The trans~ent responses of the liquid compositions leaving 
the plates for the two step changes can be seen in Fig 8.8. 
The responses of the plate efficiencies for the decrease in 
feed composition are shown in Fig 8.9 and for the increase 
in Fig 8.10. 
The difference in overall separation between the 
vapour be~ng perfectly mixed and unmixed was very small and 
a comparison of the final steady-state liquid compositions 
in the reboiler and condenser for relative volatilities of 
1.1 and 2 is, given in Table 8.2. 
Table 8.2 comparison of simulation results for the vapour 
phases being unmixed and perfectly mixed. 
r-____ ~o(_=,·~1~.~1~----~----~~~=r2~.~0~----~ 
Vapour Reboiler Condenser Reboiler Condenser 
Unmixed 0.45967 
Mixed 0.45956 
0.54032 
0.54046 
0.23821 
0.23757 
0.76178 
0.76229 
'It can be concluded from these results that 
whether the vapour is perfectly mixed or not, the changes 
in plate efficiencies are large for systems with small 
relative volatilities though the systems where the vapour 
is unmixed have slightly larger changes and take longer 
to respond. 
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8.2.3 The Effect of Feed Flow Changes 
The feed flow rate at steady-state was 300 Ib moles/hr 
+ and step changes of - 50 Ib moles/hr were introduced. The 
boilup was kept constant and any changes in the liquid flow 
to the reboiler were immediately followed by changes in the 
bottom product flow, thus keeping the reboiler holdup constant. 
. + 
The point efficiency changed by - 0.01 for the bottom two 
trays, thus giving slightly different final steady-state 
values in the plate efficiency. 
For systems with constant relative volatilities of 
2 the changes in plate efficiency were no greater than ~ 0.007 
and thus the plate efficiency can be assumed constant. 
Systems with relative volatilities of 1.1 showed 
changes of ~ 0.055 in plate efficiency during the first 2 
minutes of unsteady-state, but quickly reach the new steady-
state values. Fig 8.12 and 8.13 show the plate efficiency 
responses for a decrease and increase disturbance in the 
feed flow. 
Again it nc..t> bel';:" fou.l\d, that for systems with relative 
volatilities of 2 or over, changes in the flow rate do not 
affect the plate efficiencies to any appreciable extent. 
Liquid composition changes due to the disturbances in feed 
flow are small and the exit pool composition responses for 
the system with constant relative.volatility of 1.1 are 
shown in Fig 8.11. 
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8.2.4 The Effect of Reflux Changes 
The liquid flow being recycled to the column from 
the condenser at steady-state was 700 lb moles/hr. step 
+ changes of - 50 lb moles/h~ere introduced and the top 
product flow was accordingly changed. The bottom product 
flow was varied to keep the reboiler holdup constant. The 
steady-state reflux ratio was 4.667 and the flow rate changes 
caused the reflux ratio to change to 3.25 or 7.5 depending 
whether the change was posiUYe or negative. The liquid 
composition changes and the point efficiency changes were of 
the same sign as the disturbance introduced. The point <' 
efficiency changes were no greater than 0.02. 
The plate efficiency responses for the system with 
a constant relative volatility cl.. of 2 were no greater than 
0.04. As the relative volatility was lowered, the unsteady-
state changes in plate efficiency increased. For systems 
with ~equa1 to 1.1 the plate efficiency of the top plate 
changed from 0.57 to 0.66 in 11 seconds for an incre~se in 
liquid reflux. The top plate showed the greatest changes 
and when a decrease in the liquid reflux was introduced, 
the plate efficiency changed from 0.57 to 0.46 in 11 seconds 
then rose to a new steady-state value of 0.555. The responses 
of the plate efficiencies for both positive and negative 
disturbances are shown in Fig 8.15 and 8.16. The exit. pool 
liquid concentration transients are shown in Fig 8.14 and 
the point efficiency responses for both cases are shown in 
Fig 8.17 
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- Again it can be concluded that liquid flow rate 
changes in the recycle from the condenser do not affect the 
plate efficiency for systems with relative volati1ities 
greater than or equal to 2, but the changes increase with 
a decrease in c><.. 
8.2.5 The Effect of vapour Flow Rate Changes 
In simu1ations concerning the changes in vapour 
flow rate, difficulties in describing the immediate changes 
in liquid flow rate due to dumping or accumulation of liquid 
on the plate arose. When the liquid molal holdup on the 
plate rose, as the change in molal holdup was small for the 
disturbances introduced,the liquid ho1dup was adjusted to its 
new steady-state value but the liquid flows and liquid 
compositions were not adjusted. For the case where liquid 
dumping from the plates occurred, it was assumed that the 
liquid dumped was the same composition as that of,the exit 
pool on the plate and was dumped into the downcomer of the 
plate below. The amount of liquid dumped from one plate to 
the next was cumulative as it travelled down the column and 
the liquid composition in.the downcomer was the average value 
after the liquid had been dumped. 
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These assumptions give inaccurate overall material 
balances and it was found that small amounts of liquid 
were either lost or gained depending on the disturbances 
introduced. However, it will be shown that these discrepancies 
can be ignored as the main effect on the system was due to 
the actual vapour flow rate change and not the dumping and 
accumulation of liquid. 
For the disturbances where liquid dumping occurred, 
very small step changes in the downcomer liquid compositions 
were observed. These composition changes were so small that 
their effect on the system was negligible. In the case of 
liquid accumulation, no instantaneous changes in composition 
occurred. 
The steady-state vapour flow rate was 850 lb moles/hr 
and disturbances of ~ 50 lb moles/hr were introduced with 
the liquid recycle from the condenser remaining constant. 
For an increase in the vapour flow of 50 lb moles/hr, the 
reflux ratio changed from 4.667 to 3.5 and the point 
efficiency dropped by 0.01. The liquid compositions 
gradually dropped due to more of the volatile bei~g taken 
off in the top product. The changes in. composition were more 
noticeable for the systems with large relative volatilities 
and the transient responses of the exit pools are shown in 
Fig 8.18 for ~= 2 and for an increase in vapour flow. 
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The point efficiency changes were the same size 
regardless of the relative volatility used and the changes 
in plate efficiencies were also the same size and followed 
the same response pattern. The plate efficiencies increased 
for a decrease in vapour flow rate and the maximum change 
for a system with 0(. = 2 was that of plate 3 whose plate 
efficiency rose from 0.5577 to 0.5825 in 34 seconds then 
settled at a new steady- state value of 0.5644. Fig 8.19 
shows the plate efficiency responses for both disturbances 
using a relative volatility of 1.1 and Fig 8.20 those using 
a relative volatility of 2. 
From these responses it can be seen that the main 
effect was due to the changes in top product flow and point 
efficiency changes. It is doubtful whether the liquid dumping 
and accumulation, had they been accurately described in the 
model, would have had any effect on the overa~l responses. 
8.2.6 The Effect of Larger Trays 
The generalised model was used to investigate the 
difference in using larger trays of 15 ft diameter. The 
average Peclet number during the operation was 12 and the 
number of liquid pools for the active part of the tray 
was 9. This was the only case where 1 liquid pool for the 
active area was not equal to 1 ft of tray. The same physical 
properties of the system as those of the 7 ft diameter column 
were used. Only step changes in the feed composition were 
I 
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investigated for varying values of relative volatilities. ·1 
The steady-state feed was introduced on the second plate 
+ with a composition of 0.5 and step changes of - 0.1 were made. 
For systems with large relative volatilities of 1.5 
and over, very little change in the plate efficiency occurred 
and the changes decreased with increase in~. However, for 
systems with et. of 1.1 or less, the changes become larger. 
The largest change in the plate efficiency was that of the 
feed plate which for a decrease in feed composition went 
from 1.011 to 0.5367 in 27 seconds then rose to a new steady 
-state value of 1.001. The changes of the other plate 
efficiencies were not as great, but took longer to reach 
their maximum changes and to settle back down to their new 
steady-states. 
The exit pool liquid composition transients for 
both disturbances· and relative volatility of 1.1 are shown 
in Fig 8.21. Their corresponding. plate efficiency responses 
are shown in Fig 8.22 and 8.23. 
8.3 comparison of the Generalised Model with Simplified 
Models 
8.3.1 The Linearised Model· 
For the comparison of the generalised model results 
with those of the linearised model, constant linear equilibrium 
relationships were used. The values of the gradient and 
constant were chosen so as to give relative volatilities 
that varied only slightly throughout the column. Using the 
equilibrium relationship of:-
* Y = 0.97SX + 0.05 . • • . • . .. 8.1' 
gave a relatively constant ~value of 1.16. The feed entered 
1 
the five plate column on the second plate with a composition. 
of 0.5. The linearised model used constant plate efficiencies 
in the liquid composition calculations during the unsteady-
state period. 
only step changes of ~ 0.1 in the feed composition 
were investigated. The liquid composition transients given 
by the generalised model for a step decrease in composition 
are shown in Fig 8.24 and the plate efficiency responses are 
shown in Fig 8.25. The liquid composition responses given 
by the linear model were so close to those of the 
generalised model that graphically they were indistinguishable 
. 
and the comparison of the results is listed in Table 8.3. 
From this table it can be seen that the difference between 
the two models was very small and the end steady-~tate values 
vary only by about one in the third decimal place. 
Using different equilibrium relationships to give 
the effect of a larger relative volatility, showed the end 
steady-state values and the intermediate unsteady-state 
values of the end plate compositions to agree more closely 
between .the two different models. 
. 
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Table 8.3 Comparison of liquid phase responses for the 
generalised and linearised models. 
Generalised model feed composition 0.5 to 0.4 
Time Reboiler 1 2 3 4 5 Condenser 
(sec. ) 
0.0 .43586 .4691 .4867 .5032 .5215 .5418 .56440 
12.9 .43544 .4656 .4766 .5003 .5199 .5406 .56270 
21.7 .43443 .4629 .4713 .4983 .5185 .5393 .56136 
39.3 .43131 .4564 .4628 .4940 .5149 .5362 .55800 
56.9 .42719 .4505 .4578 .4898 .5112 .5327 .55443 
74.5 .42277 .4457 .4541 .4859 .5075 .5290 .55080 
92.1 .41843 .4418 .4508 .4822 .5038 .5254 .54725 
144.9 .40661 .4317 .4423 .4721 .4936 .5152 .53725 
294.5 .38211 .• 4107 .4241 .4501 .• 4710 .4926 .51527 
505.7 .36082 .3923 .4080 .4305 .4508 .4725 .49566 
646.5 .35188 .3846 .4012 .4222 .4424 .4640 .48740 
857.7 .34330 .3772 .3947 .4143 .4342 .45591 .47984 
Linearised model feed composition 0.5 to 0.4 
Time Reboiler 1 2 3 4 5 Condenser 
(sec. ) 
0.0 .43586 .4691 .4867 .5032 .5215 .5418 .56440 
12.9 .43533 .4648 .4727 .5013 .5205 .5412 .56346 
. 
21. 7 . 43402 .4599 .4667 .4987 .5189 .5401 ' .56225 
39.3 .43027 .4532 .4614 .4939 .5153 .5371 .55923 
56.9 .42593 .4488 .4573 .4898 .5116 .5336 .55580 
74.5 .42138 .4445 .4536 .4858 .5077 .5298 .55202 
92.1 .41700 .4407 .4503 .4819 .5039 .5260 .54830 
144.9 .40500 
-
.4304 .4415 .4714 .4931 .5153 .53773 
294.5 .37941 .4080 .4225 .4490 .4695 .4918 .51497 
505.7 .35917 .3911 .4070 .4298 .4495 .4714 .49470 
646.5 .35070 .3835 .4003 .4211 .4413 .4631 -.48653 
857.7 .34226 .3763 .3940 .4133 .4332 .4550 .47856 
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It must be remembered that in the 1inearised model, 
the plate efficiencies were constant whereas in the 
generalised model the plate efficiencies were allowed to vary 
and that the two steady-state values may vary a little. 
This fact is the reason for the slight differences between 
the end steady-state composition values of the two models 
as it can be seen that the transients of the two models 
follow each other closely over the period when the plate 
efficiency of the generalised model was changing. If the final 
steady-state p1ateefficiencies differ appreciably from those 
of the initial values, then to eliminate errors in the end 
steady-state values, the final plate efficiencies must be 
used in the linear model for the unsteady-state operation. 
8.3.2 The simplified Model: Perfect Liguid Mixing 
The simplified model assumes a plate with the same 
molal ho1dup, but with only one liquid pool. For normal 
operations, this model gives the value of the Murphree plate 
efficiency equal to that of the point efficiency. The 
simulation was carried out using the equilibrium 
relationship given in equation 8.1. Initially the Murphree 
plate efficiencies estimated by the generalised model for 
partial liquid mixing was held constant and used in the 
unsteady-state estimation. Transient responses the same 
as those for the 1inearised model were obtained for feed 
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composition changes of ~ 0.1. This shows that both the 
linearised and simplified model can be used if the Murphree 
plate efficiency estimated for partial liquid mixing is 
available and can be held constant without incorporating 
any errors. 
The simplified model was also used with the Murphree 
plate efficiency being set equal to that of the point 
efficiency which was calculated according to the operating 
conditions present. This value of the plate efficiency was 
lower than that estimated by the generalised model. The 
overall column efficiency for this case was less than that 
of the previous case. The liquid compositions on each plate 
were lower than those predicted by the generalised model and 
the liquid transient responses for both this case and the 
previous case, where the plate efficiency was not equal to 
that of the point efficiency, are shown in Fig 8.26 for a 
step increase in feed composition. 
It can be seen from this investigation that 
simplified models assuming perfect liquid mixing on the 
plate can only be used if the plate efficiency used in the 
unsteady-state estimation has taken the actual partial liquid 
mixing into account. 
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8.4 The Effect of Feed Composition Changes in Gas Absorption 
The generalised model was used to describe the 
liquid and vapour mixing characteristics of a large sieve 
tray gas.absorption column. The simUlation was similar to 
the decarbonation of water by air and the physical properties 
of this system were used in the computation. The equilibrium 
relationship was linear and the gradients used were high 
giving extreme values of the absorption coefficient. The 
steady-state liquid feed entered the downcomer of the top 
+ plate with a composition of 0.005 and step changes of -0.0025 
were made. 
The concentration gradient on the lower plates 
was very small due to the low composition of the liquid. 
The top plate showed a very large concentration gradient 
thus verifying the need for the liquid mixing model. 
,. 
For the system with an equilibrium slope of 31.667 
giving an absorption coefficienct A of 25.9, the plate 
efficiencies were about 0.09. For a step decrease in,the feed 
composition the point efficiencies of the top plates changed 
(Fig 8.27) and the plate efficiencies changed giving 
oscillatory responses about the ne\~ steady-state plate 
efficiencies (Fig 8.28). It can be seen from Fig 8.28 that 
the final and initial steady-state plate efficiencies do not 
change appreciably, but the top tray plate efficiency. goes 
to a new value corresponding to the change in the point 
efficiency. The liquid composition responses of the exit 
pools and the top two downcomers are shown in.Fig 8.29. 
step increases in the feed composition gave similar plate 
efficiency responses but in the opposite direction to those 
with a decrease in composition. The plate efficiency responses 
showed that during the unsteady-state period, the values of 
the efficiencies vary appreciably and the time period of 
the changes was greater than that for distillation. 
A more extreme value of 155 for the absorption 
coefficient was obtained using an equilibrium slope of 
190. The plate efficiencies for this system were about 
0.0185. The responses of the exit pool compositions for the 
five plates and the downcomer compositions of the top two 
plates for a step decrease in feed composition are given in 
Fig 8.30. The corresponding responses of the point and plate 
efficiencies are shown in Fig 8.31 and 8.32 respectively. 
It can be seen that only the top tray plate efficiency strays 
from its original steady-state value. 
Larger values of the equilibrium slope were. 
investigated only showing similar results to those already 
given. Although the step changes introduced were 5~/o of 
the ~riginal composition value, it can be seen that while 
large changes in the plate efficiencies do occur during 
the unsteady-state period, they do not change appreciably 
between the two steady-state values • 
• 
If only the initial and final steady~state values 
were of interest, a 1inearised model using constant plate 
efficiencies in the liquid composition calculations could 
be used and the end results would be accurate solutions. 
8.5 Discussion on Unsteady-state plate Efficiencies 
for Binary Systems 
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From the investigations of unsteady-state plate 
efficiencies using the generalised model, it can be concluded 
that for 'systems with relative vo1ati1ities greater than 2, 
feed composition and liquid flow rate changes do not affect 
the plate efficiency~ As the relative volatility decreases, 
so the changes in plate efficiency increase during the unsteady 
-state period, but they soon settle down to the new steady-
state value which is almost the same as the original value. 
In the case of vapour flow rate changes, the effect 
of liquid dumping can be ignored as it is the change in 
reflux ratio which changes the liquid compositions. ~owever, 
the changes in the point efficiencies give rise to changes 
in the two steady-state plate efficiencies and must be 
accounted for if a linear model is to be used. 
The comparison with the linear model showed that 
as long as the initial and final steady-state plate 
efficiencies were the same, a constant plate efficiency 
would give the same transient responses of the liquid phase 
and the end steady-state values would be the same. Thus 
although the unsteady-state p1at~ efficiencies showed large 
---~ -~------------c-
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changes in the generalised model for systems with a low 
- relative volatility, little difference is seen if these 
efficiencies are held constant. 
From the investigation of the gas absorption column, 
the plate efficiencies were shown to be more oscillatory 
during unsteady-state, but the original and final plate 
efficiencies did not differ and use of a linearised model 
using constant plate efficiencies would give no inaccuracies 
- in the final steady-state values of the liquid compositions. 
The same results are obtained for columns with larger 
diameters of 15 ft, but the responses during unsteady-state 
take longer to reach their maximum deviations due to the 
larger liquid holdup on the plates. Again constant plate 
efficiencies and a linearised model would give accurate 
steady-state values. 
Table 8.1 'Liquid and vapour flows and other operating conditions for the 
, unsteady-state simulation of bl.nary systems. 
lb moles/hr Reflux 
L LR V W D Pe Xf ratio s s s 
steady-state 1000 700 850 150 150 7.7 0.5 4.667 
Unsteady-state 
, 
changes in:-
. 
Feed composition 1000 700 850 150 150 7.7 
0.4 4.667 0.6 
Feed flow 1) 1050 700 850 200 150 8.2 0.5 4.667 
2) 950 700 850 100 150 7.3 0.5 4.667 
Reflux 1) 1050 750 850 200 100 8.2 0.5 7.5 
2) 950 650 850 100 200 7.5 0.5 3.25 
Vapour 1) 1000 700 800 200 100 10.5 0.5 7.0 
2) 1000 700 900 100 200 6.0 0.5 3.5 
Large trays 
Steady-state 6500 4500 5500 1000 1000 12.0 0.5 4.5 
Unsteady-state 6500 4500 5500 1000 1000 12.0 
0.4 4.5 0.6 
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9. MULTICOMPONENT DISTILLATION 
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9 Multicomponent Distillation 
9.1 Simulation Model 
The generalised model of large plate columns 
presented for previous simulations of binary systems was 
used to describe the liquid and vapour mixing characteristics. 
The differential equations of the multicomponent system were 
the same as those for the binary system except that there 
were k - 1 of each equation, where k is the number of 
components. The value of the kth component was obtained 
from the' sum of the others:-
~ = 1 
k-l 
-LX. 
, 1 ~ J.= 
. . . . .. 9.1 
Due to most distillation systems being gas film 
limiting, the following assumption was made to increase the 
ease in calculating the individual co~ponent point 
efficiencies for each pool:-
...... 9.2 
This assumption was verified by computing the vapour 
and liquid-phase resistances. The liquid-phase resistance 
was so small compared with that of the vapour-phase resistance 
that it could be ignored. 
The modified equations presented by Wilke (Ill, 
112) for calculating the average viscosity of the vapour 
and the diffusion coefficient of each component, were used 
------------ -
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in estimating the number of gas-phase transfer units. The 
point efficiency of each component was also calculated for 
each liquid pool and not just for the total tray. 
constant relative volatilities were used and the 
equation presented by Wood (116) for calculating the 
equilibrium vapour composition was also used:-
* Y. = l. ...... 9.3 
Further the slope of the equilibrium data was calculated 
from the partial derivatives:-
where 
m . = n,l. 
cl£. 
* dY . n, ~. 
dx . 
n,l. 
k 
l. = 
cI...''\:' . 0( X 
l.L.... r· Jl,r 
r=l. 
dx: l. 
p=l to k #i 
• . . . .. 9.4 
•..•.. 9.5 
. . . . . . 9.6 
as the slopes depend on all the changes in the component 
compositions, the equilibrium line is no longer of a fixed 
gradient but is a line in vector space. 
The actual simulation program was set up only to 
deal with changes in the feed composition. The same column 
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dimensions as those for the binary systems were used and 
the feed was introduced on plate 2 of the 5-plate column. 
Two different sets of systems were investigated; 
1) relative volatilities of 1, 1.333, 1.667 
2) relative volati1ities of 1, 2, 3 
and Table 9.1 gives the operating conditions for all the 
simulations. 
Table 9.1 Liquid and vapour flows and operating conditions 
for the unsteady-state simulation of ternary systems. 
steady-state values for feed composition changes:-
Liquid and vapour flows (lb moles/hr ) 
Systems:- relative volatilities 
1, 1. 333, 1.667 1, 2, 3 
L 1000 1000 
s 
LR 700 700 
V 850 850 
w 
s 
150 150 
D 150 150 
s 
Pe 7 5 
Reflux 4.667 4.667 
ratio 
The increase in the number of components increase",;:'.;"':,:, 
the number of computational operations carried out. This 
increase is equal to the square of the number of components, 
being operated on multiplied by the number of operations 
___ ' __ -.l 
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carried out in the binary simulation. The actual computation 
time was roughly equal to the cube of the number of 
components operated on multiplied by the simulation time 
for the binary systems. Thus as the number of components 
• 
was increased, the actual computation time increased rapidly. 
Although the simulation program was set up to handle up 
to 5 components, only ternary mixtures using the generalised 
model were investigated due to the computation time involved. 
The multicomponent program and instructions in use are 
given in' Appendix E. 
The generalised model operates on only two of the 
components in the material balances, but the third component 
is taken into account in the calculation of the point 
efficiencies. For this reason, it does not matter which two 
components are operated on as the results are the same. 
9.2 The Effect of Feed composition Changes on Ternary 
Systems 
The first system investigated was that with 
constant relative volatilities of 1, 1.333, 1.667: The 
feed entered on the second plate with a feed composition 
of 0.30, 0.35, and O.35going from light to heavy components. 
The middle component feed composition was kept constant 
+ while step changes of -0.05 were introduced into the ~ 
light and heavy components. 
~ I 
.J 
I 
------ ---------- ----------
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For an increase in the light component feed 
composition and a corresponding decrease in the heavy, 
the liquid compositions on the trays showed the usual 
smooth step increase and decrease responses. The middle 
component compositions showed that this component was not 
separated off and that the top and bottom product streams 
of the middle component were of the same value. The highest 
middle component composition was found at the exit pool of 
the third plate. The composition responses of the middle 
component for the feed change showed a slight separation 
occ~rring: the reboiler value increased and the condenser 
decreased. The highest composition of this component was 
now found on the second plate. 
The plate efficiency responses for both the light 
and heavy components rose by 0.02 in the value for the feed 
plate, then dropped quickly to the new steady-state value. 
Just like the binary cases, the feed plate showed the 
greatest change and the new steady-state values did ?ot 
differ from the initial values by more than 0.01. The 
plate efficiency responses for the middle component showed 
l~rsc changes, the greatest being that of the plate above 
the feed. For this plate the Murphree plate efficiency rose 
from L 28 to L 52 in 19 seconds then fell gradually to a 
new steady-state value of 0.7176. The liquid composit~on 
responses of the light and heavy components are shown in 
Fig 9.1 and the plate efficiency responses of the middle 
• 
I 
I 
!I 
I 
I 
, 
I 
I 
I 
t 
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component are shown in Fig 9.2. 
The reason for the large differences between the 
two steady-state values of the middle component plate 
efficiencies was due to a sUbstantial drop in the absorption 
,factor ~ • The initial and final steady-state values of \ 
for the feed plate were 2.786 and 1.732 respectively and 
the values for the plate above were 2.9 and 1.56 respectively. 
If these values of A , Peclet number and point efficiency 
for this simulation are used in the equation for the 
prediction of the steady-state plate efficiencies (1), 
(equations 3.10 and 4.25), it can be shown that the simulation 
results are verified. 
Increasing the heavy component feed composition and 
decreasing the light component by 0.05 for the same system 
and initial feed conditions, the light and heavy component 
composition responses were as expected and the plate 
efficiencies for the feed plate both fell by 0.02 then 
. 
rose again to the new steady-state values which were 
approximately the same as the initial values. The middle 
component plate efficiencies showed very large ch~nges, 
both positive and negative. The plate efficiency for the feed 
plate rose slowly at first then rapidly reach a huge value 
of 75 then fell to ,a negative value of -7 then rose to'a 
new steady-state value of 0.61. From these responses, it 
can be seen that ridiculous and meaningless values of the 
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plate efficiency are found which cannot be used in 
unsteady-state calculations. 
The system with constant relative volatilities of 
1,2, and 3 and feed compositions of 0.3~,0.35 and 0.35 
showed larger differences in the top and bottom products 
of both the light and heavy components. Further this system 
showed that if the middle component had a relative volatility 
equal to the mean value of the others, and the feed,was 
nearly central, then the top and bottom products of this 
component would be equal and the highest composition value 
of this component would be found on the central tray. 
An increase in the light and a decrease in the 
heavy component feed composition of 0.05, showed the usual 
smooth step increase and decrease in the light and heavy 
component liquid compositions respectively. The plate 
efficiency responses of the light and heavy components 
showed slight increases of about 0.01 then fell to new 
steady-state values which were about 0.01 less than the 
initial values. The middle component, however, showed its 
greatest change to occur on the plate above the feed. Both 
the feed plate and the' plate above showed sharp rises in 
the plate efficiency of about 0.03 then fell to new steady-
state values of 0.72 and 0.64 respectively, which were 
about 0.2 less than their initial values. 
When the increase in the light component feed 
composition was 0.1 and corresponding decreases in both 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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the middle and heavy components of 0.05 were made, similar, 
but more pronounced responses to those mentioned above, 
were obtained. The computed step increase and step decrease 
responses of the light and heavy component liquid compositions, 
are shown in Fig 9.3 and the middle component liquid 
composition responses, showing the high liquid composition 
in the middle of the column, are shown in Fig 9.5. The 
plate efficiency responses of the light and heavy components 
are only slight and can be assumed constant (see Fig 9.6 
and 9.7). The middle component plate efficiency responses 
show large changes and are shown in Fig 9.4. The liquid 
and vapour compositions for every liquid pool on each 
plate, 'the condenser and the reboiler values, plate 
efficiency and all computed data for this simulation are 
given in Appendix G. 
If large changes in the light and heavy component 
feed compositions are made, the changes in the middle 
component plate efficiencies become, 
:boUllhcz. -4-ve QJlc{-ve dJt:~dlo/l;'.Going from light to heavy, the feed 
composition changes were from 0.35,0.35 and 0.3 to 0.1, 0.4 
and 0.5. The middle component liquid responses are shown in 
Fig 9.8. The plate efficiency responses for the heavy 
component showed little difference for the rectifying 
section but the response for plate 1 showed a decrease 
from 1.31 to 1.23 in 40 seconds then gradually settled out 
to a new value of 1.15. The feed plate response for the 
heavy component showed a rapid drop of 0.557 to 0.523 in 
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6 seconds then a sharp rise to 0.546 in the next 13 seconds 
then gradually rose to a new steady-state value of 0.59 in 
the following 13 minutes. 
The light component plate efficiency responses 
shown in Fig 9.10, show the plate efficiency of the feed 
plate to drop suddenly and rise again then gradually rise 
to a new steady-state value about 0.1 higher than the 
original. Further the plate efficiencies of the rectifying 
section all rise gradually to new steady-state values 0.1 
higher than the initial values. 
When the initial steady-state feed compositions 
were 0.45, 0.1 and 0.45, the middle component plate 
efficiency for the feed plate had a high value of '2.43. 
The initial steady-state values showing the middle component· 
liquid composition distribution, plate efficiencies and 
the wide'composition range through the column of both the 
light and heavy components are shown in Table 9.2. Changes 
in the feed composition for this system gave similar results 
to those where the feed compositions were 0.35, 0.35 and 0.3. 
9.3 Multicomponent Distillation Investigations 
From an extension of his earlier work on batch 
distillation (8l), Rose et al ·(82) presented one of the 
first methods of solving multicomponent distillation problems 
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by finite difference formulation. Since then improvements 
in numerical integration techniques have been made and 
alternative methods of solution have been given, the most 
important being that of matrix methods which have been 
presented by Mah et al (67) and Sargent (85). 
Following the works of Armstrong and Wood (4) and 
Lamb, pigford and Rippin (57), Wood (116) presented the 
frequency responses of a multicomponent system. Constant 
relative volatilities were used and the equations were 
linearised. Matrix methods were used for the solution and 
equations for estimating the equilibrium data and the 
equilibrium slope of each component was given. 
The changes in plate efficiencies for mUlticomponent 
systems has been investigated by Holland (48). The model 
used by Holland in the investigation into binary systems 
was that presented by Tetlow (99, 100) which described all 
the mixing cha;acteristics in the downcomer. However, for the 
multicomponent systems he ignores the mixing effects and 
has complete bypassing of the downcomer and just has a 
. perfectly mixed plate. The plate efficiency used was that 
of the vaporisation efficiency which is defined as:-
o E . 
n,~ 
Y . 
= ....!h.!. 
I 
Y . 
n,~ 
• • • • •• 9.7 
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The vaporisation efficiency was further defined by two 
parameters introduced by Holland (47):-
E o . = E B . 
n,l. l. n .'. • • •• 9.8 
- -where B was the plate factor for plate nand E. was the 
n l. 
component efficiency for component i. Equations for estimating 
these factors for the system and the disturbance investigated 
were given as a function of the time since the changes 
were made. For .the 5-component system investigated, the 
major part of the unsteady-state was over after 3 minutes 
even for a 10 plate column and the initial steady-state 
values of the vaporisation efficiency of each component 
was the same for every plate but did not converge to a new 
constant value for each component at the new steady-state. 
The advantage of using the vaporisation efficiency 
is that negative values are not obtainable. The advantage 
of using the Murphree vapour plate efficiency is that for 
a liquid composition change, the Murphree plate efficiency 
may remain constant while the vaporisation efficiency changes. 
The system investigated by Holland was for feed 
composition changes of 0.1, 0.25, 0.3, 0.25, 0.1 to 0.35, 
0.25, 0.2, 0.15, 0.05 going fr.om light to heavy. The 
vaporisation efficiency responses for the light, middle 
and heavy components obtained by Holland (48), are shown 
in Fig 9.11 to 9.13 and numerical values of the vaporisation 
efficiency responses are given in Appendix H. 
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Groves (39) who did the latest work on Holland's 
technique of estimating plate efficiencies, stated that the 
convergence of the e method for a new set of inputs was 
acceptable for the simple model where the downcomer was 
bypassed, but for the more general model convergence was 
slow. He further stated that more data had to be known to 
be able to describe the model more fully and that the model 
was of limited use due to the great amount of computer 
storage needed. 
9.4' Discussion on Ternary Distillation Results 
From the work carried out in this investigation, 
it has been shown that the Murphree vapour plate efficiency 
of the middle component changes drastically, and settles at 
new values which are far removed from the initial steady-
state values for small changes in the feed'composition. 
Responses of the light and heavy component plate efficiencies 
show very little change during the unsteady-state period and 
between the initial and final steady-state values. 
In the work done by Holland (48), large changes in 
the feed compositions were made, but there were no dramatic 
changes in any of the component vaporisation efficiencies. 
This was due to the vaporisation efficiency not being 
dependent on the composition of the incoming vapour stream 
to the plate. Further, from the responses of the vaporisation 
• 
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efficiencies, it can be seen that the responses for each 
component are similar and that their response paths are 
dominated by the plate factor. It would seem unlikely that 
the vaporisation efficiency of each component was the same 
on every plate at the initial steady-state, but if this 
was so , then they should also converge to a new constant 
value at the final steady-state which they do not. Due to 
the inaccessibility of the complex functions for describing 
the plate factor and component efficiency for random systems 
and the great dependence of the vaporisation efficiency on 
the plate factor responses, it would seem that simp1ifications 
using the vaporisation efficiency cannot be made. 
From the work carried out by the author on the 
comparison of liquid composition responses using a generalised 
model, the 1inearised model and the simplified model with 
only one liquid pool, it has been shown that if constant 
Murphree plate efficiencies are used which have been 
estimated for partial liquid mixing, then the simplified 
model and the 1inearised model shm'i' good agreement in responses 
with those obtained using the generalised model. It can be 
concluded, therefore, that if the light and heavy components 
are operated on and their Murphree plate efficiencies are 
kept constant during unsteady-state, then the simplified 
model or the linearised model may be used and good 
agreement in transients will be achieved. 
----_._--
___ 1 
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It must be noted that the.middle component must 
not be operated on in the simplified models or large errors 
will be produced due to the great changes occurring in 
plate efficiency values. 
.-----------------~--------------------------------------------------------~------------------------
Table 9.2 Ternary steady-state values. 
~~~~ ;~~~O ~l~~v~v '~~~~() K.~~~~ ~3 ,9425 (.;. 2.8390 
COMPONENT REL.VOL FEED COMP. BOILER COJ:.JD. ETP. CTP. 
1 
, 3.00 0.45 0.1463 0.7542 113.055 113.131 
2 2.00 0.10 0.0903 0.1098 16.449 16.476 
3 1.00 0.45 0.7634 0.1360 20.495 20.393 
PLATE HOLDUP TEMP PECLET NO. BACKFLOW LIQUID FLOW VAPOUR FLOW 
1 3.3113 104.67 4.72 0.9819 1000.00 850.0 
2 3.5423 100.69 5.61 0'.7473 1000.00 850.0 
3 3.3952 96.38 4.86 0.9411 700.00 850.0 
4 3.6524 93.70 5.62 0.7446 700.00 850.0 
5 3.9076 89.51 6.39 0.5951 700.00 850.0 
COMPONENT= 1 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .3744 .3562 .3393 .3239 .3102 .2990 .2917 .4556 .4467 .4382 .4306 .4241 .4197 .4358 0.8505 
2 .4631 .4511 .4355 .4215 .4091 .3990 .3923 .5468 .5421 .5390 .5371 .5363 .5376 .5398 0.5810 
3 .5737 .5563 .5400 .5250 .5118 .5009 .4939 .6291 .6233 .6189 .6156 .6137 .6139 .6191 0.5050 
4 .6656 .6494 .6342 .6201 .6076 .5971 .5901 .6976 .6932 .6903 .6886 .6880 .6892 .6912 0.4949 
5 .7458 .7317 .7183 .7058 .6943 .6845 .6777 .7608 .7567 .7537 .7517 .7508 .7514 .7542 0.4896 I 
COMPONENT= 2 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAt; EMV 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
I 1 .1291 .1284 .1276 .1268 .1259 .1251 .1246 .1348 .1358 .1366 .1373 .1378 .1382 .1367 0.9372 
2 .1279 .1286 .1292 .1295 .1297 .1298 .1298 .1319 .1330 .1339 .1345 .1349 .1349 .1339 2.4383 
3 .1359 .1369 .1377 .1383 .1387 .1389 .1390 .1287 .1298 .1306 .1311 .1313 .1312 .1305 1.0802 
4 .1261 .1283 .1302 .1318 .1332 .1342 .1349 .1195 .1209 .1220 .1227 .1231 .1231 .1219 0.6154 
5 .1116 .1146 .1173 .1196 .1217 .1234 .1245 .1076 .1090 .1100 .1106 .1HO .1108 .1098 0.5611 
COMPONENT= 3 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEA!' EMV 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .4965 .5154 .5331 .5493 .5639 .5759 .5837 .4096 .4176 .4252' .4322 .4381 .4421 .4275 1.2510 
2 .4041 .4203 .4353 .4490 .4612 .4712 .4779 .3213 .3249 .3271 .3284 .3286 .3274 .3263 0.5687 
3 .2904 .3068 .3223 .3366 .3495 .3601 .3670 .2422 .2468 .2505 .2533 .2550 .2549 .2505 0.4932 
4 .2083 .2223 .2356 .2480 .2592 .2686 .2750 .1829 .1858 .1877 .1887 .1888 .1877 .1869 0.4822 
5 .1426 .1537 .1644 .1745 .1840 .1921 .1978 .1316 .1344 .1363 .1376 .1382 .1377 .1360 0.4755 
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10 Discussion 
10.1 Review of work 
From the computed unsteady-state liquid composition 
values the plate efficiencies were calculated. It can be 
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seen from these responses that the magnitude of the unsteady-
state plate efficiency responses have little effect on the 
liquid composition responses. 
For a binary system whose relative volatility is 
greater than or equal to 2, step changes of less than 2~/o 
of the original value of the feed composition, liquid 
reflux from the condenser and liquid feed flow rate have 
no effect on the Murphree vapour plate efficiency. Systems 
with relative volatilities less than 2 and approaching 
unity show increases in plate efficiency changes as the 
relative volatility decreases. The plate showing the 
greatest change in its plate efficiency is the one on which 
the disturbance is introduced. Changes in the feed composition 
affect the plate efficiency responses more than the other 
disturbances. 
Changes in boilup show that the size of the 
relative volatility is' unimportant and that the responses 
for any relative volatility used follow the same pattern. 
Differences in the initial and final steady-state 'values 
of the plate efficiency are about 0.01 with maximum deviations 
of about 0.03 at unsteady-state. This difference is due to 
step changes in the point efficiency. 
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The assumption of perfect vapour mixing gives a 
more rapid response but also diminishes the magnitude of 
the maximum deviations. However, the dependence on the 
size of the relative volatility still holds. Similar 
responses are produced for larger diameter columns, only 
the response times are enlarged~ 
In gas absorption, the main changes in the plate 
efficiency are due to corresponding changes in the point 
efficiency. The time for the responses to settle seem to 
be longer, but the initial and final values of the plate 
efficiencies are similar. 
Simplified models using perfect liquid mixing 
and linearised models can be used to produce the same liquid 
composition responses, if the plate efficiency used in the 
unsteady-state simulation has been calculated with the 
liquid mixing being accounted for. Use of the point efficiency 
in simplified models ignores the liquid mixing characteristics 
of the true model and gives different responses. From this 
it can be seen that the liquid mixing must be included 
either in the model or in the plate efficiencies used. 
The main point to be made is that if the initial and final 
steady-state values of the plate efficiencies differ, then 
if the final steady-state liquid compositions are required, 
it is best to use the final values of the plate efficiencies 
in the computation. 
I 
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For the case of ternary systems, the plate 
efficiency responses of the light and heavy components showed 
little change during unsteady-state, while that of the 
middle component was erratic. Ternary systems can be 
evaluated using simplified models if the light and heavy 
components are the two operated on while the middle component 
is estimated by subtracting their sum from unity. 
10.2 Suggestions for Further work 
From the work using the generalised model, model 
simplifications for the binary and ternary systems have 
been given. For these systems it has been shown that the 
changes in the plate efficiencies at unsteady-state have 
no effect on the liquid composition responses if the initial 
and final values of the plate efficiencies are the same. 
The generalised model can be used to investigate 
systems that have more than three components. This work 
must be done as the work carried out by the author on 
ternary systems showed that the middle component was 
sensitive to disturbances and that the simplified models 
should operate on the light and heavy compononts in 
simulation work. If there are more than three components 
it may be that simplified models using constant plate 
efficiencies cannot be used. f 
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Notation 
B backflow ratio 
-B plate factor for vaporisation efficiency 
c 
c 
out 
CTP 
De 
D 
s 
E 
recycle flow 
concentration (specified units) 
concentration at exit weir 
calculated top product (eqn. 7.43) 
eddy diffusion coefficient 
top product flow 
component efficiency for vaporisation 
efficiency (eqn. 9.S) 
lb moles/hr 
lb moles/hr 
2 ft /sec 
lb moles/hr 
E plate efficiency if entrainment considered 
a 
EG generalised plate efficiency 
thermal efficiency 
EHG Hausen plate efficiency 
EL overall liquid efficiency 
EM modified Murphree plate efficiency 
EM multicomponent Murphree plate efficiency 
EML Murphree liquid plate efficiency 
EMV Murphree vapour plate efficiency 
column efficiency (eqn. 3.2) 
EO vaporisation efficiency 
ECG vapour point efficiency 
ETP estimated top product (eqn. 7.42 ) lb moles/hr 
EV overall vapour efficiency 
F 
H 
c 
h 
c 
feed flow rate 
condenser molal holdup 
height of clear liquid 
height of froth 
HL enthalpy of liquid stream 
H 
n 
H . 
n, J 
H 
n,O 
total molal holdup on tray n 
molal holdup of pool j on tray n 
molal holdup of downcomer on tray n 
reboiler molal holdup 
_ tray spacing 
Bv enthalpy of vapour stream 
L liquid flow rate 
Lg liquid flow 
M number of liquid pools representing the 
active area of the tray 
m slope of-equilibrium line 
N number of plate in the column 
NG number of stages for gas phase 
NL number of stages for liquid phase 
NOG overall number of stages for gas phase 
Pe Peclet number 
Q feed condition 
-r vapour flow path (Fig 6.1 ) 
radimdistance from injection axis 
T residence time (eqn. 7.7» 
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lb moles/hr 
lb moles 
ft 
ft 
Ib moles 
lb moles 
lb moles 
Ib moles 
ft 
Ib moles/hr 
gals/min ft 
ft 
ft 
I 
superficial gas velocity 
froth velocity 
f~/sec 
ft/sec 
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vapour flow rate lb moles/hr 
w 
w 
s 
x 
-
weir height 
bottom product flow rate 
liquid phase composition 
inches 
lb moles/hr 
mole fraction 
X steady-state liquid phase composition 
mole fraction 
x 1iquid composition, deviation from 
steady-state mole fraction 
y vapour phase composition mole fraction 
y vapour composition, deviation from 
steady-state mole fraction 
z length of liquid path ft 
~ relative volatility 
absorption factor mV/L 
JJ. V 0( as defined by equation 7.33 / n' n' n 
0' standard deviation 
of normalised variance; area under the curve 
is unity 
space time, as defined by equation 7.29 
and 7.38 unit time 
phi number; characteristic mixing 
parameter (eqn. 5.11 ) 
• 
Subscripts 
B rectifying section 
c condenser 
ff feed input 
i component number 
j pool number 
n tray number 
(these subscripts are always used in the 
order n,j,i ; the component subscript is 
always last ) 
R reboiler 
s stripping section 
ss steady-state 
us unsteady-state 
Superscripts 
* 
generalised equilibrium value 
equilibrium value 
average value in vapour cell model 
steady-state value in linearised model • 
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Appendix A 
Perforated Tray Hydraulics ( 1, 104, 107) 
Liguid depth 
The liquid depth on a tray should not be less 
thah 2", and for a large tray 4" or greater is desirable. 
The liquid depth is the sum of the weir height h and the 
w 
crest over the weir h • The weir crest is calculated from 
ow 
the Francis formula:-
.••. " .•. A.1 
pressure drops 
The pressure drop for the vapour phase is the sum 
of the effects for the vapour flow through the dry plate 
and those caused by the presence of the liquid:-
h 
v 
. . . . . . . A.2 
The pressure drops are expressed as equivalent 
heads in inches of clear liquid of density eL Ib/ft
3 
on 
the tray. 
hD, the dry pressure drop on entrance to the 
perforations, the friction within the passage through the 
plc.tc, and the loss on exit from the plate is given by:-
The friction factor f is taken from a standard chart- (9,114). 
The orifioecoefficient is dependent on the plate thickness 
• 
, 
A2 
to hole diameter ratio. When the ratio is in the range 0.2 
to 2 the coefficient is given by:-
..•. A.4 
h, the hydraulic head, is the pressure drop due 
c 
to the depth of liquid on the tray. In the active area of 
the tray, the liquid is actually froth. The equivalent 
depth of clear liquid h , is that which would be obtained 
c 
if the froth collapsed. The height decreases with increase 
in vapour flow and is usually less than the height of 
the outlet weir. It is difficult to accurately determine 
this height, but it can be best calculated using:-
h = 0.24 + 0.725h 
c w 
29 00.5 L - O. h u \V + 4.48 c 
wg -
lw 
..• A.5 
hR' the residual vapour pressure drop is thought 
to be due to the necessity of overcoming surface tension 
as the vapour issues from a hole. The balance of the internal 
pressure in a static bubble required to overcome surface 
tension is:-
2 
lIdp lIPB = 
4 
d ($ 
P s 
4($ 
-1! 
d 
P 
. . . . . . A.6 
.. .••• A.7 
where APB is the excess pressure in the bubble owing to 
surface tension. The bubble of vapour grows over a finite 
A.3 
time when the vapour flows and by averaging over time, 
it developes that the appropriate value is APR' 
= 6d 
-2. 
d 
P 
...... A.a 
As d cannot be readily calculated, the sUbstitution of 
p 
~/12 for d can be made to give an approximate diameter. p 
= h = R 12 APR g • c ••••••• A.9 
~g 
It has been stated .(104) that the comparison of 
observed data with values of h calculated by these 
v 
equations, show a standard deviation of 14.7%. 
h2 , the pressure loss due to the liquid entering 
under the downcomer apron can be estimated by:-
... •... A.la 
where Ada is the smaller of the two areas: the downcomer 
sectional area or the free area the downcomer apron and 
the tray. 
h 3 , the height of the backup in the dow~comer, 
is the difference in liquid level inside the downcomer to 
that outside. This is equal to the sum of the pressure 
losses due to liquid and gas flow. 
....... A.ll 
A4 
It is inevitable that some of the liquid in the downcomer 
will be in the form of froth and thus a safe design requires 
that:-
h 
w 
+h 
ow 
· •• .•• A.12 
The visual froth height on the active tray can 
be estimated using:-
= 2.S3F2 + 1.89h 
w 
-1.6 
where the priming factor F is given by:-
F = u e~ gV 
•.• ••• A.13 
· .. ... A.14 
The froth velocity is calculated by considering 
the tray length, the clear liquid height, and the average 
weir len9:th wl :-
wl = ( Td + Tw )/2 · ..... A.lS 
· . . . . . A.16 
From these computed values of the clear liquid 
height, downcomer backup, froth height, froth velocity 
and the known column dimensions, vapour and liquid flow 
rates, the eddy diffusion coefficient can be determined 
from the empirical relationships derived in Chapter 5. 
Fi-om the eddy diffusion coefficient, the peclet number 
and the backflow ratio can be calculated. Further, from 
calculated compositions and densities, the molal holdups 
for the theoretical model can-be calculated. 
---- - - - ----------
Notation for Appendix A 
\ Ada smaller of the areas, downcomer section or 
downcomer and tray clearance. 
hole or free area 
A net column cross-sectional area for vapour 
n 
flow 
C
n 
orific coefficient 
d 
P 
hole diameter 
bubble or partical diameter 
F . priming factor 
f Fanning friction factor 
inches 
ft 
h2 head loss due to liquid flow under downcomer 
AS 
inches liquid 
h 
w 
L 
c 
backup in downcomer 
hydraulic head 
dry pressure drop , loss on entrance 
froth height 
liquid crest over weir 
tray spacing 
residual vapour pressure drop 
sum of vapour pressure head 
height of weir 
liquid flow rate 
effective length of weir 
tray thickness 
11 
11 
11 
inches 
inches 
inches 
inches liquid 
11 
inches 
3 ft /sec 
ft 
inches 
A6 
u superficial gas velocity ft/sec g 
Vh velocity of vapour through holes ft/sec 
eL liquid density 
·lb/ft3 
eV vapour density lb/ft
3 
C1' surface tension dynes/cm 
s 
Bl 
Appendix B 
steady-state Experimental Theory: Liquid Mixing (13) 
An axially-dispersed plug flow stream which is 
tracer free enters via a closed boundary at Z = -zl with 
a velocity of u1l • A second stream containing tracer joins 
the first stream via another closed boundary at z = 0 and 
is instantaneously mixed. The cross section remains the 
same and the flow now has a velocity ul2 , (z:>O). The, 
fluid stream then leaves the system at a third closed 
boundarx Z = z2 with a concentration c
out • For steady-
state there is no flux between (-zl' 0) and a constant net 
flux in (0, z2):-
-z < z<,O 
1 
The solution of equation B.l is:-
· . . . . •. B.1 
• • • • • •• B. 2 
• • • • • •• B. 3 
For experimental purposes, the tracer input was negligibly 
small compared with the bulk flow:-
: ..... 
From equation B.3, the eddy diffusivity can now be 
determined:-
De = u1z 
1n(c/c t) 
ou 
· . . . . . . 
B.4 
s.s 
Cl 
Appendix C 
Theory of Eddy Diffusion in the Gas ~hase (91) 
It is assumed that the main flow is in free 
turbulence and that the mass flux may be expressed in 
terms of a constant eddy diffusivity. Therefore, it is 
justifiable to assume that there is only one nonzero 
component of the velocity in the cylindrical coordinate system 
Fig C.l. 
Tray 2 
--. __ . 
.--.-_. 
central axis Injection 
axis 
Tray 1 
--_ . __ • ...I---L 
central axis Injection 
point 
.--._.--
Fig C.l Schematic .representation of the vapour ,mixing 
system. 
v = V = 0 
r e . . . . . .. c.1 
Assuming incompressible flow the equation of 
continuity becomes zero and the steady-state rate of change 
in concentration for any constant distance r is zero.Thus 
I 
! 
I 
the reduced form of the diffusion equation for the tracer is: - I 
I , 
! 
11 
C2 
f J f 
2 J dc d c V - -De--
ht dht r - dh~ r . . . . . Co2 
As the air is pure downstream from the point of 
injection, one of the boundary conditions is:-
c-o • • • •• C. 3 
for a constant value of r, the mass flow rate of the tracer 
at the injection point is given by:-
.m 'T( 
C = J )N:rr2Sin9dedY 
o 0 
-~Dedc)r2Sin9d9 
dr 
If it is assumed that:-
-~ 
er ....,.kl = a constant 
then it follows that:-
• . . . .• C.4 
· . . . .. c. 5 
J D _2" d j'il' - _2 ,v:rr S~n9 e = ~Vh r Sin9Cosed9 = 0 t ....... C.6 
"'" and as r ... O: 
011'0 
C = -2T1jeDedcr2Sined9 
dr 
o 'il' 
= -211 e Dedcr2 j Sined9 
dr 0 
= -411 e Dedcr2 
dr • • • •• C. 7 
Equation Co7 has been derived using equation CoS "in that 
~2 
r 9£ = ..... c.s 
di" 
A solution to equation Co2 consistent with the boundary 
conditions Co3 and Co7 was suggested by Wilson (115) to 
be of the form:-
o 
-h n\ ~ 
c=e t;v(r) 
C3 
. . . . .. c. 9 
From this assumed solution the following equation can be 
calculated:-
- oI.h t 
- ote ~ + 
From which equation C.2 becomes:-
- exh 
t,£& ~ ~ = 
e tdh
t
1r 1 
rearranging and dividing by 
If eX.. is defined by:-
v . 
0<.;: h t 
2De 
- o£h • 
e t g~ves:-
then equation C.12 reduces to:-
~o( -2 ~~2 
- dh~ r 
which in cylindrical coordinates gives:-
• 
•.•..• C.I0 
J .. C.ll 
. . . . . . . C.12 
• . • • • .• C .13 
•• 0 ••••••. C .14 
. . . . . . . . . C.lS . 
I 
r 
C4 
Taking a change of variable:-
y = r~ ....... C.16 
gives equation C.lS as:-
• . • • . .. C .17 
for which the solution is:-
Y =- rj5 = Ae oLr + Be -c(.r 
• . . • . •• C .18 
For boundary condition c.3 to be satisfied r-..CD ; C_O 
constant B = 0 as 0<. is always negative. 
From this result and from equations C.9, C.16, C.lS 
it is found that:-
• • • • • •• C .. 19 
Boundary condition C.7 states that:-
as r_O ; · . . . . . . C.20 
or A = C · ..... . C.2l 
41l~De 
Equations C.13, C.19, C.22 represent the mass fraction 
distribution for the tracer in free-turbulent flow described. 
The useful result for experimental purposes is 
given by the equation for mass fraction:-
· . . . . .. c. 22 
If the.volumetric flow of the tracer is Oh' then:-
....... C.22 
• 
Notation for Appendix e 
A, B constants 
C mass flow rate of tracer 
c mole fraction of tracer 
De eddy diffusion coefficient 
h
t 
tray height 
kl constant 
Qh volumetric flow rate of tracer 
r radial distance 
~ 
r distance from injection to sample 
Vh t 
velocity of main stream 
V I 
r Va velocity in cylindrical coordinate 
system 
Y change of variable (eqn. e.16) 
~ (see eqn. e.13) 
density of tracer 
molal density of tracer 
a angle in coordinate system 
(see eqn. e.9) 
·lb/sec 
2 ft /sec 
ft 
ft 3/sec 
ft 
ft 
ft/sec 
ft/sec 
lb/ft3 
3 Ib moles/ft 
radians 
CS 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Dl 
Appendix D 
Generalised Nodel, unsteady-state Simulation Program 
D.l Generalised Model Subroutines 
Master unsteady 
This subroutine gives a listing of the nomenclature 
used for all the subroutines. Any parameters that are not 
listed in this' section but appear in the program are of no 
importance but have been introduced to ease the computation. 
At the end of the subroutine the initial working subroutine 
is called. 
Subroutine Sec 1 
This subroutine reads in the data needed to set 
the initial steady-state data and calculate column 
dimensions and system parameters. 
subroutine System 
This subroutine is the centre of the program. 
The initial data read in includes the run time and printout 
step lengths for the initial steady-state calculation and 
the flag markers which indicate how the flow changes,if 
any, are made. The liquid and vapour flow rates are calculated 
an.:! the integration parameters are initialised. The 
subroutine calls the integration routine and the calculated 
data is returned and written onto a disc in order to save 
on core storage. The maximum and minimum values of tpe 
• 
! 
I 
I 
f 
I [ 
! 
! 
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Appendix D 
Generalised Model, Unsteady-State Simulation Program 
D.l Generalised Model subroutines 
Master unsteady 
This subroutine gives a listing of the nomenclature 
used for all the subroutines. Any parameters that are not 
listed in this section but appear in the program are of no 
importance but have been introduced to ease the computation. 
At the end of the subroutine the initial working subroutine 
is called. 
Subroutine Sec 1 
This subroutine reads in the data needed to set 
the initial steady-state data and calculate column 
dimensions and system parameters. 
Subroutine System 
This subroutine is the centre of the program. 
The initial data read in includes the run time and printout 
step lengths for the initial steady-state calculation and 
the flag markers which indicate how the flow changes,if 
any, are made. The liquid and vapour flow rates are calculated 
and th8 integration parameters are initialised. The 
subroutine calls-the integration routine and the calculated 
data is returned and written onto a disc in order to save 
on core storage. The maximum and minimum values of tre 
I 
I 
-----------~-------------------------------- -
D2 
plate efficiencies, point efficiencies and efficiency ratios 
are estimated for use in the graph plotting. The routine 
then goes back to the integration routine for another 
integration step. 
subroutine Diffun 
This routine contains all the differential equations 
to be operated on. At the end of this routine the top 
product comparison is carried out to see how near to steady-
state the calculation is. This subroutine calls two other 
subroutines which are needed to calculate the average 
densities of the liquid and vapour phases, the molal 
holdups and the point efficiency for each plate. 
Subroutine Flow· I 
This subroutine calculates .the average densities 
of both the liquid and vapour phases and the volumetric 
flow rates. If liquid flow rate changes are introduced, the 
subroutine Flow 2 is called. 
subroutine Flow 2 
The subroutine is only called if flow changes 
occur. The new flow rates are estimated and then·the routine 
re Lu..:.rts -Co Flow 1. 
Subroutine Equida 
The vapour composition in equilibrium with the 
liquid and the temperature of the liquid are calculated 
according to the equilibrium relationship used • 
• 
! 
! 
I 
D3 
subroutine AICHE 
All the parameters involved with calculating the point 
and plate efficiencies are brought over into this routine. 
The slope of the equilibrium line and the point efficiency 
for each plate is calculated according to the relationships 
given in the A.I.Ch.E Bubble-Tray Design Manual (1). 
subroutine IPNEU 
This subroutine contains a polynomial equation 
for calculating the collision integral for diffusion. 
Subroutine IDNEU 
This subroutine contains a polynomial equation for 
calculating the collision integral for diffusion. 
Subroutine Writer 
The calculated data stored on disc is read and 
written in a presentable form. The storage used for the 
integration routine is now used for storing this data. 
The liquid co~position data, the plate and point efficiency 
data and the efficiency ratio data are stored in an array 
for carrying over to the plotting routine. This array 
. 
is finally written on to disc to be stored for plotting. 
Master Drawer 
This is the master routine of another program that 
is run-immediately after Master Unsteady. The reason for 
having to run another program is that the plotting routine 
available had a limitation on the core storage that could 
be used during the program and this was exceeded in the 
I 
r 
I 
D4 
unsteady-state simulation. The values to be plotted are 
read from the disc and transfered to the plotting routine. 
subroutine Plot I 
This routine plots the liquid composition responses, 
the point efficiency, plate efficiency and efficiency ratio 
responses for the 5 plate column. 
The data needed for running the program is always 
read in in free format. The parameters read in are in the 
order:-
N, NF, Q~S, W, TL 
AMA, BMA, DMA, DMB, VZl, VZ2 
AKI, FS, XFS, WS, LP, LQ, AREL 
XS(I) 
XS(2) to XS(total) 
YV(l) to YV(N) 
SLOPE, CONST, lREL, TBl, TB2 
TCAN, STEPl, STEP2, HMAXl, HMAX3 
IDIST 
N the number of plates including the reboiler as one 
I 
I 
I 
lREL 
INARK, lUHP, AIN, WS, XFS 
Nomenclature used:-
plate. I 
NF the feed plate number counting upwards from the 
reboiler. 
-- --------
QFS the q-line feed condition. 
W the weir height (inches). 
TL the column diameter (ft). 
AMA, BMA the molecular weights of the volatile and 
nonvolatile components. 
D5 
DMA, DMB the liquid densities at the boiling temperature of 
the volatile and nonvolatile components. (gm/cc) 
VZI,VZ2 the liquid viscosity at the boiling points of the 
volatile and nonvolatile components. (centipoise) 
AKI the liquid flow rate leaving the bottom plate for 
the reboiler. (lb moles/hr) 
FS feed flow rate. (lb moles/hr) 
XFS the volatile component feed composition. (rof) 
WS the bottom product flow rate. (lb moles/hr) 
LP the number of liquid pools going to form I vapour 
cell. For no vapour mixing LP = I and for perfect 
mixing LP = LQ 
Lq 
AREL 
XS 
the number of liquid pools for the active area. 
the relative volatility. 
the liquid composition of the more volatile 
component, (rof). XS(I) is the reboiler value and 
XS(2) is the composition of the last pool on the 
bottom plate. 
yv the average vapour composition leaving the plate. 
YV(I) is the reboiler value, (mf). 
SLOPE slope of the equilibrium line if linear relationship 
• 
n6 
is used. If not used then any values as they are . 
not considered during computation. 
CONST the constant in the linear equilibrium relationship. 
IREL equilibrium relationship flag: set to 1 if constant 
relative volatility used: set to 2 if linear 
equilibrium relationship used. 
TB1, TB2 the boiling points of the volatile and nonvolatile 
components respectively.Coc) 
TCAN the time for the steady-state simulation before the 
disturbance is introduced. (sec) 
STEP1, STEP2 the time between write statements being operated. 
, (sec) 
HMAX1, HMAX3 the maximum integration step lengths that will 
be allowed for the steady-state and unsteady-
state simulations. (sec) 
IDIST an integration flag that if set to 2 uses the 
. step length taken by the integration program, 
but if set to 1 doubles the allowable step length 
to decrease the computation time needed. 
IREL a flag set. to 1 for ordinary use but set to 2 
for vapour flow changes. 
IMARK a constant molal flow flag: set to 1 for variable 
molal flow and set to 2 for constant molal flow 
in the unsteady-state simulation. 
D7 
NIMP the plate number where the disturbance is introduced. 
AIN the change in the flow. (lb moles/hr) 
VVS the change in vapour flow. (lb moles/hr) . 
XFS the new unsteady-state liquid feed composition. (mf) 
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MASTER UNSTEADy 
NF=FEEO PLATE N=NUMSER OF PLATES WHERE REBOILER IS PLATE nNF. 
QFS=Q lINE VAlUF,ASSUMFO • OR > THAN 1 
COLUMN OIMENSIONS:~ lW=WIDTH, TAA=ACTIVE 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:- vOLATILe 
DENSITIES DMA 
MOLE weiGHTS AMA 
vISCOSITIES VZ1 
BOILING TEMP. T81 
WEIR HT. INS.- W ACTIVE AREA=TA 
NUMBER OF pOOLS FOR ACTIVE ~REA=lQ 
LENGTH, TL=TOTAL LENGTH, 
NONVOLATILE 
DMS 
BMA 
VZ2 
TB2 
GM/CC. 
pOINT EFFICIENCY=F. : EP 
NUMBER OF VAPOUR CELLS=KR, NUMBER OF LIQUID POOLS/VAPOUR CELL_LP 
REFLUX RATtO=RR BACKFLow RATIO-BETA 
LIQUID FLOW =ALS VAPOUR FLOW =VV,VS,VR 
MOLAR HOlDUPS= VD,VT,VR,VC FOR DOWNCOMER,TRAY,REBOILER,CONDENSER 
FEED RATE=FS, FEED CONCENTHATION=XFS 
BOTTOM RATE=WS TOP RATE=OS 
eSTIMATED TOP PRODUCT=ETP, CALCULATED TOp PRODUCT.CTp 
CONCENTRATIONS:- lIQUID=xS: Y VAPOUR=YS VAPOUR CELL-YC 
PEClET NO.=PE, eDOY DlrrUSION COEFFICI~NT=DE 
HEIGHTS:- CLEAR ll~U'D=HC FROTH=HF 
VELOCITIES:- FROTH=UL SUPERFICIAL 'GAS=UG 
OENSITIES LB/CU.fT LIQUID:PL VAPOUR=PV 
SPACE TIMES SEcs. REBOIL~R=IAUR TEMPERATURES 
DOWNCOMER=TAuD 
TRAvS=TAUT 
CONOEN$ER"TAuC 
eQUILIBRIUM VAI.IIE OF VAPOUR=YE 
AVERAGe VALUE OF VAPOUR=YV 
MURPHREE VAPOUR PLATE EFFIClcNCY=EMVP 
TBOIL 
TEXIT 
TEXIT 
.TCOND 
t:l 
CX> 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --
c 
C 
C 
C 
C . 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
PARAMETERS TO B~ READ IN AND THE ORDER 
All READS ARE IN fREE FORMATS. 
N,NhQFS,W, TL 
NUMBER OF DATA/CARD. 
AMA,BMA,DMA,DMS,VZ1,VZ2 
AKl,FS,XFS,WS,LP,lQ,AREl 
xS (1) 
XS(2) TO XSCTOTAL) 
VV(1) TO VV(N) 
SLOPE,CONST,IREL,TB1,TB2 
TCAN,STEP1,STEP2,HMAX1,HMAX3 
IDIST 
MF 
1 RH 
IMARK,NIMP,AIN,XFS 
TeAN =ONE QUARTER OF THE TOTAL TIME TO BE RUN. 
STEP1=THE pRINTING STEP AND HMAX1=INTfGRATION STEP. 
S 
6 
7 
1 
7 
6 
5 
5 , 
1 
1 
4 
IDIST:' IF THE INITI_L INTEGRATION STEP AFTE~ THE DISTURBANCE 
HAS BEEN INTRODlICEo CAN SE DOUBLED. 
MF=O,1,2 DEPENDING ON THE NUMERICAL INTeGRATION USED. 
IREL=,.2,3 OEPENDING ON THE Ball. UP RATE AND REfLUX. 
IMARK;2 FOR CONSTANT MOLAR HOLouP, OTHERWiSE IMARK~1 . 
NIMP=PLATE ~UM8ER FOR DISTURBANCE , AIN=THF stZE OF FLOW CHANGE 
XFS=THE NEW VALUE OF THE FEED COMPOSITION 
• __________________ .- __________ ._- _____ • ____________ w- ____ .~ _____ _ 
CAlL sec' 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE SEC1 
DIMENSION XS(40).AlS<10) 
DIMENSION EMVP(10),vVI10),TEXIT(10).YEC10l 
COMMO~fFEEDfXFS,E,FS,WS,DS,fMVP,VV.TEXIT,VF 
COMMONfALPH/A~EL,r~EL 
COMMON/DAT.fAMA,BMA,OMA,~MR,W/TAA/TL/TA,TR.AO,VZ1.VZ2.QFS.N,NF,TW, 
1LQ.XS.ALS.KR,LP,LZ,HOIA,TTH.HOA.ANT,AUD,COV 
COMMONfEQU/SLOPE,CONST,TB1,TS2 
c C THIS SURROUT1NE CALCULATES THE COLUMN DIMENSIONS AND THE 
C RElAVANT AREAS FOR USE IN EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS, 
C 
C 
C SET COLUMN ANO SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
C 
REA D I,., 1 01) N, N F • Q F 5, W t Tl 
101 FORMATI~IO,3FO.O) 
W=W/12 
READ(1 ,103)AMA,BMA/DMA,O~'B,VZ1 ,VZ2 
103 FORMAT(6fO,Ol 
REA 0 (1 , 1 04) A K I , F S • )( F 5 , W S , l P, L Q , A R El 
104 FORMATI4FO,U,~IO,FO.O) 
TW".88S*TL 
TA1=SQRT«(TL/2l**2-(,38S*Tll·*?) 
TD1 "T 1./ 2-TA i 
11011".77,. TL 
AD2"TW1.TD1 
TRETA=ASIN(TW1fTL) 
TT A =3.1415926. 11." 214 
TTA=3.141S926*ITL •• ?)/4 
AS=TTA*THETAf$.141S926 
AOcAS·0.5*TA1*TW1 
T02=rO,.AO/A02 
TR"TD2+2·TA1 
TAA=2*u1 
ThTTA-2*AO 
o ,... 
o 
IIDIA=.1875 
TTH=O .1 
HOA=.hTTA 
ANT=TH-AD 
AUO=TW,.1. 0/1 i!.. 0 
COV=1.09.(HDIA/TTH)**O.25 
PIT=O.S 
APR=1.0 
1.12"1.1·'2.0 
WRlTE(2 .. ~OO) 
ZOO FORMATI'H' ,11111111128x,31HOISTJLLATION COLUMN DIMENSIONS,) 
WPITEI2.202) 
202 FORMATI/30x,l'H WEIR AND OOwNCOMER.) 
1J~ITE(2.201> 
20, FORMATJ/lSx.6HDIA,FT.4x.38HHT.INS LENG.FT SEC.AREA APRON) 
WRITE(Z.203)TL.w2.TW1.AD"PR 
203 FORMATI,7X.F3.1.6X.F4.7..6X.F6.4.,X.F6.3,8X,F3.1) 
WRITE(2,204) 
204 FORMATII12,X.35HPERFORATIONS TR.V AREAS.' 
WRITEIZ.20S) 
2~5 FOAMATI,5X.48HOIA.INS PITCH AREA NFT ACTIVE GROSS) 
WRITE(2.206)HDI~,P11.HOAIA~T.TA.TTA 
206 FORMAT('5X.F6.4,5x.F3.1,3X,F~.4.2X.F6.3.2X.F6.3.2X.F6.3) 
WRITE(2.207) -
207 FORMATII130X,26HDATA US EO FOR COMPUTATION.) 
WRITE(2.20S) 
208 FORMATC1SX.56HN.Yl.5 M.Wf.B ROE A ROF 8 VIS A V{~ S RE 
1L.V.l 
WRITE(2.209)AMA.BMA.DMA,DMB,VZ',VZ2,ARfl 
209 FORMAT(1SX.2(F6.2,3x).2(F5.3,3X),2IF5.?.3X),F6.2) 
r. 
C READ IN INITIAL ESTIMATES OF TRAY CONCE~TRATtONS 
C SET fEED RATE AND COMPOSITION 
C 
NLIM=CN-1).(LQ+,)+2 
READ(1.10Z)XS(,) 
RfAOC1.l02)(XSCf>.f=2,NlIM) 
102 rORMATc7FO.O) 
ReA 0 (1 • , 00) ( V V ( I ) • 1 =, , N ) 
100 FORMATC6FO.V) 
REA 0 C1 • 1 05, S LOp E , CON S T ,IRE L • TB 1 , TB 2 
105 rORMAT(2FO.O,IO,lFO.O) 
ALS(2)=AK! 
KR=LQ/lP 
I.Z"LQ-IP 
CALL SYSTEM 
REiURN 
END 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c 
SUBROUTINE SYSTFM 
DIMENSION tP(101.DL(101.0G(10).ANO(10),ANGC10),ANl(10),AB(10).fS(1 
10) 
DIMFNSION ALE(10) .ERA(1(I) .T!M(100) 
DIMENSION TE~IT(10) 
OIMENSrON XR(40),XSC401.ALS(10),VS(40).VC(50),VF.(10),YV(10).EMVP(, 
'0) 
DIMENSrON V(8,40l,YMAX(40),SAVE(40.121,PSAVE(1600),fRROR(401, I 
lA(8),PF.~TST(1,?,3) 
nlMENSrnN DENS(10),VOENC'OI,PEN(10),B(10),SL/'O),WPC10),WTC'O' 
COMMON/gSL/ALLS('Ol 
COMMON/METH IMF 
COMMON/NUM/lV 
COMMONIGRAF/EOMAX.EOMIN.ELMAX,FIMrN,AMAXe,AMINE 
COMMON/FEED/XFS,E,FS,WS,OS,EMVP.YV,TEXIT,YE 
COMMON/rSAR/I 
COMMON/PFS1/Y,~AVE.PSAVF.'YMAX'F.RROR,A,PERT~T 
COMMON/EPR~/ALF,ERA,EP.OL,DG,ANO.ANG,ANI.,AB.eS,XR,WO,WT.VR,VS.nENS 
1,VDEN,R.PEN.CTP.ETP.TCONO,VO,VT.VC,Va,YS.VC,TBOIL,IC,12,HT 
COMMON/DIST/!MAR~.IDIST 
COMMON/DATE/AMA.BMA.DMA,DM8,W,TAA,Tl,TA.TR.AD,VZ1,V12,QFS,N.NF.TW, 
'LQ.XS,AlS.KK.lP.Ll,HOIA.TTH.HOA,ANT.AUD.COV 
COMMON/ALPH/AREL.!REL 
COMMON/REFI/1RH 
COMMON/RELV/RV(10) 
C THIS ~UAROUTINE IS T~E CENTRE OF THE PROGRAM. 
C INrTIALISES THe lNTEijRATION ~ARAMETES. CALLS THE INTEGRATION 
C ROUTIN~ THEN WRITES ON TO DISC. IT THEN CALLS THE WRI1ING ROUTINE 
C WHICH ~EAOS THE STORED DATA ON DISC AND WRrTES IT OUT. 
e 
PEAo<1 ,100)TCAN.STEP' ,STEP2,HMAXl ,HMAx3 
100 FORMATCSFO,O) 
REAOC1.101)lOIST 
READ('.101)MF 
REA0C1.101) IIlEF 
• 
tl 
..... 
w 
,0' FORMAT(lO) 
C 
C CALCULATE FLOW RATES OF STREAMS 
C SET VALUES FOR THE BUTlOM RATE 
C ' 
C 
HT=O.O 
IZoO 
rc=o 
l>S"FS-W~ 
00 2 t=2,NF-1 
2 ALS(I+1,=AlS(I) 
DO 8 1=(NF+1),(N+1) 
8 AlS(I)=~LS(NF)-~S*QFS 
DO 14 ,,,,2,N+' 
14 AlLS(I)=ALS(I) 
VS=(ALSI2)·wS)/LQ 
VRc(QFS*FS+ALS(NF+1)-WS)/LO 
XWS=XSI1l 
C SET INTEGRATION PARAMETERS. 
C 
3 
4 
5 
6 
EPS=O.1 
nO.3 ,=1.40 
VMAX(l)=1.0 
ERROR (f )1::0. 
00 J J=1,40 
PSAVE(J+(1-1)*40)=v. 
0041=1,8 
00 4 J=1,40 
V(! ,J)=O. 
1>0 5 1=1,12 
00 S J .. 1,40 
SAVE(J,T>=O. 
DO 6 1 .. ,,8 
A(!) =0. 
00 7 1=1,7 
2 
00 7 J=,,2 
PO 7 K=1,3 
7 PERTSTCI,J,K)·O. 
T=O. 
c 
C SET THF MAXIMUM TIME 10 RUN:- AIGT 
C SET THF MINIMUM, MAXIMUM AND INITIAL INTEGRATION STEP LENGTHS 
C SET THE INITIAL LIMITS FOR PLOTTING PURPOSES. 
C 
H=1. OE~7 
HMIN=1.E-20 
eIGT=4QCAN 
STEP=SHP1 
HMAX:'HMAX' 
JSTART=O 
MAXDER=7 
NL!M::CN-1 )*<LQ., )+2 
DO 24 ,,,1.NUM 
V(101)=XS<J) 
24 CONTINIIF. 
NN=(N-1)*(LQ+1)+2 
N4=NN*NN 
TMIX=O.O 
1=0 
AMINE=2.0 
AMAXE"O.5 
EOMAX"O.O 
EOMIN=1.0 
ELMAX=O.() 
HMIN=2.0 
RR=AlSCN+1)/DS 
20 CONTINUE 
IV::!) 
IF(KFLAG.LT.O)IV=1 
CALL DIFSUS(NN,T,V,SAVE,H,HMIN.HMAx.EPS.Mf,VMAX,ERROR,KFLAG.J~TART 
1,MAXDER,PSAVE,N4) 
.... I 
I 
I 
I 
c 
JF(KFLAG)11 .11 .12 
11 WRITE(Z.13)KFLAG 
EPS=EP<,*10 
13 FORMAT(3X,6HKFLAG-.!5) 
GO TO 20 
12 CONTINUE 
00 1 Jx::1. NLIM 
1 XS(JX)=y(1.Jr,) 
C REFLUX SETTINGS. 
C IREF=1 FOR CONSTANT REFLUX WITH BOTTOMS VARYING. 
C IREF=2 CHANGE IN V~POUA RATF 
C IREF=3 FOR N~W CONSTANT REFLUX WITH CHANGE IN BOTTOMS WITH 
r, LIQUID FLOWS HELD CONSTANT AT Nr,W VALUE. 
C 
c 
WS=AlS(2)"vS.LQ 
RR"ALS(N+1 )/DS 
DS=VR*lO-ALS(N+1) 
IF(T.LT.TMAXlGO TO 20 
HT=T 
TMAX=TMAX+STEP 
1=1+1 
KC=O 
IF<lC.LT.1lTShT 
TACT=T-TS1 
TIM( I ):T/60 
C WRITE CALCULATfD DATA ON TO DISC. 
C 
WR1TF.(3)TAcr 
WRITE(3)FS.XFS.WS,DS,RR 
WRITE (3lVB. VC 
WRITe ( :3) Y (1 , 1 ) • V ( 1 , N L 1 M l
WRITE(3lYS<1l,CTP 
WRITE<3lTBOIL,TCOND.ETP 
WRITE (3) (VP ,J*(LQ+1 )+1 l ,J=1 ,N", l 
c 
00 26 JJ=1,LQ 
J"LQ+2-JJ 
WPITEI!Ie(VI',J+IKK-".CLQ+1»,yseJ+(KK-1).(lQ+1»),KK ."N-" 
26 CONtiNUE 
W~ITE(3)(AlS(J),J"2,N) 
v8:::VS*I.Q 
VR1=VR*tQ 
WRITECnV8,VR1 
WRITE (3 ) (y V (J ) , J" 1 , N -11 
WRITE(3)(VV(J),J=2.N) 
WRITE(!)(YE(J),J=2.N) 
WRITE(3)(TEXIT(Jl.J:2.N) 
WRITE(3) (PEN(J) .J=2,N) 
wRlTEC31 (B(J) ,J=2,N) 
WRITE(3)(ES(J).J=Z,N) 
WRITE(3)(AB(J),J=2,N) 
WR I H (3) (E P (J) "I" 2. N) 
WRITE(3)(EMVP(J),J=?,N) 
WRITE(3)(F.RA(J),J=2.N) 
W R I YE ( 3 I ( RV (J ) • ,1,,;1 , Ill) 
WRITE(3) (XR(J) ,J=2,r.1> 
c SeT NEW LIMITS FOR pLOTTING. 
C 
c 
r. 
e 
C 
DO 10 JJ=2,N 
IF(EMVP(JJ).GE.AMAXE)AMAXE=EMVP(JJ) 
IF(EMVP(JJ),LE.AMINE)AMINE~E"VP<JJ) 
IF<EP(J.".lE.EOMIN)EOMIN:::EPIJJ) 
!F(fP(JJ).GE.EOMAX)F.OMA~=Ep(JJI 
IF(ERA(JJ),lE,ELMIN)fLMIN=F.RA(JJ) 
IF(ERA(JJ).GE.ELMAX)ELMAX=~RA{JJ) 
10 CONTINUE 
CHECK FOR TIME THE DISTURBANCE IS TO BE INTRODUCED. 
SET NEW LIMITS FOR INTFGRATION STEP LENGTHs. 
, 
I 
.... -~-.. ..1 
r--------------c--------------------------
c 
HOC,Ea,1l IC"? 
IF(IC,EQ.2)GO TO 22 
IF(IC,EQ,O.AND.T.GE.TCAN)IC:' 
IF(IC.EO,O)GO TO 22 
IF(IC.Eo.1)TMAx:T 
IF(IC,FQ,1)H=~.02 
SHP=SHP2 
EPS=O.001 
22 CONTlNUF 
IF<I,Gf..90)GO TO 31 
IF(T.LT 8IGT)GO TO 20 
31 CONTINUE 
C SET FINAL LIMITS FOR PLOTTING 
r. 
c 
EOMIN=(INT(EOMIN·'0»/10.0 
EOMAX=CtNT(EOMAX·10+1»/10.0 
ElMIN=(JNT(ELMIN"0»/10,O 
ELMAX=CJNT(ELMAX.10+1»/10.0 
AMINE=(INTCAMINF·10»/10.0 
AMAxe=CINTCAMAxE·10+'»/10.0 
C CALCULATED TRUE TIME IN MINUTES:- TIM(J) 
C 
00 9 J=" 1 
9 TIM(J)=TIM(J)-T~T/60.0 
CAll WRITER(!,TJM,!Q.Nl 
RETURN 
END 
Cl 
.... 
co 
I 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE OIFFIIN(T,Y,SAVE,N2,NN) 
DIMENSION PWO(10),PWT(10) 
DIMENSION yli(40) ,AS(10) ,ES(10) .EPP(2) .l.iTM(;» ,080(2) ,COO(?) ,VI~(n 
DIMENSION THI (2) ,t>G(10) ,VLG(10) ,OU10) ,ANG(10) ,ANLC10l ,ANonO) .EP( 
110) 
DIMENSION ~N('O),SlM(2) 
DIMENSION Y(Ii.37),SAVE(444,1) 
OIMENSION yE(10) 
DIMENSION fMVP(10).VUC'\»,TEXITI'O) 
DIMENSION XR(40).XS(40),ALs(10),YS(40),VC(50) 
OIMENSION DENS('O),VDEN(10),~EN('O),a(1n).~L('O).WO('O).WT('O) 
DIMENSION AL€(10).fRA(10) 
COMMON/.LPH/ARFL.1REL 
COMMON/qEFll [RH 
COMMON/NS/NiMP 
COMMON/nATE/AMA.BMA.DMA,DMR.W,TAA,TL,TA.TR,AD,VZ1,VZ2,QFS,N·NF.TW, 
1tQ,XS.AIS.KR,LP.LZ,HOIA,TTH,HOA.ANT.AUD,COV 
COMMON/~OLD/HOL(10) 
COMMON/~ELV/RV(10' 
COMMON/HDIF/lpn(10),TPT(10) 
COMMON/~SL/ALL5('O' 
COMMON/nIST/IMARK,TDIST 
COMMON/FEEO/XFS.E,FS,Ws,DS,EMVP,VV,TEX{T,VF 
COMMON/NUM/IY 
COMMON/EPRS/ALE,ERA.EP,OL,DG,ANO,ANG,AN(.AB,eS,XR,wn,wT.VR,VS.DENS 
1.VOEN.R.PEN.CTP,E1P,TCOND.VD.V1.VC.VS,¥R,VC.TSOIl,tC,ll.HT 
THIS ~OuTtNE CONTAINS ALL THE OI~fERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
WTM(1)=AMA 
WTMC2'=BMA 
DSDC1 )=\)MA 
D50(2):OMS 
IV:!V·' 
IF(IMARK.N~.2)tMARK=1 
IFIIV.NE."GDTO 20 
-. 
, 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
100 
20 
c 
IF(IC.NE.1)GO TO 20 
SET IMARK EQUAL TO 2 FOR NO CHANGE IN FLOWS. 
STEP CHANGe MAnE IN ONe OF THE pARAMETERS 
IHITIATF. ANY CHANGES IN FLOW RATE 
CHANGES IN THI5 SECTION ARE fOR STEP CHANGeS ONLY. 
READ('.100)IMARK.NIMP;AIN;VVS,X~S 
FORMATC2IO.3FO.0) 
JFCIREF.EQ.~)VS=VS+VVS/IQ 
IFIIREF.EQ.2)WSmALS(2)-VS*LQ 
CONT) Nil. 
ALS(1)=WS 
If<IV.N€.1)GO TO 2 
rF(IMARK.EQ.2'GO TO 2 
IF(IREF,EQ.Z)GO TO 2 
C INITIALISE THE FLOw CHANGes AND THE STEADV-STATE VALUES THAT WILL 
C BE ACHIEVED EVFNTUAlLY 
C 
C 
IF(IC.NF..1)GO TO 1 
IF(NIMD EQ.NF)GO YD 3 
ALS(NIMP+1)=ALS(NIMP+1)+AIN 
!>04J1=1,N+1 
4 ALlS(J1)=AlS(J1)+AIN 
GO TO 2 
3 TSTaT 
TAU:(WOINF)+WT(NF»*3600.0/ALS(NF) 
ALSS=AIS(NF) 
,,0 5 Jl,,1.NF 
5 AllS(J1'=ALS(J1)+AIN 
o 
IV 
o 
c 
FS"FS+AIN 
1 IF(IC.NE.2)GO TO ( 
IF(NIMP NE.NF)r.n 10 2 
TSI::(T-TST)/rAu 
IF(TSI.nE.20.U)TSl=20~O 
ALS(NF)::ALSS+AIN*C1.0-FXP(-TSl» 
IF(TSI.GE.2u.01ALS(NF)=ALS~+AIN 
2 CONTINUF 
IF(JY.EQ.1)CALL FLOW1(IMARK.IC.N,XR,WD,WT,vS,ALS,WS,LQ,VR,QFS.F~.D 
1S,XS,AMA,8MA'YS.DMA.DMB.DEN~,TEX1T,VDEN.SL.VVB.VB.TL,TW.T,HT,TBOIL 
2,YV) 
IF(lY,EQ,"CALl AICHECIMAQK,Sl,VV,VR,EPP,WTM,DSD,CDD,VIS,THl,VI.G,S 
1N,SlM,HXIT> 
C REAOILFR BALANCE 
C 
c 
xZ=Y(1.1l 
CALL EQIJIDA(XZ,YZ,TEP) 
TBOll=HP 
YS(1)=Y7 
YV(1)=YS(1) 
TAUR=3~OO,*VB/AlS(2) 
SAVE(N?,1)=(Y(1.2)-(WS*Y(1,1)+VS~YS(1).LQ)/ALS(2»/TAUR 
0012I=1,KR 
12 yC(I)::YS(1) 
n=KR 
DO 13 J1=2,N 
VV=VS 
IF(J1,GF.NF)VV=VR 
J,,(J1-1)*(LQ+1,-(lQ+1) 
SUM3=U.O 
SUM2=O.O 
aETA::B('I1) 
ALPHA=R(J1l/C1+B(J1l) 
C SET HOlOUPS 
C 
c 
VD=WO(J1) 
VT"WT(J1) 
TAUT=3~OO •• VT/ALS(J') 
TAUO=3~OO.VO/AL~(J1) 
HOV.NF.1)GO TO 22 
IF(lMARK.EO.1.AND.IC.Lr,1>GO TO 27 
rF(IMARK.EQ.2lGO TO 27 
IF(AlL~(J1).EQ,ALS(J1)lGO TO 27 
GO TO ;U, 
27 TVC=O.O 
TVO=O.O 
TPT<J1)=O.O 
TPO(J1)=O.O 
GO TO n 
26 CONTINUE 
TVC=VTf«VT+VD)*LO) 
TVIl=VDI (VHVD) 
TPT (J1 )cTVC·(AI.~(J1"') fALS (J1 )·1.0) *LO/TAUT 
T P D ( J 1 ) "T V O. ( A I. S ( J 1 + 1 ) I A L S ( J 1 ) -1 . 0 ) IT A U {) 
IF(J1.NF.NF)GO TO 28 
TPT(J1):TVC*«ALS(Jl+1)+QFS*FSl/ALS(J1)-1.0)*LQfTAUT 
TPIl(J1)=TVD·«AlS(J'+1)+QFS.FS)/ALS(J1)~1.0)/TAUO 
28 CONTlNIIF 
22 CONTlNIJF 
E"EP(J1 ) 
C EXIT POOL 
C 
KZ=(J+LO+2-J1-L7)/LP 
XZ=Y(1 • ./+2) 
CAlL EQIIIDA(XZ,VZ,TEP) 
YS(J+2)=VZ 
TEXIT(,'1,'"HP 
SUM3=VS(J+2) 
YS(J+2)~E*yS(J+Z)+(1·E)*YC(KZ) 
o 
'" 
'" 
C 
SAVE(N2.J.,.,)=«1.BETA'*VC"J+3'-(1+RETA).V(1,J.2'+VV_(VC(KZ)_VS( 
1J+2)I/ALS(Jll-V(1.J.ZI.(ALS(J1+1'/AlS(J'I-1.0>*TVC)*LQ/TAUT 
JF(J1.FQ.NFISAVF(N2+J+1,1)a«1+BETA)WV(1,J+j'~(1+8ETA)*Y(1,J+?'+(V 
1~*YC(K7)-VR.YS(,I+?)I/ALS(J"-V(1,J.2)"«ALRIJ1.')+QFS*FSI/ALSCJ1'-
21.0).TVC)·LQ/TAIJT 
SUM2:SUM2.VS(J+?) 
C CENTRE POOLS ON THE TRAY 
C 
c 
00 16 1=3,ct.Q+1) 
XZ=V(1.J+!1 
CALL EOUIDAIXZ.yl.TEPI 
VS(J+1)=V2 
KZ=<J+I+LQ-J1-L71/LP 
VSeJ+I)cE·VS(J.ll.(1-E).YC(KZI 
SUM2=SllMZ+VSeJ.ll 
S A V E ( N 2. J .. I - 'I .1 ) " ( ( , + SET ~ ) • V (1 • J + I + 1 ) - ( 1 + 2 .. BET jI, ) • V <1 • J oH , • a F. TA" V (1 
1 , J • I -1 1 • V V. ( v C ( KZ) - Y S ( J. I I I I AL S (J 1 ) -V (1 • J + I ) .. (At. S ( J 1 .. 1 , / AL S < J 1 1 -1 • 
20).TVC)*LQ/TAUT 
IF(J1.NF.NFlGO TO 6 
S AV E < N 2. J • I -1 • 1 ,:: C (1 • 0 .. BET A ) • v C1 , J .. I ., 1- <1 • 0 +2 • 0" BET A I '" v (, , J + r , + B E 
1TA.VC1.J.J-1)+(VS*YC(K7'-YSeJ+I,*VRI/AL5(J11-V(1.J+J).«ALS(d1.1'+ 
20FS"FSl IAtS eJ1 )-1. 0) .Tvel.IQ/TAUT 
6 CONTINUE 
16 CONTlNUF; 
C DOWNCOMER AT BEGINNING QF TRAV 
C 
c 
r. 
~AVE (N2+J+LQ+1.1 lc( (ALS(J1 +1 ).Y (1, J+LO+31 / ALS(J1 ).BETA.vI1 .J+LQ+1) 
1 , - (1 • o. R ETA) • Y I 1 , J+ L Q + 2 ) - Y (1 , J + I. Q. 2> * (A L S 1.11 +1 )f A L S ( J 1 ) - 1 • 0 1 .. T VD) I 
2TAUO 
I F ( J 1 • F Q • N F ) S A V E ( N 2 + J + 1 Q + 1 , 1 ) = ( ( A Lse J 1 + 1 ) * v ( 1 , ,I + L 0 + 3) + Q F S" F S. X F S ) I 
1ALSlJ11+SETA*Y(1.J+LQ+1)-«,+BFTAI+e(ALS(J1.1'+QFS*FSl/ALS(J1l-1.0 
2'*TVD)*v(1,J+LQ.2)'/TAUD 
VAPOUR cELL CONCENTRATION t:1 
'" w 
c 
C 
VE<J1l::SUM3 
RV (J 1 l :: V E e J 1 ,. (1 • 0 - V (1 • J + 2) l / eYe 1 , J +2 ) • <1 • 0 - v e (J 1 , ) ) 
VVeJ1 l::SUM7./LQ 
C PLATE EFFICltNCv AND eFFICIENCy ~ATIO CALCULATIONS 
C 
r. 
EMVpeJ1l=(yveJ1l-YV(J1-1,,/eYEeJl'-VV(J1-1,) 
K2::J+LQ+2 
DO 17 ,=1,KR 
SUM1=O.O 
~O 18 K1"1.LP 
18 ~UM1=SUM1+VS(K2-K1) 
K2=K2·,P 
KT=KT+1 
17 VCeKT)::5UM1/LP 
ALE(J1l=EP(J1)*ABeJ1) 
ERA<J1)=EMVP(J1)/EPeJ1l 
13 CONT! NUF. 
SUM1=O.(J 
DO 19 KP:1.KR 
19 SUM1=SUM1+VCCKT-KR+KP) 
sur41 "suM1/ KR 
VOUT=SUM1 . 
e CONDENSER BALANCE 
C 
c 
c 
C 
TAUC::3600*VC/(VV*lQ) 
5AVEeN2+LQ+J+2,1)=<YOUT-YC1,J+LO+3»/TAt'C 
XZ::V<1.J+LQ+3' 
CAtL EotJIOAeXZ.vZ.TEP) 
TCOND=TEP 
D$=VR*lO-ALSCN.1) 
TOP PRODUCT COMPARISON. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- -
CTP=DS*V(1.J+LQ+3) 
ETP=FS*XFS-WS·y(1.1' 
DIFF=CTP-ETP 
RETURN 
END 
c 
SUBROUTINE FLOW'(IMARK,lC,N,XR,WD.WT;VS.AL5·WS.lQ,VR,QFS,F5.D~.XS, 
1AMA.9MA.YS,DMA,DMB,DENS,TEXIT.VOtN,Sl.VVB,VB,TL.TW,T,HT,TBOIL.vV) . 
OIM~NSrON XR(40),WD('O).WT('U),AlSe'O),xse,u),YS(401,D~NS('i»,TEll 
, T (1 0 ) , V 0 e N ( 1 0) ,Sl e 1 0) , V V nO) 
C THIS ROUTIN~ CAI.CULATE~ THE AVE~AGE DENSITIES AND VOLUMETRIC FLOWS 
C 
C CALCULATE THE AvERAGE DENSITY, TEMPERAIURE AND VOL0METRIC FLOW 
C ON EACH PLATE. 
C 
c 
25 XReJ,=wOeJ)+wT(J) 
vs=eALS(2)-WS)/lQ 
VRDVS+(1-QFS).~S/lQ 
C CALLS FLOW? IF FLOW CHANGES ARE INTRODUcED 
C 
IF(IMARK.EQ.1.AND.IC.GE.1)CALL FLOw2(TExIT,VS,VR,YS,WO,wT,OEN5,Voe 
1N,YV,T,HT,FS,IMARK) 
(la 10 1=2,N 
J3=e!-1>*(LQ··')-(lQ+1)., 
ZT=O.O 
zo .. o.o 
zV"O.O 
7.L"O.O 
DO 3 J=1,Lo+1 
J4"J3+,J 
ZO~ZO+XS(J4)*AMAICx~CJ4'*A~~+(1-XS(J4».BMA> 
ZL=ZL+X~(J4)*AM~+(1-XS(J4».SMA 
xz=xs (.1 <I.) 
IFeJ.Eo. (LO+1))(JO TO 3 
CALL EOU!I:IAeX·Z,vZ,TF.Pl 
YS(J3+J)"Y2' 
n"ZT+HP 
7.V=ZV+V~(J3·J)*AMA+(1·Y~(J3+J».8MA 
3 CONT) NlIF 
ZI)"ZD/CIQ+1) 
r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
r. 
H"7.11 (I.Q,/o1) 
ZV=2V/tQ 
n=ZT/IQ 
7 CONTINUE 
DEN5CI)~ZD*DMA+('·ZD)·OM8 
HXITCn=ZT 
VV=VS 
IF Cl. G~ .. ~JF) VV=VR 
VOENCI)=VV*LQ*7V 
Sl(!)=HSCIl*ZI 
10 CONTINlIF 
IFCIMARK.EQ.2)GO TO 4 
C REBOILFR BALANCE 
C 
IF(VS,Gr.O,OlGO TO 4 
IFCIC.GE",VVB=VB 
PL=f)EN~(2).b2.4 
VB:TL*TW*O.5*PL/(SL(Z)/ALS(2» 
4 CONTJ NUE . 
RETURN 
END 
c 
SUBROUTINE FLOW?(TFXIT.VS.VR.Y5.WD,WT,DFNS,VDEN.YV'T,~T,FS,IMARK) 
plMENSION V(8.4n).VMA~(40).SAVE(40.12),PSAVE(160n),ERROR(40).A(d). 
1PERTST(7,2.3) ,TK' ('0) .TKt(,OJ 
PIMFNSIONWWC1n) 
DIMENSION ALS<,01.X5(401,WDI,O),WTI'OI,YSC4U),SLC'OI,DENSI,U).vOEN 
, <1 0 I • Wnol C 2) , D S [I r 2 I • FP P ( 2 ) • V I S (21 • T H I (2) • C [l 0 ( 2 ) • V V (1 0) , TWO <3 1 
DIMENSION TEXITI'O) 
COMMON/nATF/AMA.BMA,DMA.DMB.W,TAA.TL,TA.TR.AD,VZ"V72,QFS/N.N~.TW. 
1 lO • X S , A IS. K R • Lp. 1.7, H D I A • r T H • HO A • ANT. A U D • ~ OV 
COMMON/PFS"Y,~AVF,PSAVE,YMAX'ERROR.A,PERT~T 
COMMON/SSl/ALLSr'U) 
COMMON/tIQS/FK1(10}/FK2(10) 
COMMON/REFL/IR~F 
COMMON/NS/NIMP 
C THIS SUBROUTIN~ /s ONLy CALLED IF FLOW RATF CHANGES A~e MADE. 
c JT ~IN~~ THE CHANGe IN HOlDUP WITH RESPECT TO FLOW AND COMPOSITION 
C CHANGE~. AND H~NCE CALCULATES THF NEW ~LOW.RATES. 
C 
NST=NIMP 
IF(NIMP EQ.NF)NST=NST-' 
TK2INST+1):O.O 
DO 1 1=7.,NST 
J=NST+?-l 
WRtTE(2.202>WDrJ).wTIJ) 
202 FORMATII/3X,2(F8.5.3X» 
TK1 rJ)::!4T(J)+WI)(J). 
IFrABS(ALSIJ)-ALLSrJ».LE.O.001)ALsrJ>:ALLSCJ) 
IF(ALSIJ).EQ.AlLSIJ).AND.IREF.NE.2)GO TO 1 
.13"IJ-11*(LQ+11-(IQ+1>+1 
00 2 I ~ET .. 1 d' 
IT''O.O 
20=0.0 
zv"O.O 
IF(lSET.EQ.2)ALSIJ)"AL~(J).21.0/~O.O 
DO 3 K:1, LO+1 t:1 N 
0:> 
J4=J3+K 
IFeIRET.EO.3)X5(J')=XSeJ')*21.0/~O.O 
ZD=ZD+XR(J4).AMft/eXS(J4)*AMA+(1-XS(J4».SMA) 
Zl=ZL+XS(J4)·AMA+e1-XSeJ4».SMA 
XZ=xS (.1') 
IFIK.EQeLO+1»)GO TO 4 
CALL EQUIOA(XZ,YZ,TEPI 
VS e .1 3 + K ) " Yl 
ZT=Zl +T~P 
ZV=ZV+VSeJ3+K)*AMA+e1-VSeJ3+K»*AMA 
4 IFeISET,EQ.l)XSeJ4)=XSeJ4).20.0/21.0 
3 CONTINIJF 
ZO=ZOI e 10+1) 
7.L"ZLI (LO+1) 
ZV=ZV/IQ 
H=ZT/lQ 
nENSeJ)~ZD.DMA+('-ZO)*DMB 
HJ(lTeJ,=ZT 
VV .. VS 
IF(J.GE .. NF,VV=VR 
VOFNeJ,=VV*LQ*7V 
SLlJI=ALS(J)·ZL 
ALCaSLeJ)/e$bOO.O*DENSCJ)*62. 4 ) . 
UG=VV*359.0~·LQ*eTEXITeJ)+213)/e3600.0*TA*2/3) 
PV"ABS(VOE~(J)le3600.0*UG*TA» 
Pl"OENSCJ)*62.' 
WI=W*12 
F=LlG*PV**O.5 
FL=60*.?642*ALC.6.24/e.22*TW) 
HC=C103 O+11.8.\~1-4(l,!"'F+1 .2S*fLI/(PL.12) 
HF=eZ.53*F*F+1.R9*WI-1.6)/12.0 
Ul=FL*.22/e6.24 •• 264,*60*HC) 
WT(J)"TA*HC*PLICSLeJ)/ALS(J» 
HVS=Z1.eTEXIT(J,+273.2) 
RIG=HVR.DENS(J"3~4.0 
H2=eO.558*eALC/AUDl**2)/12.0 
~~- -~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---------- --
HSrG~o.n6.S1G/(PL'HDIA*'2) 
VHcUG"TA/HOA 
G4=SQRTITA*4/5.14,5926) 
WT'" e n "AMb. 
WTM(2)=SMA 
OS[)(1 )=OMA 
!)S[)(2)=OMB 
TEXITeJ)"TfXIT(J)+273.? 
1)0 t; l=1,2 
X z=, .0 
IFCL.EQ.Z)XZ=O.O 
CALL EQUIDA(XZ,VZ,;!~) 
TEP=TF.p+273.2 
EPP(l'=1.1SoIEp 
XXZ=T€XITIJ)/EPP(ll 
CALL IPNEUcxXl,AN~) 
CDDCl):1.'S*«WTMC!)/O,P(L»*·(1.0/3.0» 
VISIl)=O.U0646*ANS*SQRTCWTMIL'*TExITeJ)/{CDO(L>·*Z) 
5 CONTlNU. 
VV,"YVCI) 
VV2=1 .O-VY1 
VY3=YY1,YV2 
DO 6 l=1, 2 
J L=2 
I F <'- • f Q 2).1 I. '" 1 
TH!(L)=SQRT(t.O).«'+(VlSCl)'VI~(Jl» •• O.5.(WTMeJL"WT",ILI)*.n.251 
' •• 2)/(,.SQRT('.wr~CL)/WTM(JL)') 
" COIVTINU~ 
VG=VlS(1)/e1+THle1)/YV3)+VlSe2)/(1+THl(~)·VY3) 
G3=pV.IJn.G"CVG/3~OO.O) 
FF=O.O"*G3·~(-O.U055/Q600.0) 
HD='2*roV*PV.CVH**2)·<O.4*C1.25-HOA/ANTI.4.TTA*FF/HDlA+(1-HOA/ANT) 
' •• 2)/(~4*Pl·12) 
Tt X TT e .I I = Tt')( IT e.' ) - 2i' 3 • 2 
H3=HD+Hr,+H2+HSIG 
WDeJ)=AD*H3*PL/CSLCJ)!ALSeJ» 
o 
w 
o 
--------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------
TWOClSFT)cWT(J)+WO(J) 
IFCISET.EQ.1'WR!TE(Z.203) HC,H3.~F.WD(J).WT(J).F,UG,J 
203 FORMAT(/3X.7CE13.~.2X),I2) 
!FtISET EQ.1)WWCJ)=wD(J) 
IF(ISET.EQ.~)AIR(J)=AL~(J)*20.0Jl' .0 
2 CONTINIJF. 
Ax1 .. X S (.\ ~+1l 
AXZ=XStJ3., H21 .0/20.0 
FK1(J)=tlWO(2)-TWO('»ltAL~tJl*O.05) 
Fl(1<J)=3600.0*FK1 (.» 
FKZtJ):tTWO(!l-TWO(1»/CAX2-AX1' 
IF(JREF EQ.2,i\;JD.ln.GF.(tgl· 1 n<;O TO 1 
IFtIREF.EO.2)uO TO 9 
GO TO 10 
9 12Z::I27+' 
IFCTWO(1).GT,TJ(HJ»GO TO 10 
TKZtJ':TK1(J)-TWO(,,+TK2(J+1) 
IF(J,EQ NST)GO TO 8 
JJ4=1+tLQ+1'*(J-1) 
V(1.JJ4):(WW(J)*V(1.JJ4'+T~2(J.1).V('.JJ4.1»/(TK2(J.''+WWtJ» 
JF(J.NF.2)GO TO 8 
VB=TL·TW*O.S.Pl/CSL(2)/ALS(2» 
V (1 .1 ) = (V 8 .. Y (1 " ) + TK 2 ( 2) • Y (1 ,2) ) / ( T K 2 ( 2.> + V ~ ) 
GO TO A 
10 CONT! NUF. 
IF(J,NF.NF)GO TO 7 
AlS(J)=(FK'(J)*ALS(J'.(T·HT).(~~S(J.').QFS*FS»/(FK'(J)+(T-HT\, 
GO TO 8 
7 CONTINIIE 
ALSIJI=<FK1(J)·ALS(J)+(T-HT,*ALSIJ+1»/(FK1IJ)+(T-HT» 
8 CONTINlJF . 
1 CONTINUf 
IFIIREF.EQ.2)IMARK=2 
RETURN 
END 
c 
SUBqOUTINE EQUIOA(Xl,Y7,TEp) 
COMMON/.~lPH/AREI, IRFl 
COMMON/FQU/SLUPE,CONST.TB1,TB2 
C THIS SURROUTINE CAlCULATES THE VAPOUR CoMPOSITION IN EQUILIBRIUM 
C WITH TMF LIQUID AND THF TEMPERATuRe. 
c 
IF(IREI .EQ.2)GO TO 3 
VZ=AREt*XZ/(1.xZ*(AREL-1» 
GO TO ? 
3 vZ=SlOPF*XZ+CON5T 
2 CONT! NlIF 
XXZ=1 -Xl 
IF(ABS(XXZ).GT.20.0)xxz=20.0 
TEP=TB1 •• XP(XXZ'*(TS2-TS1) 
RETURN 
END 
tl 
w 
'" 
~UBROUTJNE AICHECIMAAK.SL.VV.V8.EPP.WTM,DSD,CDD.V1S.THJ,VLG.SN.SLM 
',TEX!Tl 
DIMENSION V8(40),AB(10),eS(10),EPP(2),WTM(?),DSD!2).COD(2).Vl~(?) 
o I MEN S ION T H I en , 0 G C1 0) , V l r, ( 1 0 l , () l ( 1 0) • AN G C1 0' , A N L ( 1 0 ) , f P ( 1 () , AN 0 ( 
110) .SN(10) .SLM(2) .vV(10) ,'rEXlT(1(1) .XS(40) .XR(40) ,AL~nO) ,Y5(40) ,YC 
2IS0).DFNSI10>.vOEN'1U).PENI10).Be10),SL"0).WD<10l,WT(10).AlEr10), 
3ERA(10) 
COMMON/HOLD/HOI.(10) 
COMMON/SSL/ALL~('O) 
COMMON/DATE/AMA.BMA,DMA.DMB.W,TAA,TI,TA,TR,AO,VZ1,V72,QFS'N.N~,TW. 
1lQ,XS.ALS,KM,LP,L7,HDIA,TTH.HOA,ANT,AUD,COV 
COMMON/EPPSfALE,FAA,EP,DL.DG.ANO,ANG.ANt.AR.ES,XR,WD,WT,VR.VS.OFNS 
'.VDeN,R,PEN,CTP.ETP,TCONDIVD,VT,VC.~BIYS,VC.TaOI~,IC,lZ,HT 
COMMON/REFl/IRF.F 
C 
C THIS SURROUTINE CALCULATES ALL THE PARAMETERS INVOLVED WITH PlATE 
C AND POINT EFFICIENCIES. 
r. 
e 
C CALCULATES THE LIQUID AND FROTH HEIGHTS. AND FLOW RATe PARAMETERS. 
C CALCULATE pEelET NUMBER AND BAC'FlOW RATIO 
C 
DO , J,..2.N 
J=(J1-').(lQ+1)~(LQ+1) 
vv=vs 
IFIJ1.GI'.NFlVV=VR 
AlC~SL(J1)1<3600·0fNS(J').~?41 
UG=VV*~S9.05*LO*(lEXIT(J')+273)/(3600.TA.l73) 
PV=ABSIVDENeJ1,/(3600*UG*TA» 
PL=OENSeJ1)*62.4 
WI=w.1? 
F=UG*pv •• O.5 
Fl=60*.~642·ALC.6.24/(.22.TW) 
HC=1103.0+11,a.wl-40.5*F+1.25*FI)/CPL*12) 
H F" ( 2 , 5.3. F .. F ... 1 . 1l9 .. w I -, . I:> ) I, 2 • 0 
ULaFl*.22/(o.24*.264l*60*HC) Cl 
w 
w 
c 
DE=(O.0609395*HC*UL.*3"IIMC*UL/HF'.*Z.56641 
PE:oUL*TII/DE 
AN·It.Q··' 
BETA=AN/PE-O,5 
!F(IRfF.NE,2,ANO.IMA~K.EQ,?)GO TO 6 
IF(IC,EQ,2.AND.!MARK,EO.Z'GO TO 6 
IF(lREFEQ.2,AN~.lC.EQ.')GO TO ? 
IF(IC.GE,1,AND.ALLS(J1).EQ.AlS(J1»GO TO 6 
2 CONTINlI~ 
PEN(J1 )"PE 
8(J' )"RF.TA 
IF(IMAPK,NE,2't.O TO 5 
6 BETA=SC.'" 
PL=OEN~(JI)*62.4 
5 CONTINIJF 
C THE CALCULATION OF THE POINT EFFICIENCY ACCORDING TO THE A.I,CH.E. 
C MANUAL. THESE CALCULATIONS INCLUDE NUMBER.OF GAS STAGES: THE 
C SLOPE OF THE eQlIIL'B~IUM LINE I ABSORP110N COEFFICIENT. 
C 
TEXIT<JI'=TEXIT(J')+273.2 
ISJ::J+2 
ISI"J+2"'LQ 
DO 8 ISK=rSJ,ISr,LQ 
xz=xs <r~K) 
CALL EQI,IDA(XZ,yZ,TEPJ 
8 Y8(1SK):::YZ 
SUMAcX~cISI)~X~(I~J) 
E5CJ'):(V8(ISI)~V~(rSJ»/SUMA 
AB(JI ):FseJ1)*I.Q*VV/ALSCJ1) 
DO 24 1,,1.2 
)(Z=1.0 
IFCt,EO.2,xz"O.O 
CALL EouIOAeXZ.vZ,TEP) 
TEpaTEP+273.2 
!'PPCI>=1.15*TEp 
XXZ=TExITeJ1l/EPPC!) 
CALL IPNEuexxZ.ANS) 
CDOCI):1.1S*{(WTM(I)/DSD(I»*·(1.0/3.0» 
VlSCI)=O.00046.ANS.SQRTCWTMC!l*TEXIT(J1»/eCDD(I)**2) 
24 CONTINUF 
YY1 =yv(.11) 
IFCYVCJ1).LE.O.O)YY1 a Y8(ISJ) 
YY2=1 .O·YY1 
YY3=YV1IYY2 
00 11 1,,1.2 
.Il" 2 
IFCl,Eo 2)Jl,,1 
THICI)=~QRT(2.0)*(C1+CVIS(')/VI~eJLl)*.O.5.(WTMCJLl/WTM(1»*.0.2S) 
1 ... ,,) I ( 4. S QH (1 +wT M ( I) I W T M (J Ll l l 
11 CONTI NUF. 
VG=VIsc1l/e1·THI(1)/YY3l+VIS(2)/(1+TH!C2)*VY3) 
eC1=ccoo(1)+COO'Z»/2 
BC2=SQRT(EPP(1).EPPCZ» 
AC3cTEYITeJ1)/Bc2 
CALL IONEUCBC3.AM$) 
8C4=SQRT(CWTM(1)+WTM(2»/eWTM(1).WTM(Z») 
BCS:le10.7-2.46*oC4).1.0E-4 
DG(J1)=(BC5·aC4.rEXIT(J1'**(3.0/2»/(AM~.BC1 •• 2) 
IFeOG(J1).lE.1.0E-10l0G<J1)='.OF-10 . 
SN(J1)=vG/CPV*or,(J1» 
ANGCJ1)=(O.7/6+0.11.WI-O.29.F+O.OZ17*FL)/SQRT(SNeJ1» 
DO 141=1,2 
J L=2 
! F Cl. EO .. 2lJ LIl, 
SLMCI)=2.B7E-7*WTMCJLl •• O.5/C(WTMCIl/OSO(I» •• O.6) 
14 CONTHIU" 
BC6=O.O 
DO 15 r .. 2,LQ+1 
15 BC6=BC6+XS(J+I) 
BC6"BCt\/LQ 
lFCBC6.GE.1.0)sc6.1.0 o w 
(J1 
r---~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --
C 
rF(BC6.1 E.O.O)RC6=0.0 
RC 7" ( S I M C 2 ) - S L M (1 , ) ~ B C 6 + S L M (1) 
BC8=AR~(Pl/~2.4) 
VLGCJ1,=eC8*EXPCSC6*ALnG(V71/0MA)+(1-BC6)*,ALOG(VZ2/0M8» 
~l(J1):8C7*TEXIT(J1)/VlG(J1' 
CTl=TAA/Ul 
AN L ( J 1 ) "S Q R T( 1. n 6 S E 4 * D I. (J' ) ) * (0 .1 5 + 0 • 26 .. F) .. C Tl 
BC9=1/ANG(J')+AR(J1)/ANl(J1) 
ANO(J1 )=AB5(1.0/BC9' 
IF(ANOIJ1).LF..1.0E-3)ANO(J1)=1.0E-3 
I F CA NO (.J 1 ) • G €. Q 0 • 0) AN 0 ( J 1 ) =90 • 0 
H(J1)=' .O-EXPC-ANO(J',) 
TEXITCJ,)=rEXITIJ1)-273.2 
IFCIREF.EQ.2.ANO.IC.EQ.,)GO TO 3 
IFCIMARK.EQ.2)GO TO 1 
C CALCULATES MOLAR HOlDUPS ON .THe TRAY AND THE DOWNCOMe~s. 
c 
IFCIC.GE.1.AND.ALLS(J1'.EQ.AlSCJ1»GO TO 1 
3 CONTINUf' 
HOl(J' )=HC.Pt 
WTCJ')=TA*"OLeJ'>/($LeJ'}/ALS(J'}) 
Hva=21*cTEX1T(J')~273.?) 
SIG=HVR.DENS(J,,/364.0 
H2=CO.558*(ALC/AUD) •• 2)/12.0 
HSIG=O.06*SIG/(pL*HPIA.'l) 
VH=UG*U/H0A 
G4=SQRTITA.4/3.,4,5926) 
G3=PV*IIG*G4/(VG/3600.0, 
FF=O.O'40G3*.(-O.~055/9600.0) 
HD=12*rov*pv.(VH*.2,oCO.40C,.25-HOA/ANT)+4*TTA*FF/HOJA+C1-HOA/ANT) 
, 0.2) I (64-Pl-' 2) 
H3~HD+Hr.+H2+HS!r. 
WDIJ1):AD*H3.PL/(SlIJ1)/ALS(J1» 
IFeIMARK.EQ.1)WRITfC2,20])HC,H3,HF,WOCJ,),WTeJ'),F,UG,J' 
203 FORMATC/3X"(E'3.~,2X),12) 
t::I 
w 
'" 
,---------- - - - -
IF(VC.GT.O.O)GO TO 1 
IFeJ1.NF..N)GO TO 1 
VC=2*h2*PlI (St eN) IALSeN» 
, CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
o 
W 
-..J 
I 
,~ .. ,~,~- -", .. , ... -,~-.,. "I 
SURROUTrNE IPNF.U(XX7,ANS) 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CONTAINS A ~OLVNOMIAL EQUATION FOR CALCULATINr. 
C. THE CORREC1ED COLLISION INTEGRAL FOR VISCOSiTV 
C 
x=xxz 
ANS3-;40'220?51F-3.x**7+.77353998E-2*X**6-.0527983'4*X**5+.1985071 
1*X •• 4·.392Z2949*X •• 3+.?YI97*X*.?3ld2~1)44.X+.24~2'3819 
RETURN 
FND 
SUBROUTINE IDNEU(SC3,AMS) 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINe CONTAINS A POLYNOMIAL EOUATION FOR CALCULATING 
C THE eou ISION INTeGRAL FOR 01 FFUSJON 
C 
XII Br.3 
AMS= •• oo2l4977R1~*X**7+,04204~4'l7*X**6-,37383476*X.*)+1,33657855_ 
'X.*4.3.2208~296.X.*3+4.633577*x**2-3.909487b2.X+2.'62,,55$5 
RETURN 
END 
o 
w 
'" 
c 
SUBROUTINE WR1T~R(I,TIM.lQ.N) 
DIMENSION CX(iOO),RX('OO) 
OIMF.NS10N TtM(T) 
COMMON/CR/CX,RX 
COMMON/GRAF/EOMAX.FOMIN,ElMAX,FlMIN,AMAXE,AMINE 
COMMONIEPRS/BX(281"IC,IZ,HT 
COMMON/PFS1/AX(?S30) 
C THIS ROtJTINE READS THE COMPUTED DATA ON DISC AND WRITES 
C 
REWIND '5 
00 32 ! T =1 • i 
WRITE (? .18) 
REAO(3) RX(1) 
REAo(3) (BXU) ,J,,1 ,6) 
WRlTE(?19) (SX(J) .J=1 ,1\) 
WRITE (2.20) 
READ(3)~X(?),aX(8) 
WRITE(7.21)BX(7),eX(8) 
REAO(3)OX(Q),BX(10) 
WRITE<2.22)SX(Q),aXC10) 
RX(II)=BX(9) 
CX(TI)=aX(10) 
READ(31~X(11),RX(12) 
WRITE(7.23)BX(11),BX(12) 
READU) (BX(J) ,J=13,15) 
WRlTE(;>.24) lBXc.» .J"i3.1!:) 
WRITE(?2S)(IZ1,IZ1=1,N-1) 
l4R1TE(2.26) 
REAO(3) (BX(J),J=16, (1S+N-1» 
W R I T E (? .1 7) (C X ( J ) , J '" 16 • ( 1 5 + N -, ) ) 
DO 33 1,1=1 ,N-' 
rK.OJ-n*, 
33 AX(11+JK)=eX(1S.IJ) 
J1=1S+N-' 
N2"N*2-2 t::1 ... 
o 
DO 51 J,I=1. LQ 
REAO(3)IB)«(JJ-1)*N2+J1.J).J=1.N2) . 
loll! 1 lE ( :> • 27) ( B X ( (J J -1 > • N 2 + J 1 + J ) , J "', • N 2) 
31 CONTlNUF. 
N3=15+N-1+lQ*2*(N-1) 
REAO(3)(BX(N3+J),J=1,N-1) 
N4=N3+N-' 
IJR I lE ( ? • 2 1\) ( B X ( N 3 + J ) , J '" 1 , N - 1 ) 
READ(3)8X(N4+1).BX(N4+2) 
WRITE(2.29)SXCN4+1).BX(N4+Z) 
NS=N4+2 
IZl=I*(N-1) 
IJZ=(N-' )*2 
111=N3-IJ2 
nO 34 1.1=1.N-1 
IK=(IJ-1)*I+JZl 
34 AX(TI+IK)=BXCI11+fJ+IJ-1) 
[5T=2 
1)0 56 T~=1.13 
JK=(IK.1)*(N-1'+NS 
REA 0 ( 3, (B X (J K" ,I ~ ) • J F'" • N -1 ) 
GO TO (40.41.42.43.44,45,46,4/,51,52,54.,5.57).IK 
40 WRlTE(Z.1> (BX(JK+JF) ,JF=1 ,N-1> 
GO TO ~o 
41 WRITE(?2)(SX(JK+JF),JF=',N-1) 
<;0 TO~O 
42 WRITE(L5) (BX(JK+JF) ,JF=1 ,N-" 
GO TO ,0 
43 WRITE(2.4)(BX(,IK+JF),JF=1,N-1) 
GO TO ~o 
44 WRITE(?S)(BX(,JK+JF),JF=1,N-1) 
GO TO 30 
45 WRITE(2.6) (BX(JK.JF) ,Jp" ,N-1) 
GO TO 30 
46 WRlTE(? 7) (BX(JI(+JF) ,JF=1 ,N-1> 
GO TO 30 
c 
47 WRlTE(?8)(BX(JK+JF1,JF=1,N-n 
GO TO ~O 
51 W RITE (2 , 1 2) ( B X ( .1 K + J F ) • J F'" , N - 1 ) 
GO TO 30 
52 WRlTE(?13) (BX(JK+JF> .JF=1 ,N-" 
GO TO 30 
54 WPlTE(?.'" (BX(.IK+JF) ,.IF"',N-1) 
GO TO 30 
55 WRITE(2,'6)(8XCJ~+JF).JF~1.N-11 
GO TO '0 
57 \J R I lE ( 2 .36) ( B X ( .1 K +.IF ) , .JF ~ 1 , N -1 ) 
30 CONTINUf' 
IF(!K.lE.8)GO TO 56 
IF(lK.GF.12)GO TO 56 
lZZ=I"CN-1)*IST 
15T"!S1+1 
00351N,,,,.N-," 
IN2=(JN1-1)*t 
35 AX(!ZZ+!I+IN2)=RX(JK+IN1) 
56 CONTlNUF. 
32 CONTINUE 
C REWR!TF ONTO DISC THE INFORMATION NEEO~D FOR PLOTTING. 
r. 
REWIND ~ 
N9=(N-1l"I~T"1 
WRIH(1\) I ,fI1,N9 
WRITE ("3) (AX<J) ,,1=' .N91 
W" IT En) er 1 M (J ) , J ", , I ) 
W RI rE ( 3 l (C)( ( J ) , .1" 1 , r> 
WRITE(]l(RX<il,J=1,l) 
wRITE(3)EOMAX.F.OMIN,ELMAX,ELMIN.AMAXE.AMINf 
1 FORMAT<1SX,10HV E~TER!NG,5x,5(FA.5/~X» 
2 FORMAT(15X,10Hv LEAV!NG.,5X,;(F8.5,8X» 
3 FORMAT(1SX,13HV EQUIL18RIUM,2X,S(FH.S,tiX» 
4 fORMAT(15X.13HBOILING TEMP.,2X,5<f8.3.tiX» 
I 
I 
I 
L~~. 
5 FOPMAT(1SX,9HPer.LET NO,6X,5(F8.3,8X» 
6 FORMAT(15x,8HBACKFlOW,7X,5(~8.3,8X» 
7 FORMAT(15X,9HEo. SlOPE,6X,5(FB.4,8X» 
8 FORMAT(1SX,6~lAMBDA.9X.5(FR.4,8X» 
12 FORMAT(~'X.4HEOG.,11X,5(F8.4,8X» 
13 FORMAT(~'X,4HEMV.,11X,5(F~.4,OX» 
15 FORMAT(1SX.BHEMV/EOG.,7X,S(FB."HX)1 
16 FORMAT(15X.13HR,VOLATILITY .• 2X,5(F8·4,8x» 
17 FORMAT(1'X.9HDOWNCOMER.1X,S(FB.5.Bx» 
18 FORMAT(1H1.11111111128x.5HTIME •• 5X.4HFEFD,~X,2HXF,6X,2HWS,7X,?HDS, 
1~X,6HRFHUX) 
19 FORMATI~7X.F7·3.3x.F'.?3X.~4.2.2(~X,F6.21.jX,F6.3) 
20 FORMATII132x.8HREeOlLER.11x.9HCONOtNSER.9X.l?HTOP PRODUCTS) 
21 FORMAT(1SX.12HMOLAR HOlOUP.5X,F8.~.12x.F8.5) 
22 FORMAT(1'X.12HlIQUln COMP •• ~X,FR.S,1lx.F8.5) 
23 FORMAT(15X.12HVAPOUR COMP.,5X,F8.~,~6X,5HCAL.~.F9.4) 
24 FORMAT(15X.12HROILING TEMP.,X,F7.3.13x,Fr.],7X,5HEST.-,F9.4) 
25 FORMAT(1115X,5HPLATE,5x,'(7X,I?7XI) 
26 FORMAT(25X.~(4x.1HX.7X.1HY.3X» 
27 FORMATI25X.l0Fs.4) 
28 FORMAT(15X,'1"lIQUID FLOW/4X,~CF8.3.BX» 
29 FORMATr15X,11HvAPOUR FLOW,6X,9HSTRIPPER=,F8·3,10X,'OHRECTIFIERs.FA 
" 3) 36 FORMATC1SX.13HMOLAR HOLDUPS,2X,5(FS.4,8X» 
RETURN 
END 
1:1 
... 
w 
c 
MASHR IlRAWER 
I)IM~NSJON RX(100).CX<100),TIM(100) 
COMMON/GRAF/EOMAX,EOMIN,ElMAX,ElMIN,AMAXE,AMINE 
COMMON/PFS1/AX(2530) 
COMMON/CR/CX,R~ 
C THIS SURROUT1NF READS FROM THE OISC All THE DATA TO BE PLOTTED 
C 
CALL UTPOP 
l!EWIND 3 
READ(3)I,N,N9 
READO) (AX(J) ,J=1 ,N9) 
REA 0 (3) (T I M ( J ) •. f "1 • 1 ) 
REAO(3) (CXeJ) ,J""n 
REAO(3)CRX(J),J=1,1) 
REAO(3)F.OMAX,EOMIN.ELMAX,EIMIN,AMAXE,AMINE 
CALL PLOT1 Cl ,TIM"'" 
CALL UTPCL 
STOP 
END 
c 
SUBROUTINE PLOT1(I,TIM.N) 
DIMENSION RX(100),CX(100),TIM(100) 
COMMON/PFS1/AX(2~30) 
COMMON/GRAF/EOMAX.eOMIN,ElMAX,ElMIN,AMAXE,AMINE 
COMMONICR/CX,RX 
C THIS SUBROUTINE PlOrSTHE DATA REQUIRED. 
C 
C 
CALL UT pOP 
TLIM=TIM(I,-TIMe1l 
XINS"'S.O 
VINS .. 8.0 
VMIN"O.O 
VMAX::1.0 
XMIN"TIM<1 ) 
XMAX=TIM( I) 
x2=XINS*(-TIM(1)/TlIM) 
NX"2 
NY,,3 
X4=0.1 
V4=7.B 
ANG=O.O 
002J=1,5 
X1:>8.0 
V"'6.0 
CAll lJTP2(xl,Yi.-n 
GO TO (;l9,30,31.32,33'.J 
29 CALL UTP4A(XMIN,XMAX,VMIN'VMAX,XINS,VINS,'~HTIME. MJNUTES •• NX.20HC 
10NC. AT EXI T WEJRS. ,NV) 
CALL UTP4B(TIM.CK.I,j) 
CAll UTP4BeTIM,RX,I,3> 
1",1 
GO TO 8 
30 J hO 
CALL UTP4AeXMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,XINS,YINS,1,HTIME. MINUTES.,NX.20HC 
lONe. AT DOWNCOMERS.,NY) 
(iO TO R 
31 11 =2 
YMAX=EOMAX 
YM!N=EOMIN 
NY=4 
CALL UTP4A(XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,XINS,YJNS,14HTIME. MINUTES.,NX.28HC 
1HANGES IN pOINT EFFICIENCY.,NY) 
GO TO l\ 
32 1.1=3 
VMIN=AMINE 
VMAX=AMAXE 
NY=4 
CALL UTP4AIXMIN.XMAX,YMIN,VMAX,XINS,YINS,14HTIME. MINUTES •• NX.28HC 
1HANGES IN PLATE EFFICIENCY.,NV) 
GO TO l\ 
33 J1:=I. 
YM' N=ElMIN 
VMAX=EIMAX 
NY=4 
CALL UTP4ACXMIN.XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,XINS,YINS,14HTIME. MINUTES •• NX,28HC 
1HANGES IN EFFICIENCY RATIO .• NY) 
8 [l0 5 J 1=1 ,N-l 
IK=CJI-1)*,+(N-1)*1*11 
DO 6 J.I=1,1 
6 CXeJJ)2AX(IK+JJ) 
5 CALL UTP4B(fIM.CX,I.3) 
yhO.O 
v2=8.0 
CALL UTP2CX2,Y1.1l 
CAll UTP2(X2,V2.2) 
CALL UTP6(40HSTEADV-STATE. UNSTEADY-STATE •• 5.40,ANG.X4, 
1V4) 
X1=8.0 
v1=6.0 
CALL UTP2(X1,n ,-1) 
2 CONTINUE 
CAI.L UTPCl 
RETURN 
END 
FINISH 
i 
I 
. . ..... ·1 
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D.2 The Integration Routine 
The subroutine integrates a set of N ordinary 
equations one step of length H, where H may be specified 
by the user, but is controlled by the subroutine to control 
the estimated error within a specified tolerance if possible. 
A mUltistep predictor corrector method is used 
whose order is automatically chosen by the subroutine as 
the integration proceeds. Either an Adams method or methods 
suitable for stiff equations can be selected. The starting 
procedure is automatic and the information retained by the 
program about previous steps is stored in such a way as to 
make the interpolation to a non mesh point straightforward. 
The methods used are described from a mathematical point 
of view in the following papers (32,33,34). 
The integration routine may call up to three 
subroutines:-
1) DIFFUN 
2) PEDERV 
3) MATINV 
DIFFUN must always be provided and must evaluate 'the 
derivatives of the dependent variables Y with respect 
to the independent variable T.-
MATINV'is only called if stiff methods are requested and is 
a matrix inversion routine. The parameter Jl should be 
set by MATINV to +1 if the inversion is successful and -1 
if the matrix is nearly singular. 
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PEDERV need only be provided if the method flag MF is set 
to 1, otherwise a dummy subroutine should be provided. If 
PEDERV is required, then the equations for evaluating the 
Jacobian matrix should be provided. 
All floating point variables are taken to be double 
precision except for those whose name begin with P. These 
may be calculated in single precision if an increase in 
speed and reduced storage is required. 
The parameters for the subroutine DIFSUB have the 
followi~g meanings:-
N 
T 
Y 
SAVE 
H 
HMIN 
the number of first order differential equations. 
N may be decreased on later calls if the number of 
active equations reduces, but it must not increase 
without setting JSTART = 1. 
the independent variable. 
an 8 by ·N array containing the dependent variables 
and their scaled derivatives. Y(j+l,l) contains 
the jth derivative of Y(l) scaled by H**j/j! 
where H is the current step size. 
a block of atleast 12N floating point locations 
used by the subroutines. 
the step size to be attempted on the next step. 
H may be increased or decreased by the program 
to achieve an economical integration. 
the minimum step size that will be used for the 
integration and must be set smaller than H. 
HMAX 
EPS 
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the maximum step length that is required. 
the error test constant. Single step error estimates 
divided by YMAX(I) must be less than this in the 
euc1idean norm. The step and/or order is adjusted 
to achieve this. 
MP this is the method f1ag:-
YMAX 
ERROR 
o an Adams predictor corrector is used. 
1 a mu1tistep mehtod suitable for stiff equations 
is used. The subroutine PEDE RV must be provided. 
2 the same as for 1 except the partial derivatives 
are estimated by the numerical differencing of the 
derivatives and the subroutine PEDERV is not called. 
an array of N locations containing the maximum of 
each Y seen so far and should normally be set to 
1 on starting. 
an array of N elements which contains the estimated 
one step error in each component. 
KFLAG a completion code with the following meanings:-
+1 the step was successful. 
-1 the step was taken with H=HMIN, but the requested 
error was not achieved. 
-2 the maximum order specified was found to be too 
large. 
-3 corrector convergence could not be achieved for 
H greater than HMIN. 
-4 the requested error is smaller than could be 
handled. 
JSTART an input indicator with the following meanings:-
-1 repeat the last step with a new H. 
MAXDER 
PSAVE 
o perform the first step. The first step must be 
done with value of JSTART so that the subroutine 
can initialise itself. 
+1 take a new step continuing from the last. 
JSTART is set to NQ, the current order of the method 
at exit. NQ is also the order of the maximum 
derivative available. 
the maximum derivative that should be used in the 
method. The order is thus restricted as it is equal 
to the highest derivative used and must be less 
than 8 for the Adams method and 7 for stiff methods. 
a block of N*N floating point locations. 
SUBROUTINE OIFSUB(N.T,V,SAVE,H.HMIN.HMAX,EPS,MF.VMAX.ERROR.KFlAG, 
1JSTART.MAXOER,PSAVE.N4) 
DIMENSION V(d'N),vM.X(~).SAVE(N,'2).ERROR(N),PSAVE(N4). 
, .~ ". -." ,,.." ,- 1 A ( 8 ) • P F Q T 5 T ( 7 • 2 • 5'····,· .. ," ',".' .. '" """·,,<,·"'C-.,.,N' " .. "" '_"" ·''',''N' . 
DATA PERTST 12.0.4.~,7.333.10.42.13.7.17.15.1.0. 
12.0.12.0,24.0.37.89.)3.33,70.08.87.97,3.0.6.0.9.167.12.5,15.9~. 
1 1 .0 .1 • 0 • 12 • 0 , ~ 4 . 0 • :57 • 89 ,53 . 33,70 .08 ,87.97 ,1 • 0 • , •• , • , 0 • 5 .0. , 1,6'7 , 
10.041 3.5 • 0 .0082" 7 • 1 • 0 , , • 0 • 1 • 0 , t. • 0 ., • (J , • j 1 'H •• 0740 i' •• (), 39 ! 
DATA A(2) 1-1.01 
IRET-' 
KHAG=, 
IF(JSTART.LF..O)GO TO 140 
100 DO 1'0 1=1,N 
00 110 ,1='.1< 
110 SAVE(I,J)=V(J.!) 
HOLD=HNEW 
120 IF(H.EQ,HOlD)GO TO ,50 
RACUM=H/HOlD 
IRET'=' 
GO TO 750 
130 CONTINIIE 
NQOlD=NQ 
TOLDzr 
RACUM=1 ,0 
IF(JsrART.GT.O)~O TO 250 
GO TO 170 
140 IF(JSTART.EQ,-,'GO rO 160 
'NQ .. 1 ' " ,,' 
N3111l 
N1.N"'0 
N2 .. N1 +1 
N4=N""2 
N5.N1+N 
N6.N5+1 
CALL OTFFUN(T'V.SAVE,N~.N) 
DO 150 ,,,'.N 
". , -, ,'-'-"-,, - <' .' ...... ~ ~ •• - "'- '-'" ", • ' 
.. ~ ~-.'" " W" .' < 
4 
.. ' ,-' . 
o 
lJ1 
N 
NDaN1 +J 
\50 VC2.1)=sAVE(ND.1)*H 
HNEW=H 
'""-'~·'-·····'··""·'K.2 .. " ... ,~.,.--~-,' 
160 
170 
\80 
190 
211 
212 
213 
GO TO 100 
IFCNO.EO.NQOLD)JSTART=1 
T=TOlD 
NO=NOOl!) 
K=NO+1 
GO TO 120 
IFCMF.EQ.O)GO TO 1S0 
IFCNQ.GT.6)GO TO 190 
GO TO C221,222.22j,22 4 ,225,226),NQ 
IFCNO.GT.l)GO TO 190 
GO TO C211.21Z,213,214.215.216.217),NQ 
KFLAG=-2 
RETURN 
A(1)=-1.0 
GO TO BO 
A(1)=-0.500000000 
A(3):-0.500000000 
GO TO 230 
A(1)=-0.4166666666666667 
A(3)"-0.750000000 
A(4)=-0 1666666666666667 
GO TO 230 
214 A(1l=-0.31S000000 
. "A(3).-0.9166666666666667 
A(4).·0.3333533333333333 
A(5)=-0.04166666666666667 
GO TO BO 
215 A(1,.-0.3486111111,,111' 
A(3)·-1.0416666666666667 
A(4).-0.4861,1',1,',1111 
A(5)=-0.1041666666666667 
A(6)=·0.008333333333333333 
.', ,-","'00;" d~" _'. "l. ',_' .•. 
L-_______________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
, ~'. 
I:) 
tn 
w 
GO TO 230 
216 A(1)=-0.3Z9~611"'11"" 
A(3)=-1.1416666666666667 
'. ,.' .... , . ." .... ~ .... '-'. A ( 4 ) • - 0 . 6 o! 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A(S):-0.177v833333333333 
A(6)=-O.0~50JQOOOO 
A(7)=-O,00138~A88a88888889 
GO TO 230 
217 A(11=-0.315)Y1931216Y312 
A(3)=-1.235000000 
A(4)=-0.751b>'8S1851~5'9 
A(5)=-O.l55o!Oij33j333~333 
A(6).-0.0486'',,',1111,11 
A(7)·-0.004801",11,1',111 
A(8)=-O,00019 B4126964126984 
GO TO 2:50 
221 A (, ) =-1.000000000 
GO TO 2~0 
222 A(1).-0.6666666666666667 
A(3)=-O.33333333333333~3 
GO TO 230 
223 A(1)=-0.S454S454545454~S 
A(3)=AC1' 
A(4)=-0.090~o909090909091 
GO TO 230 
2Z4 A(1).-0.480UOOOOO 
A(3)=-0.700000000 
..•• .. "A (4) .-0,200000000 
A(S)·-O.OlOQOOOOO 
GO TO 230 
225 A(1).-0.4379'620 4 379562 
A(3).-0 821167883l,,678B 
A(4)·-0.310~189781021898 
A(5).-0.054'44~2554744526 
A(6).-0.00304963'0364 Y63)04 
GO TO 230 
" 
~, "I> 
. ,,-' >, 
226 A(11.-0,4081632653061225 
A(3)=-0.92063492U634Y206 
A(4)=-0.4166666666666667 
. ._",' .. ,.",,_ .• ,~.,-... "'" A (5) = -0 . 099,06349 Z 0 6 3 49 2 
A(6)=-0.011904761904/619 
A(7)=-O,000566893424036282 
il30 K=NQ.' 
IDOUB=K 
MTYPsC4-MF)/2 
EN01cO.~/FLOAT{NQ) 
EN02=.5/fLOATCNQ+1) 
EN03=.5/FLOATCNQ+Z) 
PEPSH=FPS 
EUP:(PERTST(NQ.MTVP.2).PEPSHl**2 
Es(PERTSTCNO.MTYP.1)·PFPSH)'.Z 
EOWN=CPF.RTSTCNQ.MTYP,3l.PEPs"l •• 2 
If(F.DWN.EQ.O)Go TO 780 
BNO=EPS.ENQ3/FLOAT(N' 
240 IIIEVAl::MF 
GO TO (250.6~0).IRET 
250 T=T+H 
DO 260 J=Z.K 
DO 260 .11=J.K 
J2cK-J1.J-1 
00 260 1=1.N 
260 YCJ2,!)syeJ2.1'+VeJ2+'.I) 
DO 270 !-1.N 
,",,270 ERIIORCt)-O.U 
DO 43U ,-1.3 
CALL DIFFUN(T.v.SAVE,N~.N) 
IF(1I1EvAL.lT.1lGO TO 350 
JF(Mf.F.Q.Z)GO TO 310 
CAll PEDERV(T'Y.P~AVE.N3) 
A-IId11.H 
DO 280 t=1.N4 
280 PSAVE(l).PSAVfcll.R 
',.,-, 
,;;1:':-, .. "'''' .! 
. -.. '.'. 
o 
\J1 
\J1 
.:, . 
290 
300 
DO 300 1=1,"1' 
NO=I*CN3+1)-N3 
PSAVECNO)·'.+PSAVECNO) 
t WE V A L:: -1 - .---,'., ...... "-'-'~ .. ,', ....... _, ... "".'~.:"'J' ... ,_ ...... "",,',_ •. , "",' ____ ,_""';·,.:,.,~,'_~::: .• ,,_w, '-.;:"',~.~, ... " .. "'~'"'><".-"" ' ....... "'., :.,.r. .. ,.-,..._ ... ...o -~,~, •• ~~-,,, • 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 
CALL MATINVCPSAVE,N,J1,N3,N4l 
tF(J1.GT.O)GO TO 350 
GO TO 440 
ccc-eps 
00 320 t=',"l 
SAVE(I,9)·y(1.1) 
00 340 J=1.N 
R=fPS·OMAX'(EPs.DAeS(S~VE(J.9») 
V<1,Jl=y(1.J)+R 
D"A<1'.H/R 
CALL OIFFUN(T,Y.SAVE,N6.N) 
00 330 I",.N 
ND"I+(J-' ).N3 
NDO=N5.! 
NDOc\=N1.t 
PSAVE(Nn'=(S~VF.(NDO.1)-SAVf(NDDD.,».O 
V(1.Jl:~"VE(J .9) 
EPS"CCC 
GO rO 290 
IF(MF.NE.OIGO TO 370 
DO J60 ,c1.N 
NOaN1+! 
360 SAVF.(1.9)av(2.t)-SAVE(NO.1l.H 
, ,'"' ' GOT 0 41 0 ' ' 
370 
380 
00 380 Ta'.N 
NDD"N1+, 
NDo:N5+! 
SAVECNo."aV(2.T)-$AVE(NDD,'>*H 
DO 400 ,.'.N 
0-0.0 
DO 390 "a'.N 
NO-!+(J-1).N3 
6 
7 
. ;,!,' 
o 
tn 
C> 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -
390 
400 
,. , ... ·.,.,·_"·-.,·'''·_~S'''· '-410 
420 
430 
440 
460 
470 
480 
NOO=N5+J 
O=O+PSAvE(NO)*SAVE(NOO," 
SAVE(t,Q)aO ·799 
N T" N . -""'~ .,~ ..... '" .''-''>' ...... ,.,.''f'''.,." •• , ... _' ,.-,'"._,."-...... ,,.- ,,,.. ,",".-.r .. ~ ... ,-• .,..,.-.,.-.... ''''~ .. ,~ •• ,~.~~~~.,~..." ,"'~ .,~".,_,.>r.''', ... ;'",~~-", .. ,t;,.-"o!.,o': ....... :."'"-_'':: . .",.,'''''¥',--,.~ ",':>-"O!N- .... - .">'."... ;: --i:" -
00 420 t=1.N 
YC1.I)zvC1.1)+AC1)*SAVECI,9) 
Y(2.t)zy(2.1)-SAVE([,9) 
ERROR([)=ERROR([)+SAVE(I,9) 
rF ( 0 A B se S AV E (I • Q) ) • lE. CB N 0 * YM A X C [ ) ) ) N T" N T-1 
CONTINUE 
IF(NT.lE.O)GO TO ~90 
CONTINUE 
PT-H 
IF(C.H.L~.HMIN*'.00001).ANO.«II,lEVAl-MTYP).LT.-1nGO 10 46Q 
IF«MF.EQ.O).OR.CIWEVAl.NE.O»RACUM=RACUM*.25 
IWEVAL=MF 
IRET1"2 
GO TO 750 
KHAG=-3 
00 480 l=',N 
\)0 480 J=1,t( 
Y(J.I )=~AVE ([. J) 
H"'HOLO 
NQ .. NQOLO 
JSTART=NQ 
RETURN 
801 
802 
803 
9 
10 
490 0-0.0 
", ... _"" .•. "D'O SOO"-1,'N 
500 
510 
520 
OZO+(ERROR(I)/YMAXCr»··2 
IW~VAL=O 
IFCD.GT.E)GO To 540 
IF(K.LT.3)GO To 520 
00 510 .I 11 3.t( 
DO 510 [-1.N 
ytJ.I).YtJ.I)+ACJ1.fR RQRCI1 
KHAG·' 
. " ~. '. 
'HNEW"H 
IF(tOOUB.lE.11GO TO 550 
IDOUa=tDOUg-1 
'. -~, ... ,"". ""·-"-~··~·<··"'-·tF(l00UR.GT.1)GO TO 700 
" '" . ' 
DO 530 r"',N 
530 SAVE(!,10):ERROQ(1) 
GO TO 700 
540 KFlAG=KFLAG-Z 
IF(H.L.CHMIN*1.0000111GO TO 740 
,IITOLO 
tF(KFLAG.lE.-5)GO TO 720 
550 PR2=CO/El •• ENQZ.1.2 
PR3=1.E+20 
IFC(N4.GE.MAXDeR).OR.CKFLAG.LE.-1»GO TO 570 
. 0=0.0 
DO 560 1=1.N 
560 0=D+(CERROR(!1-SAVE(!,101)/VMAX(111**2 
PR3_CD/EUP)·'ENQj·'.4 
570 PR1"'.F+20 
580 
IFCNO.tF..l1GO TO ,90 
0=0.0 
DO 580 1=', N 
O=O+(V(K,!)/YMAX(I»··? 
PR1=(D/EDWN)··ENQ1.,.3 
590 CONTlIIIJE 
IF(PR2.I.E.pR3)GO TO b50 
IF(pR3.lT.PR11GO TO 660 
,o"·""·600RII'.0/AMAX1 (PR1.1.E-4) 
NEt.lQ-NIl-1 
610 IDOU8=10 
IFC(KFlAG.EQ.1).AND.CR.LT.(1.1»)GO TO 700 
IF(NEWQ.LE.NQ)GO TO b30 
006201-1,N 
620 Y(NEt.lQ."I)"~RROR(ll'A(K1/FlOAT(K) 
630 K"N~t.lQ.' 
IF(KFLAG.EO.1)GO TO 67~ 
1 1 
12 
.• , ,-i.."" ~ _ " 
.,:' , 
;' .. ':-
t:l 
U1 
co 
lRET1"3 
RACUM"R~CUM'R 
GO TO 750 
CON T t NU E - , " ".'_."':e ... " - - . , .• ,", ~~ •. o/'" ."",_'y.~""' .. -... ;r~~:,_ ,''' • .-, O-.,. __ .~ __ ~.,;o,,,, .. '_'-' __ .~''';'' ."".-",'_'" '.'''''' ~ ,~., ...... '. J,,,,,,,,,t,.,., ",~,''''''-''''''',"'-''''''''',",.,-~._ 
650 
660 
670 
If(NEWQ.EO.NQ)GO TO lSo 
/lQ=NEWQ 
GO TO 170 
IFCPRZ.GT.PR1)GO TO 600 
NEWO=NQ 
Ra1.0/AMAX1 CPR2,1 .E-4) 
GO TO 610 
R=1.0/AMAX1 (PR3,1.E-4) 
NEWQ=NQ.' 
GO TO 610 
IRET=Z 
R=DMIN1CR.HMAX/DABSCH)1 
H=H*R 
HNEW=H 
IFCNQ.EO.NFWQ)GO TO 680 
NO=NEWIl 
GO TO 170 
680 R1.'.0 
1)0 690 J .. 2,1( 
R1aR1.!! 
DO 690 1 =1 ,N 
690 VCJ.!)=V(J.()*Q' 
100UBo:K 
"'700 00 710 I.I.N ................. --.,. 
710 VMA.Cll=DMAX'(VMA~CJ).DABS(v(1,I») 
JSTART::NQ 
RETURN 
7(0 IfCNO.FQ.I)GO TO 780 
CALL OIFFUNCT.V.SAVE,N?,N) 
R-H/HOtn 
DO 730 ,.1,N 
Y(1,I).~AVfCI.1) 
• '".'., ri~ '.""' • ,,' .. '_. ,.., ~ "., ,_. ,0.-. ", .... .. ••. , ~ __ "'-"-"~'" _, " _.' __ , , 
. , 
.' 
o 
lJ1 
'" 
NO-N1+1 
SAVECI.2)=HOLO+SAVECND.1) 
130 vc2.1):~AVE(I.2).R 15 
," ~ "-._~~ ',., __ ",>_,."""".,''",'".'" ~,:...~_". ~ N Q = 1 c -" . "-, ,.c·' .. """ "'. -,_~,.-~ .. '''' "',.... "" ..... ·--.. ..... '._·"".c . ./'·1 ; , .. 1 ..... "'· ... _ .. ·.;, __ ,~.,."·,_,·'~~~·;.v_...,."-y-'''','''.'~ "' .... "'. ~ .... -: .f'h;. ".,-.,.~ ..... 'f" .... ...,."+ _~,""M,-."'-y ....... ;. '''' __ '~U._.\-'''''_·'''-' 
KFLAG:1 
GO TO ~70 
140 KFlAG=-1 
HNEW:H 
JSTART=NQ 
RETuRN 
150 R2=DMA~1(DABS(H~IN/HOLD).RACUM) 
R2=OMIN'(R2.0ABS(HMA~/HOlO» 
R1=1.0 
DO 760 J=2,K 
R1=R1+R2 
00 760 1=1.N 
760 VCJ.th5AVe<l • .l)*P1 16 
RACUM=R2 
H"HOlD .. qACUM 
DO no 1"1. N 
770 V(1.t):sAVE(I", 17 
IDOUB"K 
GO TO <130,l50.640).IRET1 
780 KFLAG=-4 
GO TO 470 
END 
-", ."-
:', . 
.,,- .. " 
--------------------------------------------.--------------------------------------------------~--- --
c 
.... ,~ .... "~.".' ,···c 
c 
c 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
38 
SUBROUTINE MATI~V(A.N,J1,NN.N4l 
DIMENSION A(N4) .L(100) .M(100) 
'THIS SUeROUTI~EcAP~tes OUT1He MATRIX lNV~RSION ~OP THE 
INTEGRAT10N PROGRAM. 
D"'.O 
NK"-NN 
DO 80 I(=',N 
NK=NK+N"I 
un:K 
M(IO=K 
KK=NK+I( 
BIGA=A<KK) 
DO 20 J=K,N 
rzeNN. < ./-1) 
DO 20 I=K.tJ 
IJ"IZ+T 
IF(ABS(BIGA)-ABSeA(IJl»'5.~O.20 
BIGA=A<lJ) 
un,,1 
M(OaJ 
CONTINUE 
J*UIO 
(FeJ';'Kn5.3;.25 
Kt"K-NN 
D030l .. ',N 
KI-KI+NN 
HOlo=-HI(f) 
JlaKI-K+J 
A(KJ)-AcJIl 
A<JI)"HOlO 
!":HCK) 
1F(I-K)45.4~.3I\ 
JPaNN.cI-1l 
DO 40 J.1,N 
~, __ ,'_,_ .''''., ._ .. ,.;., •..• ',,' -,.-... ~.,_._,.,~. W'~-'_""" 
•. ! 
JK"NK.J 
JlsJp.J 
HOll>"-A (JK) 
."."~",,~,,.~.",,- •....• ,. .. , A ( J le. ) = A ( J I ) 
40 
45 
46 
48 
50 
55 
60 
62 
65 
10 
15 
.80 
100 
A(Jt>=HOlO 
IFtBIGA)48,46.48 
0=0,0 
J1.-1 
RETURN 
DO 55 1='.1'1 
IFtI-fOSO,5S,SO 
IK"NK+I 
ACIK)-AtIK)/(-SIGA) 
CONTINUE 
DO 65 I,,',N 
tK=NK+I 
IJ=I-NN 
DO 65 J=1,N 
U"l J +NN 
IF( I-K,..,O,65.60 
IFtJ-K)62.65.62 
KJalJ-r+K 
AttJ)=A(IK)*A(~.I).A(IJ) 
CONT! NUE 
KJ-I(-NN 
DO 75 ,'a1,N 
.. I(JaI(J+NN 
If (J.I() 70.75.70 
A(I(J)~~(KJ)/BtGA 
. CONTINUE 
D-o.etGA 
A<KI() =1 .0/aIGA 
CONTINUE 
KaN 
1(:0(1(-1) 
rF(I()1~O.150.105 
,.- ... "',, .. ' . " 
..... ' 
.~ '. ., 
, ' 
.~" .... ,....  .-.... 
~<- .!.'; . 
; . 
"< , ..... 
. '. ".,". -
105 
108 
..... ~ .... 
130 
150 
. , 
I.UK) 
IF(!-K)1Z0,120,108 
JO=NN*CIC-1) 
JRaNN*O-1, 
DO '10 J-1,N 
JKaJO+J ..... 
HOlDaA(JIC) 
JIIIJR+J 
A(JK)"·HJI> 
AU Il=HOLD 
J "'M (K) 
IF(J-K)100,100,"S 
KI=K-NN 
DO 130 I"',N 
OlSKI+NN 
HOlD=A(KI) 
JI=KI-K+J 
A (KI )=-A(JJ) 
AU I )=~OlD· 
GO TO '00 
J 1.' 
RETURN 
END 
";"'-'_.-<. 
tl 
'" w 
----------
El 
Appendix E 
Multicomponent simulation program 
The mUlticomponent simulation program is similar 
to that of the binary simulation program. The subroutines 
for the integration and the matrix inversion DIFSUB and 
MATINV are exactly the same as those preduced in Appendix D. 
The subroutines for calculating the collision integrals 
IPNEU and IDNEU are also the same as those for the binary 
case in Appendix D. 
In this section only the subroutines which are 
different to the binary case are produced. These subroutines 
are:-
Master Ternary:- this subroutine estimates the column 
dimensions after first reading in the required data. 
The data and the order inwhich it is read in is given in 
detail before the subroutine listings. The nomenclature 
used for the program is roughly the same as that for the 
binary system. 
The subroutines SYSTEM, EQUIDA, AICHE, WRITER, 
program is not set to handle flow changes and that the DO 
LOOPS are more nested to handle the extra equations due to 
more than one component being operated on • 
• 
E2 
The only major difference between the binary subroutines 
and the multicomponent subroutines is that:-
SUBROUTINE AICHE combines all the work needed for 
estimating average liquid and vapour densities, Peclet number 
and the parameters needed to estimate the point efficiency. 
Further, the assumption of one point efficiency per plate 
is replaced by one point efficiency per pool. In this way 
the point efficiency can vary along the plate for anyone 
component due to the interaction of the other components 
on it. 
SUBROUTINE EQUIDA no longer estimates the linear 
equilibrium relationships but requires constant relative 
volatilities for using in the equations derived by Wood (116). 
Data to be read in:-
N,NF,QFS,W,TL,NK 
AMA,DSD,TBO,AREL,VZl (1 data card per component) 
XFS (1 to NK) 
XXS(l) 
XXS (2 to total) 
YA(l) 
YA(2 to total) 
TCAN,STEPl,STEP2,HMAXl,HMAX3 
IMARK,XFS (1 to NK) 
I 
r 
Nomenclature:-
n number of plates counting the reboiler as plate 1. 
• 
r 
NF feed plate number. 
QFS q-line feed condition. 
W weir height (inches). 
TL 
NK 
AMA 
DSD 
TBO 
AREL 
VZl 
XFS 
column diameter (ft). 
number of components. 
molecular weight. 
density of the liquid (gm/cc). 
o boiling point of liquid c. 
relative volatility 
viscosity (centipoise). 
feed composition (mf). 
E3 
XXS{l to NK) reboiler compositions at steady-state (mf). 
XXS(NK to total) steady-state liquid compositions working 
up the column (mf). 
YA(l to NK) average vapour composition leaving the reboiler. 
YA(NK+l to NXNK) average vapour composition leaving the 
plates (mf). 
XFS(l to NK) the new unsteady-state values of the feed 
compositions (mf). 
c 
c 
MASTER TERNARY 
DIMENSION AlS(10).AMA(S),PSO(S),TBO(S),ARElIS),Vll(5),XFS(51 
nlME~STON XXS(1S0I,XSC150) 
-nIMENS~~~ Y~(1S0).VA('50),VC(150I,EMVP(30),AlE(30),YV(~O) 
nlMENSION TF.XIT(10) 
COW.MON/AlS/XXS.XS,AlS'XFS,VS.YA.VC,EMVP.ALE,YV.F~,W"OS,VS,V~.~~.T 
lCO~O,T"OlL, fEXIT 
I:O/o1l~n~ I\~E I P I W 
COMMON/OATF/TW,TL.TP,An,TW1. rA.TAA,HOIA,TTM,HOA,ANT,AUO,COV 
COMMON/DHY~/AMA,TRn,OSD,ARFL/VZl 
COMMO~IPARS/N,NF,NK,LQ.QFS 
C THIS ROIJTlN~ READ, IN COLUMN AND SYSTEM PApAMETEPg, TH~N 
C CAt.CUlATES THE COLUMN ~NO TRAY A~EAS. 
~ 
C 
r. 
r 
r. 
e 
r. 
r. 
r 
r. 
r. 
r 
C 
r. 
e 
r. 
e 
c 
c 
e 
r. 
NF=~Efn Pl~TE ~=NlIMBE~ O~ PLATES WHERE THe REROllER J~ NO. 1 
QF5=O I IiH: FEt::n CONol flON, ASSUMED = O~ > 1. 
rOlllMN f"lIMfNSlONS:- T>I=>lIOTH: TAA=ACTlvE I ENGT~I Tl=OIAMFTEp 
PHYSICAl P~iIPE~TIES:- DEN~ITIEi n5D 
MOLE WF(6~TS AM~ 
VI~COS'T1ES VZ1 
80!LIN~ TEMP. TBO 
RELA1IIIF VOLS. HEt 
WEIR HT.' !~S.~W· ACTIVE ARE~.TA 
NUM~ER OF POOL~ FOR ACTIVE AREA=lQ 
RfHlJX ~ATlo)=~R 8ACKFlOW RATIO=BETA,S 
LlOlllO FlO~I"H~ VAPOUR FLow=VV.VS.VR 
MOLAL ~OLOlloS=VI\,VT.V~,VC FOR (>OWNCOMfR.TRAY,RfSOllER,CONOENSFR. 
FFFD R~TE=FS FEEl) COMPO~llI0N =XFS 
ROT TOM RATE .W~ TOP RATE .OS 
FSTIMATEIl TOP PRODIlr. rS=EfP CAlCUIATEn ToP PRODIJCTS=CTP 
COMPOS1TtnN~:- LIOlJID=xS IV VAPOUR=.A VAPOU~ CELl=YC 
;-, ... 
' ... :, .~' ... 
c 
c 
.PEeLEr NO.-PE EODY DIFFUSION COEFFICiENT=DE 
~EIGHT~ :- CLEAP LIQUlr=HC FPOTh=HF 
r, VELOCITIES:- FROTH=Ul SUPtRFICIAl GAS=Ur, 
c OENSITI~S L8/CU,FT LIQU!Q=PL VAPOUR=PV 
-""c"''''PAfE TIMES SECS.' -" -'~HOILER=iAUR" TEMP{RAT'u-REs·rs·o(l."""'··········,,···,,·,·,··,_·,. 
c CO~DENSEA=TAUC TCONO 
C OOWNCO~ER=TAUD TEXIT 
r. TRAYS=TAUT TEXIT 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
r 
C 
__________ ~ _____________________ . __ ~ _________ ~ ____ . __ w_- _______ ~ __ 
~ET COLUMN AND SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
READ(1.,01)N,NF.QFS,I.J,Tl,NK 
101 ~ORMAT(2IO.3FO.O,IO) 
w=w/12 
·110 1 1=1,N~ 
1 PEAflCl,1001AMAC!).OSDC!I,T!IOCI'.AREU!),VZ1(1) 
1UO FOPMAT(~FO.U) 
0051="NK 
5 'REl(I)=ARFL(I)/ARFl(N~) 
REA0<1.102)AKI.FS.WS,lP.lQ 
102 FORMAT(3FV,U.l!O> 
REA I'\( 1 • 1 03) (X F S ( I ) , 1= 1 , NI() 
103 FORMATCSFO,U) 
.... TI<I=. 885 *T L 
TA1=SQ~T«TL/2'**2-(.385·Tl)**2) 
TD1=Tl./2-TA1 
TW1=.17.rL 
AI)2=TW1.TD1 
THF.TA=A5!N(TW1/TL) 
TTA=3.1415926*(TL**ll/4 
AS=TTA*THFTA/5.14159l6 
AD=A5-0.S*TA1*TW1 
... <_ ""'<"'-'0'" "" ....... ' "0_,_,,, ~ .• " ....... ,~,_. -".,,' ". '" ,"~ . 
T02::TO,.AO/A02 
TR::TD2+2*TAl 
TAII=2*T41 
TA=TTII-2*AO 
c ••••.•••• , .•• ,~'. ,"" " •. H 0 lA = ,1 .. a 7 5 
TT~=O.' 
HOII=O.1*TTII 
c 
c 
r. 
c 
ANT=TTA-AD 
AUn=Tw'.'.0/12.0 
COV=1.0Q*(HOIA/TTH).*O.25 
1,1;;>=11·'2.0 
~PR=1 .0 
PlT=O.5 
WRIH(Z,200) 
200 JORMATC'Hl,IIIIIIIII12@X,31HOISTILLATION COLUMN DIMENSIONS.) 
WRl TF. (iL20n 
202 FORMATC/30x,2'H weIR ANO OOWNCOME~.) 
WPlTE(2.201l 
201 FORMATI/15x,~~OIA.FT,4~,38HHT.INS 
WprTE(2.203ITL,w2,TW1,AD,APR 
LENG.FT 
20~ ~DR~ATC'7X.~3.1.~X.F4.',6X.F~,'.SX.F6.3.8X.F3.11 
WRITFC7.2(4) 
SEC.AREA 
204 FORMATCI12,x.5;HPF.RFORATIONS 
IJR I If (,. 2!l5 I 
TRAY AREAS.) 
205 FORM~TC'Sx.4A~nlA.1NS PITCH AREA ACTI\lE 
URITEc~.2n~)HOIA,PIT,~OA,ANT,TA,TTA 
20~ FOR MftTc'SX,F6.4.SM,F5.',JX,F7.4.2X.F6.3.2X,F6.3,2X,F6.3) 
·QE~n I~ INlflAl FST!MATES OF TRAV CONCENTRATIONR 
~ET FE~D R~rE AND COMPOSITION 
NPOOL=CN-l)·CLQ+1)+2 
NlIM=NPOOl·NK 
RE A 0 C1 • , 04) ()( g n ) , I'" , N 10 
REA 0 (1 , 1 04 ) ( x X R ( I ) , I " ( NI( + 1 ) , N L I M ) 
IlEA(\(1,104) (VAn), I'"~ ,IIIK> 
APRON) 
".,'; ." 
REAO(1.104)(YA(1).I=(NK+1).(NL1M-NK» 
104 ~n~MATr'2FO.O) 
AlsrZ)=AKl 
YR=LD/t P 
t2=l.Q-tp 
WRrrf(~.2Q7l 
fOPMATCI117X.4HOENS.4X.6HMOL 
110 2 ·J=1. ilK 
.~ .-, -'~ .•. , . .,. '.' -. '. ,-, ,,-, ~'. -.-
Z 4P1TFI1.20RJOSD{J).AMA(J).VZ1(J).TSO(J).ARFL(J) 
208 ~QP~AT('6X.2(F6.3,3x.F6.2.3X).F6.2) 
Ult SV<;TEM 
STOP 
~N[) 
c 
c 
c 
r. 
c 
·. 
.. '~' 
SUP-ROUTINE EQUIDAeJ4,J3,NK,XXS,XS,YS,AREl,T80,TBOIL.TCOND,LQ,N,TEp 
, ) 
nl~ENSTO~ A~EL(5),VS(150),XXS('50).XS('50).ES(150).TBO(S).EP('~O) 
.C°tlMON/LAM/ES ...... , .. 
" •• _- ,,," _ <. r., ,,. . ,""."- ... , .• ~. __ ,. ". --. ,.~.''''''-' "_ <-"'1" -'""" ,,, ...... '-.-.,. "', .... ~-_'. ,- _~. "'" • ~, ..... " .' ''W>o,. ,Co 
THIS SllqROllflNE Clo,lCULATE THE EQUIllBRII1M VAU'E OF THe VAPOUR 
P~ASE IISING CONSTANT RFlATrVE VOLATILITIES AND THE THEORY OF WOODS 
THE T~MOER~TURrS ARE ALSO ESTIMATED. 
NLIM=«(N-')·(La+').2)·N~ 
nO 6 I=l.Ni.I., 
6 XXq!l=XS(1l 
~UM'=O.() 
C;U"6={).O 
nO'I=l.NK 
II=I+,q.J4 
~U"16=SlJM6·q80( I) *xs (11) 
SUM 1 = S I) M 1 .. A. R El ( T ) • ~ s ( 1 t ) 
<;lw3=511Ml •• l 
TEP=SU'~(' 
n0211=1.NK 
t=11+J3+Jt. 
V~(II=AREL(II)*l(S(11/SUMl 
!\UM,=O.tl 
<:U~lH=O. 0 
<;UM2=0.0 
nO 3·J,I=1.NK 
J=JJ+.Q.J4 
IF(JJ.FQ.ltIGO TO 4 
,>UM?=~"M2+AREL(JJ).XS('1 
<', ~ -'" ' 
<; u,.. il = 5 "" 8 - ARE l ( r r ) • AR Et ( J J ) * x s ( ! ) 
r,o TO ~ 
4 r.O"'TlNIIF 
J r.ONTINIIF 
<;U"'5=(_~I)MR+SUM2·AR~L(TI»/SUM3 
: .~-.:.r ': . .'. " 
.. '-~,,' . 
ES(J)=<;UMS 
2 CONTI"II~ 
~lIM=N~.N*(LQ·')-NK·LQ 
". -. -.,. ",-<.,.".,,'~,-, ", --.;- .. !=; U,.., 2::: 0 . 0 .. 0<",.,"_''''_'.('' ". ", •. " ....... " ... '.' ""~"'-'-""~'-'-"',' ~ .• ,,',~ ",',;, ,-,-_"-",,-,,.,- "."" '~'.~ ... --""'"'''''-''''' 1·_,.~"''- ,.,.,"',," ",:_~"'JI' *' ... ~,.",.,' .•. :'~ ..... ':.~ • .;.-·-~~· ... T~., •. ". -"'"~-~~ '_". . >-(»- ~ 
SUM1=O.O 
00 5 I=1.r-IK 
~U~2=SIIM2.XS(NlIM.I)*TBO(I) 
SU~'=SUM'+x~(I)'T60(I) 
5 CONTHIIJ~ 
TROll=qIM' 
Tr.O/,f!">=<;UM2 
liE TlIIlN 
FNfI 
- ":"" ~ '7~, 
l: 
. ,". :',: 
c 
~URPOUT!NE SYSTFM 
DIMENSION VA('SO),VS('~O).VC(150"XXS(150),XS(1S0).TEXll('O).AlS(1 
, I) , ARE I (5 ) , A M A ( 5) , TB 0 ( 5 ) • D 5 Il ( S, • V 2 1 ( 5 ) , X R ( 1 0 ) • W D <1 0, , WT ( , 0) , B ( 1 0) 
DIMENSION FMAXF(~),EMINE(S) 
nIM~NSION ALE (30) 
.oIMENSION PEN(10).E.P(150).XFS(S).1IMI100).EMVPI30),VV(50). 
OI~FNS'ON V(8,RI);SAVECRO.12).PSAVE(64 0 0),VMAX(SO),ERROR(801.ACS) 
ol~ENS'ON PEPTST(7,2.3) 
DIMENSION FTP(5).CTP(S) 
COMMON/TOPS/Elp,crp 
(n~MUN/MAS/W1,wn'¥R,B'PEN.FP,VB.VC 
CO~MON/~RA~/PSAVE.SAVE.V.EMAXE,fHINE 
rnMMON/PHYS/AMA,TSO,OSn.AREl.Vl1 
r OM r·\OI. "~FT HIM F 
rOMMON/rTEP/IY.IC.IMARK 
COMMON'4IS/XXS.XS.AlS'~FS.YS'YA.YC.EMVP,AlE'VV.FS.WS,DS,VS.V~.RR,T 
'rOND,TROIL.TE~IT 
COMMON/DARS/N,NF,NK,LG,QFS 
C THIS SI.18ROIlTiNE IS lHE CENTRE OF THE PRoGRAM. 
C IT l~ITIALISES THE IN1~GRATJON ROUTINE PAR~METERS, CALLS T~E 
C TNTF~R.TION ROUTI~E THFN WQI1ES THE 6E~ERATED OATA ONTO DISC. 
C 
WPITf(7.201) 
2v1 !=ORMATl1!in 
Qf.n(,,'OU)TCAN.STEP'.~TEP2,HMAX',HMAX3 
'00 COQ~AT(S~O.O) 
TZ=O 
IC=O 
C CALCULATE FlDW RATES OF STREAMS 
r: ~ET VALUES FOR THE BOTTOM PATE 
C 
!)S=FS-WS 
!lO 2 1=2,NF-' 
2 Al~(I+')=AlS(l) 
. , 
,.' .. : 
~O B !:(NF+1),(N+1) 
8 ALS(I):~L~(~F)-FS*QFS 
VS=(Al~(2J-WS){lQ 
.' ... "' .... ,",',c.· ,', '\I R = ( Q F <;. F S + A L S (N F + 1 J -101 q ( L Q 
~PS:1 .OE-3 
r-
MF=2 
t.ll=NK-' 
~LI"=IN-')*CLQ~1)*Nl+2.NL 
00 3 I=1 ,Nl IM 
!,PROR(I)=O.O 
IFI(11I2)*~).Et).I)GO TO 10 
VMAXCI )=0.1 
VNAXIHn=O.3 
10 CONTlNI .. : 
00 3 J=1.NllM 
3 PSAVEIJ+II-1J*NI.IM1=0.O 
00 4 1::1,8 
00 4 J::1,NUM 
4 vcr •. I)::O,O 
00 0; 1=1,12 
00 ~ J=1,NUM 
5 SAVECJ,t)"O,f) 
110 6 1=1,0 
6 ACll::O,O 
0071::1,7 
1l07J .. ,,2 
00 7 K"1,3 
'0 7 ~ERTST(I,J.()=O,O 
e ~ET TH!' MAxIMUM TIME TO ~UN:- SlGT 
e SET no' MI~IMUM. MAXIMUM Afo/D INITIAL !NTEGpATION STEP LENGTHS 
C HET TH!' INITIAL LIMITS FOR PLOTTING PURPOSFS. 
C 
T=O,O 
H"'.OE-7 
HMIII:;I,OE-20 
0-". 
·RIGT=4*TCA" 
"TEP=STFP1 
U",AX=HHAX1 
",,:,t S TAR r = 0 ., ~ ",-,-".,",.< •. :"-- -.,., .,..,," "",_.' ,',' -'.-, ,. ".' "". -.".~ :, -' .... ' _".",., .. ,,",,' "" ••. ,,<: '" ,'"0',",'; ..:;, ""~.'" .. -.'-'-,_' ..... , ',.-_" ",. r--" . _<.-,,~ ':-~'.n"_.~·.·._,_,-" -. > 
MAXQER=7 
MLTM=«N-1l*(lO+1)+2)*NK 
Il =() 
!ID Q 1=1.MlIM 
XS (n =)(XS (J) 
IF«(I/NK).NK).EQ.I)GO TO 9 
1l=11+1 
VI' .1I)=XX~<l) 
QCO"lTl NU~ 
''IN=NllM 
N4=NLlM.NL rM 
TMAX=O.O 
00 73 T=1.NK 
~MAXF.q)=O.O 
23 F,., PI E ( l) = 4 • 0 
1:0 
20 r.Or.nrNIIE' 
,y=o 
rF(I.GF.1.ANn.KFLAG.LE.0IlV=1 
CAll OIFSUR(NN.T.Y.SAVF.H.HMIN.HM~X.EPS.MF.VMAX.ERROR.KFLAG.J~T~RT 
1.MAXDEP.PSAVE.N41 
IF(KFLAG)11.11.12 
11 ~RITE(?13lKFLAG 
. ·"P~=EPS.1 0 
13 ~ORMAT(.X.6~KFlAGe.r5' 
"0 TO 20 
12 r.OtHI,.tlF 
~T=T 
"J=O 
1)0 1 J'i=' ."lllM 
.IJ=J,'.' 
XS(JJI=v("JO 
"''''' ;";," 
~::-;~: -
-.,; .;" 
- ,," 
-------------~--------------------------------~--~------------------
IF«(JX/NL)*NL1.NE.JX)GO TO 1 
.JJ=.IJ+1 
XS(JJ)=1.0-XSeJJ-11-XS(JJ-2) 
. ·~·",,··'·1· /:o",r t NilE" ........ " .. ~ .• '.'"" .... " ..... · .. ·.·"··,~" .... ·N.>" .• _.· , ... %~,' ',"' •.•• '.T·"'" '" .... .
IZ=IZ+' 
tF(T.lT.TMAX)GO TO 20 
TMAX=TMAX+sTEP 
IF(I.NF.01GO TO 32 
IJR IT~ (;>,202) 
202 FOAMAT('H,,11115X,6HLA~BDA,6X.SHSlOPE,7X,6HPT EFF.6X.SHC.P.E.7X.," 
1~MVP.8x,5HC.E.p,6~.8HEMVP/EOG) 
no 33 J=2,~1 
JG=(lQ+l)*NK 
H=(J-?)"JG+NK 
r = 1+1 
IF(lC.lT.1)TST=T 
TACT=T-TST 
AR=AlS(N+1)/OS 
TIM(I br/60,O 
IJRITE (2 .21)0)T 
200 ~ORMAT(3X.F'O,~) 
MLt.=«N-11·(Lo.11+2)*~K 
IJRITE(~)TA(r.F~,IJ~,OS'AR,V8,VC 
n015J=1.NK 
'5 WR!Te(3)ARFL(J),XFS(J).XS(J),XS(MlIM-NK+Jl,ETP(J),CTP(J} 
1I016.1=1,N-1 
JJ=.'+1 
VF=IIS*lQ ...• , ..... ,,. 
16 WRIT~(~lXR(JJ),TEXtTeJJ1.PFN(JJ"e(JJ),ALS(JJ'.V~ 
00 17 JI=1,NK 
110 17 .I=1,N-' 
~X1=(J-1)'(LQ+')+'1·N~ 
MX2=(J*(lQ.l1+'1·~K 
.IS=MX2-NK"J I 
JV=J.N~"JI 
URITE(~)(XS(JS-(JV-')·N~),JVQ1,lQ+'I.(Y~(J~-(JV-1)·NKl.JV=2'LQ+1~.· 
... >::-':'.--': - ., 
-:\ .. '-
"-,'.-." . 
~" - ' " . 
. . -.. 
" h:. 
-:~ 
1YV(JVl.EMVP(JV-NK) 
r. 
c ~ET NEW LI~ITS FOR pLOTTING. 
,,,~~,-, t'._'-'"'~ '.' - . 
r. 
IF(EM(NE(J!'.GF.EMVP(Jv-NKllEMINE(Jll=EMVPIJV_NKl 
IFIEMAX~(JI).L~.EMVP(JV-NKl)eMAXE(JI)=EMVP(JV_NK) 
17 CONTlN"~ 
t~(lC.F.Q.1l1C=? 
1~(T.G~_(2.TCA~»HMAX3=HMAX4 
IFI(T-T~T-4·TAU).GE.O.O.ANn.IC.FQ.2)HMAx=HMAX3 
lFI!C.EO.(I.AND.T.GE.TCANltC=1 
IFI1C.NF..1)GO TO 27 
TAII=36I)O·XR(NFl/ALS(NF) 
~"A ~2=r~11/2. 0 
IIMAX=HMAX2 
STEP=HMAl(2/l.0 
~ ~1 A X 3 = I B I (; T - T S T -8 • o. TAil l 120 • 0 
!F(HMA~~.lF..HMAX2)HMAX~=HMAXl 
~MAX4=4.~MAX3 
~=O.02 
TMAX=T 
.JSTART=D 
22 CONT(NIIE 
IFII.GE,60lGO TO 31 
C CALCULATED TRUE rIME IN MINUTE~:- TIM(J) 
C 
r. 
rFIT.LT.BIGTlGn TO 20 
31 rONTINIIE 
1)0 1/\ J=1" 
18 TIM(J)=TIM(Jl-T~T/60.0 
r. ~FT FINAL LIMITS FOR PLOTTING 
C 
1'I024J=1.N~ 
EMAXE(Jl=(INT(fM AXE(Jl.10.0)+l.O)/10.0 
.. -... 
:--" 
fF(EMJNE(J).LT.O.O)GO TO 2~ 
~MIN~(J)=(INT(~MjNE(J)·10.0)I'O.O 
fiO TO ?4 
• ". - ."-- > -~.'-' 2'i HI{ NE ( J \ = ( t IH ( F. M I NE ( J ) *, 0 • 0) - t . 0) 11 0 • 0 
24 r,ONTl"'lI~ 
CAll WRITF.pC(.N.NK.lQ,TIM) 
IIETUPN 
,-"., >,." , - '.'- . " ,-, ".~" 
,< '. 
.' .... 
I 
---~ 
~UR~OUTINE WAITER(I.N,NK,Lq.TIM) 
DIMENSTON TIM(100) 
~JMENS10N EM~X.(5),EMINE(5} 
-.--.-- .. -- -COMMON! A I S I A XC 89 31 ----~ ... ,--. ---
COMMnNI-~RAF/ij.(B000),EMAXE.EMINE 
. ' ....... ;' .. ---. 
c 
r. 
c 
H IS ROuTINE READS THE COMPUHO DATA ON I)I~C AND IJ~ITE~ 
NLJM=I.",K*,,*" 
IJX1=1"(N+1) 
'<X5=1*?N 
QEW!NO ~ 
n0111=101 
IJPIH (? ;204) 
- ~EA[l(3) (AXCJ) ,J=1,7) 
IJRITE{2.200)(A~(J).J=1.7) 
\.JRlTEO.21J5) 
nO 2 K=1,Nf( 
~IX?= (1(-1) *Nx5 
MX~=N)(7+N*1 
N2=7+<~-1 ).6 
REftD(3) (AX(~2"J) •. 1=1 ,0' 
RX(NX2'11):A(10+(K-1)*6) 
RX(NX3 .. ,!'=AXC11+(K-1'*6) 
" 'JRlTFO.2(8)K. (~XCN2+Jl.J=1.6) 
113='l"+/\ 
NZ=/\*(~-1)+'+6'NK 
.'-~'.-.. -,~-. -~'''WRt'rF(?f206) , 
00 3 1(=1.N-1 
N4=/J3+ (~-1) *6 
REAO(3)CAXCN4+J),J=1,6) 
. '~.', 
'J R 1 1 E ( 2 • lO 1 ) I( • t A X ( r,! 4 + J, • J = 1 • 6 ) 
3 r.O"ITINIIF 
"~=N4+'" 
1\0 4 JT=1.rH 
W~IrE(?20~)JI 
,.- .. 
~~:. ;'~ ;-.- ; 
..... '" 
WRITE(2.207)(J.J=1.lQ).(K.K=1.lQ) 
1'10 4 JK=1.N-' 
NX4=(J'-1).~X5+JK*t 
." .. ~,".. ". ,,}j X 6 = I>J X 4 ... N lt1 - I ", "', "" . " ' "'" .,,., " ,' .. ",.,,,,,,,~,,"'" '"", ",_"",,,,,c,,_,,>,.c,,.,,, .. ,,,,~ . ,,,,' """,_ 
r. 
N6=NS+CIJI-11+(N-1.)+(JK-111.(3+2*LQ) 
~fAD(3) !AX(Nt>+J) .J::1. (2*LQ",3» 
W~ITE(2.203)JK.(AX(N6+J).J::',(2*lQ+3» 
NNX=NZ+la+1+(J~-1)+(JI-1)*(1>J-1»*(2*lQ+3) 
M~V=NZ.(JK.(JI-')·(N-1)*(2*LQ·3) 
~X(NX4.II)=.X(NNX) 
~X(NX6.II)=AX(NNY) 
4 rO'lTINlfE 
, CONTINIJE 
r. REWRITE ONTO DISC THE INFORMATION NEEDED FOI PLOTTING. 
C 
llF.WINO 3 
WRITE(3'NlT~.N.lQ.NK.I 
WR I T E ( ~ I {R X (J ) • J:: 1 • N II M) 
4RITE(~\(TIN(J).J=1.1) 
WRtTF.n) (HlItIIECjl.l'MAXI=(J) .J=1 .NO 
204 ~OPMATC1H'.lllllllllldv.~9MTIMF FEED 
, RR.HOIOIIP C.HOLDIJP) 
BoTTOMS TOPS R.RATI,O 
205 ~OqM'Tc'6K.45HrnMPONENT REl.VOI. FEEO COMP. ROllER CO~O •• 4x.12H 
HTP. CTP.) 
206 ~OQ'1AT(12X,60HpI.ATE HOlOUp TFMP, PEeLET NO. BACKFlow lIQUID F 
1l0W VAPOU~ FLOw) 
- 208 FOIM~TI'9X,11.?,2(6X.F4.2'.3X.2(2X.f6.4)'1X.2(F7.3.2X)) 
200 FORMAT(16X.F7.3.2x.F5,',2X.F6.,.jX.F6.1.jX.F6.3.~(3x.f7.4» 
201 FORMAT(14X.11'4X.F6.4.2X.2(FO.2.~X).2X.~7.4.2(5X.Ff.2.1X» 
202 FORMATC12X.10HCOMP6NEN1=.I7.8X.1SHtIQUlo COMPOSlrION,Z2X.1~HVAPOUR 
, COMPOSITION.9x.10~MEAN EMV.> 
207 FORMAT(14X.l0HPI ATF (lC.12(4X.rl.1X» 
203 FO~MAT('6~.I,.?x.'4(1x.F5,4).f7.4) 
IIETU~N 
.. -"' , 
" 
- .:;' 
.~. 
; ,T,._ 
c 
c 
C 
c 
~UPROUT'UE AICHE 
OIMENSION AS(150) 
~IMENSlnN FS(150) 
OI~FNSlnN FXS('~U)/EYAC'~O) 
~ I M f N $ ! () N A L S ( , n) , ARE l ( 5) , V Z1 (5) , A M A C 5) , D S 0 ( 5 ) , re)( I T (1 D) ,8 (10' • PEN 
1 (, 0 ) , W 1\ ( 1 0 ) , W T ( 1 0) , X R ( , () ) • HO l ( , (\) ,S l n (j ) • 0 F N S (, 0) • VD E N nO) .- "....- .•. ,,. .N.,. .. ·•· 
nlMFNSJON EPp(5).CnO(5),VIS(5).~G(5).ANG(150) 
0IMENSJON XXS('50),~S(150),YS('50),YC(150),YA(150) 
nIME~SI(\N EP(150).TBO(5) 
nJMFNS10N XFS(S) 
DIMENSION fMVP(3D),ALEI]O),VV(50) 
r;OMMON/lAM/ES 
rDMM0N/~IS/X.S,'S'AlS'XFS.YS.Y •• VC,EMVP.ALF.YV'FS.W5.DS.VS.VR.RR.T 
,~n~n,T~Oll.TEXrT 
CUMMON/WEIR/w 
COMMONICTER/!Y,IC,IMARK 
COMMON/DriVS/AM~.T8n,DSD,.Rfl,V71 
COMMON/nATE/TW,TL,TR,AD, TW 1,TA,TAA.HOIA,TTH,HOA.ANT,AUD,COV 
COMMON/PARS/N.~J,NK,LQ,QFS 
COM~ON/MAS/WT,wn'Xp,S'PE~,EP.V~.VC 
T~l~ SU~ROIITl~F CALCULATES ~lL THE PAR'METFRS INVOLVED WITH PLATE 
INO POINT FFFICIENCIES. 
1\0 1 J=2,N 
1 YRIJ)=WD(J).WT(J) 
VS=(Al~(2)-WS)/LQ 
VR:V$+C1-UFS)*FS/LQ 
TF(!Y.~F.1)GO TO 20· 
NI T "1= ( (N-1) * (lO+ 1) +2' "Nk~~'" ... ,., .. ".~< .•... .-, ... ~"." ... '.~ -
20 r.eNT} IIUE 
,UM1=O.O 
(>0 23 .1=' ,NK 
23 SUM1:SUM1+AREL(J)*)(S<J) 
5U"Z='.O/SUM1 
!'lO 19 .1=' ,NK 
, . .',.",r " 
VS(JI=ARELIJI·~S(J)/SUM' 
00 19 1=1, lO+' 
!F(l.EO.(lO+ll)r.O TO 19 
NL=J+I*1I1( 
..... V C (N 1.) = VS( i j " ... " ........ '""" 
19 CQMTINIII' 
00 2 J=2,N 
J3=(J-21·llU+')~N •• NK 
IT=O,O 
70=0,0 
11/=0,0 
7l=O.0 
1'\031=',1.0+' 
J4=<I-1)*NK 
75=0,0 
00 4 IK='.N~ 
4 7S=ZS+X~(J3+J4+1~}.AMA(!K) 
no S Ik=1.NK 
7D=ZO+X~IJ3+J4·IK1'AMAIIK)*DSDI,K)/Z5 
S 7l=ZI H:;(n.J4.1~)*AMA<lq 
If(I,En.(lO.'»~O TO 3 
:."... 
rAl' En~IDA(J4.J3.NK,XXS.X!.YS.AREI.TBO,TBnIL,TCOND,LQ.N,lEP) 
7T=lT+H:P 
!)06lK=1,NK 
.., 7V=ZV+V~(J~+J4+1K).AMA(IK) 
'3 r,ONTINlIf 
7rl=lDI I to.,) 
... , .... ll=ZL/(lQ·" ." .... ~-,._ ................ , ... . 
1T=7T/IO 
zv=zv/lq 
nENSIJ,=ZD 
"E~ITI.I)"1T 
I/V=1I5 
If(J,G~ NF)Vv=v~ 
0; UJ ) = H S I J ) • Z 1. 
I/OfNIJI"VV.LQ*lv 
,._;c: .. ' 
c 
r: ,-
r 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
2 CO"'T I NllF 
TF(IMAPK.EQ.2)r.o TO 7 
IF(IC.GE.l,VVB.VB 
Pl·DEIII~(2).62.4 
V 8:= T L * TW" 0 • ,. P I f ( S '- ( l) I A L S ( 2 I l 
7 rO~:Tlr.l'F. 
... .,..--
CA\.CULATES THE liqUID Af;D ~QUrH HEIGHTS. AND FLOW RATE PARAMETFi'lS, 
CAlCUlbTE pECLFT ~UM6Ep AND BACKFLOw RATIO 
no R J1=2.N 
J3=(J'-Z)*cLQ+')'NK.NK 
VV=VS 
IFtJl.GF.NFlVV=VR 
A l r.. ~ l< 11 ) f ( ~6!\ (\ * 0 f' N S C) 1 ) * 6;> • 4 1 
fiG = If If .. ~ S 9 ,0' • l (l* ( T FX t T I J 1 ) .. 27 5 ) I (3'" () 0 * T H l7 .$ ) 
0\1= If n HI ( J 1 ) I ( :S,., (\ (l *(1 G • TA) 
oL=nFN~(J1)·ft2,' 
1J1=Wo" 
c.ur..pl/ •• n,; 
Fl=~O •. ?642·AlC.6.?4/(.22·TWI 
HC=(103.0+,1.Il.wl-4U.5*F+' .25*Fl )/(Pl.1;?) 
HF=(2.5~H.F+l.R'i·~1l-1.6l112.0 
Ill. F l •• ') 2/ «() • 2 4 •• l6 4 ~ *1'> 0" He) 
"E·(o.nft0939~·HC·Ul··3'/«~C·UL/Hf)··Z.566')­
PI'=tlL*TR/of 
A~·Vl+' 
IIETA=A"/PE-O.S 
IF(IMARK,fQ.Z)r.O TO 9 
PE'" (J 1) "PE 
R(Jll=~FTA 
9 CONTlNIII' 
~ --
"" ~": ';. 
C 
C 
C 
~ -c~~ 
.,.::" ..... 
THE CALCULATION OF THE POINT EFFICIENCV ACCORDING TO THE A.l.CH.E. 
~ANUAL. THESE CALCULATIO~S INCLUOE NUMBER of GAS RTAGES : THE 
~LOPE OF THE EoUILIBRIUM LtNE : ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT. 
.- , .. ,,- .,-' 
TEI'T(J1)=TEXIT(J1)+273.2 
tXI=(Ul+1)*NK*2 
0010JK=1,LQ 
I J I( = ( J K - 1 ) * ~ K +.13 
no 11 11=' ,~I( 
'1 ABIIJl+IIl=ES(IJK+IIJ*LQ*VV/ALS(J1) 
'0 COtHIrJlIF. 
00 14 J~=1.lQ 
IJI(=(J~-' J .NI(+J3 
I~ K = .)lC * N K 
DO 12 tt=1,NK 
FPP(II1=1.1S*(TBO(II)+273.2) 
XXZ=TEX1T(J1J/FPP(II) 
r.ALL IPNEUIKXL,ANS) 
r.OOIIII=1.18.«AMA(!II/DSDIII»)**(1.0/3,O») 
VISIII)=O,O~646*ANS*SQRr(AMA(II)*TEXIT(J1"/(CDO(II)**" 
, ~ rll'lT I NilE 
ICO=O 
C:Ut-I2=O.O 
00 15 Jl=1,NK 
~U"1"O.O 
~uM3=O.1) 
00 16JJ=1 ,"1( 
tFIVAIIJK+JJ1.lF.O.0IYAIIJK+JJ'=YSIIJK+JJ) 
lFIJJ.FO.JIJGO TO 16 
ICO=ICn+' 
RC1=lcnO(JJ)+COO(JI»/,.0 
AC?=SQRT(EPPIJJ)*EPP(JT» 
RC~=TE.ITIJ')/RC2 
CAt I IDNEU{BC3.AMSl 
RC4=SQRT(IAMA(."'+AMA(.IJ"/IAMA(JI)·AMArJJ)" 
ACS=<10.7-Z,46*BC4).1,OE-4 
".-'-~ ......... ' "-,-., " 
. ~'-"''',,----- . 
nGG=(BC5·BC4'TEXIT(J1~.*(3.0Il.0»/(AMS*BC1 •• 2) 
SUM1=SUM1+VA(IJK+JJ)/DGG 
THI=~QRT(2.0)*«(1+(VIS(Jt)/VtS(JJ».*O.5.(AMA(JJ)/AMA(JI».*O.2S,. 
,", ,,,,, ,,_<_~ "., -. ~. 2) I ( 4 * ~ Q R T ( 1 + A M A ( J J ) / A M A C J J ) ) ) ',<,,'-' ,,' "'~'" "'> ~<"',"<','," ',.'"~,.,,,~ .• ,~,_""''''' ...... ,., ,'~. 
C 
SUM3=SUM3+VACIJK+JJ)*'HI 
16 CONTINUE 
OG(JI)=(1.0-VA(!JK+JI»/SUM1 
~UM2=SUM2+VIS(JI)/(1+SUM3/VA(IJK+JI» 
15 CONTINIIF. 
VG=SUM2 
~UM1=O.(l 
00 17 JT=1,NK 
~~=vG/IPV·DG(J,» 
A~G(JI+IJK)=(O.776+0.11.WI-O.~9.F+O.0217.Fl)/SQRT(SN) 
~P(JI+!JK)=1.0-FXP(-ANGCJI.IJK» 
OG(JI':11-EPCJJ+IJK»·VC(Jt+IJK)+EP(JI+IJK)*VS(IJ(+JII 
SUM1=SUM1+DG(JI) 
17 CONTINIIE 
00 1R Jl=1.N~ 
VAIJI·'.IK):OG(.II)·YSCJT+!JK)·(1.0-SUM1) 
18 VC(JXI.,I5-lK-N~+JI)=VA(JI+TJK) 
14 r.O~TINIJF 
TEI'T(Jll=TEXITCJ1)-273.2 
IFCIMAQK.EQ.2)r,n TO 8 
~ CALCULATES MOl~R HOlOUPS ON THE TRAY AND TME DOWNCOME~S. 
C 
"-'HOLfJ1)::HC·Pl "".,- '. 
WTIJ1'=TA*HOlC.lll/CSleJ1l/AlS(J1» 
HVR=21.(TEXIT(J1l+273.2) 
~1r,=HVq*OENS(J1)/364.0 
HZ:IO.~~8*CAlC/AUDI.·2)/12.0 
HSIG=O.06.~rGI(Pl.HOIA.12) 
VH=IIG*TA/HO~ 
r.4=SORTfTA.4/$.1415926) 
113=PV.llr,.G4/(Vr.13600.0) 
", -.'~-' "-~""~'~~".' -•.•. : ... , • "'~~""'''''''''.''~'" .. '''''"I.. 
•... 
-,' •. <-........... ,.,. .... . 
.' ,--
-;:~ .-
-~ .. -...; ,; 
t'l 
N 
N 
FF=O.014*G3**(-O.0055/9600.0) 
HO=12*cnv*PV*(VH**Z>*CO.4*(1.2S-HOA/ANT1+4*TTA*ff/HOIA+<1-KOA/ANTl 
1**2>/(~4*Pl*12) 
_ .... K3.= HO'" Hr. + H 2 + '"' SI G _.:.. ..... ,-_ .. ~_,, __ .. _ ~." ,~".~:~·;,,-r,,,.,.='_ .... ,~'.,,-,~_-:r<"'<:.,._, .. ,_,,'~'''',''_'''''---,'_'''-''"'',,' ...... ''', ... ~.,"~_._~"""-~"",,,,, ;rlr"'M'_~~'''''''-'''-''''',"",.,_· "~'" 
WO(J1):AD*H3*Pl/CSl(J1)/AlS(J1» 
tF(J1."E.N)GO Tr. 8 
VC=l*1.2*PLf(Sl(N>/ALS(Nll 
'i CONTINUF 
'F('Y.~E.')GO TO 21 
21 CONTI/PIE 
IlETUPN 
END 
/t ..... · ...... ",: .77 
.,., ... . 
;"'", "r', . 
:> 
. ' 
~URROUTtNE DIFFUN(T,Y,SAVE.N2,NN) 
nlMENSION P~D(1U),PWT('O) 
nlMENSION XXS(1S0),XS(150),YS(150),VC(150).YA(150),VOUT(5).XRI10) 
c···.,.· , ... ,,-,_a_.,._f) I M F N S , 0 N A L S (1 () , V V (50) , B (1 (I) , T E X I T ( 1 0 ) , V ( 8 , N N ) "'~"".~~ ." -~"._,"" ... ",.,,".""""'~'~",. --_' .".;", ... "." 
. , 
c 
OIMENSION SAVE(R8R,1),PEN(10) 
flIMF.'ISlON W0110> .WT(10) .SUM2(S) .EP(150) .ALe(30) .EMVP(30l ,XFS(~l 
~IMENSION erp(S),CTP(S) 
~OMMnN/CTER/JY,IC.IMARK 
r OM M 0 N / ~ I 5 / )( X S , X S • A I. S , X F S , VS, V ~ • VC. E M V P , ALE, V V • F S , "IS • 0 S , VS, V R • R ~ , T 
'COND.T~Oll.TEXJT 
COMMONITOPSIETp.crp 
COMMON/PAHS/N'~F,NK,La,QFS 
rOMMON/MA5/wr,Wn,.R,B'PEN,FD,VS,VC 
COMMON/~DIF/TPO(1U).TPT(10) 
C THIS ROUTINE CONTAINS ALL THEOIFFERENTtAL EQUATIONS 
C 
c 
r. 
r. 
c 
,-, ,.:. 
100 
r. 
1 
lO!) 
C 
C 
NL=NK~1 
AL SC1 l =WS 
lY=TV., 
IFIIMARK.NE.2lIMARK=1 
lFIIV.NF.1)GO TO 1 
TFCIC.NF..1JGO TO 1 
~ET IMA~K EQUAL Tf) 2 FOR NO CHANGE IN FLOW~. 
INSERT THE STEp. CHANGE TO ~E M~OE. 
I! EA D (1 , 100) "1 A Q K , (H S ( Tl , 1:= 1 , N q 
~OPMAT(!O,~FO.O) 
r.ONT1NIIF 
., "-'-"" .. ~-.~>,-, •. ".-, .• -""., .""'" .. ",.(...,~."""".~-,~.~;"-~-,-.,," . 
1 F ( Jr.. r, F . , .• AriD. J Y • Er). 1 , W R I T E ( " • 200 ) I M ARK, (JC F S ( I ) , 1 .. , ,N K) , T 
~OPMATC3X.14,3x.4F10.4) 
IF(IV.FO.1)CALl AICHE 
qEPOIlFR RaLANCE 
'-,-" .. , , 
c 
TAUR=3~DO.O.V8/AlS(2) 
00 3 )=, .!IIK-1 
,<,_"'"~~,',~' <"SAVEU+!II2-' • tl = (y C1 • I +N L> - (wS*V (1.1) +VS* LQ. VS (I) ) I illS (2»1 TAU~ 
VV(J)=vC(1) 
c 
r. 
c 
3 CONT! NI'E , 
VV(NK>=VCCNO 
no 4 J1::2./1 
"V=VS, 
IF(J'.~~.NF)VV=vR 
\IR=I/S+('-O~S)·F5/tO 
J=(J'-~\.(lQ+".(NK-1)+(NK-') 
J2=IJ'-Z)*CLO+1)*NK+NK 
rlO 5 1=1.NK-l 
5 SlJM£(I):O.O 
SUMl(NIr)=lO 
AlPHA=~CJ1)/(1+~(J1» 
QETA=8(.I1) 
<;fT HO, nUPS 
IIT::IJT(Jl) 
VO=IJO(.I1 ) 
IF(IV.~~.1IGO TO 22 
TV~=pWn(J1'-wO(J1) 
TVC=PWT(J1)-WT(.,1) 
PWt)IJ1):I./O(J1 ) 
PWTCJl ,=IJT(J1) ,'" ', .. ' ,,'''' 
IF(IMA~~.fO.?.)GO TO 16 
IF«T-~T).lE.O.O)GO TO 16 
TVO=TVOI CT-HT) 
TVr=TVrtCCT-HT)*LQ) 
TPnIJ1)=TVO 
TPT(J1)=TVr. 
liO TO H 
1~ TVO=O.O 
TVC=O.O. 
TP!)IJ1)=TVO 
TPT<J' )=TVC 
· ." 
............ '._ .... ~ .•.... 1.7_ "._ 0 .. >1 I.I N .. 1.1'0. ..... ' ............ __ ....... _ ......... , ......... , 
_,_.' _ ~_, __ " ". _,' _ " .. ". _ "~ _ '_' '.: ,,,--,,,,,.~,:'''.'''''-'''''''~"'' .... r--.-" .. ·; .... _".-'>'7,· ....... _ro..· ... , ... .,... ~ . .." • .,"""''''''''-_; :,<", .. ",,",, ... -,,_--..,;--•• ~:-" ",J.-",' -';;'~:"."''-'''''.L __ :,~,<.-.. _,,-!/,-, ~._-, .... " .. - _,'~-'-:,_." <. ' 
IFIlMAR(.EO,2lGO TO 22 
IFIXPIJ1l,LF..2.0)GO TO 22 
IFIIC.LT."GO TO 22 
"'. '.' " •. ' . 
r. 
27 r.ONT' NilE 
22 r.O~!T! NI.lE 
r. "XlT pnOL 
~AUT=3600.0·VT/ALS(J1l 
nO 6 1=1,NL 
~AV~IJ.N2-1·I,1)=«'·BFTA)*(Y(',J.NL.Il-Y(',J+Ill+VV*(YC(J2+Il-YA( 
1J2.')/~LS(J1)-v(',J+I)*TVC/ALS(J1»*LQ/TAUT 
5UM2(rl=SUM2(1).VA(J2+ll 
SUM2(NK)=SIIM2(N~l-Y~(J2+Il 
6 CONT I ~lIJ~ 
~ CENTRE POOlS ON THf TRAY 
r. 
c 
00 7 H=2,I.Q 
JK=c'K·1).~IL+J 
Jl=(!K·1).NI\+J? 
no 1\ 1=' .NI 
SUM2Cl)·SUMl(I).YA(JL+l) 
........ " 5lJM2INK)=SIlM2(NKl-YA(J!.+I) ............. ' ... , ".,., ........ , ... .. 
~AVF(JK.N2-1+'.1)~('+nETAl.Y(',JK+I+Nl)·(1.2*RETA).Y(1 ,JK+I)+RETA 
1.YC1,JK.I-NL)'vv*(YC(JL+I)·YA(Jl+I»/AlS(J1l-Y(1,JK+I).TVC/ALSCJ11 
2)*lO/TAtlT 
'F(J1.N~.NF)GO TO ~ 
~AVECJK.~2-'+I.')=rr1+RETAJ.Y(1,JK+I+Nl)·(1+2.8ETAI·Y(1 ,JK.I)~8ET. 
1.Y(1,JK.t-NL)·IVS·YC(Jl+I)-V~(Jl+I)*VPl/AL~IJ1)-Y(1.JK+ll*TVC/4LS( 
2.11) ).!.!)ITAIIT 
8 r.O'lTINIIF. 
:.. ' 
trJ 
N 
'" 
c 
c 
7 COIHINUE 
nOWNCOMER AT BEGINNING OF TRAY 
" ..... 
",'" ',"" ",c,',' , 
TIUD=V~*3600.0/ALS(J1) 
nO 10 1=1,NL 
PlI.L=LQ*IIIL+J 
'lAVf(NU +N2-'+! ,1 )=(AL~ IJ1+1 '*Y(1 .NLL+NL+I) IILS(J1 ).BETA*Yll ."ILl+1 
1-Nl)-11+RETA+TV~/AlS(J'»*YI,.NLL+I»/TAUD 
IF(J1.~O.NF)SAV<(~2-1+t+NLl,1)=((AlS(J'.1)*Y(1,NLL+NL+!)IALStJ1)+ 
1~ElA*YI1,NIL+I-NL)-11+RETA+TVD/ALS(J'»*V(1,NLL+I)+oFS~FS •• FSltIIA 
21,!' I J 1 ) ) I TA LJ IJ 
10 COIl! trlil~ 
C VAPOUR CELL CONCENTRATION 
C 
C 
C PLATE EFFICIENCv AND EFFICIENCy ~ATIO CALCIILATIO~S 
C 
c 
r 
c 
nO '1 1=1,~'K 
H'=(Jl-1l*NK 
VVI.lN."=SIJM2(11/lQ 
F~VPIJN+l-~()=IYV(JN+ll-YVIJ~-N~+I»/(YS(J~+I)-VV(JN-NK+I» 
ALFIJN+I-NK)=EMVPIJN-NK+I)/EP(J7+11 
11 COIITINUF 
4 CONTI>JIIF 
TAUC.3~no*vC/(VV·LOl 
nO 12 1=I,NK 
c;u~".o.o 
n013JJ=1,LO 
.I!.JJHJ~-Nr 
13 <;U~I1=SIlMl+VA(J?+JI+J) 
VOLJT(Il=~lIM1/Lo 
--"------------------------------
Jl=(N-1)*(lQ+,).NL+NL 
IF(1.En.~K1GO TO '4 
~AVE(JI.N2·1+I,,)=(yOUT(Il-Y(1,JI+t»/TAUC 
14 r,ONTINIII' 
'." '.' 'J • • _., " 2 CON TIN I J i= ... .,,, '., --.'", ••. ." .. ~ .. ,. .", .,,,,,, , .• ' ',- ."., ... < .• "".~,. ,.~ •• ~"",~.", '~~"h .. ~_~·h.~, ~ ...... ,.~ •.• - •. <"'." •.... -~ ".~~., 
JI=(N-')*(lQ·')*N~+NK 
c 
C TOP PRnDUCT COMPARISON. 
C 
no 15 1=1,rolK 
CTP(I)=DS*XS(J!+ll 
15 ~TP(l)="S'XFS(I)-WS.XS(I) 
RETUPN 
"NO 
.• ;, _, •.. ,_,,'- ._' l.,- •. ' -, " __ '~ ':'.-~ .1., : .. < .• , _ ~,._, ... _,,' ' ... __ Co"~ ... ;.~ ..... , •• ,J< .. ,,, __ , •• .,,,_ ',,' "'.n .,'-
MASTER DRAWER 
OIMENSION TIM(1001 
DIMENSION EMAXE(5),eMINE(S) 
' .... ,.-" · ... " ... _·,,· .. ,,·CO,.,r~ON /GRA Flax (8000) • EMAXE. eM {NE 
CALL UT pOP 
QEW!ND 3 
QEAD(3'NlIM.N,lQ,NK.t 
QEAD(3)(BXeJI,J=1,NlIM) 
REAI)(3) CTIM(JI .J=1. J) 
QEAO(3)(EMINE(J).EMA~EeJI.J=1.Nr) 
CALL PlOT1(NLIM.N.LQ,NK.l.TIM) 
eAU. U'1'PCl 
c;T(l P 
END 
-' 
,. -,-" 
~: . ~ 
~.:;~j~: ::' .. ~ 
t'J 
N 
'" 
SU8RQUTtNE PlOT1(NlIM,N,LQ,NK,I,TIM} 
nlMENS10N TIMC1g0).Cll00> 
nJMENSION EMAX~{S).EM(NE(51 
, , "' 
".--', 
........... c.".·c CO~'MON I G RAF 16 X (8000) , EMAX E • EM 1NL ."'" .. ', •. ' ''''c'''' ''''~~~=''c,,··,._.''~''''_~'~'~''''_''''''.'_~''''",'''·''''~ ... __ " .... ,,", 
r TH'SSU~ROUTINE PLOTS THE OATA REQUIREO. 
C 
"1(1",<:=5.0 
VIN<:=7.0 
Xf'n=TIIo\( I) 
Xf'lIN=TT'1(1) 
X1=6.0 
Vl=l.O 
v2=1..0 
v3::0.0 
V4=7.0 
J(2::C-TI~(1)/(TI"(!}-TIM(')')*X!NS 
110 1 JK=l.NK 
C~Ll UTPZ(Xl.V1.-" 
VMAX=1.o 
If(JK.~o.2)VMA~=O.35 
VMI\I=O,O 
NY::S 
N~=2 
CALL UTP4A(XMIN.XMAX.Y~IN,VMAX,XINS.YINS.13HTIME MINUTES.,NX,~9Hll 
laUlp C"~CENT~ATION LEAVING THE PLATES,NY} 
N2:CJ(-1)*2*N*, 
CL -C." ,',,. .. 3=,.,2+ I * I N+') 
00 2 J::1, N+' 
Nl=CJ-1l*I+N2 
003 K=1,1 
3 r.CK)cBYCN'+K) 
2 CALl IITP4BCTIM,r,1.3) 
r.All UTP2CX2,Y3.1) 
CAll UTP2(X2.Y4.2) 
NV=2 
."_.,,,',< ...... ,,' ' •. " ; .. "-"-",, .,,",..-.' : • 
:1':7';;;,;,., ., 
".', 
t'J 
w 
o 
VI'L~ X = eM AX E (J I() 
vMtN=EIQNE(JIO 
CALL UTP2(X1.V?.-1) 
....... -.--
"> ..• ,.-~~""'. · •• CAll UTP4A(XMIN.XMAX.VMIN,VMAX.XINS.VINS,13HTIME 
1~TE EFFJCIENCY,NYl 
1)0 4 J=1,"J-1 
N4=N3+(J-1)*1 
nO 5 K=1.I 
5 C(~)=8J(OI4+1() 
4 CALL UTP48(TIM.C.l.3) 
r.ALL UTo?(X2.V3.1) 
CAI.l UTO?(XZ.V6.2) 
CAlL UTP2(X1.Y1.-1) 
1 rO"'TINuf 
PETllRN 
END 
QNISH 
MINUTeS.,Nx.16HPl· 
" 
;.:-'.: . 
. .:. 
,-, ....... ~ .. 
,~, ,. .... 
FI 
Appendix F 
unsteady-state simulation Results for a Feed composition 
Change: Binary System 
The simulation results of a step change in the 
feed composition for a binary system are given. The 
operating conditions are also given in the results. The 
step change made was a step change in the feed composition 
from 0.5 to 0.4. 
Not all the simulation results are given as there 
were too many, but results at suitable intervals were 
selected to give a comprehensive list showing the trends 
of the responses. 
• 
r 
I 
t 
fllA..n 
7.0 
[)TSTII.I.~rI()"I Cnl.lJlIlJ DIIIFNSIONS. 
tlF.1R ANI) !)e)l.ltJCCHIER. 
~ T • If! s 
i.2.5 
PFqnR~TTO'IS 
I.ENG. n 
5.3900 
SF.C.AREA 
4.747 
TRAY AREAS. 
APRON 
1.0 
olA.T~S PITC~ AREA tlFT Ar.TIVr=. GROSS 
~3.?37 ?8.9QO 38.485 0.1873 n.S ~_34~5 
DATA :)SFD F(JR CntlPUTATlON. 
.~. '·'T. A 
n.oo 
H.'iT.R ~"F. A RnF R illS A VI~ B 
92.00 0.680 0.776 0.26 0.27 
RH.V. 
1 .10 
, "' .',."" ,- ',. ,,~"' .,,,., < •••• _. -
T J IIF • 
r:,()O,1 
F F.F. !) 
'3110.00 
XF 
1).50 
I.J$ 
150.01) 
OS 
150.1)0 
"11}LI\~ H(1Lu'IP 
U":!UTO r.O:\P.' 
I/ADoIJll 1:(\'\;>.' 
rH)! LT i"'; re: IP 
X 
RFn(lIlF.R 
11 r.4460 
(. 45967 
{l 4834:! 
04.331 
1 
v 
oO:'NCJ'lrR ;1,49001,-
1.1 liu I i) r.I, ,jI 
VAl>()IJR nO I 
v ~hjTi~ 1 'IG 
V I.E.'''HJ(1. 
n.l.an· O./,91l1l 
(l.f.3t',O 0.497'/ 
0. /.841 0, 49 f.;' 
0..1.82.5 0.1.9511 
Il.L81C n.49'iO 
I). '-79.9 n. 4944 
1 (l ,? ,1 , 0011 
11 E " 1 J lL l'H<! : 1''' 
RtJt L ",1.; T;;'IP. 
Per: L r:r tJI') 
S1~{ T PVER= 
() • 4ln 42-
r,.41)-I40 
O.50'l1't" 
93.61.5 
7. n1 
RA:'K~L()'I 
~q. ~V)PI= 
1.1\'181'>1\ 
FI,/I; . 
,=t~IJ • 
f'dV I~\J(,"" 
!l. VOUI'r I U TV. 
'W l,\ R H I) I. () Ip<; 
O.40r, 
1 .0001, 
0.6505 
0.54-19 
0.6409 
1.1326 
1.10(1) 
4.012B 
~(JNi)HjSEt1 
2.~5H'" 
O."4()'P; 
TOP PRODUCTS 
91.671 
~ 
x V X 
CAL.: 1l1.049'7 
EST.= 1l1.0490 
v X 
4 
v 
0,49997 D.511fl/i 0.5231\9 
0,1.979 O.5t)Q;? 
0.4961 1\.501\5 
n.4945 1).50ilO 
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7,0 I). I) 00 
0.5213 1).5301 
0.5190 1).5290 
n.5170 0.52$\3 
0.5152 n.5277 
0.51'17 1'1.5274 
0.5127 0.5275 
700.flOn 
~ECT1FIF.P= 8~0.OOO 
0.501102 
n.5176~ 
0.524;>0 
0.5176<' 
O.5?RH 
0.5:H.51 
92.938 
<;.619 
0.746 
0.9966 
1.2101 
0.4742 
0.51\84 
1 .1986 
1,1000 
3.4837 
92.~57 
5.~61. 
().73t. 
o .99'1.-3 
1.2073 
O.~742 
0.5674 
1.1967 
1.1()OO 
3. 1.9'2.7 
5 
Y. v 
1l.'i?'8U 
Or;3~/. 0.51.24 
O.53~8 0.5412 
n 5305 0.5402 
0,5285 O. ~396 
0,52(,8 0.5392 
0.5258 0.5393 
700.000 
O.52B34 
O.540B 
0.549'46 
97.1.36 
5.714-
0.725 
0.99'17 
1.2042. 
0.4741 
0.5678 
1 .197& 
1.100() 
3.5029' 
TIll" • 
O.Q20 
FI;E'1l 
30,1.01l 
)(~ 
0.40 
W~ 
1~0.on 
OS 
150.00 
REflUX 
4.667 
'llJl.A R H('II. O'lp 
1,I'.lUID rn:!D.' 
vA!>l)I)R r.o"1:'., 
qll t Lt tlf, rE '\P 
P~ATF. 
X 
1{~!\()It.E~ 
,11,6446(l 
o 450 0 7 
I) 4834i' 
~1 •• ~"i1 
1 
v 
". ':'9 1Ii) I. 
n .1.8:-,0' 0.4988 
n./,Br,!) 0.1.977 
1'\. 4 ill. 1 0.4967 
I') .I.,l;>~ 0.1.958 
'1./.8 1 0 n.495() 
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Appendix G 
Unsteady-State Simulation Results for a Feed Composition 
Change: Ternary system 
The simulation results for a step change in the 
feed composition is given. The operating conditions also 
given in the results. The step change made was:-
Component 
I 
2 
3 
XFS (SS) 
0.35 
0.35 
0.3 
XFS (US) 
0.45 
0.3 
0.25 
GI 
Not all the simulation results are given as there 
were too many, but results at suitable intervals were 
selected to give a comprehensive list showing the trends 
of the responses. 
DISTILLATION COLUMN DIMENSIONS • 
. , ~" ..........  
DIA. FT 
7.0 
HT.INS 
2.25 
PERFORATIONS 
LENG.fT 
5.3900 
DIA.INS PITCH AREA 
SEC.AREA 
4.747 
TRAY AR EAS. 
APRON 
1 .0 
NET ACTIVE GROSS 
0.1875 O.S 3.8485 33.737 28.990 3R.485 
DENS 
0.700 
0.900 
1.100 
MOL WT 
60.00 
90.00 
120.00 
VISC 
0.270 
0.270 
0.270 
B.TEMP 
80.00 
100.00 
120.00 
R.VOl 
3.00 
2.00 
1.00 
-''''It 
'~~.~.::r~~? . 
.:'. 
-:- '~. 
'\. 
'. 
: .... : ,:: o!, 
" . ,'-- -
TIME 
0.000 
FEED BOTTOMS TOPS R.RATIO RB.HOLDUP C.HOlDUP 
300.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT , REL.VOL FEED COMP. BOILER COND. ETP. CTP. 3.00 0.35 0.1325 0.5675 85.129 85.126 
2 . ····2.00 0.35 0.3476 0.3524 52.862 52.865 
3 
PLATE HOLDUP 
1 3.4S61 
2 3.6088 
3 3.3529 
4 3.5219 
5 3.6982 
COMPONENT: , 
PLATE DC 
, .2820 
2 .3438 
3 .4083 
4 .4812 
5 .5568 
COMPONENT: 2 
PLATE DC 
1 .4205 
2 .4"0 
3 .4230 
4 .3967 
5 .3584 
COMPONENT: 3 
PLATE DC 
1 .2975 
2 .2452 
3 .1686 
4 .1222 
5 .0848 
1.00 0.30 0.5199 0.0801 12.009 12.009 
TEMP. PEClET NO. BACKFLOW liQUID FLOW VAPOUR FLOW 
101.71 4.95 0.9143 1000.00 850.00 
99.25 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 
96.50 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
94.09 5.00 0.9006 700.00 850.00 
91.79 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
1 
.2704 
.3321 
.395Q 
.4677 
.5427 
1 
.4206 
.4137 
.4262 
.4023 
.3662 
1 
.3090 
.2542 
.1779 
.1300 
,0911 
LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
234 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
.2596 .2499 .2412 .2341 .2294 .3348 .3285 .3226 .3173 .3129 
.3214 .3119 .3037 .2970 .2927 .3988 .3943 .3912 .3891 .3882 
.3844 .3742 .3654 .3584 .354' .4560 .4508 .4469 .4441 .4427 
.4552 .4441 .4344 .4265 .4215 .5149 .5096 .5058 .5033 .5022 
.5297.5179.5075.4989.4933.5763.5709.5670.5643.5630 
llQUIO COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
2 3 4 561 2 3 4 5 
.4205 .4202 .4196 .4190 .4186 .4279 .4304 .4326 .4346 .4361 
.4159 .4177 .4190 .4198 .4203 .4151 .4177 .4198 .4212 .4221 
.4289 .4309 .4325 .4335 .4341 .4034 .4062 .4082 .4095 .4100 
.4074 .4117 .4153 .4180 .4197 .3785 .3821 .3849 .3868 .3878 
.3732 .3794 .3847 .3889 .391S .3461 .3499 .3528 .3547 .3557 
LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
2 3 4 5 6 1 .__ 2 3 4 5 
.3198 .3300 .3392 .3469 .3521 .2373 .2412 .2448 .2481 .2510 
.2627 .2704 .2773 .2831 .2870 .1862 .1879 .1890 .1896 .1898 
.1867 .1948 .2021 .2080 .2119 .1406 .1430 .1449 .1464 .1473 
.1374 .1442 .1504 .1555 .1588 .1067 .1083 .1093 .1099 .1100 
.0970 .1027 .1078 .1122 .1151 .0776 .0791 .0803 .0810 .0813 
6 
.3099 
.3888 
.4432 
.5029 
.5637 
6 
MEAN 
.3210 
.3917 
.4473 
.5064 
.5675 
MEAN 
.4372 .4331 
.4221 .4197 
.4096 .4078 
.3877 .3846 
.3553 .3524 
MEAN 
6 
• 2529 .. ~ 2459 
.1892 .1886 
.1472 .• 1449 
.1094 .1089 
.0810 .0801 
EMV. 
0.8758 
0.6055 
0.5338 
0.5300 
0.5271 
EMV. 
0.9713· 
0.9595 
0.8232 
0.6287 
0.5818 
EMV. 
1.3111 
0.5572 
0.4873 
0.4813 
0.4771 
G) 
w 
TIME FEED BOTTOMS lOPS R.RATIO RB.HOLDUP C.HOLDUP 
3.498 30v.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT aEL.VOl FEED COMP. BOILER COND. ETP. CTP. 
--1 -3.00 0.45 0.1325 0.5675 "5.'29 85.129 
2 2.00 0.30 0.3476 0.3524 37.862 52.863 
3 1.00 0.25 0.5199 0.0800 -2.991 12.008 
PLATE HOLDUP TEMP. PEelET NO. BACKflOW LIQUID FLOW VAPOUR FLOW 
1 3.4561 101.71 4.95 0.9143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.6088 99.16 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00-
3 3.3529 96.50 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
4 3.5219 94.09 5.00 0.9006 700.00 850.00 
5 3.6982 91.79 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
COMPONENT= 1 lIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .2824 .2706 .2598 .2499 .2412 .2341 .2294 .3348 .3285 .3226 .3173 .3129 
2 .3609 .3439 .3292 .3168 .3067 .2988 .2939 .4034 .3971 .3927 .3899 .3886 
3 .4083 .3959 .3845 .3743 .3655 .3586 .3543 .4562 ,4510 .4473 .4450 .4442 
4 .4812 .467& .4553 .4441 .4344 .4266 .4216 .5163 .5104 .5062 .5035 .5023 
5 .5568 .5427 .5297 .5179 .5075 .4990 .4934 .5763 .5710 .5671 .5645 .5634 
COMPONENT= 2 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .4203 .4205 .4205 .4201 .4196 .4190 .4186 .4278 .4304 .4326 .4346 .4361 
2 .4024 .4078 .4121 .4153 .417'> .4190 .4197 .4117 .4158 .4187 .4207 .4217 
3 .4230 .4262 .4288 .4309 .4324 .4334 .4339 .4033 .4060 .4079 .4089 .4090 
4 .3966 .4023 .4073 .4116 .4152 .4180 .4197 .3775 .3815 .3~46 .3866 .3877 
5 .3584 .3662 .3732 .3794 .3847 .3889 .3915 .3461 .3499 .3527 .3546 .3554 
COMPONENT= 3 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE OC 1 2 3 4 56 '1 2· 3 4 5 
1 .2973 .3089 .3198 .3299 .3392 .3469 .3521 .2373 .2412 .2448 .2481 .2510 
2 .2367 .2482 .2587 .2679 .2758 .2822 .2864 .1848 .1871 .1886 .1894 .1897 
3 .1686 .1779 .1867 .1948 .2021 .2080 .2118 .1405 .1429 .1448 .1461 .1468 
4 .1222 .1300 .1374 .1442 .1504 .1555 .1588 .1062 .1080 .1092 .1098 .1100 
5 .0848 .0911.0970 .1027 .1078 .1122 ,1151 ,0776 .0791 .0802 .0809 .0812 
6 
.3099 
.3890 
.4457 
.5030 
.5644 
6 
.4372 
.4219 
.4078 
.3876 
.3548 
6 
.2529 
.1891 
.1465 
.1094 
.0808 
MEAN 
.3210 
.3935 
.4482 
.5070 
.5678 
MEAN 
.4331 
.4184 
.4071 
.3843 
.3522 
MEAN 
.2459 
.1881 
.1446 
.1088 
.0800 
.,., 
.. : 
EMV. 
0.8758 
0.6176 
0.5346 
0.5306 
0.5273 
EMV. 
0.9712 
1.022a 
0.8522 
0.6318 
0.5824 
EMV. 
1.3111 
0.5611 
0.4875 
0.4815 
0.4771 
{'::"":"'I:,';-
::..' ~. 
~'-;. "', 
'-.'", 
,".- " 
... 
, ,~ .... 
. 'v'>·-___ ·_ .. _ .. 
TIME FEED BOTTOMS TOPS R.RATIO RB.HOLDUP C.HOLDUP 
12.134 300.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT REl. VOL FEED COMP. BOILER CONO. HP. ClP. 
1 3.00 0.45 0.1326 0.5682 115.120 85.187 
'. -2 
-"·'2:00'- , 
-0.30 - 0.3475 0.3520 37.866 52.823 . _ •.••.. _'- r.",.,... _', '-"'/" --"; ... ~ . ,'<".~''-''";'''''''''''''''''~'. . .- .''' .• ,- f~'" _. - . 
3 1.00 0.25 0.5199 0.0799 -2.986 11 .991 
PLATE HOLOUP TEMP. PECLET NO. BACt<FLOW llQUID flOW VAPOUR flOw 
1 3.4561 101.64 4.95 0.9143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.6088 98.80 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 '" ". 
3 3.3529 96.47 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 ... 
4 3.5219 94.07 5.00 0.9006 700.00 850.00 ' . 
5 3.6982 91.78 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
COMPONENT= 1 LI QU ID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOS IT ION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .2898 .2766 .2646 .2538 .2443 .2365 .2314 .3373 .3304 .3241 .3184 .3137 .3106 .3224 0.8766 
2 .3711 .3563 .3427 .3304 .3196 .3107 .3049 .4114 .4054 .4007 .3973 .3953 .3953 .4009 0.6235 
3 .4090 .3967 .3855 .3755 .3670 .3603 .3561 .4597 .4549 .4517 .4497 .4493 .4507 .4527 0.5365 
4 .4818 .4685 .4563 .4451 .4354 .4275 .4225 .5192 .5134 .5091 .5061 .5046 .5052 .5096 0.5336 
5 .5572 .5431 .5301 .5184 .5080 .4996 .4940 .5776 .5723 .5686 .5662 .5653 .5662 .5694 0.5282 
COMPONENT= 2 Lt QU I 0 COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 ~', .' 
1 .4169 .4178 .4183 .4184 .4183 .4180 .4177 .4261 .4291 .4316 .4338 .4356 .4367 .4321 0.9709 
2 .3973 .4018 .4057 .4089 .4116 .4136 .4148 .4061 .4100 .4131 .4155 .4171 .4176 .4132 0.9406 
3 .4226 .4256 .4281 .4300 .4314 .4322 .4326 .4008 .4033 .4049 .4055 .4054 .4042 .4040 0.9935 
4 .3962 .4017 .4066 .4109 .4145 .4173 .4190 .3754 .3794 .3825 .3848 .3861 .3861 .3824 0.6458 
5 .3581 .3659 .3729 .3791 .3!l43 .3884 .3911 .3452 .3489 .3516 .3534 .3541 .3535 .3511 0.5849 
COMPONENT= 3 Lt QU ID COMPOS IT I ON VAPOUR COMPOS I Tt ON MEAN EMV. 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .2933 .3056 .3171 .3278 .3375 .3455 .3509 .2365 .2405 .2443 .2478 .2507 .2527 .2454 1. 3119 
2 .2316 .2419 .2516 .2606 .2688 .2757 .2803 .1825 .1846 .1862 .1872 .'876 .1872 .1859 0.5632 
3 .1684 .1777 .1864 .1944 .2016 .2075 .2113 .1394 .1418 .1435 .1447 .1453 .1451 .1433 0.4880 
4 .1220 .1297 .1371 .1439 .1501 .1552 .1585 .1054 .1072 .1084 .1091 .1093 .1087 • , 080 0.4822 
5 .0847 .0909 .0969 .1025 ,1077 .1'20 ,1149 .0772 .0787 ,0798 .0804 .0807 .0803 .0795 0.4775 
·' .. 
. -, -"...-- .-. 
TIME FEED BOTTOMS TOPS R.RATIO RB.HOLDUP C.HOLDUP 
19.036 300.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT REl,VOL FEED COMP. BOIlER COND. ETP. CTP. 
1 ·3.00 0.45 0.1331 0.5690 115.077 85.282 -'.' " '-'~.~'''_~:' r ,,, ", ~. ; .... 
2 2.00 0.30 0.3473 0.3514 37.884 52.755 
3 1.00 0.25 0.5196 0.0796 -2.961 11.963 
PLATE HOlDUP TEMP. PECLEr ~O. 6ACKFlOW LI QU 10 FLOW VAPOUR FLOW 
1 3.4561 101.52 4.95 0.9143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.6088 98.62 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 
3 3.3529 96.44 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
4 3.5219 94.05 5.00 0.9006 700.00 850.00 
5 3.6982 91.76 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
COMPONENT= 1 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLAtE I)C 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .2966 .2829 .2704 .2590 .2489 .2406 .2352 .3409 .3336 .3269 .3209 .3159 .3126 .3252 0.8757 
2 .3741 .3600 .3472 .3356 .3255 .3171 .3116 .4146 ;4092 .4052 .4023 .4007 .4010 .4055 0.6136 
3 .4102 .3981 .3871 .3772 .3688 .3621 .3580 .4633 .4584 .4550 .4529 .4521 .4532 .4558 0;5376 
4 .4825 .4694 .4572 .4462 .4366 .4288 .4238 .5208 .5153 .5112 .5084 .5070 .5076 .5117 0.5344 
5 .5578 .5438 .5309 .5191 .5088 .5003 .4948 .5791 .5738 .5701 .5676 .5665 .5674 .5707 0.5290 
COMPONENT= 2 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .4140 .4152 .4159 .4163 .4164 .4163 .4162 .4237 .4269 .4297 .4322 .4341 .4354 .4303 0.9717 
2 .3956 .3999 .4035 .4065 .4089 .4108 .4118 .4039 .4073 .4101 .4122 .4135 .4137 .4101 0.8618 
3 .4218 .4247 .4270 .4289 .4302 .4310 .4313 .3984 .4009 .4025 .4034 .4034 .4024 .4018 1.1028 
4 .3957 .4011 .4060 .4102 .4157 .4164 .4181 .3742 .3780 .3810 .3832 .3844 .3844 .31lO9 0.6514 
5 .3<;77 .3654 .3724 .3786 .3838 .3879 .3905 .3441 .3479 .3506 .3524 .3531 .3526 .35Q1 0.5869 
COMPONENT= :s lIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 , .. 2 '3 4 5 6 
1 .2894 .3019 .3137 .3247 .3347 .3430 .3486 .2353 .2394 .2433 .2469 .2499 .2520 .2445 1.3159 
2 .2303 .2401 .2493 .2578 .2656 .2721 .2765 .1815 .1834 .1847 .1855 .1858 .1852 .1844 0.5593 
3 .1680 .1772 .1859 .1939 .2010 .2069 .2107 .1383 .1407 .1425 .1438 .1445 .1444 .1423 0.4883 
4 .1218 .1295 .1368 .1436 .1497 .1,)48 .1581 .1050 .1067 .1078 .1084 .1086 .1080 .1074 0.4825 
5 .0845 .0907 .0967 .1023 .1074 .1118 .1147 .0768 .071l3 .0794 .0801 .0804 .0800 .0791 0.4777 
G'l 
0'\ 
TIME FEED BOTTOMS TOPS R.RATlO RB.HOLDUP C.HOLDUP 
27.874 300.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT REL.VOl FEED COMP. BOIlER tOND. ETP. CTP. 
1 3.00 0.45 0.1344 0.5704 114.968 85.434 
"V '".'_ •.• ,". • .... ~-.. -- .-'" " ,-, '. \-"'~-.- . .... /.,. , ". 
2 2.00 0.30 0.3468 0.3503 37.926 52.645 
3 1.00 0.25 0.5187 0.0792 ·2.894 11.921 
PLATE HOLD UP TEMP. PEClET NO. BACKFLOW Ll QU I D flOW VAPOUR FLOII 
1 3.4561 101.35 4.95 0.9143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.6088 98.50 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 
.-;;-' 
"- .. -). - , 
3 3.3529 96.39 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
4 3.5219 94.02 5.00 0.9006 700.00 850.00 
5 3.6982 91.74 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
COMPONENT= 1 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .3023 .2887 .2762 .2648 .2547 .2463 .2408 .3449 .3376 .3308 .3246 .3195 .3161 
.3289 0.8728 
2 .3763 .3625 .3499 .3387 .3290 .3211 .3159 .4176 .4125 .4089 .4064 .4052 .4058 
.4094 0.6064 
3 .4123 .4004 .3896 .3799 .3715 .3649 .3608 .4667 .4617 .4582 .4558 .4549 .4558 
.4589 0.5380 
4 .41\38 .4708 .4588 .4479 .4384 .4307 .4258 .5227 .5173 .5134 .5107 .5094 .5101 
.5139 0.5342 
5 .5591 .5452 .5323 .5205 .5102 .5017 .4962 .5808 .5755 .5717 .5691 .5680 .5687 .5723 
0.5298 
COMPONENT= 2 liQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOS I TI ON MEAN EMV. 
PL"TE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 • 411 t- .4128 .4136 .4141 .4143 .4143 .4142 .4212 .4244 .4273 .4299 .4319 .4333 
.4280 0.9738 
2 .3943 .5985 .4020 .4049 .4072 .4089 .4099 .4019 .4052 .4077 .4095 .4105 .4106 .4075 
0.8256 
3 .4203 .4231 .4254 .4271 .4284 .4292 .4295 .3961 .3987 .4004 .4013 .40H .4005 
.3997 1.1634 
4 .3948 .4002 .4049 .4090 • 41 2~ .4151 .4168 .3728 .3766 .3795 .3815 .3827 .3826 .3793 
0.6531 
5 .3567 .3645 .3715 .3776 .3828 .3R69 .3895 .3429 .3466 .3494 .3512 .3520 .3516 .3489 
0.5888 
COMPONENT= 3 lIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .2862 .2985 .3102 .3211 .3310 .3394 .3450 .2339 .2380 .2419 .2455 .2486 .2S07 
.2431 1.3237 
2 .2294 .2390 .2480 .2563 .2638 .2700 .2742 .1805 .1823 .1835 .'841 .1842 .1836 .1830 
0.5562 
3 .1674 .1764 • , 850 • '930 .2001 .2060 .2097 .1372 .1396 .1415 .1429 .1437 .1437 .1414 
0.4885 
4 .1214 .1291 .1363 .1431 .1491 .1542 .1'574 .1045 .1061 .1072 .1078 .1079 .1073 .1068 0.4825 
5 .0842 .0903 .0963 .1019 .1070 .1113 .1143 .0763 .0779 .07.89 .0797 .0800 .0797 .0787 
0.4780 
TIME FEED BOTTOMS TOPS R.RATIO RB.HOLDUP C.HOLDUP 
38.647 300.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT REL.VOt FEED COMP. BOILER COND. ETP. ClP. 
-1 -3.00 0.45· 0~1367 0.5724 114.674 ·85.706 . " '-...... -.-~ ... "" '" "',-, 
2 2.00 0.30 0.3461 0.3488 38.028 52.445 
3 1.00 0.25 0.5172' 0.0787 -2.702 11.850 
PLATE HOLOUP TEMP. PEClET NO. BACKFlOW LIQUID FLOW VAPOUR FLOW 
1 3.4561 101.17 4.95 0.9143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.6088 98.41 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 
3 3.3529 96.30 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
4 3.5219 93.96 5.00 0.9006 700.00 850.00 
5 3.6982 91.69 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
COMPONENT= 1 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .3060 .2926 .2803 .2690 .2590 .2508 .2453 .3496 .3424 .3358 .3298 .3247 
2 .3787 .3651 .3527 .3415 .3319 .3241 .3190 .4216 .4166 .4131 .4108 .4097 
3 .4150 .4033 .3926 ,3830 .3747 .3682 .3641 .4704 .4655 .4620 .4597 .4588 
4 .4f\59 .4729 .4610 .4502 .4408 .4332 .4283 .5256 .5203 .5164 .5138 .5126 
5 .5610 .5472 .5343 .5226 .5123 .5039 .4983 .5832 .5780 .5741 .5716 .5704 
COMPONfNT= 2 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE DC 1 2 .3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .409R .4111 .4119 ,4124 .4127 .4127 .4127 .4183 .4214 .4243 .4268 .4288 
2 .39211 .3969 .4004 ,4033 .4056 .4072 .4082 .3993 .4025 .4049 .4066 .4076 
3 .4185 .4213 .4235 ,4252 .4264 .4271 .4275 .3934 .3960 .3976 .3985 .3987 
4 .3934 .3987 .4034 .4075 .4109 .4135 .4151 .3707 .3744 .3772 .3792 .3804 
5 .3553 .3630 .3700 .3761 .3813 .3854 .3880 .3410 .3447 .3475 .3493 .3502 
COMPONENT= 3 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .2R42 .2963 .3078 .3185 .3283 .3365 .3420 .2322 .2361 .2399 ,2435 .2465 
2 .2285 .23RO .2469 ,2552 .2625 .2687 .2728 .1791 .1R09 .182.0 .1826 .1827 
3 .1664 .1754 .1840 .1919 .1989 .2047 .2085 .1361 .1385.1404 .1418 .1426 
4 .120R .12R4 ,1356 .1423 .1484 .1534 .1566 .1037 .1054 .1064 .1070 .1071 
5 .0836 .0898 .0957 .1013 .1064 .1107 .1136 .0757 .0773 .0784 ,0791 .0794 
~'.",,',. ,,"-. 
MEAN 
6 
.3214 .3339 
.4103 .4137 
.4597 .4627 
.5132 .5170 
.5711 .5747 
MEAN 
6 
.4301 .4249 
.4076 .4048 
.3978 .3970 
.3803 .3770 
.3498 .3471 
MEAN 
6 
.2485 .2411 
.1821 .1816 
.1425 .1403 
.1065 .1060 
.0791 .0782 
EMV. 
0.8691 
0.6037 
0.5369 
0.5337 
0,5303 
EMV. 
0.9767 
0.8163 
1 ,1394 
0.6534 
0.5902 
EMV. 
1.3345 
0.5548 
0.4883 
0.4823 
0.4781 
Cl 
(X) 
.. ~ 
.,~ 
·'F··'.-~-." .. 
TIME FEEl> BOTTOMS TOPS R.RATlO RB.HOLI>UP C.HOLI>UP 
51.639 300.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT REL.VOL FEEl> COMP. BOILER CONI>. ETP. CTP. 
'" .,'. "- ..... ' J",._,."., .. 3 .00" 0.45, , . 0.1395 0.5750 1,14.285 ",86.051" • " ....... ,.., " .... ,"'-'.-.,,," ' .• .;s. ,'," .. -".' .... " . ...,:-.'. 
2 2.00 0.30 0.3453 0.3469 38.146 52.183 
3 1.00 0.25 0.5152 0.0781 -2.431 11.766 
PLHE HOLOUP TEMP. PEClEr NO. BACKFLOW LI QU 1 0 flOW VAPOUR FLOW , 3.4501 101.05 4.95 0.9143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.6088 98.32 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 
3 3.3529 96.21 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
4 3.5219 93.89 5.00 0.9006 700.00 850.00 
5 3.6982 91 .63 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
COMPONENT= 1 llQUJO COMPOS IT ION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN 
PLATE oC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .3093 .2960 .2837 .2725 .2625 .2543 .2489 .3536 .3465 .3400 .3340 .3291 .3258 .3382 
2 .3814 .3679 .3556 .3446 .3351 .3273 .3222 .4252 .4203 .4168 .4145 .4134 .4140 .4174 
3 .4183 .4066 .3960 .3864 .3782 .3717 .3677 .4739 .4690 .4656 .4633 .4624 .4633 .4662 
4 .4887 .4759 .1.640 .4533 .4439 .4363 .4315 .5286 .5234 .5195 .5169 .5157 .5163 .>201 
5 .5636 .5498 .5370 .5254 .5151 .5067 .5012 .5859 .5806 .5768 .5743 .5731 .5738 .5774 
COMPONF.NT:: 2 Ll QU I I> COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN 
PLATE oC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .4080 .40<;3 .4102 .4108 .4111 .4112 .4112 .4158 .4190 .4218 .4243 .4263 .4276 .4225 
2 .3912 . .5952 .3987 .4015 .4031\ .4054 .4064 .3970 .4001 .4025 .4042 .4052 .4052 .4023 
3 .41b4 .4191 .4213 .4230 .4242 .4249 .4253 .3910 .3934 .3951 .39bO .3961 .3952 .3945 
4 .3914 .3967 .4013 .4054 .4088 .4114 .4130 .3684 .3721 .3749 .3769 .3780 .3779 .3747 
5 .3534 .3611 .36!l0 .3741 .3793 .3834 .3860 .3389 .3426 .3454 .3472 .3481 .3477 .3450 
COMPONHIT= 3 LI QU 10 COMPOS I TlON VAPOUR cOMPosrTION MEAN 
PLATE nc 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .2827 .2947 .3061 .3167 .3264 .3345 .3399 .2306 .2345 .2382 .2417 .2446 .2466 .2394 
2 .2274 .2361:! .2457 .2538 .2612 .2673 .2714 .1778 .1796 .1807 .1813 .1814 .1808 .1803 
3 .11S53 .1743 .1827 .1905 .1976 .2033 .2070 .1352 .1375 .1393 .1407 .1415 .1415 .1393 
4 .1199 .1275 .1347 .1414 .1473 .1523 .1555 .1030 .1046 .1056 .1062 .1063 .1057 .1052 
5 .0830 .0891 .0950 .1005 .1056 .1099 .1128 .0752 .0767 .0778 .0785 .0788 .0785 .0776 
.---,.~'-' ,.'- .. , ...... 
EMV. 
0.8692 
0.6029 
0.5354 
0.5334 
0.5303 
EMV. 
0.9775 
0.8110 
1.0851 
0.6521 
0.5902 
EMV. 
1.3388 
0.5545 
0.4879 
0.4822 
0.4780 
j ;;-: -~, " 
., 
. 
G'l 
'" 
,,-,. ~~ 
.. -""-. 
T I ME. FEED BOTTOMS TOPS R,RATlO RB.HOlDUP C,HOlDUP 
64.631 300.0 150.0 . 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT REL. VOl FEED CaMP. BOILER COND. ETP, CTP. 
1 3.00 0.45 0.1422 0.5778 113.868 86.457 
'" .... , 2 ··-Z.OO·· ·0.30 0.3446 0.3447 38.259 51,868 '".,"'0-,"" .'. -I, ',C" , ':-. ..,,~~,.. .... ,.,,-''',' j~ 
3 1.00 0.25 0.5132 0.0775 -2.128 11.675 
PLATE HOlDUP TEMP. PEClET NO. BACKFlOW Lt QU t D FLOW VAPOUR FLOW 
1 3.4561 100.9<; 4.95 0,9143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.6088 98.24 S.52 0.7690 1000.00 850,00 .',~ ,:, ' :-
3 3.3529 96.12 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
4 3.5219 93.80 5.00 0.9006 700.00 850.00 .. 
S 3.6982 91.56 S.54 0.7636 700.00 850,00 
COMPONENT= 1 1I QU ID COMPOS IT I ON VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE DC , 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .3124 .2991 .2868 .2757 .2657 .2575 .2521 .3576 .3506 ,3441 .3382 .3333 ,3300 .3423 0.8705 
2 .3839 .3705 .3583 .3474 .3379 .3302 .3252 .4287 .4239 .4204 .4182 .4171 .4177 .4210 0.6020 
3 .421S .4099 .3993 .3898 .3816 .3751 .3711 .4774 .4726 .4691 .4669 .4660 .4668 .4698 0.5344 
4 .4918 .47<10 .4671 .4564 .4471 .4396 .4347 .5318 ,5266 .5228 .5203 .5191 .5197 .5234 0.5329 
5 .5664 .5527 .5399 .5283 .51!!1 .5097 .5042 .5888 .5836 .5798 .5773 .5761 .5768 .5804 0.5300 
COMPONFNT= 2 LIQUID COMPOS IT I ON VAPOUR COMPOS IT I ON MEAN Ep.lV. 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .4064 .4077 .4087 .4093 .409fi .4097 .4097 .4134 .4166 .4194 .4218 .4239 .4252 .4200 0.9781 
2 .3897 .393H .3972 .4000 .4022 .4039 .4048 .3947 .3978 .4001 .4018 .4027 .4027 .4000 0.8051 
3 .4143 .4170 .4192 .4210 .4U? .4229 .4233 .3885 .3909 • 3925 .3934 .3936 • 3928 .3919 1.0445 
4 ,3892 • 3945 .3992 .4032 .4066 .4092 .4108 .3660 • 3696 .3724 .3744 .3755 .3754 .3722 0.6507 
5 .3512 .3589 .3658 .3719 • 3771 .3812 .3838 .3366 .3403 .3430 .3448 .3457 ,34~3 .3426 0.5898 
COMPONENT= 3 LIQUID COMPOS IT I ON VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE oC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .2812 .2932· .3045 .3151 .3247 :3328 .3382 .2290 .2329 .2365 .2400 .2429 .2448 .2377 1.3401 
2 .27.64 .2.~57 .2445 .2526 .2599 .2659 .2700 .1766 .1784 .1794 .1800 .1802 .1796 .1790 0.5541 
.5 .1fi42 .1731 .1815 .1893 .1962 .2020 .2056 .1342 .1365 .1383 .1397 .1405 .1404 .1382 0.4876 
4 ,11 YO .1265 .1337 .1403 .1463 .1512 .1544 .1022 .1038 .1048 .1054 .1055 .1049 .1044 0.4820 
5 .0824 .01184 .0943 .0998 .1048 .1091 .1119 .0746 .0761 .0772 .0779 .0782 .0779 .0770 0.4779 
"' ... 
. ..,. •.. ,- '. _." 
TIME FEED BOTTOMS TOPS R. RATIO RB.HOLOUP C.HOLOUP 
84.118 300.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT REL. VOL FEED COMP. ROllER CONO. ETP. ClP. 
1 3.00 0.45 .0.1458. 0.5822 113.309 87.111 
.•• ' ~ .~.<- .,.~.~ .. ,-' .• or_· .-'_ -,.-, "_ '." 
--," -.;:'" '" 2 2.00 0.30 0.3438 0.3412 38.391 51.353 
3 1.00 0.25 0.5104 0.0766 -1.700 11.537 
PLATE IiOLOUP TE'4P. PECLET NO. BACKFLOW LIClUlO FLOW VAPOUR flOW 
1 3.4561 1 QO.81 4.95 0.9143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.6088 98.12 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 
3 3.3529 95.98 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 .~ :---.. 
4 3.5219 93.68 5.00 0.9006 700.00· 850.00 ~,,, '~:. -'". 
5 3.6982 01. 44 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
COMPONENT= 1 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE I'\C 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .3166 .3034 .2912 .2801 .2702 .2620 .2567 .3629 .3560 .3496 .3438 .3390 .3357 .3479 0.8719 
2 .3875 .3742 .3621 .3513 .3419 .3343 .3293 .4334 .4287 .4254 .4231 .4221 .4227 .4259 0.6008 
3 .4264 .4148 .4042 .3947 .3865 .3800 .3760 .4823 .4776 .4741 .4719 .4709 .4718 .4748 0.5335 
4 .4965 .41137 .4719 .4613 .4520 .4444 .4396 .5365 .5314 .5276 .5251 .5239 .5245 .5282 0.5321 
5 • S7U9 .5572 .5445 .5329 .52211 .5144 .5089 .5932 .5880 .5843 .5818 .5806 .5812 .5848 0.5296 
COMPONE~T= 2 lIQUIO COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE oC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .41)42 .4051\ .4066 .4072 .407f> .4077 .4078 .4103 .4134 .4162 .4186 .4206 .4219 .4168 o .9792 
2 .3f1,71 .3017 .39 S1 .3979 .4001 .4017 .4027 .3917 .3947 .3970 .3986 .3995 .3995 .3968 0.7983 
3 .4111 .4139 .4167 .4179 .4192 .4200 .4204 .3849 .3874 .3890 .38119 .3901 .3893 .3885 0.9875 
4 .3859 .3912 .3959 .3999 .4033 .4060 .4076 .3625 .3660 .3688 .3707 .3718 .3718 .3686 0.6465 
S .3478 .3554 .3624 .3685 .3736 .3778 .3B04 .3331 .3368 .3395 .3413 .3422 .3418 .3391 0.5885 
COMPONENT= 5 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE nC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 , 
.2791 .2010 .3022 .3127 .3122 .3302 .3356 .2267 .2306 .2342 .2376 .2404 .2424 .2353 1.3420 
2 .2249 .2341 .24211 .2508 .2580 .2640 .2680 .1749 .1766 .1777 .1783 .1784 .1778 .1773 0.5536 
3 .1624 .1713 .1796 .11174 .1943 .2000 .2036 .1327 .1350 .1368 .1382 .1390 .1389 .1368 0.4872 
4 .1177 .1251 .13i!2 .1388 .1447 .1496 .15211 .1010 .1026 .1036 .1042 .1043 .1037 .1032 0.4817 
') .01114 .IlH74 .0932 ,0986 ,1036 .1078 .1107 .0737 .0752 ,0763 , ono .0173 .0770 .0761 0.4776 
0: .. ' ,.. 
TIME FEED BOTTOMS TOPS R.RATIO RB.HOLDUP C.HOLDUP 
103.605 300.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT REL.VOL FEED COMP. BOtLER CO~D. ETP. CTP. 
1 3.00 0.45 0.14910.5866 112.794 87.773 
'"2' '2.00 " 0.30 0.3431 0.3377 38.491150.826 
3 1.00 0.25 0.5077 0.0757 -1.292 11.401 
PLATE HOLOUP TEMP. PEelET NO. BACKFLOW LIQUID FLOW VAPOUR FLOW 
1 3.4561 100.6R 4.95 0.9143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.6088 98.01 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 
3 3.3529 95.84 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
4 3.5219 93.S5 5.00 0.9006 700.00 850.00 
5 3.6982 91.3' 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
COMPONENT= 1 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .3206 .3075 .2954 .2843 .2744 .2663 .2609 .3679 .3611 .3547 .3490 .3442 
2 .3909 .3778 .3658 .3551 .3458 .3382 .3332 .4379 .4332 .4299 .4277 .4267 
3 .4313 .4197 .4090 .3995 .3913 .3848 .3807 .4870 .4823 .4789 .4766 .4757 
4 .5012 .4885 .4767 .4661 .4568 .4492 .4444 .5410 .5360 .5323 .5298 .5286 
5 .5753 .5617 .5490 .5376 .5274 .5191 .5136 .5975 .5924 .5887 .5862 .5850 
COMPONENT= 2 liQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .4()22 .4t13A .4047 .4053 .4057 .4059 .4060 .4075 .4105 .4133 .4157 .4177 
2 .3i\~7 .3f<.97 .3930 .3958 .3981 .3997 .4007 .3889 .5918 .3941 .3957 .3966 
3 .4080 .410R .4132 .4150 .4163 .4172 .4176 .3816 .3841 .3857 .3866 .3868 
4 .31\24 .3i17/l .3925 .3966 .4001 .4027 .4044 .3590 .3626 .3653 .3672 .3683 
'S .3447 .3",9 .351:S8 .3649 .3702 .3743 .3769 .3296 .3333 .3359 .3377 .3386 
COMPONENT= 3 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .2771 .2H89 .3000 .3104 .31911 .3278 .3331 .2246 .2284 .23?0 .2353 .2381 
2 .27.34 .2326.2411 .2491 .2562 .2621 .2661 .1733 .1749 .1760 .1766 .1767 
3 .1",0P. .1/.95 .1778 .1855 .19~4 .1980 .2016 .1314 .1336 .1354 .1367 .1375 
4 .1164 .1?31l .1.308 .1373 .1432 .1480 .1512 .0999 .1015 .1025 .1030 .1031 
5 .01104 .0/l64 .on1 .0975 .1024 .1066 .1094 .0729 .0743 .0754 .0761 .0764 
6 
.3410 
.4273 
.4765 
.5292 
.5857 
6 
.4190 
.3966 
.3861 
.3682 
.3382 
6 
.2400 
.1761 
.1375 
.1025 
.0761 
MEAN 
.3530 
.4305 
.4795 
.5328 
.5892 
MEAN 
.4139 
.3939 
.3851 
.3651 
.3356 
MEAN 
.2331 
.1756 
.1354 
.1021 
.0752 
EMV. 
0.8730 
0.5998 
0.5326 
0.5313 
0.5290 
EMV. 
0.9803 
0.7914 
0.9364 
0.6420 
0.5870 
EMV. 
1.3441 
0.5531 
0.4867 
0.4813 
0.4773 
.. ,,~ .. ,-' ... : 
..... : --, 
TIME FFEO BOTTOMS TOPS R.RATIO RB.HOLDUP C.HOLDUP 
123.092 300.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONF.NT REL.VOl FEED COMP. BOILER CONO. ETP. CTP. 
'-', ······3.00 0.45' 0.1522" 0.5910 112.319' 88.431 .. ",,' .. -, .•.. ".., ..• ~ .. ._. '.'~ ,..,~" . 
2 2.00 0.30 0.3426 0.3342 38.~83 50.300 
3 '.00 0.25 0.5052 0.0748 -0.902 11.269 
PLATE HOLOUP TEMP. PEeLET NO. BACKFtOW LIQUID FLOW VAPOUR FLOW 
1 3.4561 100.56 4.95 0. 9 143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.6088 97.90 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 
3 3.3529 95.71 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
4 3.5219 93.43 5.00 0.9006 700.00 850.00 
5 3.6982 91.21 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
COMPONENT= 1 lIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATe DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2. 3 4 5 
1 .3244 .3113 .2992 .2882 .2784 .2702 .2649 .3725 .3657 .3594 .3538 .3490 
2 .3942 .31\12 .3693 .3587 .3494 .3419 .3369 .4420 .4374 .4342 .4321 .4311 
3 .4360 .4244 .4137 .4042 .3900 .3894 .3853 .4915 .4868 .4834 .4811 .4801 
4 .5059 .49.s2 .4814 .• 4708 .4015 .4540 .4492 .5454 .5404 .5368 .5343 .5331 
5 .5797 .5(,62 .5536 .5421 .5320 .5237 .5183 .6018 .5967 .5930 .5905 .5893 
COMPONENT: 2 lIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE nC , 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .4004 .4D1R .40l9 .4036 .4(141 .4043 .4044 .4049 .4080 .4107 .4131 .4151 
2 .3838 .31\78 .3911 .3939 .3962 .3978 .3988 .3863 .3892 .3914 .3930 .3939 
3 .4tl49 .1.078 .4102 .4121 .4135 .4145 .4149 .3784 .31'.09 .3825 .3835 .3837 
4 .37'10 .31'44 .3892 .3934 .3968 .3995 .4012 .3557 .3592 .3619 .3638 .3649 
5 .3407 .3484 .3553 .3615 .3667 .3708 .3735 .3262 .3298 .3325 .3343 .3352 
.COMPONFNT= 3 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE oC , 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 45 
1 .2752 .21168 .2979 •. 3082 .3176 .3255 .3307 .2226 .2263 .2299 .2331 .2359 
2 .2220 .2310 .2395 .2474 .2544 .2603 .2643 .1717 .1734 .1744 .1750 .1751 
3 .1591 .1678 .1760 .1837 .'90~ .1961 .1997 .1300 .1323 .1341 .1354 .1362 
4 ."51 .1224 .1294 .1359 .1417 .1465 .1496 .0989 .1004 .1014 .1019 .1020 
5 .0795 .U854 .0911 .0964 .1U13 .1054 .1082 .0720 .0735 .0745 .0752 .0755 
6 
.3458 
.4317 
.4809 
.5338 
.5900 
6 
.4163 
.3938 
.3830 
.3648 
.3348 
6 
.2378 
.1745 
.1361 
. , 0' 4 
.0752 
MEAN 
.3577 
.4347 
.4840 
.5373 
.5936 
MEAN 
.4113 
.3912 
.3820 
.3617 
.3321 
MEAN 
.2310 
.1740 
.1340 
.1010 
.0743 
EMV. 
0.8740 
0.5988 
0.5317 
0.5305 
0.5284 
EMV. 
0.9814 
0.7846 
0.8922 
0.6374 
0.5852 
EMV. 
1.3460 
0.5527 
0.4863 
0.4810 
0.4770 
..... 
~ 
TIME FEED FOTTOMS TOPS R.RATlO RB.HOlDUP C.HOlDUP 
194.~46 300.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT REL.VOL FEED COMP. ROllER CONO. ETP. CTP. 
. 1 3.00 0.45 0.1645 0.6008 111.096 89.520 .~ ... 0-. 
2 2.00 0.30 0.3398 0.3263 38.845 49.423 
3 1 .00 0.25 0.4957 0.0730 0.059 11.058 
PLA TE HOl~UP TEMP. PECLET NO. BACKFLOW LI QU ID now VAPOUR FLOW 
1 3.4561 100.20 4.95 0.9143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.60111\ 97.67 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 t> 
3 3.3S~Q Q~.43 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
4 3.5219 <) 3 • 1 7 5.00 0.9006 700.00 850.00 
0; 3.6 Q82 91.00 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
cor~PONENT= 1 1I QU ID COMPOS IT ION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MfAN EMV. 
PLATE nc 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .3365 .3237 • 311 8 .3009 .2912 .2832 .2779 .3833 .3767 .3706 .3651 .3605 .3574 .3689 0.8777 
2 .4047 .3Q20 .3804 .3700 .3610 .3536 ,3488 ,4516 .4471 .4440 .4419 .4409 .4415 .4445 0.597.5 
3 .45U4 .4381\ .42x2 ,4187 .4105 ,4040 .3999 .5015 .4968 .4934 .4912 .4902 .4909 .4940 0.5295 
4 .5189 .5064 .4949 .41<44 .4753 ,4680 ,4633 .5549 ,5500 ,5464 .5441 .5430 .5436 .5470 0.5284 
5 .S'Iu2 .5771 .5649 .5539 .5441 .5360 .5308 .6103 .6054 .6018 .5994 .5982 .5989 .60<13 0.5266 
CllMPONFNT= ~ 1I QU I 0 COMPOS IT IIlN VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
P LATF DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 . 5Q.~1l .3953 .390'\ .39B • ~Q 78 .3981 ,3983 .3987 .4016 .4043 .4067 .4086 .4098 .4050 0.9833 
2 .3773 .>H17 .31\45 .j1l73 .31195 .3912 ,3921 .3801 .31130 .3851 .3866 .3875 .3875 .3850 0.7748 
3 .39:' 0 .39 HO .40Uf> ,4026 .4041 ,4052 ,40S7 .3712 .3737 .3754 .3763 .3766 .3759 .3748 0.8194 
4 .369 ) .3746 • H\l3 .3835 .31\69 .31196 .3913 .3484 .3518 .3544 .3563 .3573 .3572 .3543 0.6279 
5 . B23 . 3~" H ._~464 .3523 .j574 .3614 ,3640 .3193 .3228 .3254 ,3271 .3280 .3276 .3250 0.5812 
CONPONFlvT= 3 liQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .2697 .21110 .2917 .3018 ,3109 .3187 .3238 .2180 .2216 .2251 .2282 .2310 .2328 .2261 1.3475 
2 ,2180 .2261l • 23 S1 .2427 .249 'i ,2553 ,2591 .1683 ,1699 .1709 .1715 .1716 .1710 .1705 0.5518 
3 .1 547 .11'>32 .1712 .1713 7 .1854 ,1909 ,1944 .1273 .1295 .1 312 .1325 .1333 .1332 .1312 0.4854 
4 .1119 .1190 • 1258 .1321 .1377 ,1424 ,1455 .0967 .09112 ,0991 .0996 . .0997 .099l. .0987 0.4802 
5 .0774 .0831 .0886 .0938 .09115 .1025 .'053 .0704 .0718 .0728 .0735 .0758 .0735 .07l? 0.4764 
G'l 
.... 
... 
~--------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------
.... ', ... 
TIME FEED ~OTTOMS TOPS R.RATIO RB.HOLDUP C.HOLDUP 
267.287 300.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT RFL.VOL FEED COMP. BOILER CONO. ETP. CTP. 
1 3.00 0.45 0.1744 0.6105 109.710 90.807 
i"-" 2.00 0.30 0.3378 0.3184 39.136 48.382 
3 1.00 0.25 0,4877 0.0711 1.154 10.811 
PLATE HOL~UP TEMP. PEClET NO. BACKFlOW LIQUID FLOW VAPOUR FLOW 
, 3.4561 99.97 4.95 0.9143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.6088 97.41 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 
3 3.3529 95,13 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
4 3.5219 9~.90 5.00 0,9006 700.00 850.00 
5 3,6982 9u.76 5.54 0.7636 700.00 8S0.00 
COMPONENT= 1 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .3473 ,3346 .3229 .3122 .3027 .2948 .2895 .3956 ,3892 .3833 .3780 .3735 
2 .4139 .4015 .3902 .3,1l00 .3712 ,3640 .3593 .4624 .4581 .4551 .4531 .4522 
3 .4628 .4513 .440~ .4313 .4231 .4166 .4125 .5126 .5080 .5047 .5024 .5014 
4 .5304 .5181 .5067 .4964 .4874 .4~02 .4755 .5653 .5605 .5571 .5548 .5S38 
5 .6002 .5K74 .5755 .5647 .5551 .5472 .5420 .6197 ,6149 .61'4 .60Y1 .6080 
CUMPONENT= 2 lIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE ~C 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .31\81 .31\97 .3909 .3918 .3925 .3929 .3931 .3916 .3945 .3971 .3994 .4012 
2 ,3717 .3755 .3788 .31115 .3837 .3854 .3864 .3732 ,3759 .3780 .3794 .3802 
3 .3~f>4 .31\96 .3923 .3944 ,3961 .3972 .3978 .3632 .3657 .3673 .3683 .3686 
4 .3606 .3660 .57Q7 .3748 .3783 .3810 .3827 .3405 .3438 .3463 .3481 .3490 
5 .3243 .3316 .. B81 .3439 .3489 .3~29 .3554 .3117 .3151 .3176 .3193 .3201 
COMPONfNT= 3 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PlATE DC 1 , 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .2"47 .27)7 .2862 .2960 ,3049 .3124 .3174 .2129 .2163 .2196 .2227 .2253 
2 ,214~ .22.50 .2310 .2384 .2451.2507.2544.1645.1660.1670.1675.1676 
3 .1508 .1591 .1670 .1743 .1BOI\ .1862 .1897 .1242 .1263 .1280 .1293 .1300 
4 .1090 .116() .1226 .1287 .1342 .1388 .1418 .0943 .0957 .0966 .0971 .0972 
5 .0754 .0810 .01\64 .0914 .0960 .0999 .1026 .0686 ,0700 .0710 .0716 .0719 
6 
.3705 
.4528 
.5020 
.5544 
.6086 
6 
.4024 
.3802 
.'680 
.3489 
.3197 
6 
.2270 
.1671 
.1300 
.0967 
.0717 
___ .,,,l"I'.' 
MEAN 
.3817 
.4556 
.5052 
.5S16 
.6120 
MEAN 
.3977 
,3778 
.3669 
.3461 
.3172 
MEAN 
.2206 
.1666 
.1280 
.0963 
.0708 
EMV. 
0.8810 
0.5952 
0.5273 
0.5265 
0.5251 
EMV. 
0.9859 
0.7617 
0.7662 
0.6191 
0.5778 
EMV. 
1.3502 
0.5508 
0.4845 
o . 4794 
0.4759 
Gl 
.... 
CJl 
·3~· 
-,.-'"' 
TIME FEED ROTTOMS TOPS R.RATlO RB.HOLDUP C.HOLDUP 
356.820 300.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT REL.VDL FEED COMP. BO ILER CONo. ETP. ClP. 
1 3.00 0.45 0.1834 0.6221 108.161 92.436 
2 2.00 '0.30 0.3367 0.3090 39.417 47.064 ;.,; ... , "-F··',,,",C'"':--o., ",~ _, ',' .• "- ":" • --, ~7'~ ........ 
3 1. 00 0.25 0.4800 0.0689 2.422 10.500 
PLATE HOLOUP TEMP. PECLET NO. BACKFLOW Ll QU I 0 flOW VAPOUR FLOW 
1 3.4561 99.60 4.95 0.9143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.601)8 97.10 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 
3 3.3529 <14.7(, 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
- :.:-. 
4 3.5219 92 .56 5.00 0.9006 700.00 850.00 " 
5 3.6982 90.47 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
CO/1PONENT= 1 II QU I D COMPOS IT ION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .3585 .3460 .3344 .3239 .3144 .3066 .3014 .4093 .4032 .3975 .3923 .3880 .3851 .3959 0.8841 
2 .4235 .4115 .4004 .3905 .3819 .3748 .3702 .4747 .4706 .4677 .4658 .4650 .4655 .4682 0.5926 
3 .4763 .4641l .4543 .4448 .4366 .4300 .4259 .5254 .5210 .5177 .5154 .5143 .5149 .5181 0.5248 
4 .5433 .5311 .51Y9 .5097 .5008 .4936 .4890 .5775 .5730 .5697 .5675 .5665 .5672 .5702 0.5241 
5 .6120 .5994 .5878 .5771 .5677 .5599 .5548 .6311 .6264 .6231 .6208 .6197 .6203 .6236 0.5232 
COMPONENT= 2 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 ." . , 
1 .31l23 .31\41 .3855 .3865 .3873 .3878 .3881 .311311 .3866 .3891 .3914 .3932 .3944 .3897 o .9895 
2 .3659 .3(,97 .3729 .3757 .3779 .3795 .3805 .3653 .3679 .3699 .3713 .3720 .3720 .3697 0.7449 
3 .3772 .31lU6 .3834 .3858 .3876 •. 3889 .3896 .3540 .3564 .3581 .3591 .3594 .3589 .35/6 0.7164 
4 .3509 .3563 .3611 .3653 .3689 .3716 .3733 .3310 .3342 .3366 .3383 .~393 .3391 .3364 0.6086 
5 .31 49 .3220 .3285 .3343 .3392 .3432 .3457 .3024 .3057 .3082 .3098 .3106 .3103 .3078 0.5734 
COMPONENT= .5 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOS IT I ON MEAN EMV. 
PLATE OC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 , 
• 2 ~91. '.2(,99 .111101 .2 8Y 6 .2983 .3056 .3105 .2069 :2102 .2134 .2163 '.2188 .2205 .2144 1.3541 
2 .2106 .2111<1 .2261'. .2338 .2402 .2456 .2493 .1600 .1615 .1624 .1629 .1630 .1625 .1620 0.5496 
3 .1465 .1546 .1623 .1694 .175/\ .1811 .11145 .1206 .1227 .1243 .1255 .1262 .1262 .1242 0.4834 
4 .1 I) 5 7 .112~ .1190 .1250 .1303 .1348 .1377 .0914 .0928 .0937 .0942 .0942 .0937 .0933 0 .. 4785 
5 .0731 .0785 .C)/\37 .01186 .0931 .0969 .0995 .0665 .0678 .0688 .0694 .0697 .0694 .0686 0.4752 
.-' '#' 
-- -".~-~ ,-
TIME FEED ROTTOMS TOPS R.RATIO· RB.HOlDUP C.HOlDUP 
460.494 300.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT REl.vnL FEED COMP. BOILER COND. ETP. CTP. 
-1 -3.000.450.1914 0.6336 106.949 94.190 
2 2.00 0.30 0.3359 0.2997 39.534 45.642 
3 1.00 0.25 0.4727 0.0667 3.517 10.168 
PLATE HOLOUP TEMP. PEClET NO. BACKFlOW LIQUID FLOW VAPOUR FLOW 
1 3.4Sb1 99.27 4.95 0.9143- 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.6088 96.81 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 
3 3.3~29 94.40 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
4 3.5219 92.22 5.00 0.9006 700.00 850.00 
5 3.~982 90.16 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
COMPONENT= 1 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE DC 12 3 4 ~ 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .3683 .3558 .3443 .3338 .3243 .3165 .3114 .4204 .4144 .4089 .4038 .3995 
2 .4324 .4206 .4097 .3999 .3914 .3844 .3798 .4851 .4812 .4784 .4766 .4758 
3 .48'f2 .4777 .4670 .4574 .4491 .4425 .4383 .5370 .5325 .5292 .5270 .5258 
4 .5560 .5439 .5327 .5225 .5137 .5065 .5018 .5890 .5845 .• 5814 .5792 .5783 
5 .6238 .6114 .5999 .S894 .5801 .5724 .5674 .6421 .6376 .6343 .6321 .6310 
CONPONFNT= 2 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
P LA TE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 ,3775 .3795 .3811 .3823 .3833 .3839 .3843 .3777 .3805 .3831 .3853 .3872 
2 .3606 .3~45 .3678 .3706 .3729 .3746 .3756 .3588 .3614 .3633 .3646 .3653 
3 .~6115 .3721 .3752 .3778 .37'18 .3813 .3822 .3457 .3482 .3499 .• 3510 .3514 
4 .3415 .3470 .3519 .3562 .3598 .3627 .3644 .3223 .3254 .3277 .3294 .3302 
5 .3054 .3126 .3190 .3248 .3297 .3337 .3362 .2934 .2966 .2990 .3007 .3014 
COMPONENT- J LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE DC 1 2 ~ 4 5 6 1 2 3 . 4 5 
1 •. 2547 .21-.47 .274fo .2~39 .2924 .2996 .3043 .2018 .2050 .2081 .2109 .2133 
2 .2070 .2150 .2225 .2295 .2357 .2410 .2445 .1561 .1575 .1583 .1588 .1589 
3 .142~ .1~02 .1578 .1648 .H11 .1762 .1796 .1173 .1193 .1208 .1220 .1227 
4 .1025 .1091 .1154 .1213 .1265 .1309 .1337 .0888 .09 01 .0909 .0914 .0915 
5 .0708 .0761 .0811 .01159 .0902 .0939 .0964 .0645 .0657 .0666 .0672 .0675 
6 
.3967 
.4764 
.5263 
.5790 
.6316 
6 
.3884 
.3652 
.3509 
.3301 
.3011 
6 
.2149 
.1584 
.1227 
.0910 
.0673 
MEAN 
.4073 
.4789 
.5297 
.5819 
.6348 
MEAN 
.3837 
.3631 
.3495 
.3275 
.2987 
MEAN 
.2090 
.1580 
.1208 
.0906 
.0665 
EMV. 
0.8857 
0.5901 
0.5226 
0.5219 
0.5213 
EMV. 
0.9931 
0.7269 
0.6778 
0.5980 
0.5684 
EMV. 
1.3594 
0.5484 
0.4823 
0.4776 
0.4744 
'-'. " 
.. ~ 
TIME FEED BOTTOMS TOPS R.R~TIO RB.HOlDUP C.HOlDUP 
574.053 300.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 .. :. 
COMPONENT REL.VOL fEED COMP. BOILER CONO. ETP. CTP. 
1 3.00 0.45 0.1977 0.6442 105.783 95.871 
2"····2:00 0.300.3358 0.2911 39.634 44.280-··'···,······,······.;-' 
3 1.00 0.25 0.4666 0.0647 4.584 9.848 
PLATE HOLDUP TEMP. PECLET NO. BACKFLOW LIQUID FLOW VAPOUR FLOW 
1 3.4561 98.96 4.95 0.9143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.6088 96.55 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 
3 3.3529 94.07 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
4 3.5219 91.90 5.00 0.9006 700.00 850.00 
5 3.6982 89.07 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
COMPO~ENT: 1 LIQUIO COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE OC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .3767 .S"44 .3529 .3424 .3330 .3252 .3201 .4307 .4248 .4193 .4144 .4102 
2 .4401 .42114 .4177 .4081 .3996 .3927 .3882 .4946 .4908 .4881 .4864 .4856 
3 .5005.41188.4781.4684.4600.4532.4490.5475.5431 .5398.5375.5363 
4 .5"7.3 .5552 .5440 .5339 .5250 .5177 .5131 .5996 .5952 .5921 .5901 .5892 
5 .6345 .0223 .6109 .6005 .5912 .5836 .5786 .6525 .6480 .6448 .6426 .6416 
COMPONENT: 2 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATF ~C 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .373<'> .3757 .3774 .3788 .379<) .3/107 .3812 .3723 .3751 .3776 .3799 .3817 
2 .3~62 .3~01 .3635 .3M4 .3687 .3704 .3715 ,3530 .3555 .3573 .3586 .3593 
3 .3610 .3649 .3682 .3710 .3732 .3749 .3759 ,3383 .3408 .3426 .3437 .3442 
4 .3331 .3~K7 .3438 .3482 .3520 .3549 .3568 .3142 .3173 .3196 .3212 .3220 
0; .2<)68 .305<) .3104 .3162 .3212 .3252 .3U8 .2850 .21182 .2906 .2922 .2929 
COMPONENT: 3 LIQUIO COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .2497 .2599 .2697 .2788 .2871 .2941 .2987 .1<)70 .2001 .2030 .2057 :2081 
7 .2037.2115 .2188 .2256 .l317 .2368 .2403 .1524 .1537 .1545 .1550 ,1551 
3 .1385 .1'63 .1537 .11106 .1668 .1719 .1751 .1142 .1161 .1177 .1188 .1195 
4 .0996 .1061 .1122 .1179 .1<!31 .1273 .1301 .0863 .0875 .0883 .0888 .0888 
5 .0687 .07511 .0787 .01\33 .OU6 .0912 .0937 .0625 .0638 .0646 .0652 .0655 
6 
.4074 
.4862 
.5367 
.5899 
.6421 
6 
.3830 
.3592 
.3438 
.3218 
.2926 
.6 
.2096 
.1546 
.1195 
.0883 
.0653 
MEAN 
.4178 
.4886 
.5402 
.5927 
.6453 
MEAN 
.3783 
.3571 
.3422 
.3193 
.2903 
HEMI 
.2039 
.1542 
.1176 
.0880 
.0645 
EMV. 
0.8875 
0.5883 
0.5209 
0.5200 
0.519e> 
EMV. 
0.9963 
0.7140 
0.6527 
o . 5893 
0.5638 
HIV. 
1.3637 
0.5474 
0.4813 
0.4767 
0.4737 
" . 
'~:.'-~': ~. 
..... ~ . 
.- ~ ..... 
: .-.".-,---... 
TIME HED BOTTOMS TOPS R.RA1IO RB.HOLDUP C.HOLDUP 
727.234 300.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT Hl.VOL FEED COMP. SaILER COND. ETP. CTP. 
1 3.00 0.45 0.2060 0.6534 104.970 97.323 
2-~' 
"'Z.oo 0.30 0.3347 0.2R37 39.632 43.108 ,-" ......... :I" .. ~ •••• ~, ",.' _ •• ' "'"-: .... : " •• _ •. '.;",_: •. : ;.- '~"_'r : 
3. 1 • 0 () 0.25 0.4594 0.0629 5.399 9.569 
PLATE tlOLDUP TEMP. PEClET' NO. SACKFLOW LIQUID FLOW VAPOUR FLOW 
1 3.451')' 98.72 4.95 0.9143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.60iS8 96.33 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 
3 3;3529 93.80 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
4 3.5219 91.63 5.00 0.9006 700.00 850.00 . )~ 
5 3.6982 R'i .62 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
CUMPONFNT= 1 LIQUID COMPOS I TION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .3847 .3724 .3610 .3505 .3411 .3333 .3282 .4380 .4322 .4268 .4219 .4177 .4150 .4253 0.8885 
2 .4476 .4360 .4254 .41 58 .4074 .4006 .3961 .5017 .4980 .4954 .4937 .4929 .4935 .4959 0.5868 
3 .5117 .4995 .4887 .4790 .47U5 .4637 .4594 .5556 .5512 .5479 .5455 .5443 .5447 .5482 0.5197 
4 .5778 .~657 .5546 .5445 .~356 .5284 .5238 .6079 .6036 .6005 .5985 .5977 .5984 .6011 0.5186 
5 .6440 .6~20 .6207 .6105 .6013 .5938 .5889 .6608 .6564 .6533 .6511 .6501 .6506 .6537 0.5182 
COMPONFNT= 2 II QU 1 D COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOS lTION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .3697 .3720 .3759 .3754 .3767 .3776 .3781 .3686 .3714 .3740 .3763 .3782 .3794 .3747 0.9990 
2 •. 3 ~ 19 .35511 .3593 .3fo22 .3646 .3664 .3676 .34811 .3512 .3531 .3543 .3550 .3548 .3529 0.7032 
3 .3<;311 .3:'7'1 .3614 .3644 .3668 .36l\b .3697 .3326 .,5352 .3370 .3383 .3388 .3384 .3367 0.636() 
4 .32,3 .3311 .3362 .3£07 .3446 .3476 .3495 .3079 .3109 .3132 .3148 .3156 .3154 .3130 O. SitU 
5 .21'\92 .2 0 63 .3021'> .30/\5 • '1 35 .3175 .3201 .27t\3 .2814 .2838 .2854 .2861 .2858 .2835 0.5601 
COMPONFNT= S II QU I 0 COMPOS IT I ON VAPOUR CO~lPOS IT I ON MEAN EMV. 
PLATE DC 1. 2 3 4. .5 6 , 2 :3 .4 5 6 
1 .2456 .2556 .2651 .2741 • 2 Ill? .2891 .2937 .1933 .1963 .1992 .2018 .2041 .2056 .2001 1.3681 
2 .20UI\ .2082 .2154 .2220 .2280 .233U .2363 .1495 .1508 .1516 .1520 .1521 .1516 .1513 0.5465 
3 • 1 ~ 49 .1426 .14Q9 .1566 .1627 .1677 .1709 .1117 .1136 .1151 .1162 .1169 .1169 .1151 0.4804 
4 .0961\ .1032 .10</2 .1141l .119R .1240 .1267 .0842 .0855 .0862 .0867 .0867 .0862 .0859 0.4759 
5 .0667 .0717 .0765 .OR10 .0852 .0887 .0911 .0609 .0621 .0630 .0636 .0638 .0636' .0628 0.4730 
TIME FEED BOTTOMS TOPS R.RATIO RB.HOLDUP C.HOLDUP 
835.481 300.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT REL.VOL FEED COMP. BOILER COND. ETP. CTP • 
. ., .. 1...,,3.00 ... 0.45 0.2074 0.6611 103.993 98.658 
2 2.00 0.30 0.3359 0.2775 39.692 42.035 
3 1.00 0.25 0.4567 0.0614 6.315 9.307 
PLATE HOLDUP TEMP. PEelET NO. BACKFLOW LIQUID FLOW VAPOUR FLOW 
1 3.4561 98.45 4.95 0.9143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.6088 96.11 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 
3 3.35l9 93.53 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
4 3.521Q 91.38 5.00 0.9006 700.00 850.00 
5 3.6982 89.39 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
COMPONENT= 1 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE DC 1 .2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
, .38V8 .3776 .3661 .3557 .3463 .3384 .3333 .4465 .4408 .4355 .4308 .4268 
2 .4521.4407.4302.4207.4124.4056.4012.5096.5059 .5034 .5017 .5010 
3 .51111 .5003 .4954 .4855 .4770 .4701 .4657 .5640 .5596 .5563 .5539 .5527 
4 .5851 .5730 .5618 .5516 .5427 .5354 .5308 .6162 .6120 .6090 .6070 .6062 
5 .6516 .6395 .6283 .6180 .6088 .6013 .5963 .6689 .6646 .6614 .6593 .6583 
COMPONENT= 2 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE OC ., 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
1 .3677 .3701 .3721 .3738 .3752 .3762 .3769 .3642 .3670 .3695 .3717 .3736 
2 .34Y5 .3535 .3510 .3599 .3624 .3643 .3654 .3441 .3465 .3482 .3494 .3501 
3 .3495 .3~3H .3575 .3606 .3~32 .36>1 .3663 .3268 .3294 .3313 .3325 .3331 
4 .3201 .32(,0 .3312 .3~59 .3399 .3430 .3 449 .3016 .3046 .3069 .3084 .3092 
5 .2'U? .2904 .2970 .3028 .5079 .3120 .3146 .2718 .2749 .2772 .2788 .2796 
COMPONENT= 3 LIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION 
PLATE DC \ 23 .4 5 6 1 23 4 5 
1 .24~5 .2')24 .2617 .2705 .2786 .2853 .2898 .1893 .1922 .1950 .1975 .1997 
2 .1 Qd4 .2058 .l128 .2193 .2252 .2301 .2334 .1464 .1476 .1484 .1488 .1489 
3 .13l4 .1400 .1472 .1538 .1598 .1648 .1680 .1092 .1110 .1125 .1136 .1142 
4 .09411 .1011 .1070 .1125 .1175 .1216 .1243 .0822 .0834 .0841 .0845.0846 
5 .0"'52 .u7111 .074/\ .0792 .0R53 .0868 .0891 .0594 .0605 .0613 .0619 .0622 
6 
.4241 
.5016 
.5530 
.6069 
.6588 
6 
.3748 
.3500 
.3327 
.3090 
.2792 
6 
.2011 
.1484 
.1143 
.0841 
.0619 
-- -~ 
MEAN 
.4341 
.5039 
.5566 
.6096 
.6619 
MEAN 
.3701 
.3480 
.3310 
.3066 
.2769 
MEAN 
.'958 
.1481 
.1125 
.0838 
.0612 
EMV. 
0.8887 
0.5851 
0.5187 
0.5173 
0.5170 
EMV. 
1.0030 
0.6941 
0.6246 
0.5776 
0.5570 
EMV. 
1.3735 
0.5455 
0.4797 
0.4752 
0.4725 
G) 
N 
o 
"-,,.. . 
. ",'""~.-.~ ... 
. , TIME FEED BOTTOMS TOPS R.RATIO RB.HOlDUP C.HOlDUP 
945.29.7 300.0 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT RFl.VOl FEED COMP. BOILER CONO. HP. CTP. 
1 3.00 0.45 0.2099 0.6660 103.734 99.562 
., .. vz"" 2.00 •. 0.30' 0.3361 0.2737 39.588 41.314 .. - ..• --- " , .... ;_ .. • "_,'.,. ",._.,._." b. "- '-., ... "'-~ '~ . 
3 1 .00 0.25 0.4540 0.0604 6.678 9.125 
PLAlF HOlOUP TEMP. PEelET NO. BACKFlOW LI QU I 0 FLOW VAPOUR FLOW 
1 3.4561 98.3/\ 4.95 0.9143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.6iJ<l8 96.01 5.52 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 .,;.;-...-:.>-' 
3 3.3529 93.38 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
4 3.5219 91 .l~ 5.00 0.900() 700.00 850.00 0>.". " 
., ~.'.'" 5 3.6982 89.24 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
COMPONENT=1 lIQUID COMPOS I Tl ON VAPOUR COMPOS IT I ON MEAN EMV. 
PLAlf OC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 ,3926 .31\03 .3688 .3583 .3489 .3411 .3359 .4489 .4432 .4378 .4330 .4289 .4261 .4363 0.8896 
2 .4550 .4435 .4330 .4235 .4152 .4084 .4039 .5122 .5086 .5060 .5044 .5037 .5043 .5065 0.5848 3 .522R .51 u9 .4998 .4R99 .4812 .4742 .4699 .5677 .5632 .5598 .5574 .5562 .5565 .5601 0.5180 
4 .5901 .57~O .5667 .5564 .5475 .5402 .5355 .6203 .6161 .6131 .6112 .6104 •. 6111 .6137 0.5166 
5 .6566 .6445 .6333 .6230 .6138 .6063 .6013 .6734 .6691 .6659 .6638 .6628 .6633 .6664 0.5163 COr~PONfNT= 2 L1QUI D COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLA TE DC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 .5 6 ;.-
1 .3667 .3""13 .3714 .3732 .3746 .3757 .3764 .3634 .3662 .3689 .3712 .3731 .3744 .3695 1.0032 2 .34111 .3522 .~558 .3588 .3613 .3632 .3644 .3427 .3451 .3469 .3481 .3488 .3486 .3467 0.6895 
3 .3466 .3510 .3549 .3582 .3609 .3/\29 .3641 .3244 .3270 .3290 .3303 .3309 .3306 .3287 0.6166 4 .3165 .3225 .3279 .3'526 • 3~67 .3'599 .3419 .2986 .3016 .3038 .3054 .3062 .3059 .3036 0.5740 
') 
.2793 .2865 .2931 .2990 .3041 .3083 .3109 .2682 .2713 .2736 .2752 .2760 .2757 .2733 0.5549 COMPONFNT= .5 LIQUID COMPOS I Tl ON VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE ne 1 2 3 4 5 6 , 2 3 4 5 .6 1 .2407 .25U5 .2591\ .2685 • 276~ .2832 .2877 .1877 • , 9 06 .1933 .1959 .1980 .1995 .'942 1 .3753 2 .1969 .2043 .2113 .1.177 .2235 .2284 .2317 .1450 .1463 .1471 .1475 .1475 .1471 .1467 0.5451 3 .1~0f> .1381 .1453 .1519 .1') 79 .161.8 .1660 .1079 .1098 
.1" 2 .1123 .1130 .',30 .1112 0.4792 4 .0934 .0996 .1055 .11011 .1158 .1199 .1226 .0811 .0823 .0830 .0834 .0835 .0830 .0827 0.4748 5 .0'" 41 .0689 .0731'> .0780 .0820 .0855 .0878 .0585 .0596 .0604 .0610 • 06.12 .0610 .0603 0.4720 
G'l 
N 
I-' 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TI !'lE F Ff f) ROTTOMS TOPS R.RATlO RB.HOlDUP C.HOlDUP 
*'1'S.7~~ ,~(lO.O 150.0 150.0 4.667 13.9660 2.7425 
COMPONENT REL. VOl FEED COMP. ROllER COND. fTP. CTP;' - " 
1 3.00 n.45 0.2137 0.6696 103.32{. 100,179 
2 <'.00 0.30 0.33511 v,2708 39.576 40.824 
3 1. 00 0.25 O,450S O.OS96 7.098 8.997 
P lATF HOLnUp TEMP. PEeLET NO. 8ACKFlOW liQUID FLOW VAPOUR flOW 
1 3.4<;1>1 91\.2(, 4.9 S 0.9143 1000.00 850.00 
2 3.6f11!8 9~. 92 5.<;2 0.7690 1000.00 850.00 
3 3.3')29 93.27 4.49 1.0574 700.00 850.00 
4 3.5219 91 .11 5.00 0.9006 700.00 850.00 
5 3.6982 /39.13 5.54 0.7636 700.00 850.00 
COMPONFNT= 1 1I CU ID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOS I TION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE OC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .3959 .3836 .3722 .3618 .3~24 .3446 .3395 .4521 .4464 .4411 .4363 .4322 .4295 .4396 0.8903 
2 .4579 .4465 .4360 .4266 .4183 .4116 .4071 .5151 .5115 .5090 .5074 .5067 .5073 .5095 0.5845 
3 .5269 .5150 .5040 .4940 .4853 .4783 .4739 .5709 .,665 .5631 .5606 .5593 .5596 .5633 0.5178 
4 .5942 • 51120 .~70R .5606 .5516 .S443 . .5397 .6237 .6195 .6165 .6146 .6138 .614S .6171 0.5162 
5 ,1>1',04 ,t>484 .6372 .6269 .6178 .61u3 .6053 .6768 .6725 .6694 .6612 .6662 .6668 .6698 0,5158 
CO"lPONFNT= 2 1I0ll1 D COMPOS IT I ON VAPOUR COMPOS I Tl ON MEAN EMV. 
PLATE OC 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
.... "-, 1 .36)3 , 3679 .37()0 .3719 .3733 .3745 .3752 .3619 .3648 .3674 .3697 .3716 .3729 .3681 1.0042 
2 .346'; .3506 .3542 .3573 .3598 .3618 .3630 .3411 .3435 .3453 .3465 .3471 .3470 .3451 0.6869 
3 .3440 .3485 .35l4 .3558 .3586 .3607 .3619 .3222 .3249 .3269 .3282 .3288 .3285 .3266 0.6132 
4 .3136 .3196 .3251 .3299 .3340 .3371 .3392 .2961 .2991 .3014 .3029 .3037 .3034 .3011 0.5721 
5 .2763 .,2.8 3 6 .2902 .2961 .3012_ .3054, .3080 .2655 .2686 .2709 .2725 .2733 .2729 .2706 0.5535 COr~p6NENT=' 3 lIQUID COMPOSITION VAPOUR COMPOSITION MEAN EMV. 
PLATE lle 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .2388 .241\5 .2577 .2664 .2743 .2809 .2854 .1860 .1888 .1915 .1940 .1961 .1976 .1923 1.3765 
2 .1956 .2029 .2097 .2161 .2219 .2267 .2299 .1437 • , 449 .1457 .1461 .1462 .1457 .1454 0.5448 
3' 
.1290 .1365 .1436 .1502 .1561 .1610 .1642 .1068 .'086 .1101 .1111 .1118 .1118 .1101 0.4789 
4 .0922 .0983 .1042 .1096 .11 44 .1185 .1211 .0802 .0814 .0821 .0825 .0825 .0821 .0818 0.4744 
5 .0633 .01l81 .0726 .0770 .0810 .0844 .0867 .0578 .0589 .0597 .0602 .0605 .0603 .0596 0.4717 
G'l 
IV 
IV 
Appendix H 
unsteady-state vaporisation Efficiency Results 
The vaporisation efficiency responses for step 
changes in the multicomponent system investigated by 
Holland (4S) are listed. The five component system was 
C3HS ' n-C4HlO ' n-C5H12 , n-C6H14 and n-C7H16 • The initial 
steady-state and unsteady-state feed inputs were:-
Component F.X. (SS) F.X. (US) 
1- 1-
moles/min moles/min 
1) C3HS 10 35 
2) n-C4HlO 25 25 
3) n-cSH12 30 20 
4) n-C6H14 25 15 
5) n-C7H16 10 5 
It can be seen from the listings that the 
HI 
vaporisation efficiencies were the same on every plate for 
each component and if this was true then they should 
converge to a constant value for each plate at the final 
steady-state which is shown to be untrue •. I 
I 
! 
H2 
VAPORISATION fFFICItNCIES. 
R~BOIleR, CO~PONENT 
TIME 1 2 3 G 5 
0.0 1,OSOOO 1,02000 , ,osooo 0.99000 0.96UOO 
0.1 ',04154 1.02589 , ,0 4627 O,9M,)0 0,95760 
0,2 1,03476 1.03,05 ',04374 0,911415 0,95629 
o , ,~ 1,0294/\ 1,038H 1,0 4229 0,98(98 0,95599 
0,4 1,024S7 1.04440 1,04086 0,98(27 0.95HZ 
0,5 1,01"'011 1.04876 1,03850 0,9/\132 0.95460 
0.6 1.01232 1.05099 1.1)3454 0,"'7944 0.95(02 
0.7 1 ,O()399 1.05083 1.0<'869 0,97622 0,94771 
0,8 0.99420 1.04843 1 .0"07 0,"'7160 0.94177 
0.9 0,98332 1.04421 1,01210 0.96582 0,93457 
1 ,0 O.971S4 1,03875 1.00228 0,959 (9 0,92659 
1 , 1 0.96024 1,03260 O,9921( 0,95(40 0,91829 
1 ,2 0,'148119 1,0;;>621 O,91120( 0,945'50 0.91004 
1.,3 0,9.3804 1.01989 0.97221 O,93!!84 0,90(10 
1 ,4 0.'12783 1.01385 0.963(\' 0,93'55 0.89461 
1 .5 0.91837 1.008.10 0.9~436 0.92673 0.88767 
1 .6 O.9095~ 1.00302 0,9463' 0.92139 0.88130 
• 
1 .7 0.9014/1 0.99830 0.93889 0,91654 0.117;50 
I ~~ 1 • 11 0.894 07 0,99404 0.93205 0,91'16 0.87023 
1 .9 0,88729 0.990c!2 0,92574 0,90822 0.86547 
2.0 0,8810 7 O,91\6/s0 0.91994 0,90467 0,86118 
2,2 0.87017 0,98107 0,90968 0.89!!67 0.85.5/11. 
'l,4 0,86 101 0.97660 0,90093 0.89389 0.84791. 
2.6 O,/j~3~O 0."'7317 0.89343 0.89011 0,84.5"1 
2.8 0,1:14679 0.97061 0.88695 O.8~/17 0.83946 
3.0 0,8417.9 0."'6876 0,88131 0.88492 0.831>53 
" 
3,2 0,83661. 0,"'6751 0,87637 O,B~325 0.83 427 
 3.4 0,83271 0,96676 0.87201 0.88'06 0.~3259 
3,6 0.B2"'39 0.96642 0.86814 0.88127 0.83138 
3.8 0,82659 0. 11 6643 0.86466 O.!!80112 0.83058 
4.0 0.!!2424 0.116673 0,86153 0.88066 0.83012 
4.2 0.82227 0.116728 0.851167 0.88075 0.82"'95 
4.4 0,1:12063 0.96803 0.85604 0.88103 0.83002 
4.6 O.81 9 n 0,96894 O,B5361 0.88148 0.83029 
4.8 O,!!1 816 0,97000 0,8)134 0.88'07 0.83073 
5.0 0,111725 0.97116 0.84920 0.88~78 0.831H 
i 
...... r ,-. If''.~''' ~ . "'\ J 
'-"'~ • 
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H3 
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VAPORISATION EFFIClcNCIES. 
PLATE- , CO",PONENT 
TIME 1 ? 3 4 5 
0.0 1.0'000 1.0,000 1.05000 0.99000 0.96000 
0.1 1.04154 1.0Z589 1.04627 0.91\650 0.95760 
0.2 1.03476 1.03,05 1.0 4 374 0.911415 0.95629 
0.3 1.02948 1.03854 1.0 4 229 0.911,98 0.95599 
0.4 1.02 4 57 1.04440 1.04086 0.98,27 0.9~57Z 
0.5 1.01 9 OB 1.04876 1.03850 0.98132 0.95460 
0.6 1.012 32 1.05099 1.03454 0.Y7Y44 0.9~202 
0.7 1.00399 1.05083 1.0t'86 9 0.97622 0.94771 
O.B 0. 994 7.0 1.04843 1.02107 0. 9 7160 0.94177 
0.9 0.\18332 ,.044" 1.01210 0.96)82 0.93457 
1 • 0 0.Y7184 1.03875 1.00228 0.95929 0.92659 
1 • 1 0.96024 1.03260 0.9921' 0.95<:40 0.918l9 
1 .2 0.94889 '.026" 0.9R20( 0.91.550 0.91004 
1 .3 0.93801. 1.01989 0.97227 0.Y3884 0.90<:10 
1 .4 0.92 783 '.01~85 0.9630' 0.93l55 0.89461 
1 .5 0.91832 1.008,0 0.95436 0. 9 2673 0.88767 
1 .6 0.909'55 1.0030, 0.9 463' 0.97.139 0.88130 
, 1 .7 0.Y0148 0. 11 9830 0.9381\9 0.91651. 0.87550 
} 1 .8 0.1i9 407 0.99404 0.93205 0.91"6 0.87023 
, 1 .9 0,88729 0.990<'2 0.9257 4 0.90822 0.86547 
'\ 
I 2.0 0,88107 0.98680 0.91994 0.9f)467 0.86118 
~ 2.2 0,87017 0. 11 8107 0.9()9(.B 0.89867 0.85384 
2.4 0,86 1 01 0.97660 0,90093 0.89.589 0.84794 
2.6 0.8'330 0.Y7317 0.89343 0.89011 0.84.521 
2,8 0,84679 0.97061 0,81:1695 0,81\717 0.83946 
3,0 0,84129 0.96876 0,88131 0.88492 0.83653 
" 
3.2 O,t!3664 0."'6751 0.1\7637 0.88325 0.83427 
'i 3,4 O,t!3271 O.9~676 0.87201 O,8B'06 0.83259 
~.6 0,829 39 0. 11 6642 0.86814 0.81\127 0.83138 
3,8 0,82659 0.966 43 0,86466 0.88082 0.83058 
4,0 0,82424 0. 9 66"'3 0.86153 0.81\066 0.83012 
4,2 0,82227 0. 9 6728 0.85867 0.88075 0.82995 
4.4 O,8Z063 0.Y6803 0.85604 0.88103 0.83002 
4.6 O,81 9 n 0.96894 0.85361 0.81\148 0.83029 
4.8 0,81 816 0. 9 7000 0.8~134 0.88'07 0.83073 
5.0 0.81725 0. 9 7116 0.84920 0.88'18 0.83132 
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, VAPORISATION EFFICIcNCIES, 
PLATE" 
,TIME, 
, , , 
0.0; 
0.1 ' 
0.2, 
o • 3 ; 
~.~) 
. , 
0.6; 
0.7 ; 
0.8 
0.9 
1 .0 
1 • , 
1 .2: 
1 .3' 
, .4 J, 
1 .5:' 
, .6 
1 t 7 '~ 
1 8' , , 
1 .9 ' 
2.0 
2.2: 
2.4\ 
2.6, 
2.8-
3.0: 
3.2 
3.4 
3.6 
3.8 
4,0; 
4.2; 
4.4\ 
4.6 
4.8 
5,0 
. 1 
" ! 
3 
1 2 
1.05000 1,02000 
1.04006 1,02443 
1.030QO 1,028,0 
1.0.!269 1,03169 
1.0155l 1.03517 
1.00940 1,03880 
, ,00427 1,04264 
1,00002 1,04667 
0,99652 1.05087 
0,99363 1.05517 
0,99125 1 ,O59~0 
0.98927 '.06382 
0,91:1760 1.06807 
'0,98619 1.07224 
0,98497 1.07628 
-0,98390 1.080'0 
0,118296 1,011397 
O,1I1l2" 1.08760 
O,91!135 1.09107 
0. 9 8065 1,09441 
O.91l000 1,09760 
0.97883 1 ,103~8 
0,1177711 1.10905 
0.'J761\3 1,11406 
0,97596 1.11867 
0.117515 1,12290 
0.97 4 39 1,12681 
0,97368 1,13042 
0.9.,3(\0 1,13376 
O,9/2.H 1.'3687 
0. 11 '176 1,13976 
0,117119 1.14247 
0. 9 7065 1, H499 
0.97013 1,14736 
0.969 63 1,14958 
0.96916 1,15168 
. .-",,,,~,, 
H5 
, ' 
'. .,; -,~, : 
. r . 
,,", 
CO~PONEIiT 
~ 4 5 
1,05000 O,9QOOO 0.96000 
1.04479 0.9R>10 0.95624 
1.03984 O,9P049 0.95272 
1.0354' 0.97650 0.941169 
1.03166 0,97359 0.94727 
1.02863 0.97199 0.94553 
1.02631 0,97165 0.94445 
1.0246' 0.970135 0.94396 
1.0(346 0.97386 0,94397 
, .02ZU 0.97>95 0.94438 
, .02229 0.97845 O.94~'0 
1.02211 0.981'9 0.94bO~ 
'.02209 0.91.\408 0.94717 
1.02218 0. 9 8/03 0.94840 
1.02233 0.98999 0.941171 
1,02251 0.99l91 0.95106 
1.02270 0,99576 0.95243 
1,02288 ,0.991:153 0.953111 
, .OdO j '.00121 0,95518 
'.02315 1.00378 0.95b54 
1.02324 1.0(1625 0.95787 
1,Ol327 1 .01088 0.96046 
1.0231' 1.01;" 0.96293 
1,02f.?7 1.01898 O.96~78 
1.02224 1.07'50 0.96751 
1.0215 5 1,02H2 0.961162 
1.02066 1.071:167 0.97,163 
1.01965 1,03138 0.9(353 
1,01846 , ,03387 0.9i"~1. 
1,01716 1,03617 0.97706 
1,0 1 575 1,03829 0.97870 
1.01419 1,04026 0.98026 
1.0HS4 1,040109 0,98175 
1.01079 1.04.S79 0.98318 
1.00896 1,01.538 0,98454 
1.00704 1,04687, 0.98584 
1 
. ,", . ., . 
'1 J 
VAPORISATION EFFIClcNCIES. 
FF.ED PLATE 
T I ME 1 
0.0 1,05 0 00 
0.1 1,O~'~3 
0.21,06033 
0.$ 1,06499 
0.4 1.06<131 
0.5 1,07330 
0.6 1.07696 
0.7 1,08030 
0.8 1.08334 
0,9 1.08607 
1,0 1.088 53 
1.1 1 ,09070 
1,21,09262 
1,3 1,09 4 2R 
1,4 1,U9571 
1.5 1,09691 
1,6 1,0<1790 
1,7 1,09 1l 68 
1.8 1,Olllln 
1.9 1,0991,8 
2,01,09991 
7..2 1,09991 
2.4 1,09934 
2,6 1,U98i?7 
2,8 1.011 676 
3,0 1,09487 
3,2 1'.09 266 
3,41,011018 
3,6 1,UII746 
3,8 1,08456 
4,0 1,08150 
4,2 1,Ol8H 
4.41,07 5 04 
4,6 1,07169 
4,8 1,06830 
5,0 1,06488 
, \ 
, 
2 
1,02000 
1.03947 
1,057'5 
1.07437 
1,09001 
1,10456 
1,11810 
1,130'0 
1,14243 
1,15333 
1,16347 
1,172110 
1,18165 
1,181177 
1,19730 
1.2{)417 
1,l1072 
1,216611 
1,22218 
1,2;.725 
1.013190 
1,~4009 
1,24692 
1,25255 
1,25712 
1,U.076 
1,263'8 
1,26567 
1,26713 
1,26804 
1,26847 
1,26848 
1,26814 
1,26748 
1,21,6!16 
1,26542 
'I ' 
, 
" ,', 
I ", 
3 
1.0500(1 
1,01'0013 
1,069 53 
1.01825 
1,OIi/:>31 
1.0937' 
1,10059 
1,10688 
1,11262 
1.11786 
1,12262 
1,12691 
1.13077 
',,34l2 
1,1H27 
1.13996 
1,14n9 
1,1 4 428 
1,1 4 596 
1.14734 
1,'4844 
1.14985 
1,15031 
1.14991 
1,14876 
1,14695 
1.14455 
1,141,.,3 
1,1382/ 
1,13452 
, ,13043 
1.12605 
1.12143 
1.116"1 
1.111,.,3 
1.10650 
COMPONENT 
4 
O,99UOO 
0,99956 
1,0(1848 
1,01689 
1,02517 
1,03352 
1,04198 
1.05041 
',05671 
1,0('675 
1,07446 
1,OP,180 
, ,088n 
1,09522 
',10130 
1,10695 
1,1'~20 
1,1,705 
1,1;>151 
1,17562 
1,17938 
1,13'93 
1,14131 
1,14'65 
1.14906 
1,15165 
1,15353 
1,15478 
1,15549 
1,15572 
1,15)54 
1,1~5(10 
',15417 
1,15307 
1,15176 
1,15026 
5 
0.96000 
O,970Z8 
0.97992 
0.98897 I 
0,9 9 (45 
1.00539 
1,01l111 
1.01974 
1,02621 
1,03c!24 
1.03 785 
1.0 4 305 
1,04789 
1,0"36 
1 ,05649 
1.06030 
1,06580 
1.06i'nl 
1,06996 
1,07l6 4 
1,07508 
1,(179 211 
1,(18'6 4 
1,08528 
1,08726 
1,08867 
1,0811 57 
1,0900i? 
1,09008 
1,08979 
1,08922 
1.(18839 
1,08134 
1,08611 
1,08 10 72 
1,08321 
. ·~·t ..... 
H6 
H7 
1 ~" ' 
':', 
.j , ,. 
" 
'\ VAPORISATION EFFICltNCIES. 
PLAn:- 5 COMPONENT 
T1ME 1 2 J 4 5 
0.0 1 • O~OOO 1.02000 1.05000 0.99000 0.96000 
0.1 1.05022 1.03443 1.05498 0.99471 0.96557 
0.2 1. 050~7 1.04762 1.05941\ 0.99900 0.97072 
0.3 1.050£8 1.059(3 1.06356 1.00304 0.97550 
, 
0.4 1.05056 1.07089 1.06726 '.0(1719 0.97996 
0.5 '.050"0 1.081,0 1.07062 1.01167 0.98413 
0.6 1.05062 1.09076 1.07368 1.01650 0.98804 
0.7 1.05062 1.09964 1.01647 '.07156 0.99173 
0.8 1.05061 1 • 10792 1.07902 '.0'-673 0.99522 
0.9 1.05059 1.11565 1.08134 , .03190 0.99851 
1 .0 1.05056 1.12289 ,1.01\346, 1.03698 1.00164 
1 • 1 1.05052 1.12968 1.08539 , .04194 1.00462 
1 .2 1.05047 1.13606 1.08715 1.04672 1.00746 
, .3 1.05042 1.14207 1.0887; 1.05132 1.01017 
1 .4 1.05036 1.14774 1.09020 1.05572 1.01n6 
1 .5 1.0'031 '.15310 1.09152 1.05992 '.01525 
1 .6 1.05025 , .15817 1.0'/271 1.06592 1.01763 
, 1,7 1.0;019 1.16298 1.09377 1.06774 1.01992 
" 
1 .8 1.05012 1.16754 1.0\l47,~ '.07137 1.0U12 
1 .9 1.05006 1.17188 1.09558 '.07483 1.02425 
, , 
2.0 1,05000 1.17600 1,09637 '.07813 1.02629 ! ' 2,2 1.049 /l1! 1,18368 1,011754 ' 1.0 .. 426 1.03018 
2.4 1,049 75 1.1906B 1,0981.2 1.01\983 1.03j81 
Z.6 1,049 63 1,19709 1.0\1899 1.09491 1,03721 
(I,ll ',U4\1~' ',':0297 1,O99l~ ',OQ956 ',04043 
3,0 1,049£0 , • i!()840 1,0<1932 1.10382 1.04345 
3.2 ',0497.9 1.21542 1,09912 1,10774 1.046'32 
" 3.4 1,04918 1.21808 1,09871) 1.11136 1.04903 , 
3.6 1,049 08 1.27241 1.09809 1,11471 1.05160 
3,8 1,041198 1.2'-645 1,09730 1.11781 1.05405 
4,0 1,048119 1.l30a 1,09634 1,17.070 1,05638 
4,2 1.U4880 1. 23376 1.095l5 ~.1;1j39 1.05859 
4.4 1, U4871 1.23708 1,09397 1,17590 1,06071 
4.6 1,04863 1.l40(O 1,09i!~1\ 1.1<'87.5 1.06273 
4.8 1,04(155 1.24314 1.09107 1,13046 1,06466 
5.0 1,04847 1.24592 1.08945 1.13253 1.06651 , 
.- ~.'" ,. T;i'~'.~' 
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VAPORISATION EFFICICNCIES. 
PLATE- 6 
TIME 1 
0,0 1. u5000 
0,1 1,04'23 
0.2 1,04089 
0.3 1,03691 
0.4 1,03325 
0.5 1,02987 
0,6 1,OZ674 
0,7 1,02382 
0,8 1,02110 
0,9 1,01855 
1 ,0 1,01616 
1 , 1 1,01391 
1 ,2 1,01178 
1 ,3 1,001176 
1.4 1,007A4 
1.5 1,00602 
1 ,6 1,00428 
1.7 1,00'62 
1 ,8 , ,00103 
1 ,9 0,119951 
2.0 0,\19804 
2.2 O,1I95?6 
2.4 0,99267 
2,6 0,990." 
2.8 0,98793 
3,0 0,9857 1• 
3.2 O,9836S 
3.4 0,':18165 
3,6 0.Y797Z 
3,8 O,977B6 
4,0 0,97606 
4,2 0,97432 
4.4 0,9"(261 
4.6 0,97096 
4.8 0,96933 
5.0 0,96775 
, 
, 
ii 
? 
1,02000 
1,02952 
1.03816 
1.04604 
1,05325 
1.05987 
1,06596 
1.07159 
1.076110 
1.08163 
1,08613 
1,09031 
1.09422 
1.09787 
1,101,8 
1.10448 
1.10749 
,,11031 
1,11296 
1,11545 
1,11780 
"'2210 
1,12593 
1.12934 
1.13238 
1,13509 
"'37~1 
1.13967 
1,14159 
1.14330 
1,14481 
1.14614 
1.14731 
1.14834 
1.14923 
';15000 
, ~ .",,,.~,,, 
.. ; ~~ , 
3 
1,05000 
1,0 4998 
1,0499( 
1,0498(' 
1,0 411 68 
1,04949 
1,0 4927 
1,04901 
1,0 4 871 
1,0 4837 
1,04799 
1.0 47 57 
1,0 4 711 
1,04661 
, ,0 4 607 
1.0 4 550 
1,04489 
1,04424 
1,0 4355 
1,0 4 283 
1,04t07 
1,0 4 045 
1,03869 
1.03680 
1.03477 
1,03263 
1 ,0.5036 
1.02798 
1,02550 
1,Oa91 
1 ,O~O22 
'.0"45 
1,01459 
1.01165 
1.001165 
1,00557 
H8 
COMPONENT 
4 
0,99000 
0.99000 
0.91\998 
0.99008 
0.99059 
0.99171 
0,99339 
O,99~50 
0.99789 
1,00043 
1,00303 
1.00563 
1,00817 
1.01062 
1.0,,98 
1.01523 
1.01736 
1.01938 
1.0~129 
1.07308 
'.07477 
1.0;1786 
1.03057 
1.03'95 
1 .03~O4 
1.03686 
1 .03!!45 
1.039112 
1.04101 
1.04(02 
1,04'89 
1.01.361 
1.04420 
1.01.468 
1,04506 
, .04534 
i 
1 
5 
0,96000 
0,96099 
0.96195 
0.96290 
0,96.581 
0,96471 
0.96558 
0,96643 
O,96n6 
0,961107 
0,96885 
0,96961 
0,97035 
0.97107 
0.97177 
0,97244 
0.97310 
0,97373 
,0.97434 
0.97493 
0.97~51 
0.97659 
0,97759 
0.971!52 
o ,971137 
0.98015' 
0.98086 
0.98150 
0.98l08 
0.98259 
0.983(13 
0.98342 
0.98374 
0.98402 
0.98 423 
0.98440 
.- +"'" • 
H9 
:f. 
;,. 
VAPORISATION EFFIClENCIES. 
. ~, PLATe- 7 CO,.,PONENT 
TIMe 1 2 3 4 5 
0.0 1.05000 1.02000 1.(15000 0.99000 .0.96000 
0.1 1,034.'\0 1.01924 1,03950 0.9A011 0,95139 
0.2 1,02026 1.01758 1,0<'911 0.97036 0.94l89 
0.3 1,OU667 1.015!13 1.01920 0.9",120 0.93481 1 
0.4 0.119449 1.01373 1,0 1 030 0.95343 0.92'65 
0, 5 0,98 4 22 1,01289 , . (10298 0.94(75 0.92195 I 
0.6 0.',1(625 1.01355 0.997{'8 (1,94454 0.91810 
0.7 0.97070 1.01598 0.9 9 458 0.94384 0.91629 
0.8 0.967~8 1.02015 0,99354 0.94539 0.91638 
0.9 0.96593 1.02574 0.99420 0.94874 0.91805 
1 .0 0,96583 1.03233 0,99608 0.95336 0.92087 
1 • , 0.'/6664 1.03948 0.99873 0.95875 0.92441 
, ,2 0,96796 1.04683 1,00176 0.96 4 51 0.928H 
, .3 0.96951 1.05411 1,00489 0.97034 0.93236 
1 .4 0.<n110 1.06113 1.007 0 3 0.97605 0.93 6 34 
1 .5 0,117261 1.06780 1.01078 0.98151 0.94015 
1 .6 0.1I730R 1.07407 1,01336 0,98667 0.94374 . 
• 
1 ,7 0.'''751 0 , ,079112 1.01566 0.99149 0,94708 
~ 1 ,8 O,1I76?2 1 • 08557 1,01768 0.9950 7 0.95019 
" 
. '; , ' .9 O,Y7707 1.09042 1,01943 1,0(1012 0.95305 
! 2,0 0.117778 1.09511 1.01.092 1.0(1397 0.95570 
2.2 0.117878 1,1(\352 1.0 23 22 1.01083 0.9 6 041 
2.4 0,97934 1,"081 1,ol474 1.0H73 0.96447 
2.6 0.919 57 1,11718 1,02564 1.02183 . 0.96799 
2.8 O,II7Y57 1.12280 1,0 2602 1.0?628 0,97109 
3,0 0,979 39 1,17.779 1,02598 1.03018 0.97384 
r .' 3.2 0,97909 1.13224 '.025S9 1.03364 0,97 6 32 .. 3.4 0.97871 1,13626 1.02491 1.03671 0,971156 
3,6 0,117827 1.13989 1,02397 1,03946 O,98()62 
3.8 0.97779 1.14321 1,OUBS 1,04194 0.98251 
4.0 O,Yl128 1.1'624 1.02150 1.04419 0.911426 
4,2 0.97676 1.14902 1.0'000 1.04623 0,98589 
4,4 0.97674 1,151,9 1,018 '51 1,04810 0,98741 
4.6 0,9757'2 1.15397 1,01662 1.04981 0.98884 
4.8 0.97520 1,15618 1.01475 1,05138 0.99019 
5,0 0.'n469 1.15824 1,01279 1,05284 0.99146 
"" 
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VAPORISATION EFFICICNCIES, 
PlAH_ 1\ 
TIME 1 2 
0,0 1,05000 1,02000 
() • 1 1.045;>5 1.02953 
0,2 1.04095 1.03822 
0.3 1 ,O370~ 1,01.611$ 
0.4 1,03350 1,05350 
0.5 1,03026 1,06026 
0,6 1,02729 1,06654 
0.7 '.0.?457 1 ,07238 
0,8 1 • 02208 1,07783 
0,9 1 , 0 1 11 79 1 ,08294 
1 • 0 1.01768 1 • 08775 
1 , 1 1.01574 1,09228 
1 , 2 1,01395 1,09657 
1 , 3 1,01230 1,1(l063 
1 ,4 1.01078 1,10449 
1 • 5 1.00938 1,'0817 
1 ,6 1.00810 1 , 11169 
1 .7 1,OOM1 1,11506 
1 .8 1,005113 1,11829 
1 .9 1.0041l3 1,12140 
2,0 1,00592 1,12439 
2,2 1.00233 1.13008 
2,4 1,00103 1,13541 
2.6 0. 11 91197 1,11,0 4 5 
2,8 0,99914 1,14524 
3,0 0.998~? 1.14981 
3,2 0.99808 1,15420 
3,4 0,1/9781 1,15844 
3,6 0. 9117 70 1,16253 
3,8 O,lIl1ln 1,166!11 
4,0 0,119787 1,17039 
4,2 0.99814 1,17417 
4.4 0.991152 1,177117 
4,6 0,991100 1,18150 
4,8 0.1/1/957 1,18507 
5,0 1.00022 1,18858 
HID 
I' 
~ , ," 
COMPONENT 
3 4 5 
1.05000 O,9QOOO 0.96000 
1.0501)0 0,99001 0,96'00 
1.04998 0,99004 0.96201 
1.04996 0,99022 0,96303 
1.0499.!' 0,99083 0.96405 I 
1.049119 O,99~08 0,96507 
, 
1.04981.. 0,99392 0.96610 
, • 04978 0,99623 0,96714 
1 • 04971 0,991$85 0.96819 
1 • 04964 1 ,00164 0.96924 
1.0 41155 1 ,00453 0,97030 
1 ,04946 1 ,00744 0.97136 
1.0 4935. 1,01033 0,97243 
1.0 49 24 1,01317 0.97351 
1,04912 '.01593 0,97460 , 
1.04899 1,011162 0,97569 
1.04885 1.02123 0,97679 
1.04871 1,02374 0.97790 
1.041$55 1,026111 0,97901 
1,04839 1.07854 .0,911013 
1,0 4821 1,03081 0,98125 
1.04784 1,03516 0,98353 
1,04143 1,03924 0,98582 
1.04699 1,04311 0,98815 
1.04652 1 ,0 I. 6 79 0,9901.9. 
1.0460l 1.0~O30 0,99286 
1.04548 1,OSH·8 0.99525 
1.01.4Q1 1 ,O~694 0,99766 
1.044 31 1,0('011 1.00009 
1,043611 1,Ollj18 1,00254 
·'.04302 1,011619 1,00500 
1.0 4233 1,06913 1,00747 
1.04161 1,07(02 , ,00995 
1.04087 1,07486 1,01244 
1.04010 1,07765 1,01493 
1,03931 1,08041 1,01743 
,. " " 
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VAPORISATION EFFJCIENCIES, 
CONOENSER, 
TIME 1 
0,0 1 ,05000 
, 0,1 1,05474 
0.2 1.05826 
0.3 1,060139 
0,4 1,062/36 
, 0.5. 1,06433 
0,6 1.0C,543 
0,7 1,0662 4 
0.8 1,06683 
0,9 1.067<'3 
1 .0 1,06750 
1.1 1.06766 
1 .2 1.06/73 
1 ,3 1.06'173 
1 ,4 1,06767 
1 .5 1,06757 
1 .6 1,06 7 44 
1 ,7 ,1,06727 
1 ,8 1,06709 
, .9 1.06688 
2,0 1,06667 
2,2 1.06621 
2.4 1,06572 
2,6 1,06523 
7. • 8 1,06474 
3,0 1,06 425 
3,2 1,06377 
3.4 1.06331 
3,6 1,06286 
3.8 1,0624;> 
4,0 1,062(10 
4,2 1,06159 
4,4 1,061.,0 
4,6 1.060113 
4,8 1.06047 
5.0 1,06012 
, 
, i 
I 
7. 
1,02000 
1,O~888 
1,05548 
1,07023 
1,08343 
1,09533 
"'0613 
1,11599 
1.12502 
1,13332 
1.14100 
1, HS" 
1.15413 
1 ,160!S1/ 
1,1"'666 
1,17206 
1 ,17713 
1,18190 
1,18640 
1,19065 
1. 19467 
1,20209 
1.20879 
1,21487 
, ,22042 
1,22550 
1,23017 
1,23447 
1,23846 
1,24216 
1. <14560 
1,24881 
1,25181 
1,25463 
1,25727 
1,25976 
'. ~ "'1" , .• 
I .' I'~ , i ' . 
Rll 
. " ;~ 
'-. :'.) 
.' ~ 
CO",PONENT 
3 4 5 
1 ,05000 0,99000 0,96000 
1,O~953 0,991100 0,96973 
1,06 744 1,OOC,50 0.97801 
1.07409 1,01'98 0.98516 I 
1.0 79 75 1,01898 0,99143 
1.08461 1,02489 0,99699 
1,08882 1,03083 1,00197 
1.09 247 1.03674 1,00647 
1.09567 1,0/.<157 1.01057 
1,01/847 1,01.824 1,01433 
1.1009.) 1,05371 1.01780 
1,10310 1 ,05894 1 • 02,1 0' 
1.1050 1 '1,Of- 592 1.0"01 
1.106119 1,06!!64 1,02682 
1.10817 1,07')11 1,02945 
1.10946 1,07734 1,03194 
1,11059 1.011134 1.(13 4 29 
1,11157 1,011)11 1.03651 
'.11241 1,OI\!!68 1,03!!63 
, ,113P 1,00'05 1.04065 
1.1137$ 1,09524 1.04l58 
1.11461 1,10112 1.04 620 
1.1 1 513 1,10641 1.049 5 4 
1.11532 1,11118 1.05263 
1,11522 1.11551 1,05552 
1,1141\7 1.11944 1.05822 
1,11429 1,1{)305 1.06076 
1.11350 1,17632 1.06 315 
1,11251 1.12934 1,(6)41 
1.11136 1,13213 1.06'55 
1,11005 1,13471 1,()6Y58 
1,10859 1 ,1:5 7 09 1,07 1 51 
1.10700 1,13931 1,07335 
1,10529 1,11.138 1.07510 
1.10347 1,14331 1,07677 
1,10156 ,,14~12 1,07~l6 
I _ 
